Oracle Database 11g:
The Top New Features for DBAs and Developers
by Arup Nanda Oracle ACE Director

In this multipart series, learn how important new features such as Database Replay, Flashback Data
Archive, and SecureFiles work via simple, actionable how-to’s and sample code.
Change, although constantly present, is seldom risk-free. Even if the change is relatively minor (creating
an index for example), your goal is probably to predict its precise impact as accurately as possible and then
take appropriate action
Many new change assurance (or “Real Application Testing,” as Oracle calls it) features in Oracle Database
11g bring that dream closer to reality. The Database Replay tool, for example, allows you to capture production database workload and replay it in a test (or even the same) database to assess the impact of change.
Or consider SQL Performance Analyzer, which predicts the performance impact of changes to SQL before
they are made.
In my opinion, this Real Application Testing functionality alone justifies the upgrade.
Overall, Oracle Database 11g makes database infrastructure far more efficient, resilient, and manageable.
For example, very compelling new features in the realm of partitioning ease the design and management
of partitioned tables immensely.
In this series (as in the previous series focusing on Oracle Database 10g), you will learn how these new
features work via simple, actionable how-to’s and sample code.
Enjoy the series, and the release!
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What is your biggest concern when you need to make a change in the database—be it some minor change,
such as altering initialization parameters and database attributes, or major but inevitable ones such as applying
patchsets? What about for your upgrade to Oracle Database 11g itself?
For me, the biggest concern is the risk of the change “breaking” something. Even the most minor changes can
have a domino effect, eventually producing a visible impact.
To minimize this risk, most shops make the change in a control environment similar to the production one, apply
a workload similar to your production system’s, and observe the impact. It’s rather trivial, at least technologically
speaking, to replicate your production system but reproducing the workload is a different story. That’s easier said
than done.
Most organizations attempt to do that using some third-party load generation tool that can run automatically
to simulate real user activity. Although this approach may be adequate in most cases, it’s never a truly faithful
reproduction of your production database workload. These third-party tools merely execute a pre-written query
several times with different parameters; you have to supply the query to the tool and give it a range of parameters
that it can use randomly. This is not a representative workload of your production system but rather merely the
running of a small part of your production workload executed several times—resulting in as little as 1 percent
of your application code being tested. Worst of all, these tools require you to supply all the queries from the
production workload yourself, which can take weeks or months for small applications or even up to a year for
complex ones.
If you could, wouldn’t it be a better approach to record all database operations—DML-related and otherwise—
inside the database itself, and then replay them in the very sequence they occurred?

Enter Database Replay
In Oracle Database 11g, your wish is granted, and then some. The new Database Replay tool works like a DVR
inside the database. Using a unique approach, it faithfully captures all database activity beneath the level of SQL
in a binary format and then replays it either in the same database or in a different one (which is exactly what you
would want to do prior to making a database change). You can also customize the capture process to include
certain types of activity, or perhaps exclude some.
Database Replay delivers half of what Oracle calls Oracle Database 11g’s “Real Application Testing” option; the
other half is provided by another tool, SQL Performance Analyzer. The main difference between these two tools
is the scope involved: whereas Database Replay applies to the capture and replay of all (subject to some filtering)
activities in a database, SQL Performance Analyzer allows you to capture specific SQL statements and replay
them. (You can’t see or access specific SQLs captured in Database Replay, while in SQL Performance Analyzer
you can.) The latter offers a significant advantage for SQL tuning because you can tweak the SQL statement
issued by an application and assess its impact. (SQL Performance Analyzer is covered in a forthcoming
installment in this series.)
Conceptually, Database Replay works in the sequence shown in the figure below.
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1.

You start a capture process that records activities against the database.

2. The process writes the activities to special files called “capture files” in a directory called /capture directory/.
3. After a while you stop the capture process and move these capture files to a test system in a directory called /
replay directory/.
4. You start a replay process and several replay clients to replay all these capture files.
5. The capture files are applied against the test database.
So, what does Database Replay provide that third-party tools don’t? Well, other tools merely replay several
synthetic statements, which you provide. In contrast, Database Replay does not need you to provide SQL
statements. Since it captures all activity underneath the SQL, you don’t risk missing out on some key operations
that may be the root of any performance issue. In addition, since you can capture selectively—for specific users,
programs, and so on—and you can specify a time period when the workload is captured, you can replay specific
workloads that cause you problems, not the entire database.
For instance, you notice that the month-end interest calculation program is causing issues and you suspect that
changing a parameter will ease the process. All you have to do is capture the workload for the duration the monthend program runs, make the change in parameter on a test system, and then replay the capture files on that test
system. If the performance improves, you have your solution. If not, well, it’s only a test system. You didn’t impede
the operation of the production database.
In my opinion, this tool alone makes the upgrade to Oracle Database 11g worthwhile. Now, I’ll show you how
it works.

Capturing
The first task is to capture the workload from your database. All the tasks are done either via command line or
Oracle Enterprise Manager Database Control, but you’ll use the latter here.
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1.

The workload captured is stored in the system on files—the veritable “tape” inside your “camcorder.” This
directory should be empty. So, the first task will be to create the directory if you don’t have one. For this
example, create a directory called /home/oracle/dbcapture.
$ cd /home/oracle
$ mkdir dbcapture

2. Create a directory object in the database for this directory:
SQL> create directory dbcapture as ‘/home/oracle/dbcapture’;
Directory created.

3. Now you are ready to initiate capture. To demonstrate a real-life example, you will create a simple test harness
that will generate a lot of INSERT statements and insert into a table called TRANS.
create table trans (
trans_id number,
cust_name
varchar2(20),
trans_dt date,
trans_amt
number(8,2),
store_id
number(2)
)
/

Here is the little PL/SQL code snippet that does the trick. It generates 1,000 insert statements and executes
them. (Note that it generates 1,000 distinct insert statements, not inserts 1,000 times in the same statement or
program.)
declare
l_stmt varchar2(2000);
begin
for ctr in 1..1000 loop
l_stmt := ‘insert into trans values (‘||
trans_id_seq.nextval||’,’||
‘’’’||dbms_random.string(‘U’,20)||’’’,’||
‘sysdate - ‘||
round(dbms_random.value(1,365))||’,’||
round(dbms_random.value(1,99999999),2)||’,’||
round(dbms_random.value(1,99))||’)’;
dbms_output.put_line(l_stmt);
execute immediate l_stmt;
commit;
end loop;
end;

Just create the file with the contents as above; do not run it. Call this file add_trans.sql.
(All the above steps were necessary for this lesson only. With the exception of the directory object, they are not
needed when you perform the operation in production.)
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4. In the real world, you would probably run the replay on a different database. For our purposes here, however,
you will merely flashback the same database and replay the activities there. You can mark this spot by creating
a Restore Point called GOLD.
SQL> create restore point gold;

Now, you are ready to capture. Navigate to the main Database Replay page in Oracle Enterprise Manager
Database Control. From the home page, choose Software and Support (shown in the figure below, marked
by “1”).


5. Click Database Replay (under Real Application Testing) to launch the Database Replay page (see below).

6. In the left-hand pane, you will see a series of activities. Choose the first activity (Step 1: Capture Workload)
by clicking on the Go to Task icon next to it.
7.

The next screen brings up three assumptions you should carefully examine and confirm before starting the
capture process:
•

That the current database can be restored on the replay system to the SCN when workload capture begins

•

That there is enough disk space to hold the captured workload

•

That you are ready to restart the database before workload capture begins, if you choose to

8. Tick all check boxes to acknowledge.
9. Click Next.
10. The next screen has two different action items. On the top half of the screen you will see two radio buttons
for you to choose if you want to restart the database before the capture process.
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When you start the capture process, there could be in-flight transactions, some of which may be captured and
some not. Restarting the database will void these in-flight transactions. Restarting the database clears this “noise”.
Furthermore, restarting the database gives you a clean backup to be restored on a test system, ensuring that you
are replaying the activities on a system that has the same SCN number as the production system.
For these reasons, especially the first one, Oracle recommends that you restart the database prior to capture (and
this selection is default). But you don’t have to. If you don’t want to restart, choose the other radio button.
11. The bottom part of the screen now shows something similar to that shown below.

Now you will record the filters that the capture process will take into account while capturing activities. Two filters
are there by default: to exclude all activities coming from Oracle Management Server and those coming from
Oracle Management Agent.
You can add additional filters too. For example, to add a filter to exclude all perl programs, click Add Another Row
and enter “perl” and “%perl%” in the fields “Filter Name” and “Value” respectively. Similarly, correct a small
mistake in the default parameter—the value of the Oracle Management Agent filter should be “%emagent%”,
not “emagent%”.
Or, suppose you want to exclude all SYS user actions. Then you will need to choose USER from the Session
Attribute drop down box and enter SYS in the “Value” column.
12. Click Next. This brings up a screen similar to the one shown below:

13. In this screen, choose the directory name from the drop-down box where capture files will be stored. In this
case you have used the directory DBCAPTURE. If you have not created this directory as shown in earlier
steps, you can still create it by clicking Create Directory Object. Then click Next.
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14. In the next screen you will see the Job Details such as when it needs to be executed and so on. Choose the
radio button Immediate to execute this immediately.
15. Fill in the other details in the page such as the OS username, SYS password, and so on, and click Next.
16. The next screen, labeled “Step 5 of 5”, shows you all the information you entered such as the job name and
the exclusion filters. If everything looks as you desired, Click Submit. Otherwise you can go back to make
changes.
17. Once you hit Submit, the workload capture will start. You will see a confirmation screen as shown below.

Note the Status, which shows “In Progress”.
18. Now that the workload is being captured, run your simulation workload from a SQL*Plus prompt. Of course,
in a real-life system, you will not need to run any simulation; you will merely let the capture run for a while to
capture all your workload.
SQL> connect arup/arup
SQL> @ins_trans

This will execute 1,000 insert statements into the table TRANS.
19. After the workload is completed, click the Stop Capture button as shown in the screen above. You will be
asked to confirm.
20. Oracle takes Automated Workload Repository (AWR) snapshots automatically before and after the workload
capture. In the next screen you will be asked if you want to export the AWR data. This is important if you
replay on a different system and you would want to export the AWR data from this database to the target
database, as shown in the screen below. Click Yes.

21. This will create a Scheduler Job to export the AWR. Click on the job name and refresh the status screen until
you see the jobs disappears from the Running tab.
You have just captured the workload in the files in the directory /home/oracle/dbcapture!
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Pre-processing
Now that you have captured the workload, you can replay it. Usually, you will want to replay in a separate, test
system so you will need to copy the files in the directory /home/oracle/dbcapture to a new host. Make sure that
the directory is empty before you copy files to it. For learning purposes, here you will use the same database for
replay.
Replaying in the same database is an uncommon but conceivable requirement. For example, you may want to
replay the transactions in your main system and after testing is complete flashback to the starting point. You may
have an outage window within which you want to test the effect of a parameter change, which you would do in
the same database.
You will need to pre-process the workload captured before you can play it. Pre-processing makes these captured
files ready for replay.
1.

Go the main Database Replay page.

2. Select Step 2: Preprocess Workload.
3. Choose the directory object from the drop down list box. It will show the captured workload. In your case, it’s
DBCAPTURE. If you have not created the directory object, you can easily create the directory by clicking the
appropriate button.
4. Click Preprocess Workload.
5. In the next page you will be asked to provide a job name and the associated details like host username and
password. Accept the defaults unless you want a specific job name. Choose to run this job immediately. The
host userid and passwords should be already populated. If they are not, enter the appropriate values; click
Submit.
6. In the next page, you will see a conformation and a link to see the job status. Click on it.
7.

Refresh this screen until you see the status as “Succeeded.”

The workload has now been pre-processed and is ready for replay.

Replaying
After the workload is captured and pre-processed, you can replay it in the test database. Again, for learning
purposes, you have pre-processed the workload in the same database and will use the same database to replay
the activities. To do so, you have to reset the database back to the starting point. You can easily do that by
flashing it back to the restore point GOLD you created during capture process.
SQL> shutdown immediate;
... database shuts down ...
SQL> startup mount
... instance starts and mounts the database ...
SQL> flashback database to restore point gold;
... database will be flashed back ...
SQL> alter database open resetlogs;
... database is opened ...

Now you are at a point before the workload started and you can replay the workload you captured earlier. Follow
the steps below to replay it.
1.

Go to the main Database Replay screen from the Database homepage as shown in the “Capturing” section.
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2. From the menu, select Step 3: Replay Workload. This will take you to the main Replay screen.
3. You will see a drop down box for choosing the directory. Choose the directory where you placed the replay
files. This is the directory object; not the actual UNIX directory. In the earlier example, you used the directory
object DBCAPTURE, so choose that one. If you have not created the directory yet, you can click Create
Directory and create a directory object.
4. Click Setup Replay in the top right-hand corner.
5. The next screen brings up a list if information about what is about to happen. Here is the lowdown on each of
these informational items.
•

Restore Database—When you replay a workload captured earlier, you are probably doing it on a test system.
How did you build the test system? You probably restored the production database to the test system and
restored it. Most likely the production database has not been shut down for this activity so your recovery is
probably incomplete. In that case, confirm that the recovery operation is performed up to the SCN number
specified during capture as well as preprocessing steps.
In this example, you flashed back the database to that SCN number. So, you’re in compliance.

•

•

•

Perform System Changes—This is why you are doing the replay in the first place: to test a system change
such as a parameter change or a setting change. Well, of course, you have to make the change prior to replay.
Resolve References to External Systems—Suppose you had a directory object in the production database
pointing to /home/appman/myfiles and this directory doesn’t exist on the test system. When you replay, the
references to this directory will fail. Similarly, all the DB Links in the source system will fail in the test system
if they do not exist. So, you have to resolve all of them by creating or changing them. The next screen will
allow you to change them.
Set Up Replay Clients—You will see how to do that in subsequent steps.

6. Click Continue, which bring up a screen such as the following:

You can change all the unreferenced parameters by clicking the links shown on the page. Please note that you will
navigate away from the Database Replay page when you click on any one of them. So, it’s preferable to change
them separately, in SQL*Plus. Click Continue.
7.

Enter a Replay Name or accept the default.
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8. The next screen shows you some potential issues due to unresolved references to DB links, directories, and
so on.

If you like you can make changes to the replay system on the right-hand side of the screen. In this example, as you
are running on the same database, this step will not be necessary.
9. Click Next. This will bring up a screen as shown in the figure below:

This screen shows that the replay process is now waiting for replay clients. The replay clients are executed from
outside the Database Control screen. These are client programs that read the captured workload and replay them.
The program is named wrc (both on UNIX and Windows systems). To start a replay client, you need to go to the
UNIX prompt and execute the following line:
$ wrc userid=system password=* replaydir=/home/oracle/dbcapture

Of course, you need to supply the correct password for SYSTEM. Change the directory name if you stored the
captured files in a different place. It should return with the following message:
Workload Replay Client: Release 11.1.0.6.0 - Production on Tue Sep 4 19:50:44 2007
Copyright (c) 1982, 2007, Oracle.

All rights reserved.

Wait for the replay to start (19:50:44)

At this time the replay client is merely waiting for the replay governor (Database Control) to tell it to start. You may
decide to start more clients to process the workload in parallel.
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10. Immediately go to the Database Control screen. You should see the screen has changed to display the fact
that the replay clients are connected. It displays the host name they connected from, the OS process id, and
so on:

11. Click Next and then Submit to start the replay process. If you go to the UNIX session now, you will see an
additional message: “Replay started (01:49:56)”. The screen will display the progress bar that displays how
much of the data has been processed so far.
12. After some time the UNIX session will show “Replay finished (01:50:35)”. At that time, if you check the
Database Control screen, you will see a screen similar to the following.

13. This shows the detailed status of the replay job. The key field is “Status” at the upper left-hand corner that
shows “Completed”, indicating that the job is complete.
14. Now you can analyze the run. The screen shows the metrics on the lower half of the screen, under heading
“Comparison”. In this example it indicates that the replay completed in 39.08% of the capture time. So, is this
good news? Were the changes you implemented effective?

Not necessarily. Look at the next metric—Database Time—which is 180% of the capture. To dig more, click on the
tab Report, which brings up the screen shown below:
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15. This screen shows various options for reports. Start with the simplest, the Workload Report. This report
does not compare performance but shows you “divergence”—how much data was different in the replay.
For instance, if you had a record with ID 3, it was updated and later deleted. During replay, suppose it was
first deleted and then updated; that would qualify as divergence. The less the divergence, the more accurate
the replay.
16. But don’t stop there. For a definitive analysis, examine the AWR Compare Period Report, shown just below,
for periods during the capture and the replay and see the difference for many other metrics such as latch
contention, locks, redo generation, consistent gets, and so on, which give you a much better and clearer
picture of the impact of your changes.
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This report shows the differences between the capture and replay loads. During replay, physical writes and
reads went up to 367% and 111% of that during capture respectively. Other parameters, such as sorts and
logical reads, also went up, albeit not so dramatically. So you could conclude that whatever changes were
made hurt performance rather than helped it.

Use Cases
Database Parameter Change—Consider this scenario: You are wondering if you should change the default value
of the parameter db_file_multiblock_read_count from 16 to 256. Well, is 256 good, or should you set it to 128? Or,
should it be 64 or 32? The choices are finite but the impact may be limitless; changing the value has a profound
impact on the optimizer so what might help a query can break 100 others. How can you determine the optimal
value of the parameter?
Database Replay comes in very handy in this situation. You can capture the workload from the production system,
move the captured load into a different test system, set the db_file_multiblock_read_count to 32, and then replay
the workload. Then you can flashback the database to the original state, set the value to 64, and replay the same
workload. You can re-execute this cycle of flashing back, setting the value, and replaying the captured load for all
possible values of the parameter. In each of the replays, you will run the AWR reports before and after each replay
and compare them. You can then choose the value of the parameter that yields the best overall result. Without
Database Replay, it would have been impossible to determine the best value.
OS Upgrades—You are planning to upgrade the OS or even apply a small patch to fix an I/O problem, but how
can you ensure that it will not break anything or introduce some other problem? Simple: Just capture the load and
replay it in a test system where the patch is applied. This technique applies to kernel parameter changes as well.
Applying Patches—Say you hit a bug and there is a patch available for it. But you are not sure what impact it will
have on existing operations and, of course, you and 1,000 others in your organization would give anything to find
out. Database Replay is your answer.
Debugging—There’s always a pesky program (or programs?) that throw out some results that you don’t expect.
Fortunately, debugging has never been easier with the Database Replay. Just capture the workload during which
the programs run, move to a new system, change the program logic to put in some debugging information, replay
the workload, analyze the output, and look like a hero. If it doesn’t work the first time, don’t lose heart. Repeat the
process (from the replay onward; you don’t need to capture again) until you find the solution.
Object Changes—You want to add an index or convert an index from b-tree to bitmap. What impact will it have
on the INSERT statements? And where? Don’t speculate; just get the captured workload and replay it in the test
system.
Database Upgrades—This is the holy grail of change assurance. The time has come for upgrading to Oracle
Database 11g. The zillion-dollar question is: Will all your applications work just as well, or even better? Instead of
speculating, just capture the workload from Oracle Database 10g and replay it in Oracle Database 11g. You are
not testing some synthetic transactions on the new version—rather, you are testing the very same SQL your
applications use every day. If something doesn’t go as planned, tune it in the new system until you are absolutely
satisfied with the outcome.
(Note: As of this writing, the support of workload capture from Oracle Database 10g is not possible. That
functionality will be available in a future production version of Oracle Database 11g, however.)
Platform Changes—Suppose you want to migrate your database platform from Solaris to HP-UX, where asynch
I/O is not available for filesystems. Will the performance be same? Why speculate? Just capture the workload in
Solaris and replay in HP-UX.
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Conversion to Oracle Real Application Clusters (RAC)—This is a common question: you are planning to convert
the database from a single instance to a RAC one. Will the applications behave the same way? The only way to
find out is to run an actual workload, capture it, and replay in the RAC database.

Conclusion
Change is never painless but it doesn’t have to be unbearable either. You can mitigate many risks by capturing the
exact activities your end users put into the system using the new Database Replay tool and then replay them on
a test system to accurately gau
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Transaction Management with LogMiner
and Flashback Data Archive
Learn how to identify and roll back time by backing-out specific transactions and their dependents.
Download Oracle Database 11g

LogMiner Interface in Oracle Enterprise Manager
LogMiner is an often ignored yet very powerful tool in the Oracle Database. It is used to extract DML statements
from the redo log files—the original SQL that caused the transaction and even the SQL that can undo the
transactions. (For an introduction to LogMiner and how it works, refer to my Oracle Magazine article “Mining for
Clues.”) Until now, this powerful tool was commonly under-appreciated due to the lack of a simpler interface. In
Oracle Database 11g, however, Oracle Enterprise Manager has a graphical interface to extract transaction from
the redo logs using LogMiner, which makes it extremely easy to use the tool to examine and rollback transactions.
(Note: As in previous versions, you can continue to use the DBMS_LOGMNR package to perform command linedriven log mining if you wish.)
Let’s see an example how this is done. To enable log mining, you need only minor supplemental logging enabled
for the database or at least the table. Flashback Transaction requires primary key logging. To enable it for the entire
database, issue the following commands:
SQL> alter database add supplemental log data;

Database altered.
SQL> alter database add supplemental log data (primary key) columns;

Database altered.
Now, consider the following statements issued by an application against your database:
SQL> insert into res values (100002,sysdate,12,1);
1 row created.
SQL> commit;
Commit complete.
SQL> update res set hotel_id = 13 where res_id = 100002;
1 row updated.
SQL> commit;
Commit complete.
SQL> delete res where res_id = 100002;
1 row deleted.
SQL> commit;
Commit complete.

Note the statements carefully: each one is succeeded by a commit statement, which indicates that each
statement is a transaction. Now let’s see how you can examine the transactions in LogMiner in Oracle Database
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11g Database Control.In the Enterprise Manager screen, from the Database homepage, go to the tab labeled
Availability.

Click View and Manage Transactions, listed under Manage. This brings up the main LogMiner interface, as
shown below:

You can enter specific ranges in time or SCNs to search for transactions. In the figure above, I have entered a
range of time to search in the Query Time Range. In the Query Filter, I have used only the SCOTT’s transactions,
because that was used to perform all the DMLs. In the Advanced Query section, you can enter any additional
filter. After all fields are entered, click Continue.
This kicks up the Log Mining process that searches through the redologs (both online and archived, if needed) and
finds the transactions issued by the user SCOTT. After the process is completed, you will see the results screen.
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The top portion of the results screen looks like this:

The results indicate that the search found two transactions by SCOTT, which affected two records.
The bottom portion of the screen shows the details of those transactions. Here is a partial view of the screen.
You can see the transactions show as 1 ins (meaning “1 insert statement”). The leftmost column shows the
transaction identifiers (XID), a number that uniquely identifies a transaction.

If you click on that transaction identifier, you can see the details of that transaction as shown in the screen below:

As you can see, you can use Database Control to search and identify the transactions. Click the buttons Previous
Transaction and Next Transaction to scroll through all the transactions found by the search.

Use Cases
How can you use this feature? Well, several ways. The most important use may be to find out “who” did “what.”
If you don’t have auditing enabled for performance reasons, or just haven’t kept the audit records, all you have to
do is to search for the clues in the LogMiner interface by mining the redo logs—online as well as archived ones. In
the search screen, you can enter additional filtering conditions in the Advanced Query field under Query Filter.
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Suppose you want to find a transaction where the record for the RES_ID = 100002 was inserted, deleted, or
updated. You can search for a specific value in the redo stream by using the function column_present in the dbms_
logmnr package as shown below:

This function will extract all the transactions that involved 100002 in the RES_ID column in RES table under the
SCOTT schema.
You can also use this feature to unearth the DDL commands issued against the database. To do that, select the
radio button View DDL Only in the Query Filter section.

Backout of Selected Transactions
When you examine a transaction, what do you want do with it? One thought—perhaps the reason you are looking
into the transaction in the first place—is that the transaction was made in error and you want to undo it. That’s
fairly simple; if the transaction is an insert, you just have to delete it; or if it is an update, then the undo will be
updating the row to the older value.
However, note the transactions used in the example carefully. The first transaction inserts a row. The second one
updates the row just inserted and the third one deletes that very row. The first one (the insert) is the transaction
you want to backout. But, here is a problem; the row is already deleted by the subsequent transactions; so what
is the undo transaction going to be, in this case?
This is where the Dependent Transaction viewing feature in Oracle Database 11g comes handy. Click Flashback
Transaction. After some searches, it will present a screen similar to below:
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This screen shows you the dependent transactions and update and deletes as well. Now when you back-out the
transaction, you can back-out the dependents as well. To do so, choose the Cascade radio button from the list
below and click OK.

It will show you the different transactions you want backed out; click the Transaction IDs to see that what SQL
statements Oracle will issue to undo the specific transaction.

For instance, to undo the insert, it has to issue a delete, as shown above. If you click on the next transaction (just
below it), you will see the details of what needs to be done to back that one out:

You get the idea. Click Submit and all these transactions will be rolled back, in one sweep. This is the cleanest way
to undo a transaction and its dependents.

Command Line Interface
What if you don’t have access to the Enterprise Manager or perhaps you want this done through a script?
The package DBMS_FLASHBACK, which is also present in Oracle Database 10g, has a new procedure called
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TRANSACTION_BACKOUT. This procedure is overloaded so you have to pass the value to the named parameters,
as shown below.
declare
trans_arr xid_array;
begin
trans_arr := xid_array(‘030003000D040000’,’F30003000D04010’);
dbms_flashback.transaction_backout (
numtxns
=> 1,
xids
=> trans_arr,
options
=> dbms_flashback.cascade
);
end;

The type xid_array is also new in Oracle Database 11g. It is present to pass a series of transaction identifiers to
the procedure.

Other LogMiner Improvements
If you have been using XMLType as a data type and you have more reasons to use it in Oracle Database 11g, you
will be happy to see that the XML data is mined as well in LogMiner. It shows up both in SQL_REDO and SQL_
UNDO columns.
You can set an option called SKIP_CORRUPTION while starting LogMiner which will skip the corrupt blocks in redo
logs. So, you can still salvage valid data from the redo logs even if it is partially damaged. Here is how you can use
the improved syntax:
begin
dbms_logmnr.start_logmnr(
options => dbms_logmnr.skip_corruption
) ;
end;

Flashback Data Archive
Oracle9i Database Release 2 introduced the proverbial time machine in the form of the Flashback Query, which
allows you to select the pre-changed version of the data. For example, had you changed a value from 100 to 200
and committed, you can still select the value as of two minutes ago even if the change was committed. This
technology used the pre-change data from the undo segments. In Oracle Database 10g, this facility was enhanced
with the introduction of Flashback Versions Query, where you can even track the changes made to a row as long
as the changes are still present in the undo segments.
However, there was a little problem: When the database is recycled, the undo data is cleaned out and the prechange values disappear. Even if the database is not recycled, the data may be aged out of the undo segments
to make room for new changes.
Since pre-11g flashback operations depend on the undo data, which is available only for a short duration, you
can’t really use it over an extended period of time or for more permanent recording such as for auditing. As a
workaround, we resorted to writing triggers to make more permanent records of the changes to the database.
Well, don’t despair. In Oracle Database 11g, Flashback Data Archive combines the best of both worlds: it offers
the simplicity and power of the flashback queries but does not rely on transient storage like the undo. Rather, it
records changes in a more permanent location, the Flashback Recovery Area.
Let’s look at an example. (Note: you need to activate Automatic Undo Management for Flashback Data Archive
to work.) First, you create a Flashback Data Archive, as shown below:
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SQL>
2
3
4

create flashback archive near_term
tablespace far_near_term
retention 1 month
/

Flashback archive created.

For the time being ignore the meaning of the term “retention”; we will revisit it later. (This is a location where the
changes will be recorded.) The archive is created in the tablespace far_near_term.
Assume you have to record changes to a table called TRANS. All you need to do is enable the Flashback Data
Archive status of the table to start recording the changes in that archive.
SQL> alter table trans flashback archive near_term;
Table altered.

This puts the table into the Flashback Data Archive mode. All the changes to the rows of the table will be now
tracked permanently. Let’s see a demonstration.
First, select a specific row of the table.
SQL> select txn_amt from trans where trans_id = 2;
TXN_AMT
---------19325.67
SQL> update trans set txn_amt = 2000 where trans_id = 2;
1 row updated.
SQL> commit;
Commit complete.

Now, if you select the row, it will always display 2000 in this column. To find out the older value as of a certain
time, you can use the Flashback query as shown below:
elect txn_amt
from trans
as of timestamp to_timestamp (‘07/18/2007 12:39:00’,’mm/dd/yyyy hh24:mi:ss’)
where trans_id = 2;
TXN_AMT
---------19325.67

Now, after some time, when the undo data has been purged out of the undo segments, query the flashback data
again:
select txn_amt
from trans
as of timestamp to_timestamp (‘07/18/2007 12:39:00’,’mm/dd/yyyy hh24:mi:ss’)
where trans_id = 2;

It comes back with the result: 19325.67. The undo is gone, so where did the data come from?
Let’s ask Oracle. You can do that using autotrace and see the execution plan:
SQL> set autotrace traceonly explain
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SQL>
2
3
4

select txn_amt
from trans
as of timestamp to_timestamp (‘07/18/2007 12:39:00’,’mm/dd/yyyy hh24:mi:ss’)
where trans_id = 2;

Execution Plan
---------------------------------------------------------Plan hash value: 535458644
---------------------------------------------------------| Id

| Operation

| Name

| Rows

| Bytes | Cost (%CPU)| Time

| Pstart| Pstop

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

0 | SELECT STATEMENT

|

|

2 |

52 |

10

(10)| 00:00:01 |

|

|

1 |

|

|

2 |

52 |

10

(10)| 00:00:01 |

|

|

2 |

UNION-ALL

|

|

|

|

|

|

|*

3 |

FILTER

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

4 |

PARTITION RANGE SINGLE|

|

1 |

52 |

3

(0)| 00:00:01 |

1 |

1

|*

5 |

| SYS_FBA_HIST_68909 |

1 |

52 |

3

(0)| 00:00:01 |

1 |

1

|*

6 |

|*

7 |

|*

8 |

TABLE ACCESS FULL

|

9 |

VIEW

|* 10 |

VIEW

TABLE ACCESS FULL
FILTER
HASH JOIN OUTER

TABLE ACCESS FULL

|

|

|

|

|

|

1 |

4053 |

| TRANS

|

1 |

38 |

|

|

2 |

| SYS_FBA_TCRV_68909 |

2 |

|

|

|

|

10

(10)| 00:00:01 |

|

6

(0)| 00:00:01 |

|

8030 |

3

(0)| 00:00:01 |

|

8056 |

3

(0)| 00:00:01 |

|

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Predicate Information (identified by operation id):
--------------------------------------------------3 - filter(NULL IS NOT NULL)
5 - filter(“TRANS_ID”=2 AND “ENDSCN”>161508784336056 AND “ENDSCN”<=1073451 AND (“STARTSCN” IS NULL
OR “STARTSCN”<=161508784336056))
6 - filter(“F”.”STARTSCN”<=161508784336056 OR “F”.”STARTSCN” IS NULL)
7 - access(“T”.ROWID=(“F”.”RID”(+)))
8 - filter(“T”.”VERSIONS_STARTSCN” IS NULL AND “T”.”TRANS_ID”=2)
10 - filter((“ENDSCN” IS NULL OR “ENDSCN”>1073451) AND (“STARTSCN” IS NULL OR “STARTSCN”<1073451))
Note
----- dynamic sampling used for this statement

This output answers the riddle “Where did the data come from?”; it came from the table SYS_FBA_HIST_68909,
which is a location in the Flashback Archive you defined earlier for that table. You can check the table but it’s not
supported by Oracle to directly peek at that data there. Anyway, I don’t see a reason you would want to do that.
The data inside the archive is retained but until how long? This is where the retention period comes into play. It’s
retained up to that period. After that, when new data comes in, the older data will be purged. You can also purge it
yourself, e.g.
alter flashback archive near_term purge before scn 1234567;

Managing Flashback Archives
You can add more than one tablespace to an archive. Conversely you can remove a tablespace from one too. If you
are planning to use a tablespace that has other user data as well, you run into the risk of crowding the tablespace
with the Flashback Data Archive data and leaving no space for the user data. To reduce the risk, you can establish
a quota on how much space the archive can take inside the tablespace. You can set the quota by:
alter flashback archive near_term modify tablespace far_near_term quota 10M;

You can check which tables have Flashback Data Archive turned on by querying the dictionary view:
SQL> select * from user_flashback_archived_tables;
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TABLE_NAME
OWNER_NAME
------------------------------ -----------------FLASHBACK_ARCHIVE_NAME
------------------------------------------------TRANS
ARUP
NEAR_TERM

You can find out about the archives by querying the dictionary view:
sql> select * from flashback_archives;
FLASHBACK_ARCHI FLASHBACK_ARCHIVE# RETENTION_IN_DAYS PURGE_SCN STATUS
--------------- ------------------ ----------------- ---------- ------NEAR_TERM
1
30
1042653
MED_TERM
2
365
1042744
LONG_TERM
3
1825
1042838

Using multiple archives lets you use them creatively in different situations. For instance, a hotel company’s
database may need one year of reservation data but three years of payments. So you can define multiple archives
with different retention policies and assign them to the tables. Or if you have a uniform retention policy, you can
define only one archive and make it the default.
alter flashback archive near_term set default;

When you don’t need an archive for a table, you can turn it off with:
alter table trans no flashback archive;

As you can see, you just enabled a powerful change recording system without writing a single line of code.

Differences vs. Regular Auditing
How does Flashback Data Archive differ from regular auditing? First of all, the latter requires the audit_trail
parameter be set to DB or DB_EXTENDED and the trails are written to the table called AUD$ in the SYSTEM
tablespace. Flashback Data Archives can be defined on any tablespace (or more than one, even on parts of a
tablespace where user data exists) and therefore can be defined on cheaper storage.
Second, auditing is based on autonomous transaction, which has some performance overhead. Flashback Data
Archives are written by a dedicated background process called FBDA so there is less impact on performance.
Finally, Flashback Data Archives can be purged at regular intervals automatically. Audit trails must be manually
maintained.

Use Cases
Flashback Data Archive is handy for many purposes. Here are some ideas:
•

•

•

•

•

To audit for recording how data changed
To enable an application to undo changes (correct mistakes)
To debug how data has been changed
To comply with some regulations that require data must not be changed after some time. Flashback Data
Archives are not regular tables so they can’t be changed by typical users.
Recording audit trails on cheaper storage thereby allowing more retention at less cost
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Conclusion
Mistakes happen but now you can assert with authority that you will be able to identify the specific changes
that caused the mistake, and you have tools to roll back those mistakes in entirety using the transaction back-out.
But you are no longer limited to mining the changes from the archived and online redo logs only; the changes
are recorded for perpetuity in the Flashback Archives. Now you can audit the changes the tables for all practical
purposes in the Flashback Recovery Area, using just a few commands.
Back to “Oracle Database 11g: Top Features for DBAs and Developers” homepage
Arup Nanda Arup Nanda (arup@proligence.com) has been exclusively an Oracle DBA for more than 12 years
with experiences spanning all areas of Oracle Database technology, and was named “DBA of the Year” by Oracle
Magazine in 2003. Arup is a frequent speaker and writer in Oracle-related events and journals and an Oracle
ACE Director. He co-authored four books, including RMAN Recipes for Oracle Database 11g: A Problem
Solution Approach.
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Adaptive Cursors and SQL Plan Management
Use bind variables that intelligently pick the right plan every time and make sure a new execution plan is perfect
before it’s used.
Download Oracle Database 11g
By now many of you have heard an earful about how using bind variables enhances performance; for those who
haven’t, let me try to explain the core concepts in as simple manner as I can. (I also recommend a visit to Tom
Kyte’s asktom.oracle.com, where you can learn how singularly important it is to use bind variables to improve the
performance of SQL statements as well as how to use them in several languages.)
Assume you have a table called CUSTOMERS that has, among others, a column called STATE_CODE, which store
the customer’s residence state in the two-letter abbreviation of the U.S. states—CT, NY and so on. When you want
to find out how many customers have purchased more than three times and are from the state of Connecticut
(‘CT’), you will most likely issue:
select count(1)
from customers
where state_code = ‘CT’
and times_purchased > 3;

When you issue this query, Oracle has to perform an activity called parsing, which will generate an execution
plan for the SQL statement you just issued. After parsing the query is ready fro execution. Parsing is similar
in concept to compilation of code in software; when you write something in C++, say, you can’t run that in
the operating system—first you must compile it and make it an executable. The activity of parsing makes an
executable from the SQL statement.
Now suppose another user issues a statement as shown below:
select count(1)
from customers
where state_code = ‘NY’
and times_purchased > 3;

This is almost identical to the query above, with one exception: the state_code searched is NY instead of CT.
Ideally, the parsed code would be the same and the value of the literal would be supplied at runtime. But the way
the queries are written, Oracle interprets them as different and has to do another parse for the second query.
Consider instead if the queries were written as:
select count(1)
from customers
where state_code = <StateCode>
and times_purchased > 3;

The first query would have passed NY as the value of <StateCode> and the second, CT. The query would not have
to be parsed again.
In this example, the <StateCode> is conceptually known as a bind variable, which is a place holder for values to be
passed during execution. Bind variables are represented in the form of :VariableName, as shown below:
where state_code = :state_code

If your code does not have bind variables and instead littered with references to literal values such as where state_
code = ‘CT’, you can force all literals to be converted to bind variables by specifying an initialization parameter:
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cursor_sharing = force

This parameter will cause the statement where state_code = ‘CT’ to be rewritten as where state_code =
“:SYS_0001” where SYS_0001 is a system generated variable name. This approach will make these statements
identical.

The Problem with Bind Variables
Well, if bind variables are so great, why not use them all the time? Don’t we have a magic bullet—cursor_
sharing—which transforms all the bad code to sharable statements? (Those already familiar with the reasons,
especially the concept of bind-peeking, can skip to the section titled “Adaptive Cursors”.)
Consider the case where there is an index on the column STATE_CODE. The values in the column are shown
below:
select state_code, count(1)
from customers
group by state_code;
ST
COUNT(1)
-- ---------NY
994901
CT
5099

As you can see, the data is highly skewed; about 5% of the rows have ‘CT’ in them while the rest have ‘NY’. It’s
not surprising considering the population of the states. Now, let’s see what type of execution plan is generated for
the query shown earlier:
SQL> set autot traceonly explain
SQL> select * from customers where state_code = ‘NY’ and times_purchased > 3
2 /
Execution Plan
---------------------------------------------------------Plan hash value: 2008213504
------------------------------------------------------------------------------| Id | Operation
| Name
| Rows | Bytes | Cost (%CPU)| Time
|
------------------------------------------------------------------------------|
0 | SELECT STATEMENT |
|
895K|
26M| 1532
(9)| 00:00:19 |
|* 1 | TABLE ACCESS FULL| CUSTOMERS |
895K|
26M| 1532
(9)| 00:00:19 |
------------------------------------------------------------------------------Predicate Information (identified by operation id):
--------------------------------------------------1 - filter(“TIMES_PURCHASED”>3 AND “STATE_CODE”=’NY’)
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The query used a full table scan—the appropriate action since 95% of the rows are returned with the query and an
index scan would have been very expensive. Now issue the same query with ‘CT’:
SQL> c/NY/CT
1* select * from customers where state_code = ‘CT’ and times_purchased > 3
SQL> /
Execution Plan
---------------------------------------------------------Plan hash value: 4876992
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------| Id

| Operation

| Name

| Rows

| Bytes | Cost (%CPU)| Time

|

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|

0 | SELECT STATEMENT

|*

1 |

|*

2 |

|

|

4589 |

138K|

56

(2)| 00:00:01 |

|

4589 |

138K|

56

(2)| 00:00:01 |

| IN_CUST_STATE |

5099 |

|

12

(0)| 00:00:01 |

TABLE ACCESS BY INDEX ROWID| CUSTOMERS
INDEX RANGE SCAN

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Predicate Information (identified by operation id):
--------------------------------------------------1 - filter(“TIMES_PURCHASED”>3)
2 - access(“STATE_CODE”=’CT’)

It used the index. Again, that was appropriate; CT accounts for only 5% of the rows and an index scan will
be beneficial.
Let’s see the behavior when using a bind variable. Here is the demonstrated behavior in Oracle Database 10g.
SQL> var state_code varchar2(2)
SQL> exec :state_code := ‘CT’
PL/SQL procedure successfully completed.
SQL> select max(times_purchased) from customers where state_code = :state_code
2

/

Execution Plan
---------------------------------------------------------Plan hash value: 296924608
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------| Id | Operation
| Name
| Rows | Bytes | Cost (%CPU)| Time
|
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------|
0 | SELECT STATEMENT
|
|
1 |
6 | 1511
(8)| 00:00:19 |
|
1 | SORT AGGREGATE
|
|
1 |
6 |
|
|
|* 2 |
TABLE ACCESS FULL| CUSTOMERS |
500K| 2929K| 1511
(8)| 00:00:19 |
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------Predicate Information (identified by operation id):
--------------------------------------------------2 - filter(“STATE_CODE”=:STATE_CODE)

The optimizer chose Full Table Scan on CUSTOMERS table. Shouldn’t the index be used because we are searching
for CT only, which accounts for a mere 5% of the total records? What made the optimizer choose full table scan
over index scan?
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The answer is a phenomenon called bind peeking. Earlier, when you ran that query with the bind variable value set
to ‘NY’, the optimizer had to do a hard parse for the first time and while doing so it peeked at the bind variable to
see what value had been assigned to it. The value was ‘NY’. Since ‘NY’ accounts for about 95% of the rows, the
optimizer chose full table scan (as expected). In addition, it also froze the plan for the query. Next, when we issued
the same query, but for ‘CT’, the plan was not re-calculated and the optimizer used the same plan used earlier,
even though it was not the best one for the purpose. Had you used a value such as ‘CT’ instead of the
bind variable in the query, the optimizer would have picked the correct plan.
Thus as you can see, bind variables, even though they were good in most cases, actually failed in cases where the
selectivity of the values radically affected the plans, as in this example where the selectivity of the values ‘CT’ and
‘NY’ were 5% and 95% respectively. In cases where the distribution of data is such that the selectivity is almost
the same for all values, the execution plan would remain the same. Therefore smart SQL coders will choose when
to break the cardinal rule of using bind variables, employing literals instead.

Adaptive Cursors
But what if you don’t have a lot of smart coders or the time to rewrite these statements? Does Oracle provide
some smart alternatives?
Yes it does. With Oracle Database 11g, cursors suddenly have a new kind of intelligence. Instead of blindly using
the cached execution plan whenever the query is executed, they actually decide if a plan has to be recalculated
when the bind variable value changes. If a cursor has a bind variable in it, the database observes it for a while to
see what type of values are passed to the variable and if the plan needs recalculation. If the plan does need to be
recalculated, the cursor is marked as “Bind-Sensitive”.
The example query shown previously is a perfect candidate. The correct optimizer plan will be used based on the
value of the bind variable. There is no need for you to do anything; it happens automatically.
The dictionary view V$SQL has been modified to add two more columns: IS_BIND_SENSITIVE and IS_BIND_
AWARE. Let’s see how they are used:
select is_bind_sensitive, is_bind_aware, sql_id, child_number
from v$sql
where sql_text = ‘select count(1) from customers where state_code = :state_code and times_purchased >
3’
I
Y
Y

I
Y
N

SQL_ID
CHILD_NUMBER
------------- -----------7cv5271zx2ttg
0
7cv5271zx2ttg
1

Let’s see what the columns mean. Oracle observes the cursors for a while and sees how the values differ. If the
different values can potentially alter the plan, the cursor is labeled “Bind-Sensitive” and the column IS_BIND_
SENSITIVE shows “Y”. After a few executions, the database knows more about the cursors and the values and
decides if the cursor should be made to change plans based on the values. If that is the case, the cursor is called
“Bind-Aware” and the column IS_BIND_AWARE shows “Y”. In summary: Bind-Sensitive cursors are potential
candidates for changed plans and Bind-Aware ones are where the plans actually change.
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A new view V$SQL_CS_HISTOGRAM shows how many times the SQL statement was executed, organized into
three buckets for each child cursor as shown below:
select * from v$sql_cs_histogram
where sql_id = ‘7cv5271zx2ttg’
/
ADDRESS HASH_VALUE
-------- ---------45C8218C 2144429871
45C8218C 2144429871
45C8218C 2144429871
45C8218C 2144429871
... and so on ...
45C8218C 2144429871

SQL_ID
CHILD_NUMBER BUCKET_ID
COUNT
------------- ------------ ---------- ---------7cv5271zx2ttg
5
0
0
7cv5271zx2ttg
5
1
2
7cv5271zx2ttg
5
2
0
7cv5271zx2ttg
4
0
8
7cv5271zx2ttg

0

2

0

As the adaptive cursor sharing feature uses the correct plan based on the value of the bind variable, the database
must be holding that information somewhere. It exposes that information through another new view V$SQL_CS_
SELECTIVITY that shows the selectivity of the different values passed to the bind variable.
select * from v$sql_cs_selectivity
where sql_id = ‘7cv5271zx2ttg’
/
ADDRESS
-------45C8218C
45C8218C
45C8218C
45C8218C
45C8218C

HASH_VALUE
---------2144429871
2144429871
2144429871
2144429871
2144429871

SQL_ID
CHILD_NUMBE PREDICATE
R LOW
HIGH
------------- ----------- ----------- - -------- ---------7cv5271zx2ttg
5 =STATE_CODE 0 0.895410
1.094391
7cv5271zx2ttg
4 =STATE_CODE 0 0.004589
0.005609
7cv5271zx2ttg
4 =STATE_CODE 1 0.002295
0.002804
7cv5271zx2ttg
3 =STATE_CODE 0 0.002295
0.002804
7cv5271zx2ttg
0 =STATE_CODE 0 0.004589
0.005609

This view shows a wealth of information. The column PREDICATE shows the various predicates (the WHERE
condition) users have used. The LOW and HIGH values show the range of values passed.
Finally, a third new view, V$SQL_CS_STATISTICS, shows the activities by the cursors marked either Bind-Aware or
Bind-Sensitive.
select
child_number,
bind_set_hash_value,
peeked,
executions,
rows_processed,
buffer_gets,
cpu_time
from v$sql_cs_statistics
where sql_id = ‘7cv5271zx2ttg’;
CHILD_NUMBER BIND_SET_HASH_VALUE P EXECUTIONS ROWS_PROCESSED BUFFER_GETS
CPU_TIME
------------ ------------------- - ---------- -------------- ----------- ---------1
22981142 Y
1
9592
3219
0
0
22981142 Y
1
9592
3281
0

This view shows the statistics about the execution as recorded by the database. The column EXECUTIONS
shows how many times the query was seen to be executed with different values in the bind variable. The column
PEEKED (shown as “P”) in the output shows if the optimizer peeked into the bind variable to arrive at a good plan.
These views show additional information that is not necessary for you to understand how this feature works.
Adaptive Cursors are activated and used automatically.
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SQL Plan Management
How many times you have seen this situation: A query has the best possible plan but suddenly something
happens to throw the plan off? The “something” could be that someone analyzed the table again or some
optimizer influencing parameters such as star_transformation is changed—the list of possibilities is endless.
Out of frustration you may clamp down on any changes on the database, meaning no database stats collection,
no parameter changes, and so on.
But that’s easier said than done. What happens when the data pattern changes? Take, for instance, the example
shown in the section on Adaptive Cursors. The CUSTOMERS table is now filled with customers from New York;
so the STATE_CODE is mostly “NY”. So when a query with a predicate as shown below is executed:
where state_code = ‘CT’
the index scanning does not occur; instead the system does a full table scan. When the predicate is:
where state_code = ‘CT’

...the index is used since it will return few rows. However, what happens if the pattern changes—say, suddenly
there are a lot more customers from Connecticut (state_code = ‘CT’); so much more so that the percentage of CT
now jumps to 70%. In that case the CT queries should use full table scans. But as you have stopped collecting
optimizer stats, the optimizer will not know about the change in pattern and will continue to derive an index scan
path which is inefficient. What can you do?
What if Oracle used the optimal plan but reevaluated that plan when underlying factors such as stats collection or
database parameters change, at which point it used the new plan if and only if the new plan is better? That would
be splendid, wouldn’t it? Well, it’s possible in Oracle Database 11g. Let’s see how.

SQL Plan Baselining
In Oracle Database 11g, when an already calculated optimizer plan needs to be updated because of changes in the
underlying factors, it does not go into effect immediately. Rather Oracle evaluates the new plan and implements it
in only if improves on the one already there. In addition, tools and interfaces are available to see the history of the
plans calculated for each query and how they compare.
The life cycle starts with Oracle identifying a statement as one that is executed more than once, or “repeatable”.
Once a repeatable statement is identified, its plan is captured and stored as a SQL Plan Baseline, in the database
in a logical construct known as SQL Management Base (SMB). When a new plan is calculated for this query for
whatever reason, the new plan is also stored in the SMB. So the SMB stores each plan for the query, how it was
generated, and so on.
The plans are not stored in SMB automatically. If that were the case, the SMB would hold plans of every type of
query and become huge. Instead, you can and should control how many queries go into the SMB. There are two
ways to do that: making all repeatable queries baselined in SMB automatically, or manually loading the queries
that should be baselined
Let’s look at the simple case first: you can make the SQL Plan Management feature capture SQL Plan Baselines
for all repeatable queries automatically by setting a database parameter optimizer_capture_sql_plan_baselines,
which is by default FALSE, to TRUE. Fortunately, this is a dynamic parameter.
SQL> alter system optimizer_capture_sql_plan_baselines = true;

After this statement is executed, the execution plans for all repeatable statements are stored as SQL Plan
Baselines in the SMB. The SQL Plan Baselines are stored in the view called DBA_SQL_PLAN_BASELINES. You
can also see it in the Enterprise Manager. To examine the baselined plans, bring up EM and click on the tab
“Server” as shown in figure below:
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From this page, click SQL Plan Control in the section Query Optimizer, which brings up the main SPM page
shown below:
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Click the SQL Plan Baseline tab, which brings up a screen similar to as shown below:

This is the main SQL Plan Baseline screen. At the top left corner, you will see the configuration parameters. It
shows Capture SQL Plan Baselines as TRUE, which is what you enabled with the ALTER SYSTEM command.
Below that is the Use SQL Plan Baselines set to TRUE (the default). It indicates that SQL Plan Baselines are to
be used for a query if one is available.
Whenever a new plan is generated for the query, the old plan is retained in the history in the SMB. However, it
also means that the SMB will be crowded with plan histories. A parameter controls how many weeks the plans
are retained for, which is shown in the text box against Plan Retention (Weeks). In this screen it shows as set to
53 weeks. If a SQL Plan Baseline has not been used for 53 weeks it will be purged automatically.
The middle part of the screen has a search box where you can search for SQL statements. Enter a search string
here and press Go, you will see the SQL statements and associated plans as shown in the figure above. Each
baselined plan has a lot of status information associated with it. Let’s see what they are:
•

Enabled - A baselined plan has to be enabled to be considered

•

Accepted - A baselined plan is considered to an be acceptable plan for a query

•

•

Fixed - If a plan is marked as FIXED, then the optimizer considers only that in deciding the best plan. So, if five
plans are baselined for a query and three are marked “fixed”, then the optimizer considers only those three in
choosing the best plan.
Auto-Purge - If the plan should be purged automatically
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The same information and more is also available in the view DBA_SQL_PLAN_BASELINES:
SQL> desc DBA_SQL_PLAN_BASELINES
Name
----------------------------------------SIGNATURE
SQL_HANDLE
SQL_TEXT
PLAN_NAME
CREATOR
ORIGIN
PARSING_SCHEMA_NAME
DESCRIPTION
VERSION
CREATED
LAST_MODIFIED
LAST_EXECUTED
LAST_VERIFIED
ENABLED
ACCEPTED
FIXED
AUTOPURGE
OPTIMIZER_COST
MODULE
ACTION
EXECUTIONS
ELAPSED_TIME
CPU_TIME
BUFFER_GETS
DISK_READS
DIRECT_WRITES
ROWS_PROCESSED
FETCHES
END_OF_FETCH_COUNT

Null?
-------NOT NULL
NOT NULL
NOT NULL
NOT NULL

Type
--------------NUMBER
VARCHAR2(30)
CLOB
VARCHAR2(30)
VARCHAR2(30)
VARCHAR2(14)
VARCHAR2(30)
VARCHAR2(500)
VARCHAR2(64)
NOT NULL TIMESTAMP(6)
TIMESTAMP(6)
TIMESTAMP(6)
TIMESTAMP(6)
VARCHAR2(3)
VARCHAR2(3)
VARCHAR2(3)
VARCHAR2(3)
NUMBER
VARCHAR2(48)
VARCHAR2(32)
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
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If you click the plan name, it will show you the plan details. Here is an output:

In the details you can see the explain plan of the query, along with the other relevant details such as whether
the plan is accepted, enabled, fixed, and so on. Another important attribute is “Origin”, which shows AUTOCAPTURE—meaning the plan was captured automatically by the system because optimizer_capture_sql_plan_
baselines was set to TRUE.
Click Return to get back to the list of plans as shown in the previous figure. Now select a plan whose status is not
accepted and click Evolve to see if the plan should be examined for a potentially better plan. The following screen
comes up.
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The important point to note in this screen is the Verify Performance radio button. If you want to examine the
plans and compare its performance to that of the existing SQL Plan Baseline for the query, you should select that.
Click OK. This shows the report of the comparison:
------------------------------------------------------------------------------Evolve SQL Plan Baseline Report
------------------------------------------------------------------------------Inputs:
------PLAN_LIST

= SYS_SQL_PLAN_b5429522ee05ab0e
SYS_SQL_PLAN_b5429522e53beeec
TIME_LIMIT = DBMS_SPM.AUTO_LIMIT
VERIFY
= YES
COMMIT
= YES

Plan: SYS_SQL_PLAN_b5429522e53beeec
----------------------------------It is already an accepted plan.
Plan: SYS_SQL_PLAN_b5429522ee05ab0e
----------------------------------Plan was verified: Time used 3.9 seconds.
Failed performance criterion: Compound improvement ratio <= 1.4.

Execution Status:
Rows Processed:
Elapsed Time(ms):
CPU Time(ms):
Buffer Gets:
Disk Reads:
Direct Writes:
Fetches:
Executions:

Baseline Plan
------------COMPLETE
1
3396
1990
7048
4732
0
4732
1

Test Plan
--------COMPLETE
1
440
408
5140
53
0
25
1

Improv. Ratio
-------------

7.72
4.88
1.37
89.28
189.28

This is a pretty good comparison report that shows how the plans compare. If a specific plan is shown to perform
better, then the optimizer will use it. If the new plan does not show an appreciable performance improvement,
then it should not be accepted and be used. SQL Performance Management allows you to see first hand how the
plans compare and use the ones that are truly better.
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You can change the accepted status of a plan manually by executing the DBMS_SPM package:
declare
ctr binary_integer;
begin
ctr := dbms_spm.alter_sql_plan_baseline (
sql_handle
=> ‘SYS_SQL_e0b19f65b5429522’,
plan_name
=> ‘SYS_SQL_PLAN_b5429522ee05ab0e’,
attribute_name => ‘ACCEPTED’,
attribute_value => ‘NO’
);
end;

You can disable a SQL Plan Baseline so that it does not get used by the optimizer. Later you can re-enable the plan
so that it gets used again. To disable, use this:
declare
ctr binary_integer;
begin
ctr := dbms_spm.alter_sql_plan_baseline (
sql_handle
=> ‘SYS_SQL_e0b19f65b5429522’,
plan_name
=> ‘SYS_SQL_PLAN_b5429522ee05ab0e’,
attribute_name => ‘ENABLED’,
attribute_value => ‘NO’
);
end;

When a specific SQL statement’s plan is fixed by a baseline, the explain plan shows it clearly. At the end of the
plan you will see a line that confirms that the plan has been fixed by a baseline.

Differences vs. Stored Outlines
If you are familiar with Stored Outlines, you must be wondering how SQL Plan Management is different.
They seem to be doing the same thing: forcing a specific execution plan for a query. But they have one subtle
difference—namely, with the latter the baseline can be evaluated for better plan and activated in place of the
original one. Outlines, on the other hand, are fixed and can’t be overridden unless you disable them or replace
them with a different profile. In addition, plan baselines also have a history and you can know how the plans
evolved over a period of time.
A related question may be: What happens if you have a stored outline on a query and the baseline finds a better
plan? That will be a conflict, won’t it? Well, not really. When a query is parsed with an outline, the execution plan
forced by the outline will be captured as the SQL Plan Baseline for that query. If the optimizer finds a different
execution plan for that statement it will also be captured and stored in the SMB but it will not be an accepted plan.
You would have to execute the evolve process to prove the new execution plan is better than the existing SQL
Plan Baseline (old stored outline) before it will be used.

Differences vs. Stored Profiles
Profiles are not “plans” but rather metadata stored as a part of the execution plans, which is based on data. So a
query plan would change based on the predicate in case of profiles. With SQL Plan Baselines, however, the plan
would be the same regardless of the value in the predicate.

Use Cases
So what are example scenarios where you can use this feature? The best example is during upgrades or other
parameter changes. One of the ways you can baseline a set of queries is using a SQL Tuning Set and loading the
statements from the STS to the SPM. Thus you can generate an STS from Oracle Database 10g, export it, import
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it into Oracle Database 11g, and run the DBMS_SPM.UNPACK_STGTAB_BASELINE package to import the
execution plans as SQL Plan Baselines. Later, when the optimizer finds better plans, it will add that to the SMB,
allowing you to compare.

Conclusion
Adaptive Cursors and SQL Plan Management are just two examples of how the database is now very intelligent
about the kinds of requests it gets, and how to react to them. Both allow you to get the best of both worlds—with
Adaptive Cursors, you can use bind variables and yet not risk a sub-optimal plan and with SQL Plan Management,
the execution plan is not cast in stone but rather can evolve over time while retaining the stability in the short term.
Back to “Oracle Database 11g: Top Features for DBAs and Developers” homepage
Arup Nanda Arup Nanda (arup@proligence.com) has been exclusively an Oracle DBA for more than 12 years
with experiences spanning all areas of Oracle Database technology, and was named “DBA of the Year” by Oracle
Magazine in 2003. Arup is a frequent speaker and writer in Oracle-related events and journals and an Oracle
ACE Director. He co-authored four books, including RMAN Recipes for Oracle Database 11g: A Problem
Solution Approach.
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SQL Access Advisor
Get recommendations on improving schema design by partitioning, indexing, and creating materialized views
based on actual frequency and type of usage—not data.
Download Oracle Database 11g
Oracle Database 10g offers an avalanche of helpers—or “advisors”—which help you decide the best course of
action. One example is SQL Tuning Advisor, which provides recommendations on query tuning, lengthening the
overall optimization process a bit in the process.
But consider this tuning scenario: Say an index will definitely help a query but the query is executed only once. So
even though the query will benefit from it, the cost of creating the index will outweigh that benefit. To analyze the
scenario in that manner, you would need to know how often the query is accessed and why.
Another advisor—SQL Access Advisor—performs this type of analysis. In addition to analyzing indexes,
materialized views, and so on as it does in Oracle Database 10g, in Oracle Database 11g SQL Access Advisor
also analyzes tables and queries to identify possible partitioning strategies—a great help when designing optimal
schema. In Oracle Database 11g SQL Access Advisor can now provide recommendations with respect to the
entire workload, including considering the cost of creation and maintaining access structures.
In this installment you will see how a typical problem is solved by the new SQL Access Advisor. (Note: For the
purposes of this demo a single statement will illustrate this functionality; however, Oracle recommends that SQL
Access Advisor be used to help tune your entire workload, not just one SQL statement.)

The Problem
Here’s a typical problem. The SQL statement below is issued by the application. The query seems resource
intensive and slow.
select store_id, guest_id, count(1) cnt
from res r, trans t
where r.res_id between 2 and 40
and t.res_id = r.res_id
group by store_id, guest_id
/

This SQL touches two tables, RES and TRANS; the latter is a child table of the former. You have been asked to
find solutions to improve query performance—and SQL Access Advisor is the perfect tool for the job.
You can interact with the advisor either via command line or Oracle Enterprise Manager Database Control, but
using the GUI provides somewhat better value by letting you visualize the solution and reducing many tasks to
simple pointing and clicking.
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To solve the problem in the SQL using SQL Access Advisor in Enterprise Manager, follow the steps below.
1.

The first task is, of course, to fire up Enterprise Manager. On the Database Homepage, scroll down to
the bottom of the page where you will see several hyperlinks, as shown in the figure below:

2. From this menu, click on Advisor Central, which brings up a screen similar to that below. Only the top portion
of the screen is shown.

3. Click on SQL Advisors, which brings up a screen similar to that below:
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4.

In this screen, you can schedule a SQL Access Advisor session and specify its options. The advisor must
gather some SQL statements to work with. The simplest option is to get them from the shared pool, via
Current and Recent SQL Activity. Choosing this option allows you to get all SQL statements cached in the
shared pool for analysis.
However, in some cases you may not want all the statements in the shared pool; just a specific set of them.
To do so, you need to create a “SQL Tuning Set” on a different screen and then refer to the set name here,
in this screen.
Alternatively, perhaps you want to run a synthetic workload based on a theoretical scenario you anticipate to
occur. These types of SQL statements will not be present in the shared pool, as they have not executed yet.
Rather, you need to create these statements and store them in a special table. In the third option (Create a
Hypothetical Workload...), you need to supply the name of this table along with the schema name.
For the purpose of this article, assume you want to take the SQLs from the shared pool. So, choose the first
option as shown in the screen, which is default.

5. However, you may not want all the statements, just some key ones. For instance, you may want to analyze
the SQL executed by the user SCOTT, which is the application user. All other users probably issue ad hoc SQL
statements and you want to exclude them from your analysis. In that case, click on the “+” sign just before
Filter Options as shown in the figure below.

6. In this screen, enter SCOTT in the text box where it asks to enter the users, and choose the radio button
Include only SQL... (default). Similarly, you can exclude some users. For instance, you may want to capture
all activity in the database except the users SYS, SYSTEM ,and SYSMAN. You will enter these users in the text
box and click the button Exclude all SQL statements... .
7.

You can filter on tables accessed in statements, on Module Ids, Actions, and even specific strings in the SQL
statements. The idea is to confirm that only the statements of interest are analyzed. Choosing a small subset
of the entire SQL cache makes the analysis faster. In this example, we assumed there is only one statement
issued by the user SCOTT. If that is not the case you can put additional filtering conditions to reduce the
analyzed set to only one SQL, the one mentioned in the original problem statement.
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8. Click Next. This brings up a screen shown below (only top portion shown):

9. In this screen you can specify what types of recommendations should be searched. For instance, in this case,
we want the advisor to look at potential indexes, materialized views, and partitioning, so check all the boxes
next to these terms. For Advisor Mode, you have a choice; the default, Limited Mode, acts on only high-cost
SQL statements. It will be faster, of course, and will yield better bang for the buck. For analysis of all SQL, use
the Comprehensive Mode. (In this example the choice of modes is irrelevent because you have only one SQL.)
10. The bottom half of the screen shows advanced options such as how the SQL statements should be prioritized,
the tablespaces used, and so on. You can leave the defaults as marked (more on those later).Click Next, which
bring up the scheduling screen. Choose Run Immediately and click Next.
11. Click Submit. This creates a Scheduler job. You can click on the job hyperlink shown in this screen, at the top
of the page. The job will be shown as Running.
12. Click Refresh repeatedly until you see the value under the column Last Run Status change to SUCCEEDED.
13. Now go back to the Database Homepage and click on Advisor Central as you did in Step 1. Now you will see
the SQL Access Advisor row as shown in the figure below:
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14. This screen indicates that the SQL Access Advisor task is COMPLETED. Now click on the button View Result.
The screen is shown below:

15. This screen says it all! SQL Access Advisor analyzed the SQL statement and found some solutions that
can improve query performance tenfold. To see what specific recommendations were made, click on the
Recommendations tab, which brings up a details screen as shown below.

16. This screen has a lot of good information, at a slightly higher level. For instance, for the statement with ID =
1 there are two recommended actions, under column Actions. The following column, Action Types, shows the
types of actions, indicated by colored squares. From the icon guide just below it, you can see that the actions
were on indexes and partitions. Together they improve performance by several orders of magnitude.
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To see exactly what SQL statement can be improved, click on the ID, which brings up the screen below. Of
course, this analysis had only one statement so only one showed up here. If you had more than one, you
would see them all.

17. On the screen above note the column Recommendation ID. Click on the hyperlink, which brings up the
detailed recommendations as shown below:

18. The screen offers a very clear description of the solutions. It has two recommendations: to create the table as
partitioned and to use an index. Then it finds that the index is already present so it advises to retain the index.
If you click on PARTITION TABLE under the column Action, you will see the actual script Oracle will generate
to make this a partitioned table. Before you click, however, fill in the tablespace name in the text box. This
allows SQL Access Advisor to use that tablespace while building this script:
Rem
Rem Repartitioning table “SCOTT”.”TRANS”
Rem
SET SERVEROUTPUT ON
SET ECHO ON
Rem
Rem Creating new partitioned table
Rem
CREATE TABLE “SCOTT”.”TRANS1”
(
“TRANS_ID” NUMBER,
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“RES_ID” NUMBER,
“TRANS_DATE” DATE,
“AMT” NUMBER,
“STORE_ID” NUMBER(3,0)
) PCTFREE 10 PCTUSED 40 INITRANS 1 MAXTRANS 255 NOCOMPRESS LOGGING
TABLESPACE “USERS”
PARTITION BY RANGE (“RES_ID”) INTERVAL( 3000) ( PARTITION VALUES LESS THAN (3000)
);
begin
dbms_stats.gather_table_stats(‘”SCOTT”’, ‘”TRANS1”’, NULL, dbms_stats.auto_sample_
size);
end;
/
Rem
Rem Copying constraints to new partitioned table
Rem
ALTER TABLE “SCOTT”.”TRANS1” MODIFY (“TRANS_ID” NOT NULL ENABLE);
Rem
Rem Copying referential constraints to new partitioned table
Rem
ALTER TABLE “SCOTT”.”TRANS1” ADD CONSTRAINT “FK_TRANS_011” FOREIGN KEY (“RES_ID”)
REFERENCES “SCOTT”.”RES” (“RES_ID”) ENABLE;
Rem
Rem Populating new partitioned table with data from original table
Rem
INSERT /*+ APPEND */ INTO “SCOTT”.”TRANS1”
SELECT * FROM “SCOTT”.”TRANS”;
COMMIT;
Rem
Rem Renaming tables to give new partitioned table the original table name
Rem
ALTER TABLE “SCOTT”.”TRANS” RENAME TO “TRANS11”;
ALTER TABLE “SCOTT”.”TRANS1” RENAME TO “TRANS”;

The script actually builds a new table and then renames it to match the original table.
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19. The final tab, Details, show some interesting details on the task. Although they are not important for your
analysis, they can offer valuable clues about how the advisor arrived at those conclusions, which can help your
own thinking process. The screen has two parts, the first part being Workload and Task Options,
shown below.

20. The lower half of the screen shows a sort of run-log of the task. Sometimes the advisor cannot process all
SQL statements. If some SQL statements are discarded, it shows up here, against the Invalid SQL String:
Statements discarded count. If you are wondering how why only a few of the several SQL statements
were analyzed, here lies the reason.
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Advanced Options
In Step 10 above, I made a reference to advanced settings. Let’s see what these settings do.
Click on the plus sign just left of Advanced Options, which brings up a screen as shown below:

This screen allows you to enter the name of the tablespace where the index will be created, which schema it
will be created on, and so on. For partitioning advice, you can specify the tablespace the partitions will go to and
so on.
Perhaps the most important element is the checkbox Consider access structures creation costs
recommendations. If you check this box, SQL Access Advisor will take into consideration the cost of the creation
of the index itself. For example, should 10 new indexes potentially be involved, the associated cost may lead SQL
Access Advisor to not advise their creation.
You can also specify the maximum size of the index in this screen.

Differences vs. SQL Tuning Advisor
In the introduction I only briefly described how this tool differs from SQL Tuning Advisor, so let’s go into more
detail here. A quick demo will best explain the differences.
From the SQL Advisors screen, choose SQL Tuning Advisor and run it. After it is completed, here is part of
the screen that shows the results:
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Now if you click View to examine the recommendations, it brings up a screen as shown below:

Examine the recommendation carefully: it is to create an index on TRANS on the column RES_ID. SQL Access
Advisor, however, did not make that specific recommendation. Instead it recommended to partition the table,
the reason being: Based on the access patterns and the data available, SQL Access Advisor determined that
partitioning is more efficient than building an index on the column. This is a more “real world” recommendation
than that provided by SQL Tuning Advisor.
The recommendations made by SQL Tuning Advisor map to one of four objectives:
•

Gather statistics for objects that have missing or stale statistics

•

Account for any data skew, complex predicates, or stale statistics by the optimizer

•

Restructure the SQL for optimizing performance

•

Make new index recommendations

These recommendations are with respect to only a single statement, not the entire workload. Therefore SQL
Tuning Advisor should be used on high-load or business critical queries occasionally. Note that this advisor only
recommends indexes that offer significant improvement in performance, compared to SQL Access Advisor,
which may have more lenient standards. And of course, the former does not have a partition advisor in it.

Use Cases
SQL Access Advisor is useful for tuning schemas, not just queries. As a best practice, you can use this strategy in
developing an effective SQL tuning plan:
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1.

Search for high-cost SQL statements, or better yet, evaluate the entire workload.

2. Put suspect statements into a SQL Tuning Set.
3. Analyze them using both SQL Tuning Advisor and SQL Access Advisor.
4. Get the results of the analysis; note the recommendations.
5. Plug the recommendations into SQL Performance Analyzer (see this installment).
6. Examine the before-and-after changes in SQL Performance Analyzer and arrive at the best solution.
7.
8.

Repeat the tasks until you get the optimal schema design.
When you have the best schema design, you may want to lock the plan using SQL Plan Management
baselines (described in this installment).

Conclusion
Tuning database structure is among the most laborious and involved tasks but also one of the most rewarding
ones. Similarly, partitioning is a very effective tuning tool but the choice of partition is not easily determined. SQL
Access Advisor offers a much needed helping hand in these processes.
Back to “Oracle Database 11g: Top Features for DBAs and Developers” homepage
Arup Nanda Arup Nanda (arup@proligence.com) has been exclusively an Oracle DBA for more than 12 years
with experiences spanning all areas of Oracle Database technology, and was named “DBA of the Year” by Oracle
Magazine in 2003. Arup is a frequent speaker and writer in Oracle-related events and journals and an Oracle
ACE Director. He co-authored four books, including RMAN Recipes for Oracle Database 11g: A Problem
Solution Approach.
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RMAN
Advice on data recovery, parallel backup of the same file, and virtual catalogs for security are just a few of the new
gems available from RMAN in Oracle Database 11g.
Download Oracle Database 11g

Data Recovery Advisor
Consider the error shown below:
SQL> conn scott/tiger
Connected.
SQL> create table t (col1 number);
create table t (col1 number)
*
ERROR at line 1:
ORA-01116: error in opening database file 4
ORA-01110: data file 4: ‘/home/oracle/oradata/PRODB3/users01.dbf’
ORA-27041: unable to open file
Linux Error: 2: No such file or directory
Additional information: 3

Does it look familiar? Regardless of your experience as a DBA, you probably have seen this message more than
once. This error occurs because the datafile in question is not available—it could be corrupt or perhaps someone
removed the file while the database was running. In any case, you need to take some proactive action before the
problem has a more widespread impact.
In Oracle Database 11g, the new Data Recovery Advisor makes this operation much easier. The advisor comes in
two flavors: command line mode and as a screen in Oracle Enterprise Manager Database Control. Each flavor has
its advantages for a given specific situation. For instance, the former option comes in handy when you want to
automate the identification of such files via shell scripting and schedule recovery through a utility such as cron or
at. The latter route is helpful for novice DBAs who might want the assurance of a GUI that guides them through
the process. I’ll describe both here.

Command Line Option
The command line option is executed through RMAN. First, start the RMAN process and connect to the target.
$ rman target=/
Recovery Manager: Release 11.1.0.5.0 - Beta on Sun Jul 15 19:43:45 2007
Copyright (c) 1982, 2007, Oracle.

All rights reserved.

connected to target database: PRODB3 (DBID=3132722606)

Assuming that some error has occurred, you want to find out what happened. The list failure command tells
you that in a jiffy.
RMAN> list failure;

If there is no error, this command will come back with the message:
no failures found that match specification

If there is an error, a more explanatory message will follow:
using target database control file instead of recovery catalog
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List of Database Failures
=========================
Failure ID Priority Status
Time Detected Summary
---------- -------- --------- ------------- ------142
HIGH
OPEN
15-JUL-07
One or more non-system datafiles are missing

This message shows that some datafiles are missing. As the datafiles belong to a tablespace other than SYSTEM,
the database stays up with that tablespace being offline. This error is fairly critical, so the priority is set to HIGH.
Each failure gets a Failure ID, which makes it easier to identify and address individual failures. For instance you can
issue the following command to get the details of Failure 142.
RMAN> list failure 142 detail;

This command will show you the exact cause of the error.
Now comes the fun part: How do you rectify the error? Seasoned DBAs will probably ace this without further help
but novice DBAs (and even experienced but tired ones) will welcome some guidance here. They can turn to Data
Recovery Advisor for assistance:
RMAN> advise failure;

It responds with a detailed explanation of the error and how to correct it:
List of Database Failures
=========================
Failure ID Priority Status
Time Detected Summary
---------- -------- --------- ------------- ------142
HIGH
OPEN
15-JUL-07
One or more non-system datafiles are missing
analyzing automatic repair options; this may take some time
using channel ORA_DISK_1
analyzing automatic repair options complete
Mandatory Manual Actions
========================
no manual actions available
Optional Manual Actions
=======================
1. If file /home/oracle/oradata/PRODB3/users01.dbf was unintentionally renamed or moved, restore it
Automated Repair Options
========================
Option Repair Description
------ -----------------1
Restore and recover datafile 4
Strategy: The repair includes complete media recovery with no data loss
Repair script: /home/oracle/app/diag/rdbms/prodb3/PRODB3/hm/reco_3162589478.hm

This output has several important parts. First, the advisor analyzes the error. In this case, it’s pretty obvious:
the datafile is missing. Next, it suggests a strategy. In this case, this is fairly simple as well: restore and recover
the file. (Please note that I have deliberately chosen a simple example to focus the attention on the usage of the
tool, not to discuss the many cases where the database could fail and how they can be recovered. The dynamic
performance view V$IR_MANUAL_CHECKLIST also shows this information.)
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However, the most useful task Data Recovery Advisor does is shown in the very last line: it generates a script that
can be used to repair the datafile or resolve the issue. The script does all the work; you don’t have to write a single
line of code.
Sometimes the advisor doesn’t have all the information it needs. For instance, in this case, it does not know if
someone moved the file to a different location or renamed it. In that case, it advises to move the file back to the
original location and name (under Optional Manual Actions).
OK, so the script is prepared for you. Are you ready to execute it? I don’t know about you, but I would verify what
the script actually does first. So, I issue the following command to “preview” the actions the repair task will
execute:
RMAN> repair failure preview;
Strategy: The repair includes complete media recovery with no data loss
Repair script: /home/oracle/app/diag/rdbms/prodb3/PRODB3/hm/reco_741461097.hm
contents of repair script:
# restore and recover datafile
sql ‘alter database datafile 4 offline’;
restore datafile 4;
recover datafile 4;
sql ‘alter database datafile 4 online’;

This is good; the repair seems to be doing the same thing I would have done myself using RMAN. Now I can
execute the actual repair by issuing:
RMAN> repair failure;
Strategy: The repair includes complete media recovery with no data loss
Repair script: /home/oracle/app/diag/rdbms/prodb3/PRODB3/hm/reco_3162589478.hm
contents of repair script:
# restore and recover datafile
sql ‘alter database datafile 4 offline’;
restore datafile 4;
recover datafile 4;
sql ‘alter database datafile 4 online’;
Do you really want to execute the above repair (enter YES or NO)?

Assuming I’m OK, I answer YES and the action goes on:
executing repair script

sql statement: alter database datafile 4 offline
Starting restore at 15-JUL-07
using channel ORA_DISK_1
channel ORA_DISK_1: restoring datafile 00004
input datafile copy RECID=5 STAMP=628025835 file name=/home/oracle/flasharea
/PRODB3/datafile/o1_mf_users_39ocxbv3_.dbf
destination for restore of datafile 00004: /home/oracle/oradata/PRODB3/users01.dbf
channel ORA_DISK_1: copied datafile copy of datafile 00004

output file name=/home/oracle/oradata/PRODB3/users01.dbf RECID=0 STAMP=0
Finished restore at 15-JUL-07
Starting recover at 15-JUL-07
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using channel ORA_DISK_1
starting media recovery
archived log for thread 1 with sequence 51 is already on disk as file /home/oracle/
flasharea/PRODB3/archivelog/2007_07_15/o1_mf_1_51_39ocxxdw_.arc
... and so on ...
name=/home/oracle/flasharea/PRODB3/archivelog/2007_07_15/o1_mf_1_55_39ocy9ox_.arc thread=1 sequence=55
media recovery complete, elapsed time: 00:00:01
Finished recover at 15-JUL-07
sql statement: alter database datafile 4 online
repair failure complete
RMAN>

Note how RMAN prompts you before attempting to repair. In a scripting case, you may not want to do that; rather,
you would want to just go ahead and repair it without an additional prompt. In such a case, just use repair failure
noprompt at the RMAN prompt.

Proactive Health Checks
It helps you sleep better at night knowing that the database is healthy and has no bad blocks. But how can you
ensure that? Bad blocks show themselves only when they are accessed so you want to identify them early and
hopefully repair them using simple commands before the users get an error.
The tool dbverify can do the job but it might be a little inconvenient to use because it requires writing a script
file contaning all datafiles and a lot of parameters. The output also needs scanning and interpretation. In Oracle
Database 11g, a new command in RMAN, VALIDATE DATABASE, makes this operation trivial by checking database
blocks for physical corruption. If corruption is detected, it logs into the Automatic Diagnostic Repository. RMAN
then produces an output that is partially shown below:
RMAN> validate database;
Starting validate at 09-SEP-07
using target database control file instead of recovery catalog
allocated channel: ORA_DISK_1
channel ORA_DISK_1: SID=110 device type=DISK
channel ORA_DISK_1: starting validation of datafile
channel ORA_DISK_1: specifying datafile(s) for validation
input datafile file number=00002 name=/home/oracle/oradata/ODEL11/sysaux01.dbf
input datafile file number=00001 name=/home/oracle/oradata/ODEL11/system01.dbf
input datafile file number=00003 name=/home/oracle/oradata/ODEL11/undotbs01.dbf
input datafile file number=00004 name=/home/oracle/oradata/ODEL11/users01.dbf
channel ORA_DISK_1: validation complete, elapsed time: 00:02:18
List of Datafiles
=================
File Status Marked Corrupt Empty Blocks Blocks Examined High SCN
---- ------ -------------- ------------ --------------- ---------1
OK
0
12852
94720
5420717
File Name: /home/oracle/oradata/ODEL11/system01.dbf
Block Type Blocks Failing Blocks Processed
---------- -------------- ---------------Data
0
65435
Index
0
11898
Other
0
4535
File Status Marked Corrupt Empty Blocks Blocks Examined High SCN
---- ------ -------------- ------------ --------------- ---------2
OK
0
30753
115848
5420730
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File Name: /home/oracle/oradata/ODEL11/sysaux01.dbf
Block Type Blocks Failing Blocks Processed
---------- -------------- ---------------Data
Index
Other

0
0
0

28042
26924
30129

File Status Marked Corrupt Empty Blocks Blocks Examined High SCN
---- ------ -------------- ------------ --------------- ---------3
OK
0
5368
25600
5420730
File Name: /home/oracle/oradata/ODEL11/undotbs01.dbf
Block Type Blocks Failing Blocks Processed
---------- -------------- ---------------Data
0
0
Index
0
0
Other
0
20232
File Status Marked Corrupt Empty Blocks Blocks Examined High SCN
---- ------ -------------- ------------ --------------- ---------4
OK
0
2569
12256
4910970
... <snipped> ...
Otherwise, in case of a failure you will see on parts of the above output:
List of Datafiles
=================
File Status Marked Corrupt Empty Blocks Blocks Examined High SCN
---- ------ -------------- ------------ --------------- ---------7
FAILED 0
0
128
5556154
File Name: /home/oracle/oradata/ODEL11/test01.dbf
Block Type Blocks Failing Blocks Processed
---------- -------------- ---------------Data
0
108
Index
0
0
Other
10
20
You can also validate a specific tablespace:
RMAN> validate tablespace users;

Or, datafile:
RMAN> validate datafile 1;

Or, even a block in a datafile:
RMAN> validate datafile 4 block 56;

The VALIDATE command extends much beyond datafiles however. You can validate spfile, controlfilecopy, recovery
files, Flash Recovery Area, and so on.
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Enterprise Manager Interface
Let’s see how failures can also be detected and corrected via Enterprise Manager.
First go to the Database homepage; top part is shown below.

Scroll down further until you see the Alerts section, as shown below:

One of the alerts has a severity level of critical, marked by a red X. The screen also shows you that the alert is that
of a data failure. This failure was detected by a data integrity check, which was invoked in reaction to the failure. If
you click on the hyperlink under the Message column, you will see the alert in more detail as shown in the screen
below:

Now, go back to the Database homepage and choose the tab Software and Support, which brings up a screen that
resembles the figure below:
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Click on Support Workbench. On the top of the screen that comes next, you can see a small menu as shown
below:

Click on Checker Findings, which shows the findings in more detail.

Fill in the username and password for the oracle user in the Host Credentials fields. Then click on the button
Advise. The Advise screen comes up as shown below:

Oracle thinks, quite justifiably, that someone may have moved the file by mistake. If that’s what happened, replace
the file manually and click on Re-assess Failure. That might resolve the issue. Otherwise, click on the button
Continue. The advice will come up as shown in the screen below:
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As you can see, Data Recovery Advisor advised you to restore the datafile and recover it, as would the most
appropriate action in this case. Press Continue.

You can click on the button Submit Recovery Job to start the recovery process using RMAN. You could all that
without writing a single RMAN command. You don’t have to know about RMAN to recover from the failure.

GUI Interface to RMAN
RMAN has been around for a long time. Many people say that they don’t use it due to the perceived complexity
and the need to learn a language. But in some cases, RMAN is the only tool—or at least the best tool—for the job.
Consider the case of block corruption where just one or two blocks of a huge datafile are corrupt. There is no need
to restore the entire datafile; you could perform block media recovery to repair those corrupt blocks. But without
using RMAN, you would miss out on those hidden gems.
But what if the need to learn a language were gone? Fortunately, you now have full access to RMAN functionality
through a GUI. In this section you will see how to use RMAN in Enterprise Manager to fix corrupted blocks.
From the Database homepage, click on the Availability tab, shown below:
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Click on Perform Recovery, which brings up the main recovery page:

Note the screen carefully; it reports some failures. It detected no critical errors but one “High Severity” error
(indicated by the red arrow). If you click on that, you will see the exact error that is considered highly severe.
Instead of using the Data Recovery Advisor in this case, we will perform a “User Directed Recovery,” which
allows you to choose the desired recovery procedure. The User Directed Recovery section contains links to all
the necessary activities and the option to choose the scope of the recovery in a drop-down menu, which by
default shows Whole Database. Let’s see that section a little bit more clearly:

This shows the options for many types of recovery. In this case we are interested in block media recovery so
choose the Block Recovery radio button, which brings up the screen shown below:
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Note the options here. When a block gets corrupted, the data integrity check verifies the blocks and records any
corrupt blocks in a “corruption list.” You can select this method to identify which blocks need recovery. Of course,
if you wish, you can also choose your own list of blocks to recover by choosing one of the other two options.
When you know a certain set of blocks is corrupted, you can attempt the block media recovery; otherwise just
attempt the other recovery method proposed by Oracle.

This screen shows the list of corrupt blocks as identified by the database. Click on Next.

Click on the button Submit to bring up the recovery window shown below:

This window shows the actual RMAN command to be issued. At this time you can press Submit to execute the
RMAN job. Note the contents of the window: It’s a real RMAN command, which you can copy and paste into an
RMAN prompt.
The Enterprise Manager interface to RMAN provides the best of both worlds: the power of RMAN without the
complexities of its command language. Advanced users of RMAN may not find it that useful, but for a novice, it’s
a lifesaver—especially when considering how a relatively complicated block media recovery was done using a
simple interface.

Flashback Logs to Rescue
Remember Flashback Logging introduced in Oracle Database 10g? It records the optimized versions of the
before-images of changed blocks into flashback logs that are generated in the Flashback Recovery Area, provided
Flashback has been enabled in the database. These logs help you to flash the database back to a point in the time
in the past without doing a point-in-time recovery from backups.
Well, since these flashback logs contain past images of the blocks, why not use them for recovery as well? Oracle
Database 11g does exactly that. When you recover the specific block (or blocks), Oracle looks in the Flashback logs
(instead of datafiles) to find a good copy of the past image of that block and then applies the archived logs to roll it
forward. This technique saves a lot of time by not going to the backups, especially if the backup is on tape.
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ZLIB Compression
RMAN offered compression of backup pieces in Oracle Database 10g to conserve network bandwidth but many
people were slow to use it. Why? Because third-party compression utilities provided faster alternatives to RMAN’s
own. Nevertheless, RMAN 10g compression has some neat features that third-party ones do not provide. For
instance, when RMAN 10g restores datafiles, it doesn’t need to uncompress the files first, provided it performed
the compression. This approach offers significant bandwidth savings during restores.
In Oracle Database 11g, RMAN offers another algorithm, ZLIB, in addition to the previously available BZIP2. ZLIB is
a much faster algorithm but it does not compress a whole lot. On the other hand, it does not consume much CPU
either. So if you are CPU starved, it’s a blessing to have ZLIB compression. (Note that BZIP2 is default in version
11.1; you need to license a new option called Advanced Compression Option to use ZLIB.)
To use ZLIB compression, merely set the RMAN configuration parameter:
RMAN> configure compression algorithm ‘ZLIB’ ;

You have to issue the above command if you have changed it earlier. To change it to BZIP2, issue:
RMAN> configure compression algorithm ‘bzip2’;

All the compressed backups will use the new algorithm now.

Parallel Backup of the Same Datafile
You probably already know that you can parallelize the backup by declaring more than one channel so that each
channel becomes a RMAN session. However, very few realize that each channel can back up only one datafile at a
time. So even through there are several channels, each datafile is backed by only one channel, somewhat contrary
to the perception that the backup is truly parallel.
In Oracle Database 11g RMAN, the channels can break the datafiles into chunks known as “sections.” You can
specify the size of each section. Here’s an example:
RMAN> run {
2>
allocate channel c1 type disk format ‘/backup1/%U’;
3>
allocate channel c2 type disk format ‘/backup2/%U’;
4>
backup
5>
section size 500m
6>
datafile 6;
7> }

This RMAN command allocates two channels and backs up the users’ tablespace in parallel on two channels. Each
channel takes a 500MB section of the datafile and backs it up in parallel. This makes backup of large files faster.
When backed up this way, the backups show up as sections as well.
RMAN> list backup of datafile 6;
...
<snipped>
...
List of Backup Pieces for backup set 901 Copy #1
BP Key Pc# Status
Piece Name
------- --- ----------- ---------2007
1
AVAILABLE
/backup1/9dhk7os1_1_1
2008
2
AVAILABLE
/backup2/9dhk7os1_1_1
2009
3
AVAILABLE
/backup1/9dhk7os1_1_3
2009
3
AVAILABLE
/backup2/9dhk7os1_1_4
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Note how the pieces of the backup show up as sections of the file. As each section goes to a different channel,
you can define them as different mount points (such as /backup1 and /backup2), you can back them to tape in
parallel as well.
However, if the large file #6 resides on only one disk, there is no advantage to using parallel backups. If you
section this file, the disk head has to move constantly to address different sections of the file, outweighing the
benefits of sectioning.

Backup Committed Undo? Why?
You already know what undo data is used for. When a transaction changes a block, the past image of the block is
kept it the undo segments. The data is kept there even if the transaction is committed because some long running
query that started before the block is changed can ask for the block that was changed and committed. This query
should get the past image of the block—the pre-commit image, not the current one. Therefore undo data is kept
undo segments even after the commit. The data is flushed out of the undo segment in course of time, to make
room for the newly inserted undo data.
When the RMAN backup runs, it backs up all the data from the undo tablespace. But during recovery, the undo
data related to committed transactions are no longer needed, since they are already in the redo log streams, or
even in the datafiles (provided the dirty blocks have been cleaned out from buffer and written to the disk) and can
be recovered from there. So, why bother backing up the committed undo data?
In Oracle Database 11g, RMAN does the smart thing: it bypasses backing up the committed undo data that is not
required in recovery. The uncommitted undo data that is important for recovery is backed up as usual. This reduces
the size and time of the backup (and the recovery as well).
In many databases, especially OLTP ones where the transaction are committed more frequently and the undo data
stays longer in the undo segments, most of the undo data is actually committed. Thus RMAN has to backup only a
few blocks from the undo tablespaces.
The best part is that you needn’t do anything to achieve this optimization; Oracle does it by itself.

Virtual Private Catalog
You are most likely using a catalog database for the RMAN repository. If you are not, you should seriously consider
using one. There are several advantages, such as reporting, simpler recovery in case the controlfile is damaged,
and so on.
Now comes the next question: How many catalogs? Generally, it makes sense to have only one catalog database
as the repository for all databases. However, that might not be a good approach for security. A catalog owner will
be able to see all the repositories of all databases. Since each database to be backed up may have a separate
DBA, making the catalog visible may not be acceptable.
So, what’s the alternative? Of course, you could create a separate catalog database for each target database,
which is probably impractical due to cost considerations. The other option is to create only one database for
catalog yet create a virtual catalog for each target database. Virtual catalogs are new in Oracle Database 11g.
Let’s see how to create them.
First, you need to create a base catalog that contains all the target databases. The owner is, say, “RMAN”. From
the target database, connect to the catalog database as the base user and create the catalog.
$ rman target=/ rcvcat rman/rman@catdb Recovery Manager: Release 11.1.0.6.0 - Production on Sun Sep 9
21:04:14 2007 Copyright (c) 1982, 2007, Oracle. All rights reserved. connected to target database: ODEL11
(DBID=2836429497) connected to recovery catalog database RMAN> create catalog; recovery catalog created
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RMAN> register database; database registered in recovery catalog starting full resync of recovery catalog full
resync complete
This is called the base catalog, owned by the user named “RMAN”. Now, let’s create two additional users who will
own the respective virtual catalogs. For simplicity, let’s gives these users the same name as the target database.
While still connected as the base catalog owner (RMAN), issue these statement:
RMAN> grant catalog for database odel11 to odel11;
Grant succeeded.

Now connect using the virtual catalog owner (odel11), and issue the statement create virtual catalog:
$ rman target=/ rcvcat odel11/odel11@catdb
RMAN> create virtual catalog;
found eligible base catalog owned by RMAN
created virtual catalog against base catalog owned by RMAN

Now, register a different database (PRONE3) to the same RMAN repository and create a virtual catalog owner
“prone3” for its namesake database.
RMAN> grant catalog for database prone3 to prone3;
Grant succeeded.
$ rman target=/ rcvcat prone3/prone3@catdb
RMAN> create virtual catalog;
found eligible base catalog owned by RMAN
created virtual catalog against base catalog owned by RMAN

Now, connecting as the base catalog owner (RMAN), if you want to see the databases registered, you will see:
$ rman target=/ rcvcat=rman/rman@catdb

RMAN> list db_unique_name all;
List of Databases
DB Key DB Name DB ID
Database Role
Db_unique_name
------- ------- ----------------- --------------- -----------------285
PRONE3
1596130080
PRIMARY
PRONE3
1
ODEL11
2836429497
PRIMARY
ODEL11
As expected, it showed both the registered databases. Now, connect as ODEL11 and issue the same
command:
$ rman target=/ rcvcat odel11/odel11@catdb
RMAN> list db_unique_name all;

List of
DB Key
------1

Databases
DB Name DB ID
Database Role
------- ----------------- --------------ODEL11
2836429497
PRIMARY

Db_unique_name
-----------------ODEL11

Note how only one database was listed, not both. This user (odel11) is allowed to see only one database (ODEL11),
and that’s what it sees. You can confirm this by connecting to the catalog as the other owner, PRONE3:
$ rman target=/ rcvcat prone3/prone3@catdb
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RMAN> list db_unique_name all;
List of
DB Key
------285

Databases
DB Name DB ID
Database Role
------- ----------------- --------------PRONE3
1596130080
PRIMARY

Db_unique_name
-----------------PRONE3

Virtual catalogs allow you to maintain only one database for the RMAN repository catalog yet establish secure
boundaries for individual database owners to manage their own virtual repositories. A common catalog database
makes administration simpler, reduces costs, and enables the database to be highly available, again, at less cost.

Merging Catalogs
While on the subject of multiple catalogs, let’s consider another issue. Now that you’ve learned how to
create virtual catalogs on the same base catalogs, you may see the need to consolidate all these independent
repositories into a single one.
One option is to deregister the target databases from their respective catalogs and re-register them to this new
central catalog. However, doing so also means losing all those valuable information stored in those repositories.
You can, of course, sync the controlfiles and then sync back to the catalog, but that will inflate the controlfile
and be impractical.
Oracle Database 11g offers a new feature: merging the catalogs. Actually, it’s importing a catalog from one
database to another, or in other words, “moving” catalogs.
Let’s see how it is done. Suppose you want to move the catalog from database CATDB1 to another database
called CATDB2. First, you connect to the catalog database CATDB2 (the target):
$ rman target=/ rcvcat rman/rman@catdb2
Recovery Manager: Release 11.1.0.6.0 - Production on Sun Sep 9 23:12:07 2007
Copyright (c) 1982, 2007, Oracle.

All rights reserved.

connected to target database: ODEL11 (DBID=2836429497)
connected to recovery catalog database

If this database already has a catalog owned by the user “RMAN”, then go on to the next step of importing;
otherwise, you will need to create the catalog:
RMAN> create catalog;
recovery catalog created

Now, you import from the remote catalog (catdb1):
RMAN> import catalog rman/rman@catdb1;
Starting import catalog at 09-SEP-07
connected to source recovery catalog database
import validation complete
database unregistered from the source recovery catalog
Finished import catalog at 09-SEP-07
starting full resync of recovery catalog
full resync complete

There are several important information in the above output. Note how the target database got de-registered from
its original catalog database. Now if you check the database names in this new catalog:
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RMAN> list db_unique_name all;
List of
DB Key
------286
2

Databases
DB Name DB ID
------- ----------------PRONE3
1596130080
ODEL11
2836429497

Database Role
--------------PRIMARY
PRIMARY

Db_unique_name
-----------------PRONE3
ODEL11

You will notice that the DB Key has changed. ODEL11 was 1 earlier; it’s 2 now.
The above operations will import the catalogs of all target databases registered to the catalog database.
Sometimes you may not want that—rather, you may want to import only one or two databases. Here is a
command to do that:
RMAN> import catalog rman/rman@catdb3 db_name = odel11;

Doing so changes the DB Key again.
What if you don’t want to deregister the imported database from the source database during import? In other
words, you want to keep the database registered in both catalog databases. You will need to use the “no
unregister” clause:
RMAN> import catalog rman/rman@catdb1 db_name = odel11 no unregister;

This will make sure the database ODEL11 is not unregistered from catalog database catdb1 but rather registered
in the new catalog.
Back to “Oracle Database 11g: Top Features for DBAs and Developers” homepage
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Automatic Storage Management
The new SYSASM role to manage the ASM instance, variable extent sizes to reduce shared pool usage, and
the ability of an instance to read from a specific disk of a diskgroup are just some of the great new features
introduced in Oracle Database 11g ASM.
Download Oracle Database 11g

SYSASM Role
When Automatic Storage Management (ASM) was introduced with Oracle Database 10g, it somewhat blurred the
line between DBAs and sysadmins in terms of their storage allocation functions. The ASM instances are managed
by DBAs, just like the regular DBA jobs that require connection as SYSDBA role. But over time, the roles became
more clear and we saw a rudimentary division of labor occur. As a result, some ASM operations returned to
sysadmins. In some cases, a separate class of “ASM admins” evolved that performed only ASM administration;
not that of the database.
However, the emergence of this new role created a conflict: the SYSDBA role was needed to manage the
ASM instance but many DBAs of production databases running on the same server didn’t feel comfortable
sharing that role.
In Oracle Database 11g, this conflict is gone. There is a new role called SYSASM available to manage the ASM
instance only. It’s like the SYSDBA role for the ASM instance. Here is how you connect to the ASM instance:
$ sqlplus / as sysasm
SQL*Plus: Release 11.1.0.6.0 - Production on Fri Sep 28 20:37:39 2007
Copyright (c) 1982, 2007, Oracle. All rights reserved.
Connected to:
Oracle Database 11g Enterprise Edition Release 11.1.0.6.0 - Production
With the Partitioning, Oracle Label Security, OLAP, Data Mining
and Real Application Testing options
SQL>

Note the connect clause “as sysasm”. In Oracle Database 11g Release 1, this SYSASM role is granted to the
operating system group privileged for SYSDBA as well (“dba” in most cases). In other words, the user belonging
to the dba group in Unix can also connect as SYSASM. (This arrangement will change in a later release ; the
sysdba and sysasm roles will separate into OS groups.)
Once connected as sys to the ASM instance, you can update the password of SYS that is updated in the password
file:
SQL> alter user sys identified by oracle
2 /
User altered.

Although this is an ASM instance with no database, you can still create users:
SQL> create user asmoper identified by dumboper
2 /
User created.

Now you can grant SYSASM role to the user:
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SQL> grant sysasm to asmoper;
Grant succeeded.

After this grant, the user asmoper can perform all ASM management functions instead of the user SYS. The user
cam connect with the clause as sysasm, similar to the “as sysdba” clause in regular databases.
$ sqlplus asmoper/dumboper as sysasm

This feature enforces the much needed separation of ASM and DBA responsibilities.
Variable Extent Sizes
The smallest granular element in ASM storage is an allocation unit (AU), very similar in concept to an Oracle
database block. When you create database segments like tables and indexes, the minimum unit allocated is not
a block but an extent, which comprises multiple blocks. You can change the extent sizes of segments.
In ASM, there is a very similar concept: when files are created on the ASM diskgroup, the smallest addressable
unit is an extent, not an AU. In Oracle Database 10g, the AU and extents were interchangeable; one extent had no
more than one AU.
10g-compatible diskgroups require memory from the shared pool for every extent. For large databases, this in turn
requires a large amount of memory. So if the AU size is 1MB (the default), a 1TB database will need more than
one million extents to be managed in the shared pool.
In Oracle Database 11g, the extent sizes are no longer equal to the AU sizes. The extent size starts at 1MB when
the file is created. After the file reaches a certain threshold, the extent size increases to 4MB, then to 16MB, and
finally, after a threshold, the extent sizes are 64MB. You don’t have to worry about the sizes; the ASM instance
automatically allocates the appropriate extent size. Since a lesser number of extents can accommodate a lot of
data, the total number of extents in the shared pool is significantly reduced, improving performance several times.
The variable extent sizes may introduce some fragmentation when the files are expended and shrunk extensively.
If defragmentation is required, ASM will address that issue automatically.

Varying AU Sizes
As I have described, the default size of an AU is 1MB. For many databases this may be enough but consider a
large database more than 10TB in size. The objects will probably be greater than 1MB so you may want to make
the AU size bigger to reduce the number of AUs. In Oracle Database 10g, you set an underscore parameter to
change the AU size. However, that affects all the diskgroups that are created after that point and also requires
an ASM instance recycle to set the parameter.
In Oracle Database 11g, this task is easily accomplished by setting a diskgroup attribute—au_size—during the DG
creation, as shown below:
create diskgroup dg6
external redundancy
disk
‘/dev/raw/raw13’
attribute ‘au_size’ = ‘2M’

The AU_SIZE should be one of 1M, 2M, 4M, 8M, 16M, 32M, 64M (M stands for MB). You can also set the value as
an absolute value in bytes:
attribute ‘au_size’ = ‘ 2097152’
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After the diskgroup is created, you can check the AU size through the following query:
select name, allocation_unit_size
from v$asm_diskgroup
/
NAME
ALLOCATION_UNIT_SIZE
------- -------------------DG1
1048576
DG3
1048576
DG6
2097152
DG5
1048576
DG4
1048576
DG2
1048576

Note the AU size of the various disk group names. Now you can create the diskgroup with appropriate AU size
to cater to each application.

Diskgroup Attributes
ASM is a storage platform for Oracle databases ranging from 10g to the current version. So, an ASM instance
on 11g can hold databases from 10g Release 1, 10g Release 2, and 11g Release 1 (and beyond). As long as the
ASM version is at the same version or more than the RDBMS, it’s possible to create a database on that ASM
instance. So how does ASM communicate to the RDBMS instance if they are on different versions? Simple: ASM
transforms the messages to suit the RDBMS version.
By default, the ASM instance can support 10g databases. But what if you want to place only 11g RDBMS on that
ASM instance? The message transformation to support the version difference is not necessary. But what if there
was a way to tell the ASM instance that the only databases supported is 11g Release 1? That would eliminate or at
least reduce the message transformations. In Oracle Database 11g, that is possible, using the ASM Compatibility
and RDBMS Compatibility diskgroup attributes.
First, let’s check the current attributes of the diskgroup:
SQL>
2
3
4

select compatibility, database_compatibility
from v$asm_diskgroup
where name = ‘DG1’
/

COMPATIBILITY
DATABASE_COMPATIBILITY
---------------------- ---------------------10.1.0.0.0
10.1.0.0.0

As you can see, the ASM Compatibility (shown by COMPATIBILITY) is set to 10.1.0.0.0, which means this
diskgroup supports up to 10.1 ASM structure. Thus this diskgroup can have any RDBMS structure. The other
column, DATABASE_COMPATIBILITY, shows the RDBMS compatibility set to 10.1. It means the ASM diskgroup
DG1 can be used for any RDBMS from version 10.1.
Since you want to create only 11g ASM and RDBMS structures, there is no need to have 10g elements. To set the
ASM Compatibility attribute of this diskgroup to 11.1, you issue the following statement (in the ASM instance):
SQL> alter diskgroup dg1 set attribute ‘compatible.asm’=’11.1’;

Now, if you check the attributes of the diskgroup:
COMPATIBILITY
DATABASE_COMPATIBILITY
---------------------- ----------------------

11.1.0.0.0

10.1.0.0.0
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The ASM Compatibility is set to 11.1; but RDBMS Compatibility is still set to 10.1. To change that to 11.1 as
well, use:
SQL> alter diskgroup dg1 set attribute ‘compatible.rdbms’=’11.1’;

Note one important point: the compatibility is set for the diskgroup, not for the entire ASM instance. This feature
allows you to use only one ASM instance but cater to all types of database versions. Depending on which version
is used, you can set the attribute appropriately and reduce inter-version communication.

Preferred Mirror Read
In an Oracle RAC database there are multiple nodes all going to the same ASM instance. If you use normal
mirroring in an ASM diskgroup, the behavior of the access to the disks may not be what you assume.
Suppose you have a diskgroup called DG3 with two failgroups (DG2_0000 and DG2_0001), each with a separate
disk, as shown in the figure below:

When something is written to the diskgroup DG2, the extents are written in a round robin manner: the first one
goes to DG2_0000 with a copy going to DG2_0001, the second extent to DG2_0001 with a copy on DG2_0000,
the third one back to DG2_0000 with copy on DG2_0001, and so on. In this manner ASM maintains the copy of
one disk on the other.
But when the extents are read, they are always read from the primary failgroup (DG2_0000, in this case); not from
the secondary (DG2_0001). The secondary is read only when the primary is not available.
This works well in most cases but sometimes may not be desirable. In Oracle Database 11g, you can configure a
node to read from a specific failgroup. For instance, in the above example, if you want to configure the instance 1
to read from failgroup DG2_0000 and instance 2 to read DG2_0001, you can set the preferred read group for those
diskgroups. The following command, executed in instance 1, causes the failgroups DG2_0000 and DG3_0000 in
diskgroup DG2 and DG3 respectively to be preferred on instance 1:
SQL> alter system set asm_preferred_read_failure_groups = ‘DG2.DG2_0000’,’DG3.DG3_0000’

Similarly, on the other instance, you can issue the following to make the other failgroups the preferred disks:
SQL> alter system set asm_preferred_read_failure_groups = ‘DG2.DG2_0001’,’DG3.DG3_0001’
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After the statements are executed, when some session from instance 1 wants to read from the diskgroup DG2,
the disk DG2_0000 will be read. If the disk is not available, the other disk, DG2_0001, is read. Similarly when a
session connected to the instance 2 reads the data, the disk DG2_0001 is read.
If you want to check how the different disks of the diskgroups are utilized, you can refer to a new dictionary view,
V$ASM_DISK_IOSTAT, which simulates the IOSTAT utility found in UNIX systems:
select

instname,
dbname,
group_number,
failgroup,
disk_number,
reads,
writes
from v$asm_disk_iostat
order by 1,2,3,4,5,6
/

Here is sample output:
INSTNAM DBNAME

GROUP_NUMBER FAILGROUP

DISK_NUMBER

READS

WRITES

------- -------- ------------ ---------- ----------- ---------- ---------PRONE31

PRONE3

2 DG2_0000

0

4450

910

PRONE32

PRONE3

2 DG2_0001

1

2256

910

PRONE31

PRONE3

3 DG3_0000

0

300

29

PRONE32

PRONE3

3 DG3_0001

1

560

29

This output shows instances PRONE31 and PRONE32 have their preferred failgroups DG2_0000 and DG2_0001
respectively. Note the WRITES column; they are identical at 910. This is because the writes occur uniformly to both
disks. Now note the READS column. It’s 4450 and 2256 for the instances PRONE31 and PRONE32 respectively.
Why? Because the instance PRONE3 issued more reads and the reads came from its preferred failgroup,
DG2_0000. As for diskgroup DG3, the instance PRONE32 issued more reads which came from its preferred
failgroup (DG3_0001) and thus that disk shows more reads.
Preferred reads are especially helpful in “stretch” clusters (clusters with a large geographic distance between
nodes). The preferred reads make it faster for reads by isolating reads to specific disks.

Drop Diskgroup Force
What happens when a disk is no longer present (or destroyed beyond repair)? You want to drop the diskgroup
completely and recreate it or add the disks of the diskgroup to other diskgroups. The diskgroup is not mounted
yet. Since one of the disks is missing, you can’t even mount it. To drop the diskgroup you have to mount it but
you can’t mount it because the disk is missing—a perfect “catch-22” situation. What should you do?
In Oracle Database 10g you can use a workaround by erasing the header of the disk using the dd command:
$ dd if=/dev/zero of=/dev/raw/raw13 bs=1024 count=4

This puts zeroes in the header of the disk /dev/raw/raw13, erasing all information. While this is effective it erases
the information in the disk header completely, along with the fact that the disk used to be a part of the diskgroup.
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In Oracle Database 11g, you don’t need to resort to this workaround. All you have to do is issue the drop command
with a force option:
SQL> drop diskgroup dg7 force including contents;
This drops the diskgroup even if the disks are not mounted. The available disks show up as FORMER; that is, they
used to be part of some diskgroup. (Note: You have to use the “including contents” clause.)

Metadata Backup and Restore
Many people think of ASM as a database with its own storage. This is not at the case at all—ASM does not store
data; the database does. The ASM instance, however, maintains metadata such as the diskgroup names, the disks
in them, the directories, and so on. This metadata is stored in the disk headers.
Suppose all the disks crash and the header information disappears. What do you do? Of course, you have taken
the backup of the database using RMAN and you can restore it. But you can restore it only after you have created
all the diskgroups and directories. Hopefully you kept a record of all that. (Right?) Even if you did, this process
takes time.
What if you had a backup? In Oracle Database 11g, you can backup the metadata of the ASM instance through the
ASM command line option (ASMCMD), using the command md_backup.
$ asmcmd -p
ASMCMD [+] > md_backup

It creates a file named ambr_backup_intermediate_file. Here is a portion of that file from the top:
@diskgroup_set = (

{

‘DISKSINFO’ => {

‘DGINFO’ => {

‘DG1_0000’ => {

‘DG1_0000’ => {

}

},

}

‘TOTAL_MB’ => ‘103’,
‘FAILGROUP’ => ‘DG1_0000’,
‘NAME’ => ‘DG1_0000’,
‘DGNAME’ => ‘DG1’,
‘PATH’ => ‘/dev/raw/raw5’

‘DGTORESTORE’ => 0,
‘DGCOMPAT’ => ‘10.1.0.0.0’,
‘DGNAME’ => ‘DG1’,
‘DGDBCOMPAT’ => ‘10.1.0.0.0’,
‘DGTYPE’ => ‘EXTERN’,
‘DGAUSZ’ => ‘1048576’

},
‘ALIASINFO’ => {},
‘TEMPLATEINFO’ => {

‘6’ => {

... and more ...
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I have not shown the entire file here to save space. It records all the diskgroups, disks, directories, the disk
attributes and so on. By default, this file records all the diskgroups. If you want to backup only a specific diskgroup,
you can use the -g option. In addition, you can use -b option to create a specific named file.
ASMCMD [+] > md_backup -g dg1 -b prolin3_asm.backup

This backs up the metadata of the diskgroup DG1 to a file named prolin3_asm.backup instead of the default ambr_
backup_intermediate_file. This file must be new so you should remove it, if it exists, prior to the generation.
Now let’s see how the restore works. There are several types of restore. The easiest use is to restore a diskgroup
along with the directories that was dropped earlier. First create a directory on the diskgroup:
ASMCMD [+] > cd DG7
ASMCMD [+DG7] > mkdir TEST
ASMCMD [+DG7] > ls
TEST/

The diskgroup has a directory called TEST. Now, back up the diskgroup:
ASMCMD [+] > md_backup -g dg7 -b g7.backup

Once backed up, suppose you drop the diskgroup to simulate an accidental drop:
SQL> drop diskgroup dg7;
Diskgroup dropped.

Now the diskgroup DG7 is gone from the ASM instance and you want to restore it from the earlier backup. You can
reinstate it using the md_restore command:
$ asmcmd md_restore -b dg7.backup -t full
Current Diskgroup being restored: DG7
Diskgroup DG7 created!
System template TEMPFILE modified!
System template FLASHBACK modified!
System template ARCHIVELOG modified!
System template BACKUPSET modified!
System template XTRANSPORT modified!
System template DATAGUARDCONFIG modified!
System template CONTROLFILE modified!
System template AUTOBACKUP modified!
System template DUMPSET modified!
System template ONLINELOG modified!
System template PARAMETERFILE modified!
System template ASM_STALE modified!
System template CHANGETRACKING modified!
System template DATAFILE modified!
Directory +DG7/TEST re-created!

Look at the output; it creates the diskgroup as well as the templates and the directory. If there were any data, of
course it will be lost. The md_backup is not a backup of the data but rather the metadata of the ASM instance. The
data, ostensibly, is being backed up by RMAN. After the diskgroup is created, along with all the directories, you
can restore the RMAN backup to this diskgroup.
Another option, -f, allows you to place the commands in a script file, rather than execute them:
ASMCMD [+] > md_restore -b dg7.backup -t full -f cr_dg7.sql
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It creates an SQL script with the name cr_dg7.sql that crates the diskgroup and all other objects. You can manually
run this in the ASM instance. Here is how the file looks:
create diskgroup DG7 EXTERNAL redundancy
alter diskgroup /*ASMCMD AMBR*/DG7 alter
alter diskgroup /*ASMCMD AMBR*/DG7 alter
alter diskgroup /*ASMCMD AMBR*/DG7 alter
alter diskgroup /*ASMCMD AMBR*/DG7 alter
alter diskgroup /*ASMCMD AMBR*/DG7 alter
alter diskgroup /*ASMCMD AMBR*/DG7 alter
alter diskgroup /*ASMCMD AMBR*/DG7 alter
alter diskgroup /*ASMCMD AMBR*/DG7 alter
alter diskgroup /*ASMCMD AMBR*/DG7 alter
alter diskgroup /*ASMCMD AMBR*/DG7 alter
alter diskgroup /*ASMCMD AMBR*/DG7 alter
alter diskgroup /*ASMCMD AMBR*/DG7 alter
alter diskgroup /*ASMCMD AMBR*/DG7 alter
alter diskgroup /*ASMCMD AMBR*/DG7 alter
alter diskgroup /*ASMCMD AMBR */ DG7 add

disk ‘/dev/raw/raw14’ name DG7_0000 size 100M ;
template TEMPFILE attributes (UNPROTECTED COARSE);
template FLASHBACK attributes (UNPROTECTED FINE);
template ARCHIVELOG attributes (UNPROTECTED COARSE);
template BACKUPSET attributes (UNPROTECTED COARSE);
template XTRANSPORT attributes (UNPROTECTED COARSE);
template DATAGUARDCONFIG attributes (UNPROTECTED COARSE);
template CONTROLFILE attributes (UNPROTECTED FINE);
template AUTOBACKUP attributes (UNPROTECTED COARSE);
template DUMPSET attributes (UNPROTECTED COARSE);
template ONLINELOG attributes (UNPROTECTED FINE);
template PARAMETERFILE attributes (UNPROTECTED COARSE);
template ASM_STALE attributes (UNPROTECTED COARSE);
template CHANGETRACKING attributes (UNPROTECTED COARSE);
template DATAFILE attributes (UNPROTECTED COARSE);
directory ‘+DG7/TEST’;

One of the most useful applications of this feature is to document the metadata of the ASM instance. You can take
backups at regular intervals, or after some major change, such as after adding a diskgroup, adding/removing disks
or creating directories.

Checking Disks
One of the biggest complaints from the ASM users accustomed to a traditional volume manager is the ability to
check many things through command line. The ASM Command Line option (ASMCMD) closes this gap to a large
extent. In Oracle Database 11g, some additional commands in the ASMCMD prompt makes it extremely easy to
manage the ASM instance. One such example is the metadata backup you saw earlier. The other notable is the
command to check disks managed by the instance. The command is lsdsk.
ASMCMD> lsdsk
Path
/dev/raw/raw10
/dev/raw/raw11
/dev/raw/raw13
... snipped ...

Without any flag, the command merely lists all the disks available to the instance. There are several flags that
modify the output. The most common is -k as shown below:
ASMCMD> lsdsk -k
Total_MB Free_MB
103
41
103
41
... snipped ...

OS_MB
103
103

Name
DG4_0000
DG5_0000

Failgroup
DG4_0000
DG5_0000

Library
System
System

Label

UDID

Product

Redund
UNKNOWN
UNKNOWN

Path
/dev/raw/raw10
/dev/raw/raw11

Another flag, -s, shows various I/O related statistics of the disks:
ASMCMD> lsdsk -s
Reads
Write Read_Errs
207485 207916
0
raw10
207481 207912
0
raw11

Write_Errs
0

Read_time
245.820323

Write_Time
159.634398

Bytes_Read
851251200

0

229.996931

144.73954

851234816

Bytes_Written

Path
/dev/raw/
/dev/raw/

To quickly check the status of the disks, use the -p flag:
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ASMCMD> lsdsk -p
Group_Num Disk_Num
4
0
5
0
6
0

Incarn
3915926174
3915926175
3915926193

Mount_Stat
CACHED
CACHED
CACHED

Header_Stat
MEMBER
MEMBER
MEMBER

Mode_Stat
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE

State
NORMAL
NORMAL
NORMAL

Path
/dev/raw/raw10
/dev/raw/raw11
/dev/raw/raw13

Finally, the -t flag shows repair related information (described later in this installment):
ASMCMD> lsdsk -t
Create_Date Mount_Date
27-SEP-07
28-SEP-07
27-SEP-07
28-SEP-07
28-SEP-07
28-SEP-07

Repair_Timer
0
0
0

Path
/dev/raw/raw10
/dev/raw/raw11
/dev/raw/raw13

So far, the ASMCMD option extracted the values from the various V$ views in the ASM instance. But the
metadata is stored on the disk itself. If the instance is not available, there should be a way to extract that
information from the disks. In Oracle Database 11g, the lsdsk command has a flag “I” (uppercase “I”, not
lowercase “L”) that extracts the information from the disk headers instead of V$ views. Here is an example
of the -k flag extracting the information from the disk headers.
ASMCMD> lsdsk -Ik
Total_MB Name
103 DG4_0000
103 DG5_0000
102 DG6_0000

Failgroup
DG4_0000
DG5_0000
DG6_0000

Path
/dev/raw/raw10
/dev/raw/raw11
/dev/raw/raw13

To list disks of a specific diskgroup, say, DG1, you can use the -d flag as shown below:
ASMCMD> lsdsk -t -d dg1
Create_Date Mount_Date
28-SEP-07
28-SEP-07

Repair_Timer
0

Path
/dev/raw/raw5

You can also give a pattern for the disks:
ASMCMD> lsdsk -t /dev/raw/raw1*
Create_Date Mount_Date Repair_Timer
27-SEP-07
28-SEP-07
0
27-SEP-07
28-SEP-07
0
28-SEP-07
28-SEP-07
0
28-SEP-07
05-OCT-07
0

Path
/dev/raw/raw10
/dev/raw/raw11
/dev/raw/raw13
/dev/raw/raw14

This shows only the disks that match the pattern. Finally, no need to remember these options; the help command
shows all the options:
ASMCMD> help lsdsk
lsdsk [-ksptcgHI] [-d <diskgroup_name>] [pattern]

The lsdsk command brings the more advanced volume management like functionality to the ASM world.

Restricted Mount
Suppose you added a disk to a diskgroup. ASM immediately starts the rebalance operation. This operation is online
so ASM must coordinate with the RDBMS instance the blocks accessed and changed, through a complex system
of locks. In a RAC database, this process is exacerbated since the locks must be managed not just within the
database but across multiple instances now.
What if you are adding the disks to a diskgroup no one is using? If ASM could somehow know that, it could
eliminate the locking mechanism and make the process faster.
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In Oracle Database 11g, a new way of mounting diskgroup makes it possible. The diskgroup can be mounted with
a RESTRICT clause as shown below:
alter diskgroup dg7 mount restricted;
When the diskgroup is mounted this way, the ASM instance is aware of the exclusivity of the operations on the
underlying disks and minimizes the locking mechanism. This, in turn, affects the disk operations such as rebalance
faster.

Fast Failure Repair
Consider a diskgroup DG2 with two failgroups each with a single disk. When a certain area of one of the disks is
damaged, it’s not fatal for the diskgroup. Since they are mirrored, the damaged extents are reads from the other,
intact disk and the operation goes through. But what happens to the damaged portion of the disk?
In Oracle Database 10g, the damaged disk is made offline and either the same disk or another one must be
presented to the diskgroup. When the new disk is added, it must be completely cloned from the surviving disk
to be used as a mirror. But if only a few blocks are damaged, copying the contents of a 34GB disk (for instance)
is not efficient.
Therefore, in Oracle Database 11g, the damaged portions of the disks are repaired instead of copying the whole
disk. This feature uses a new attribute of diskgroups, disk_repair_time, which specifies how long the ASM instance
should tolerate a disk with errors before dropping it from the diskgroup. Here is how you set the attribute of the
diskgroup DG2 to two hours:
SQL> alter diskgroup dg2 set attribute ‘disk_repair_time’=’2H’;
Suppose DG2 has two disks, DISK1 and DISK2, and a few blocks on DISK2 suddenly go bad. Since the repair
time is two hours, the ASM instance will not drop the disk immediately but rather will wait. If you fix the issue
on DISK2 and make it online once again, then those bad blocks will be repaired from the surviving disk.
Let’s see that with an example. Suppose the diskgroup DG2 has two failgroups. First, check the diskgroup
configuration:
ASMCMD [+dg2] > lsdg dg2
State
Type
Rebal Sector
Offline_disks Name
MOUNTED NORMAL N
512
0 DG2/

Block

AU

Total_MB

Free_MB

Req_mir_free_MB

4096

1048576

206

78

0

Usable_file_MB
39

You can also confirm that from the du command:
ASMCMD [+dg2] > du
Used_MB
Mirror_used_MB
11
22

The du command confirms that the diskgroup has 22MB but only 11MB is useful. Now check the disks for the
group dg2:
ASMCMD [+dg2] > lsdsk -d dg2
Path
/dev/raw/raw6
/dev/raw/raw7

You can also confirm that as well as get the names of the disks by:
SQL> select name, path
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2 from v$asm_disk
3 where group_number = 2
4 /
NAME
PATH
-------- ----------------------------DG2_0000 /dev/raw/raw7
DG2_0001 /dev/raw/raw6

This shows that the diskgroup has two disks and shows their names. Now to simulate a block corruption, put
some characters in the middle of the device:
$ dd if=/dev/zero of=/dev/raw/raw7 bs=1024 skip=10 count=1

This makes one of the disks of the diskgroup corrupt. Now force a check of the diskgroup using the new command
ALTER DISKGROUP ... CHECK.
SQL> alter diskgroup dg2 check

If you check the alert log of the ASM instance, you will notice, among several other lines, the following:
...
NOTE: starting check of diskgroup DG2
WARNING: cache read a corrupted block gn=2 fn=3 indblk=1 from disk 0
...
NOTE: cache successfully reads gn 2 fn 3 indblk 1 count 15 from one mirror side
kfdp_checkDsk(): 89
...
NOTE: cache initiating offline of disk 0 group 2
WARNING: initiating offline of disk 0.3915926170 (DG2_0000) with mask 0x7e
...
WARNING: Disk (DG2_0000) will be dropped in: (7200) secs on ASM inst: (1)

...
The last line says it all. The disk you just corrupted will be dropped from the diskgroup in 7200 secs, which
corresponds to two hours you set earlier as the repair timer. The message will be repeated in the alert log as
the time drops:
...
WARNING: Disk (DG2_0000)
GMON SlaveB: Deferred DG
Sat Oct 06 00:25:52 2007
WARNING: Disk (DG2_0000)
GMON SlaveB: Deferred DG
Sat Oct 06 00:28:55 2007
WARNING: Disk (DG2_0000)
GMON SlaveB: Deferred DG
Sat Oct 06 00:31:59 2007
WARNING: Disk (DG2_0000)
GMON SlaveB: Deferred DG
...

will be dropped in: (5550) secs on ASM inst: (1)
Ops completed.
will be dropped in: (5366) secs on ASM inst: (1)
Ops completed.
will be dropped in: (5183) secs on ASM inst: (1)
Ops completed.
will be dropped in: (5000) secs on ASM inst: (1)
Ops completed.

Finally, the countdown will reach 0 and the disk will be dropped, unless you fix the issue and the disk goes
through fast failure repair. If you know the disk is not repairable and should be dropped sooner, you can expedite
its demise by issuing:
SQL> alter diskgroup dg2 offline disks in failgroup dg2_0000 drop after 1m
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This drops the failgroup dg2_0000 after 1 minute allowing you to either take it physically out or move a different
disk to the diskgroup. To drop the disk forcibly:
SQL> alter diskgroup dg2 drop disks in failgroup dg2_0001 force;

When the disk failure is resolved, you can initiate the fast repair by issuing:
SQL> alter diskgroup dg2 online disks in failgroup dg2_0001;

This will start the process of syncing the damaged and changed blocks on the disks of the failgroup DG2_0001
from the other surviving diskgroups. As the entire disk is not replicated but a few blocks alone, this dramatically
reduces the time it takes to synchronize the disks after a small failure.

Conclusion
Oracle Database 11g ASM is more powerful, resilient, and easier to manage. Now you can make sure the
diskgroups are read from all nodes of the RAC database, drop disks easily even when they are incomplete, repair
failures faster, need to allocate less extents in the shared pool to manage a large storage and so on.
Back to “Oracle Database 11g: Top Features for DBAs and Developers” homepage
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Caching and Pooling
Explore how to enhance performance by using SQL Result Cache, PL/SQL Function Cache and Client Side Caches,
and Database Resident Connection Pooling.
Download Oracle Database 11g

SQL Result Cache
Accessing memory is far quicker than accessing hard drives, and that will most likely be the case for next
several years unless we see some major improvements in hard drive architecture. This fact gives rise to caching:
the process of storing data in memory instead of disks. Caching is a common principle of Oracle database
architecture, in which users are fed data from the buffer cache instead of the disks on which the database resides.
The advantage of caching is singularly visible in the case of relatively small tables that have static data—for
example, reference tables such as STATES, PRODUCT_CODES, and so on. However, consider the case of a large
table named CUSTOMERS that stores the customers of a company. The list is relatively static but not entirely so;
the table changes rarely, when the customers are added or removed from the list.
Caching would probably provide some value here. But if you were to cache the table somehow, how would you
make sure you get the correct data when something changes?
Oracle Database 11g has the answer: with the SQL Result Cache. Consider the following query. Run it to get the
execution statistics and the response times:
SQL> set autot on explain stat
select
state_code,
count(*),
min(times_purchased),
avg(times_purchased)
from customers
group by state_code
/

The results are:
ST
COUNT(*) MIN(TIMES_PURCHASED) AVG(TIMES_PURCHASED)
-- ---------- -------------------- -------------------NJ
1
15
15
NY
994898
0
15.0052086
CT
5099
0
14.9466562
MO
1
25
25
FL
1
3
3
5 rows selected.
Elapsed: 00:00:02.57
Execution Plan
---------------------------------------------------------Plan hash value: 1577413243
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------| Id | Operation
| Name
| Rows | Bytes | Cost (%CPU)| Time
|

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------|
0 | SELECT STATEMENT
|
|
5 |
30 | 1846 (25)| 00:00:23 |
|
1 | HASH GROUP BY
|
|
5 |
30 | 1846 (25)| 00:00:23 |
|
2 |
TABLE ACCESS FULL| CUSTOMERS | 1000K| 5859K| 1495
(7)| 00:00:18 |
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Statistics
---------------------------------------------------------1 recursive calls
0 db block gets
5136 consistent gets
5128 physical reads
0 redo size
760 bytes sent via SQL*Net to client
420 bytes received via SQL*Net from client
2 SQL*Net roundtrips to/from client
0 sorts (memory)
0 sorts (disk)
5 rows processed

Note a few things:
•

* The explain plan shows that a full table scan was performed.

•

* There are 5,136 consistent gets (logical I/Os).

•

* It took 2.57 seconds to execute.

Since the table is pretty much unchanged, you can use a hint that stores the results of the query to be cached in
the memory:
select /*+ result_cache */
state_code,
count(*),
min(times_purchased),
avg(times_purchased)
from customers
group by state_code
/

The query is identical to the first one except for the hint. The result (the second execution of this query):
ST
COUNT(*) MIN(TIMES_PURCHASED) AVG(TIMES_PURCHASED)
-- ---------- -------------------- -------------------NJ
1
15
15
NY
994898
0
15.0052086
CT
5099
0
14.9466562
MO
1
25
25
FL
1
3
3
5 rows selected.
Elapsed: 00:00:00.01
Execution Plan
---------------------------------------------------------Plan hash value: 1577413243
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------| Id | Operation
| Name
| Rows | Bytes | Cost (%CPU)| Time
|
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|
0 | SELECT STATEMENT
|
|
5 |
30 | 1846 (25)| 00:00:23 |
|
1 | RESULT CACHE
| gk69saf6h3ujx525twvvsnaytd |
|
|
|
|
|
2 |
HASH GROUP BY
|
|
5 |
30 | 1846 (25)| 00:00:23 |
|
3 |
TABLE ACCESS FULL| CUSTOMERS
| 1000K| 5859K| 1495
(7)| 00:00:18 |
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Result Cache Information (identified by operation id):
------------------------------------------------------

*/

1 - column-count=4; dependencies=(ARUP.CUSTOMERS); parameters=(nls); name=”select /*+ result_cache

state_code,
count(*),
min(times_purchased),
avg(times_purchased)
from customers
group by state_c”

Statistics
---------------------------------------------------------0 recursive calls
0 db block gets
0 consistent gets
0 physical reads
0 redo size
760 bytes sent via SQL*Net to client
420 bytes received via SQL*Net from client
2 SQL*Net roundtrips to/from client
0 sorts (memory)
0 sorts (disk)
5 rows processed

Note several differences from the first case.
•

•

* The response time is now 0.01 seconds instead of almost 3 seconds earlier.
* Consistent gets is now 0; no logical I/O was performed for this query. (Actually, the first time the query runs
with the hint in place the logical I/O will remain steady because the database has to perform the I/O to build the
cache. Subsequent invocations will serve data from the cache, making the logical I/O none.)

•

* The explain plan shows RESULT CACHE as an operation.

•

* The note after the explain plan shows what type of caching was performed and on which result.

The savings in time is phenomenal: from 3 seconds virtually nothing! This is thanks to the fact that with the
second query, where we used a cache, the results came back straight from database memory (the result cache),
not after the execution of the query.
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SQL Result Cache is another cache in the SGA, just like buffer cache or program global area. When you execute
a query with the hint result_cache, Oracle performs the operation just like any other operation but the results are
stored in the SQL Result Cache. Subsequent invocations of the same query do not actually go to the table(s) but
get the results from the cache. The size of the cache is determined by several initialization parameters:
Parameter

Description

result_cache_max_size

Maximum size of the result cache (5M for 5 MB, for
example). If you set this to 0, result caching will be
completely turned off.

result_cache_max_result

Specifies the percentage of result_cache_max_size that
any single result can use

result_cache_mode

If set to FORCE, all the queries are cached if they fit in the
cache. The default is MANUAL, which indicates that only
queries with the hint will be cached.

result_cache_remote_expiration

Specifies the number of minutes that a cached result
that accesses a remote object will remain valid. The
default is 0.

Now, a logical question follows: What happens when a table row changes? Will the query get a new value or the
old one? Well, let’s see what happens. From another SQL*Plus session, update a row in the table:
SQL> update customers set times_purchased = 4
2 where state_code = ‘FL’;
1 row updated.

but do not commit. On the original window where you ran the query the first time, run it again. The cached result
is still used, because the change was not yet committed. The session that runs the query still looks at the most
up-to-date version of the data and the cache is still valid.
Now, from the session where you did the update, issue a commit and run the query.
ST
COUNT(*) MIN(TIMES_PURCHASED) AVG(TIMES_PURCHASED)
-- ---------- -------------------- -------------------NJ
1
15
15
NY
994898
0
15.0052086
CT
5099
0
14.9466562
MO
1
25
25
FL
1
4
4

Note that the data for FL updated to 4 automatically. A change in the underlying table merely invalidated the cache,
which resulted in a dynamic refresh next time it was queried. You are guaranteed correct results whether or not
you use the SQL Result Cache.

Differences vs. Materialized Views
Those familiar with Materialized Views (MVs) may wonder how this functionality differs from that of MVs. The
answer is: a lot. On the surface they appear similar—both preserve the results in some way and provide the
answers from that preserved set—but that’s where the similarity ends. MVs preserve the data in the database
storage, whereas SQL Result Caches are in memory; they don’t use more disk space and they disappear when
the database instance is shut down or the space inside the result_cache is exhausted.
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MVs are also static; when the data in the underlying tables changes, the MV does not know about it. Unless you
refresh the MV, the users may either get the stale data if you set query_rewrite_integrity to stale_tolerated, or
they re-run the base query against the underlying tables, which takes a lot longer. With SQL Result Cache, you
don’t need to explicitly refresh the cache; the cache is automatically refreshed the next time the query is run.
MVs provide a much more sophisticated rewrite algorithm. A cached result is only reused if the same query
or query fragment is run again after it was first cached (and no underlying data was changed). Queries that
benefit from query rewrite against MVs may still roll-up data from materialized views, join back to tables or other
materialized views, and apply additional predicates, a trait very much prized in data warehouse environments.
So, MVs and SQL Result Caches are not necessarily comparable or interchangeable; each has its unique
advantages.

Subqueries
You can also use SQL Result Cache in sub-queries. Consider the following query:
select prod_subcategory, revenue
from (
select /*+ result_cache */ p.prod_category,
p.prod_subcategory,
sum(s.amount_sold) revenue
from products p, sales s
where s.prod_id = p.prod_id
and s.time_id between to_date(‘01-jan-1990’,’dd-mon-yyyy’)
and to_date(‘31-dec-2007’,’dd-mon-yyyy’)
group by rollup(p.prod_category, p.prod_subcategory)
)
where prod_category = ‘software/other’
/

In the above query, the caching occurs in the sub-query in the inline view. So as long as the inner query remains
the same, the outer query can change yet use the cache.
To check how much memory is used for the SQL Result Cache in the database, you can use a supplied package
dbms_result_cache, as shown below:
SQL> set serveroutput on size 999999
SQL> execute dbms_result_cache.memory_report
R e s u l t
C a c h e
M e m o r y
R e p o r t
[Parameters]
Block Size
= 1K bytes
Maximum Cache Size = 2560K bytes (2560 blocks)
Maximum Result Size = 128K bytes (128 blocks)
[Memory]
Total Memory = 126736 bytes [0.041% of the Shared Pool]
... Fixed Memory = 5132 bytes [0.002% of the Shared Pool]
... Dynamic Memory = 121604 bytes [0.040% of the Shared Pool]
....... Overhead = 88836 bytes
....... Cache Memory = 32K bytes (32 blocks)
........... Unused Memory = 21 blocks
........... Used Memory = 11 blocks
............... Dependencies = 4 blocks (4 count)
............... Results = 7 blocks
................... SQL
= 5 blocks (4 count)
................... Invalid = 2 blocks (2 count)
PL/SQL procedure successfully completed.
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If you want to flush the cache (both result cache and function cache, described below) for some reason, you can
use:
begin
dbms_result_cache.flush;
end;

After you execute the above, when you run the original query against CUSTOMERS with the result_cache hint, you
will see that the query again takes about three seconds to complete.
Of course, after the first execution, the results will be cached again and the subsequent executions will get the
values from the result cache and hence they will execute much faster. If you want to invalidate the cache of only
one table, not the entire cache, use the following:
begin
dbms_result_cache.invalidate(‘ARUP’,’CUSTOMERS’);
end;

There are several data dictionary views that show the statistics on the SQL Result Cache:
View

Description

V$RESULT_CACHE_STATISTICS

Shows various settings, especially memory consumption

V$RESULT_CACHE_MEMORY

Shows various pieces of the memory that make up the
SQL Result Cache

V$RESULT_CACHE_OBJECTS

Shows the objects that make up the SQL Result Cache

V$RESULT_CACHE_DEPENDENCY

Shows the dependencies between the various objects
that make up the SQL Result Cache

The SQL Result Cache enables you to cache the results of queries that access a lot of data. The cache is
automatically invalidated when the underlying table changes without your intervention or writing any additional
code.

PL/SQL Function Result Cache
Suppose you have a PL/SQL function instead of the SQL query that returns the values. It’s a common practice to
use a function to return a value to make the code modular. Consider a case of two tables: CUSTOMERS that store
information on all customers along with the state_code. The other table TAX_RATE stores the tax rate of each
state. To get the tax rate applicable to customers, you have to join the tables in a query. So, to make it simple,
you decide to write a function shown below that accepts the customer ID as a parameter and returns the tax rate
applicable based on state_code:
create or replace function get_tax_rate
(
p_cust_id
customers.cust_id%type
)
return sales_tax_rate.tax_rate%type
is
l_ret
sales_tax_rate.tax_rate%type;
begin
select tax_rate
into l_ret
from sales_tax_rate t, customers c
where c.cust_id = p_cust_id
and t.state_code = c.state_code;
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-- simulate some time consuming
-- processing by sleeping for 1 sec
dbms_lock.sleep (1);
return l_ret;
exception
when NO_DATA_FOUND then
return NULL;
when others then
raise;
end;
/

Execute the function a few times as shown below. Remember to set timing on to record the elapsed time in each
case.
SQL> select get_tax_rate(1) from dual;
GET_TAX_RATE(1)
--------------6
1 row selected.
Elapsed: 00:00:01.23
SQL> select get_tax_rate(1) from dual;
GET_TAX_RATE(1)
--------------6
1 row selected.
Elapsed: 00:00:01.17

It consistently took pretty the same time for each execution. (I have deliberately placed a sleep statement to delay
the processing inside the function; otherwise it would have returned too quickly.) If you examine the code you will
notice that the function will most likely return the same value every time it is called. A customer does not change
states that frequently and the tax rate for a state rarely changes, so for a given customer, the tax rate will be most
likely the same on all executions. The rate changes if and only if the tax rate of a state changes or the customer
moves out of the change. So, how about caching the results of this function?
Oracle Database 11g allows you to do exactly that. You can enable the results of a function to be cached as well,
simply by placing a clause result_cache. But what about the scenario when the state actually changes the tax
rate or the customer moves out of the state? The feature allows you to specify the dependence on the underlying
tables so that any data change in those tables will trigger invalidation and subsequent rebuilding of the cache in
the function. Here is the same function with the result cache code added (in bold):
create or replace function get_tax_rate
(
p_cust_id
customers.cust_id%type
)
return sales_tax_rate.tax_rate%type
result_cache
relies_on (sales_tax_rate, customers)
is
l_ret
sales_tax_rate.tax_rate%type;
begin
select tax_rate
into l_ret
from sales_tax_rate t, customers c
where c.cust_id = p_cust_id
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and t.state_code = c.state_code;
-- simulate some time consuming
-- processing by sleeping for 1 sec
dbms_lock.sleep (1);
return l_ret;
exception
when NO_DATA_FOUND then
return NULL;
when others then
raise;
end;
/

After this change, create and execute the function in the same way:
SQL> select get_tax_rate(1) from dual;
GET_TAX_RATE(1)
--------------6
1 row selected.
Elapsed: 00:00:01.21

It took 1.21 seconds, as it did earlier with the non-cached way, but then look at the subsequent executions:
SQL> select get_tax_rate(1) from dual;
GET_TAX_RATE(1)
--------------6
1 row selected.
Elapsed: 00:00:00.01

The elapsed time was merely 0.01 seconds! What happened? The function executed normally the first time
making the elapsed time 1.21 seconds. But the important difference this time was that it cached the results as it
executed. The subsequent invocations didn’t execute the function; it merely got the results from the cache. So, it
didn’t sleep for 1 second that was in the function code.
The cache was for the customer_id 1 only. What if you executed the function for a different customer?
SQL> select get_tax_rate(&n) from dual;
Enter value for n: 5
old
1: select get_tax_rate(&n) from dual
new
1: select get_tax_rate(5) from dual
GET_TAX_RATE(5)
--------------6
1 row selected.
Elapsed: 00:00:01.18
SQL> /
Enter value for n: 5
old
1: select get_tax_rate(&n) from dual
new
1: select get_tax_rate(5) from dual
GET_TAX_RATE(5)
--------------6
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1 row selected.
Elapsed: 00:00:00.00
SQL> /
Enter value for n: 6
old
1: select get_tax_rate(&n) from dual
new
1: select get_tax_rate(6) from dual
GET_TAX_RATE(6)
--------------6
1 row selected.
Elapsed: 00:00:01.17

As you can see, the first time each parameter is executed, it a caches the result. The subsequent invocations
retrieved the value from the cache. As you keep on executing the function for each customer, the cache builds up.
Notice the clause “relies on” in the function code. It tells the function that the cache depends on those two
tables: customers and tax_rate. If the data in those tables change, the cache needs to be refreshed. The refresh
happens automatically without your intervention. If the data does not change, the cache continues to provide the
cached values as quickly as possible.
If you need to bypass the cache for some reason, you can call a procedure in the supplied package DBMS_
RESULT_CACHE:
SQL> exec dbms_result_cache.bypass(true);
PL/SQL procedure successfully completed.
Elapsed: 00:00:00.01

SQL> select get_tax_rate(&n) from dual;
Enter value for n: 6
old
1: select get_tax_rate(&n) from dual
new
1: select get_tax_rate(6) from dual
GET_TAX_RATE(6)
--------------6
1 row selected.
Elapsed: 00:00:01.18

The cache was not used, as you can see from the execution time.

Client Query Result Cache
Consider a situation where the client has to call the same data over some slow network link. Although the
database can send the result to the client almost instantaneously from its cache, the result must travel over the
wire to the client, adding to the overall execution time. There are specialized middleware frameworks, such as
Oracle Coherence, for caching data in Java, PHP, and Ruby, but what if there were a generic way to cache the data
at the client level?
Oracle Database 11g provides Client Query Result Cache for that purpose. All database client stacks that use the
OCI8 drivers (C, C++, JDBC-OCI and so on) can use this new feature, which allows clients to cache the results of
SQL queries locally, not on the server. In summary, Client Query Result Cache furnishes the following benefits by:
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•

•

freeing application developers from building a consistent but per-process SQL Result Cache shared by all
sessions
extending server-side query caching to client side memory, by leveraging cheaper client-side memory and
caching each application’s working set locally

•

ensuring better performance by eliminating round trips to the server

•

improving server scalability by saving server resources

•

offering transparent cache management: memory management, concurrent access of result-sets, and so on

•

transparently maintaining cache consistency with server-side changes

•

offering consistency in RAC environment

To use this feature, all you have to do is to set an initialization parameter:
CLIENT_RESULT_CACHE_SIZE = 1G

This defines the client cache to be of 1GB, which is the combined size of caches in all clients. (This is a static
parameter so you have to bounce the database to set it.) You can set the caches at each client by specifying other
parameters in the file SQLNET.ORA file at the client location:
Parameter

Description

OCI_RESULT_CACHE_MAX_SIZE

Specifies the size of the cache in that particular client

OCI_RESULT_CACHE_MAX_RSET_SIZE

Specifies the maximum size of result sets

OCI_RESULT_CACHE_MAX_RSET_ROWS

Same as above but the number of rows in the result sets

Let’s see this in action. Here is some simple Java code that connects to the database using the OCI8 driver and
executes the SQL statement: select /*+ result_cache */ * from customers. The hint causes the statement to
cache the result (as other parameters have been set).
import java.sql.Connection;
import java.sql.DriverManager;
import java.sql.ResultSet;
import java.sql.SQLException;
import java.sql.Statement;
public class CacheTest {
private String jdbcURL = “jdbc:oracle:oci8:@PRONE3”;
private Connection conn = null;
public CacheTest( ) throws ClassNotFoundException {
Class.forName(“oracle.jdbc.driver.OracleDriver”);
}
public static void main(String[] args) throws ClassNotFoundException, SQLException {
CacheTest check = new CacheTest();
check.dbconnect();
check.doSomething();
}
public void dbconnect() throws SQLException
{
System.out.println(“Connecting with URL=”+jdbcURL+” as arup/arup”);
try {
conn = DriverManager.getConnection( jdbcURL, “arup” , “arup”);
System.out.println(“Connected to Database”);
} catch (SQLException sqlEx) {
System.out.println(“ Error connecting to database : “ + sqlEx.toString());
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}

}
}
public void doSomething() throws SQLException
{
Statement stmt = null;
ResultSet rset = null;
try {
stmt = conn.createStatement();
System.out.println(“Created Statement object”);
rset = stmt.executeQuery(“select /*+ result_cache */ * from customers”);
System.out.println(“Retrieved ResultSet object”);
if(rset.next())
System.out.println(“Result:”+rset.getString(1));
} catch (SQLException sqlEx)
{
} finally {
try {
System.out.println(“Closing Statment & ResultSet Objects”);
if (rset != null) rset.close();
if (stmt != null) stmt.close();
if (conn != null) {
System.out.println(“Disconnecting...”);
conn.close();
System.out.println(“Disconnected from Database”);
}
} catch (Exception e) { }
}
}

Save the file as CacheTest.java and then compile the code:
$ORACLE_HOME/jdk/bin/javac CacheTest.java

Now execute the compiled class:
$ORACLE_HOME/jdk/bin/java -classpath .:$ORACLE_HOME/jdbc/lib/ojdbc5.jar CacheTest
Connecting with URL=jdbc:oracle:oci8:@PRONE3 as arup/arup
Connected to Database
Created Statement object
Retrieved ResultSet object
Result :M
Closing Statment & ResultSet Objects
Disconnecting...
Disconnected from Database

Execute this a few times. After a few executions, you can see that the client has cached the values via the
dynamic views shown below:
select * from client_result_cache_stats$
/
select * from v$client_result_cache_stats

/
Client-Side Query Result Cache comes in very handy for lookup tables that usually do not change. (Even if they
do change, the cache is refreshed.) This is different from SQL Result Cache, where the cache is on the server.
Since the client caches the results, there is no need for the client to make the round trip to the server to get the
data—which not only saves network bandwidth but server CPU cycles as well. For more information, refer to the
Oracle Call Interface Programmers Guide.
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Database Resident Connection Pooling
In traditional client/server architectures, there is a one-to-one correspondence between a user session and a
database connection. In Web-based systems however, this may not be the case.
Web based systems are “stateless” in nature--when you visit a page, a database connection is established with
the database and when the page loading is over, the connection to the database is severed. Later, when the user
clicks again on the page, a new connection is established that is severed after the desired effect. This process
makes it unnecessary to maintain a large number of simultaneous connections.
Establishing connections is expensive in overhead, so connection pooling is an important requirement in these
apps. In this model, when a page needs database access, it allocates one of the already established connections
out of the pool. After the work is done, the Web session returns the connection back to the pool.
The problem with traditional client-side or middle-tier connection pooling, however, is:
•

•

•

Each pool is confined to a single middle-tier node.
A proliferation of pools results in excessive number of pre-allocated database servers and excessive database
server memory consumption.
Workload is distributed unequally across pools.

To obviate these problems, Oracle Database 11g provides a server-side pool called Database Resident Connection
Pool (DRCP). DRCP is available to all database clients that use the OCI driver including C, C++, and PHP.
Oracle Database 11g comes preinstalled with a default connection pool but it is shut down. To start it, use:
execute dbms_connection_pool.start_pool;

Now to connect to the pooled connections instead of a regular session, all you have to do is add a line
(SERVER=POOLED) to the TNS entry as shown below:
PRONE3_POOL =
(DESCRIPTION =
(ADDRESS = (PROTOCOL = TCP)(HOST = prolin3.proligence.com)(PORT = 1521))
(CONNECT_DATA =
(SERVER = POOLED)
(SID = PRONE3)
)
)

The clients can connect to the connection pool, using the connect string PRONE3_POOL. That’s it. Now your apps
will connect to the pool instead of the server. If you use the standard connect string without the TNSNAMES.ORA
file, you can use the POOLED clause. For instance, in PHP, you will connect as:
$c = oci_pconnect(‘myuser’, ‘mypassword’,’prolin3.proligence.com/PRONE3:POOLED’);

or
$c = oci_pconnect(‘myuser’, ‘mypassword’,’PRONE3_POOLED’);

In the above description you started the default pool that comes with Oracle with the default options. You can use
the procedure CONFIGURE_POOL in the supplied package DBMS_CONNECTION_POOL:
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Parameter

Description

POOL_NAME

Name of the pool. Use ‘’ (two single quotes for the default
pool)

MINSIZE

The minimum number of sessions to keep in the pool

MAXSIZE

The maximum number of sessions allowed in the pool

INCRSIZE

When a polled server is not available, the pool creates this
many new servers

SESSION_CACHED_CURSORS

This turns on the session cached cursor

INACTIVITY_TIMEOUT

If the sessions are idle for this long, they are disconnected

MAX_THINK_TIME

After a client gets a server from the pool, it must issue an
SQL statement within this time otherwise the client loses
the server

MAX_USE_SESSION

Maximum times a connection can be taken from and into
the pool

MAX_LIFETIME_SESSION

How long a session should stay on

DRCP functionality is important because a single pool can sustain tens of thousands of simultaneous users on a
commodity platform. Furthermore, a single pool can be shared across multiple clients or middle-tier nodes, and in
RAC and Data Guard environments, the combination of DRCP and FAN events furnish fast connection failover.
For an excellent treatise on the database resident connection pooling with examples in PHP, refer to the Oracle
technical white paper PHP Scalability and High Availability.
Back to “Oracle Database 11g: Top Features for DBAs and Developers” homepage
Arup Nanda Arup Nanda (arup@proligence.com) has been exclusively an Oracle DBA for more than 12 years
with experiences spanning all areas of Oracle Database technology, and was named “DBA of the Year” by Oracle
Magazine in 2003. Arup is a frequent speaker and writer in Oracle-related events and journals and an Oracle
ACE Director. He co-authored four books, including RMAN Recipes for Oracle Database 11g: A Problem
Solution Approach.
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SecureFiles: The New LOBs
Learn how to use the next generation of LOBs: SecureFiles, which offer the best of both worlds of
external files and database LOBs to store unstructured data allowing encryption, compression,
deduplication, and more.
Download Oracle Database 11g

Database Resident BLOBS or OS Files
What do you store in an Oracle database? Mostly it’s data that you store in a relational format for easy mapping
into some type of defined pattern and in a defined datatype: customer names, account balances, status codes,
and so on. But it’s also increasingly likely that you may need to store information in a non-stuctured or semistructured form. Examples include pictures, word processing documents, spreadsheets, XML files, and so on.
How are these types of data stored?
There are usually two approaches: The data is stored in the database as LOB fields (BLOB for binary and CLOB for
character data), or in OS files with the references to the files stored in the database.
Each approach has advantages and challenges. OS files can be cached by the OS and journaled filesystems that
expedite recovery after crashes. They also generally consume less space than the data in the database since they
can be compressed.
There are also tools that can intelligently identify patterns in the files and remove duplication for a more efficient
storage; however, they are external to the database so the properties of the database do not apply to them. These
files are not backed up, fine grained security does not apply to them, and such files are not part of a transaction-so concepts so innate to the Oracle database like read consistency do not apply.
What if you could get the best of both worlds? In Oracle Database 11g, you have the answer with SecureFiles, a
completely new infrastructure inside the database that gives you the best features of database-resident LOBs and
OS files. Let’s see how. (By the way, traditional LOBs are still available in the form of BasicFiles.)

Real-life Example
Perhaps it’s best to introduce the concept of SecureFiles through a simple example. Suppose you are developing
a contract management system in which you want to put the copies of all the contracts into a table. The scanned
documents are usually PDF files, not text. Some could be MS Word documents or even scanned pictures. This is
a perfect use case for BLOBs because the column must be able to support binary data.
Traditionally, priot to Oracle Database 11g, you would have defined the table as follows:
create table contracts_basic
(
contract_id
number(12),
contract_name
varchar2(80),
file_size
number,
orig_file
blob
)
tablespace users
lob (orig_file)
(
tablespace users
enable storage in row
chunk 4096
pctversion 20
nocache
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);
\

nologging

The column ORIG_FILE is where the actual file in binary format is stored. The various parameters indicate that the
LOB should not be cached and logged during operations, should be stored in line with the table row, and should
have a chunk size of 4KB and stored in the tablespace USERS. As you didn’t specify it explicitly, the LOB is stored
in the conventional format (BasicFiles) under Oracle Database 11g.
If you want to store the LOB as a SecureFile, all you have to do is place a clause—store as securefile—in the table
creation, as shown below:
create table contracts_sec
(
contract_id
number(12),
contract_name
varchar2(80),
file_size
number,
orig_file
blob
)
tablespace users
lob (orig_file)
store as securefile
(
tablespace users
enable storage in row
chunk 4096
pctversion 20
nocache
nologging
)
/

To create SecureFile LOBs, you need to comply with two conditions, both of which are default (so you may already
be compliant).
•

•

The initialization parameter db_securefile should be set to permitted (the default). I will explain what this
parameter does later.
The tablespace where you are creating the securefile should be Automatic Segment Space Management (ASSM)
enabled. In Oracle Database 11g, the default mode of tablespace creation is ASSM so it may already be so for
the tablespace. If it’s not, then you have to create the SecureFile on a new ASSM tablespace.

After the table is created, you can load data in the same way you do for a regular pre-11g LOB (BasicFile). Your
applications do not need to change and you don’t need to remember some special syntax.
Here is a small program that loads into this table.
declare
l_size
number;
l_file_ptr bfile;
l_blob
blob;
begin
l_file_ptr := bfilename(‘SECFILE’, ‘contract.pdf’);
dbms_lob.fileopen(l_file_ptr);
l_size := dbms_lob.getlength(l_file_ptr);
for ctr in 1 .. 100 loop
insert into contracts_sec
(
contract_id,
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contract_name,
file_size,
orig_file

)
values
(
ctr,
‘Contract ‘||ctr,
null,
empty_blob()
)
returning orig_file into l_blob;
dbms_lob.loadfromfile(l_blob, l_file_ptr, l_size);
end loop;
commit;
dbms_lob.close(l_file_ptr);

end;
/

This loads the file contract.pdf 100 times into 100 rows of the table. You would have already defined a directory
object called SECFILE for the OS directory where the file contract.pdf is stored. Here is an example where the
file contract.pdf is located in /opt/oracle.
SQL> create directory secfile as ’/opt/oracle’;

Once the LOB is stored as a SecureFile, you have a lot features available to you for optimal operation. Here are
some of those very useful features.

Deduplication
Deduplication is likely to be the most popular feature in SecureFiles because it is the most widely sought after
benefit of OS files in some high-end filesystems as opposed to database-resident blobs. Suppose a table has five
records each with a BLOB. Three of the BLOBs are identical. If it were possible to store the BLOB only once and
store only the reference to that copy on other two records, it would reduce the space consumption substantially.
This is possible in OS files but would not have been possible in Oracle Database 10g LOBs. But with SecureFiles
it’s actually trivial via a property called deduplication. You can specify it during the table creation or modify it later
as:
SQL>
2
3
4

alter table contracts_sec
modify lob(orig_file)
(deduplicate)
/

Table altered.

After the deduplication, the database calculates the hash values of the columns values in each row and compares
them to the others. If the hash values match, the hash value is stored&m;dashnot the actual BLOB. When a new
record is inserted its hash value is calculated, and if it matches to another value then the hash value is inserted;
otherwise the real value is stored.
Now, let’s see the space savings after the deduplication process. You can examine the space consumption in the
LOB segment through the package DBMS_SPACE. Here is a program that displays the space consumption:
declare
l_segment_name
l_segment_size_blocks
l_segment_size_bytes
l_used_blocks

varchar2(30);
number;
number;
number;
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l_used_bytes
l_expired_blocks
l_expired_bytes
l_unexpired_blocks
l_unexpired_bytes

number;
number;
number;
number;
number;

begin
select segment_name
into l_segment_name
from dba_lobs
where table_name = ‘CONTRACTS_SEC’;
dbms_output.put_line(‘Segment Name=’ || l_segment_name);
dbms_space.space_usage(
segment_owner
segment_name
segment_type
partition_name
segment_size_blocks
segment_size_bytes
used_blocks
used_bytes
expired_blocks
expired_bytes
unexpired_blocks
unexpired_bytes
);

=>
=>
=>
=>
=>
=>
=>
=>
=>
=>
=>
=>

‘ARUP’,
l_segment_name,
‘LOB’,
NULL,
l_segment_size_blocks,
l_segment_size_bytes,
l_used_blocks,
l_used_bytes,
l_expired_blocks,
l_expired_bytes,
l_unexpired_blocks,
l_unexpired_bytes

dbms_output.put_line(‘segment_size_blocks
dbms_output.put_line(‘segment_size_bytes
dbms_output.put_line(‘used_blocks
dbms_output.put_line(‘used_bytes
dbms_output.put_line(‘expired_blocks
dbms_output.put_line(‘expired_bytes
dbms_output.put_line(‘unexpired_blocks
dbms_output.put_line(‘unexpired_bytes

end;
/

=>
=>
=>
=>
=>
=>
=>
=>

‘||
‘||
‘||
‘||
‘||
‘||
‘||
‘||

l_segment_size_blocks);
l_segment_size_bytes);
l_used_blocks);
l_used_bytes);
l_expired_blocks);
l_expired_bytes);
l_unexpired_blocks);
l_unexpired_bytes);

This script shows various space related statistics for the LOB. Before the deduplication process, here is
the output:
Segment Name=SYS_LOB0000070763C00004$$
segment_size_blocks
=> 1072
segment_size_bytes
=> 8781824
used_blocks
=> 601
used_bytes
=> 4923392
expired_blocks
=> 448
expired_bytes
=> 3670016
unexpired_blocks
=> 0
unexpired_bytes
=> 0

After deduplication:
Segment Name=SYS_LOB0000070763C00004$$
segment_size_blocks
segment_size_bytes
used_blocks
used_bytes
expired_blocks

=>
=>
=>
=>
=>

1456
11927552
7
57344
127
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expired_bytes
unexpired_blocks
unexpired_bytes

=> 1040384
=> 1296
=> 10616832

Only one metric from the above output is enough to study: used_bytes, which show the exact bytes stored by
the LOB column. Before deduplication, it used to consume 4,923,392 bytes or about 5MB but after deduplication
it shrank to 57,344 bytes or about 57KB, almost 1 percent of the original value. It happened because the
deduplication process found the rows repeated with the same value 100 times (remember, we put the same value
in LOB column for all rows) and kept only one row and made the other ones as pointers.
You can also reverse the deduplication process:
SQL>
2
3
4

alter table contracts_sec
modify lob(orig_file)
(keep_duplicates)
/

Table altered.

After this, if you check the space again:
Segment Name=SYS_LOB0000070763C00004$$
segment_size_blocks
=> 1456
segment_size_bytes
=> 11927552
used_blocks
=> 601
used_bytes
=> 4923392
expired_blocks
=> 0
expired_bytes
=> 0
unexpired_blocks
=> 829
unexpired_bytes
=> 6791168

Note the USED_BYTES went up to the original value of about 5MB.

Compression
Another feature of SecureFiles is compression. You can compress the values stored in the LOBs using the
following SQL:
SQL> alter table contracts_sec
2
modify lob(orig_file)
3 (compress high)
4 /
Table altered.

Now if you run the space finding PL/SQL block:
Segment Name=SYS_LOB0000070763C00004$$
segment_size_blocks
=> 1456
segment_size_bytes
=> 11927552
used_blocks
=> 201
used_bytes
=> 1646592
expired_blocks
=> 0
expired_bytes
=> 0
unexpired_blocks
=> 1229
unexpired_bytes
=> 10067968

Note the used_bytes metric is now 1,646,592 or about 1.5 MB, down from 5MB.
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Compression is not the same as deduplication. Compression happens inside a LOB column, inside a row—each
LOB column is compressed independently. In deduplication, all the rows are examined and duplicate values in
the columns are removed and replaced with pointers. If you have two very different rows, deduplication will not
reduce the size; but compression may optimize the space inside the LOB value. You can compress as well as
deduplicate the table.
Compression takes up CPU cycles so depending on how much data is compressible, it may not be worthy of
compression. For instance, if you have a lot of JPEG pictures they are compressed already, so further compression
will not save any space. On the other hand, if you have an XML document as a CLOB, then compression may
produce substantial reduction. SecureFiles compression automatically detects if the data is compressible and only
spends CPU cycles if compression yields gains.
Oracle Text indexes can be installed on compressed SecureFiles LOBs. This is a major benefit of storing
unstructured data inside the Oracle database as opposed to compressed files in a filesystem.
Also note that the LOB compression is independent of table compression. If you compress the table
CONTRACTS_SEC, the LOBs are not compressed. The LOB compression occurs only when you issue the above
SQL.

Encryption
You can use Transparent Database Encryption for the SecureFiles as you would do for any column. Here is how
you will encrypt the column orig_file LOB using AES 128-bit encryption.
alter table contracts_sec
modify lob(orig_file)
(encrypt using ‘AES128’)
/

Before enabling encryption you have to set up encryption wallet. (A complete description of encryption wallets can
be found in this Oracle Magazine article.) Here are the steps in summary:
1.Set the parameter in sqlnet.ora, if not set already to specify the location of the wallet:
ENCRYPTION_WALLET_LOCATION=
(SOURCE=
(METHOD=FILE)
(METHOD_DATA=
(DIRECTORY= /opt/oracle/orawall)
)
)

The directory /opt/oracle/orawall should already exist; if not then you should create it.
2. Create the wallet:
alter system set encryption key authenticated by “mypass”

This creates the wallet with the password mypass and opens it.
3. The above steps are needed only once. After the wallet is created and open, it stays open as long as the
database is up (unless it is explicitly closed). If the database is restarted, you have to open the wallet with:
alter system set encryption wallet open identified by “mypass”

When a SecureFile LOB column is encrypted, the column values of all the rows of that table are encrypted. After
the encryption, you can’t use the Conventional Export or Import in the table; you have to use Data Pump.
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You can check the view dba_encrypted_columns to see which columns have been encrypted and how.
SQL> select table_name, column_name, encryption_alg
2 from dba_encrypted_columns
3 /
TABLE_NAME
COLUMN_NAME
ENCRYPTION_ALG
------------------------------ ------------------ ----------------------------CONTRACTS_SEC
ORIG_FILE
AES 128 bits key

Caching
One of the advantages of storing unstructured data in OS files instead of database resident objects is the
facility of caching. Files can be cached in the operating system’s file buffers. A database resident object can
also be cached in the database buffer cache. However in some cases the caching may actually be detrimental to
performance. LOBs are usually very large (hence the term large objects) and if they come to the buffer cache,
most other data blocks will need to be pushed out of the cache to make room for the incoming LOB. The LOB
may never be used later yet its entry into the buffer cache causes necessary blocks to be flushed out. Thus in
most cases you may want to disable caching for the LOBs.
In the example script for CONTRACTS_SEC you used the nocache clause to disable caching. To enable caching for
the LOB, you can alter the table:
alter table contracts_sec
modify lob(orig_file)
(cache)
/

This enables the LOB caching. Note that the caching refers to the LOB only. The rest of the table is placed
into the buffer cache and follow the same logic as any other table regardless of the setting of the LOB caching
on that table.
The benefits of caching are very application dependent. In an application manipulating thumbnail images,
performance may be improved with caching. However, for larger documents or images, it is better to turn off
caching. With securefiles, you have the control.

Logging
Logging clause determines how the data changes in the LOB are recorded in the redo log stream. The default is
full logging, as in case of any other data, but since the data in LOBs are usually large, you may want to eliminate
logging in some cases. The NOLOGING clause used in the example above does exactly that.
SecureFiles offer another value for this clause—filesystem_like_logging—as shown below:
create table contracts_sec_fs
(
contract_id
number(12),
contract_name
varchar2(80),
file_size
number,
orig_file
blob
)
tablespace users
lob (orig_file)
store as securefile
(
tablespace users
enable storage in row
chunk 4096
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)

pctversion 20
nocache
filesystem_like_logging

Note the line shown in bold, which makes the metadata of the LOB logged in the redo logs, not the entire LOB.
This is similar to a filesystem. The file metadata is logged in the filesystem journals. Similarly this clause on the
SecureFiles expedites recovery after a crash.

Administration
The data dictionary view DBA_LOBS show the properties of the LOBs in the database including SecureFiles. Here
are the columns of the view:
Column Name

Description

OWNER

The owner of the table

TABLE_NAME

The name of the table

COLUMN_NAME

The name of the column that is a LOB

SEGMENT_NAME

A LOB is stored as separate segment, named either by the user or by default as SYS_LOB…

TABLESPACE_NAME

The name of the tablespace

INDEX_NAME

A LOB has an index, whose name comes here

CHUNK

The chunksize of the LOB

PCTVERSION

Ignored in SecureFiles

RETENTION

If a SecureFile LOB is updated, the past image, like any other database block, is kept in undo
segments; but unlike database blocks, you can specify how long the past images are kept
(retention).

FREEPOOLS

Ignored for SecureFiles

CACHE

If the SecureFile LOB is cached in the buffer pool or not (Yes/No), explained in this article

LOGGING

If the changes to the SecureFile LOB should be logged (Yes/No), explained in this article

ENCRYPT

If the SecureFile LOB is encrypted (Yes/No); explained in this article

COMPRESSION

If the SecureFile LOB is compressed (Yes/No); explained in this article

DEDUPLICATION

If the Securefile LOB is Deduplicated (Yes/No); explained in this article

IN_ROW

Whether the LOB is stored inline with the table row

FORMAT

Whether a LOB is dependent on the byte order of the platform

PARTITIONED

If the LOB is on a partitioned table

SECUREFILE

If the LOB is a SECUREFILE (Yes or No) or a BASICFILE

In case of partitioned tables, the LOB information is stored in the view DBA_LOB_PARTITIONS.
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Migration of LOBs to SecureFiles
Now that you have seen how useful SecureFiles are, you may want to convert existing tables. The easiest way to
do that is to create a new table, load data from the old one, and rename it. (Of course that requires that the tables
be made unavailable during the operation.) The other approach is to use dbms_redefinition package to redefine the
table online, without impacting availability.
Let’s see how to do that with an example. Suppose you want to migrate the original table CONTRACTS_BASIC to
store as SecureFiles. The following steps will accomplish that.
1.Make sure you have a primary key. If there isn’t one, create it.
alter table contracts_basic
add constraint pk_contacts
primary key (contract_id)
/

2. Build the new table.
create table contracts_new
(
contract_id
number(12),
contract_name
varchar2(80),
file_size
number,
orig_file
BLOB
)
lob (orig_file)
store as securefile
(nocache nologging)
/

3. Map the columns to the new table.
declare
l_col_mapping varchar2(1000);
begin
l_col_mapping :=
‘contract_id contract_id , ‘||
‘contract_name contract_name , ‘||
‘file_size file_size, ‘||
‘orig_file orig_file’;
dbms_redefinition.start_redef_table
(‘ARUP’, ‘CONTRACTS_BASIC’, ‘CONTRACTS_NEW’, l_col_mapping);
end;
/

4. Start the Redefinition Process.
declare
l_error_count pls_integer := 0;
begin
dbms_redefinition.copy_table_dependents
(
‘ARUP’, ‘CONTRACTS_BASIC’, ‘CONTRACTS_NEW’,
1, TRUE, TRUE, TRUE, FALSE, l_error_count
);
dbms_output.put_line(‘Errors Occurred := ‘ ||
to_char(l_error_count));
end;
/
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This will copy all the rows from CONTRACTS_BASIC to CONTRACTS_NEW so it may take a long time, depending
on the rows of the table.
5. Finish the redefinition process.
begin
dbms_redefinition.finish_redef_table
(‘ARUP’, ‘CONTRACTS_BASIC’, ‘CONTRACTS_NEW’);
end;
/

6. Confirm that the table was converted.
select securefile
from dba_lobs
where table_name = ‘CONTRACTS_BASIC’
/
SEC
--YES

The column shows YES, meaning the column was converted to SecureFiles.
7. Drop the interim table CONTRACTS_NEW.
SQL> drop table contracts_new;
Table dropped.

You can try to enable parallel DML in the beginning to make the copy process faster. Here is how you enable
parallel DML in the session:
alter session force parallel dml;

Initialization Parameter
The initialization parameter db_securefile determines the use of SecureFiles in the database. Here are the various
values of the parameter and their effects:
Value

Effect

PERMITTED

The default value. The value indicates that SecureFile LOBs can be created in the database.

ALWAYS

Now that you see how the SecureFiles are so useful, you may want to make sure all LOBs
from then onward should only be SecureFiles instead of the default BasicFiles, even if the
user does not specify securefile. This parameter value ensures all the LOBs are created as
SecureFiles by default. Remember, SecureFiles require ASSM tablespaces (which is default
in 11g anyway), so if you are trying to create the LOB in a non-ASSM tablespace, you will
get an error.

NEVER

Well, it’s just the opposite of always. You don’t like SecureFiles for some reason and do not
want to allow its creation in the database. This parameter value will make the LOB created
as a BasicFile when though a SecureFile clause is mentioned. The user does not get an error
when the SecureFile clause is used but the LOB is silently created as BasicFile.

IGNORE

The securefile clause, along with all storage clauses is ignored.
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Conclusion
SecureFiles are not merely the next generation of LOBs; they add much more value to them, especially the
features that were formerly only in the domain of filesystems. SecureFiles can be encrypted for security, deduplicated and compressed for more efficient storage, cached (or not) for faster access (or save the buffer pool
space), and logged at several levels to reduce the mean time to recover after a crash. With the introduction
of SecureFiles, you can store more unstructured documents in the database without incurring too much
overhead or losing any critical functionality afforded by an OS filesystem.
Back to “Oracle Database 11g: Top Features for DBAs and Developers” homepage
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Data Guard
Learn how Active Data Guard will make your investment in a standby environment worthwhile via real time
queries while applying the archived logs, converting the physical standby database to snapshot standby, and
a host of new improvements in infrastructure.
Download Oracle Database 11g
There are enough Data Guard enhancements in Oracle Database 11g to fill a book, so covering every possible
enhancement in detail is not possible. Rather I will cover the ones I consider most interesting here.

Easier Creation of Standby Database
Let’s start at the beginning: the creation of a physical standby database. In Oracle Database 11g, that process
has become a whole lot easier, with just one RMAN command that does it all. Previously, you could use the Grid
Control wizard interface to build a Data Guard setup between two machines. As of this writing, Oracle Enterprise
Manager Grid Control 11g is not yet available and the Database Control does not have a wizard for Data Guard.
But regardless of your experience in using SQL commands, you will find setting up a Data Guard environment in
Oracle Database 11g a breeze. It’s so simple that I can show you all the steps right here.
Suppose your primary database is called prolin11 running on a server called prolin1. You want to set up the standby
database on a server named prolin2. The name of the standby database instance should be pro11sb. Here are the
steps:
1.On prolin1, first create a spfile if you don’t already have one.
SQL> create spfile from pfile;
This step is not absolutely necessary but it makes the process easier. After database creation,
restart the prolin11 database to use the spfile.

2. While it is not necessary to create standby redo logs, it’s a very good practice to do so. Standby redo logs
enable the changes occurring in the primary database to be reflected in almost real time in the standby, a
concept known as Real Time Apply (RTA). So, here we create the standby redo logs on the primary database
(note carefully; the standby redo logs are created in the primary. RMAN will create them in standby):
SQL>
2>
SQL>
2>
SQL>
2>
SQL>
2>

alter database add standby redo logfile
(‘+DG1/sby_redo01.rdo’) size 50M;
alter database add standby redo logfile
(‘+DG1/sby_redo02.rdo’) size 50M;
alter database add standby redo logfile
(‘+DG1/sby_redo03.rdo’) size 50M;
alter database add standby redo logfile
(‘+DG1/sby_redo04.rdo’) size 50M;

group 4
group 5
group 6
group 7

This creates the four standby redo logs groups.
3. Create an entry for pro11sb in the listener.ora file on prolin2 server:
SID_LIST_LISTENER =
(SID_LIST =
(SID_DESC =
(GLOBAL_DBNAME = pro11sb)
(ORACLE_HOME = /opt/oracle/product/11g/db1)
(SID_NAME = pro11sb)
)
)
LISTENER =
(DESCRIPTION =
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)

(ADDRESS = (PROTOCOL = TCP)(HOST = prolin2)(PORT = 1521))

4. Reload the listener for it to take effect.
5. On prolin1, create an entry for the pro11sb database in the file tnsnames.ora under $ORACLE_HOME/
network/admin:
PRO11SB =
(DESCRIPTION =
(ADDRESS_LIST =
(ADDRESS = (PROTOCOL = TCP)(HOST = prolin2)(PORT = 1521))
)
(CONNECT_DATA =
(SID = pro11sb)
)
)

6. On prolin2, in Oracle Home/dbs directory, create a file initodba11sb.ora containing just one line: db_
name=prolin11. This will serve as the initialization file for the standby instance; the rest of the parameters will
be populated automatically by the RMAN command you will see later.
7.

On prolin2, go to the directory $ORACLE_BASE/admin. Create a directory called pro11sb there and then a
directory within pro11sb called adump, to hold the audit files for the standby instance.

8. On prolin1, under $ORACLE_HOME/dbs directory, you will find the password file for the instance, usually
named orapworadba11. If that file is not present (most unlikely), create it. Then copy that file to prolin2 under
$ORACLE_HOME/dbs. Copy it to a new file orapwodba11sb. This will make sure the sysdba connection
passwords on primary database can be applied to standby as well.
9. On prolin2 start the instance pro11sb in NOMOUNT state:
$ sqlplus / as sysdba
SQL> startup nomount

This will start the instance but mount nothing.
Now that all initial preparation is completed, it’s time to call the all-powerful RMAN script that creates the standby
database. On prolin1, start RMAN and run the following script. You will find it easier to save this in a file and run
the script from the RMAN prompt.
connect target sys/oracle123@prolin11
connect auxiliary sys/oracle123@pro11sb
run {
allocate channel c1 type disk;
allocate auxiliary channel s1 type disk;
duplicate target database
for standby
from active database
dorecover
spfile
parameter_value_convert ‘prolin11’,’pro11sb’
set db_unique_name=’pro11sb’
set db_file_name_convert=’/prolin11/’,’/pro11sb/’
set log_file_name_convert=’/prolin11/’,’/pro11sb/’
set control_files=’/oradata/pro11sb/control01.ctl’
set fal_client=’pro11sb’
set fal_server=’prolin11’
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set standby_file_management=’AUTO’
set log_archive_config=’dg_config=(prolin11,pro11sb)’
set log_archive_dest_2=’service=prolin11 LGWR ASYNC valid_for=(ONLINE_LOGFILES,PRIMARY_ROLE)
db_unique_name=pro11sb’
set log_archive_dest_state_2=’enable’
set log_archive_format=’pro11sb_%t_%s_%r.arc’
;
sql channel c1 “alter system archive log current”;
sql channel s1 “alter database recover managed standby database using current logfile disconnect”;
}

This script creates the standby database, places the appropriate parameters in the spfile for the standby
instance, creates the diagnostic destination for the standby database, and restarts the standby. To help you
understand the exact mechanics of this operation, you might want to see the output of the RMAN command
here.
The two lines below connect to the primary and the standby instances:
connect target sys/oracle123@prolin11;
connect auxiliary sys/oracle123@pro11sb;

Because you copied the password file to the standby host, the password for SYS remains the same and hence
the connection to the standby instance (with no mounted database, yet) is successful. Next, the following set
of lines are executed:
duplicate target database for standby from active database
spfile
parameter_value_convert ‘prolin11’,’pro11sb’
set ‘db_unique_name’=’pro11sb’
set ‘db_file_name_convert’=’/prolin11/’,’/pro11sb/’
... and so on ...

The duplicate target database command creates the standby database from the primary by first taking
an image copy of the primary database via SQL*Net on the remote server. Once the copy is complete, it
internally issues a command (switch clone datafile all;), which brings up the standby database as a clone. The
set commands in the script set the parameters for the SPFILE for the standby instance and the database
comes up as a standby database. Again, an examination of the RMAN output gives you all the information on
the behind-the-scene activities.
Note how easy building the physical standby database is? It’s as simple as executing the script!

Active Data Guard
One of the traditional objections to building a Data Guard environment using physical standby database is the
passiveness of the standby database. In Oracle Database 10g and below you could open the physical standby
database for read-only activities (say, to offload some reporting), but only after stopping the recovery process. With
these releases, If Data Guard is a part of your DR solution, you really can’t afford to pause the recovery process for
a long duration for fear of falling behind, so the physical standby database is essentially useless for any read-only
activity.
With Oracle Database 11g, that situation changes: You can open the physical standby database in read-only mode
and restart the recovery process. This means you can continue to be in sync with primary but can use the standby
for reporting. (As in previous versions, you can take the backup from the standby as well.) Let’s see how it is done.
First, cancel the managed standby recovery:
SQL> alter database recover managed standby database cancel;
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Database altered.

Then, open the database as read only:
SQL> alter database open read only;
Database altered.

Up until this point, the process is identical to that in pre-11g versions. Now, the 11g feature shows its advantage:
While the standby database is open in read-only mode, you can resume the managed recovery process.
SQL> alter database recover managed standby database disconnect;
Database altered.

Now the standby database has been placed in managed recovery mode applying the log files while it is open. How
do you confirm that? It’s quite simple; just check the maximum log sequence number on the primary and compare
that to the standby. On the primary, do a log switch and check the maximum log sequence number:
SQL> alter system switch logfile;
System altered.
SQL> select max(Sequence#) from v$log;
MAX(SEQUENCE#)
-------------79

The log switch occurred while the standby was opened in read only mode. Check the maximum log sequence in
standby:
SQL> select max(Sequence#) from v$log;
MAX(SEQUENCE#)
-------------79

It’s also 79, the same value in primary. It’s the confirmation that the log application is still going on. Well, you might
ask, this merely confirms that the logs are being applied; will the changes occurring on the primary be visible in
this mode? Let’s see. On the primary, create a table:
SQL> create table test2 (col1 number);
Table created.

...then do a few log switches and wait until those logs are applied to standby. Then check the standby database:
SQL> desc test2
Name
Null?
Type
----------------------------------------- -------- --------------------------COL1
NUMBER

Presto! The table appears in standby, and is ready to be queried.
Remember, we could have used Real Time Apply in this case, which causes the changes made to the primary
appear instantly on the standby, provided the network is available? RTA is not an absolute necessity for ADG but
makes the ADG even more useful as you can expect to see the latest changes on the primary.
Security conscious readers might be little concerned however. The database is in read only mode, so nothing can
be written to it. If the audit_trail parameter is set to DB on the primary (the default in Oracle Database 11g), it will
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be the same on standby as well, but the audit trails can’t be written to the database since it’s read only. So where
do they go?
Note a line that shows up innocuously in alert log:
AUDIT_TRAIL initialization parameter is changed to OS, as DB is NOT compatible for database opened
with read-only access

Aha! The audit trails don’t stop; rather, they automatically switch to OS files when the database is open. When you
activate the standby database, the audit_trail is automatically resets to DB.

Snapshot Standby
Here’s a typical scenario: Say a new application is being deployed on the database and you are wondering about
the impact on database performance. In Oracle Database 11g, there is that perfect tool (Database Replay), which
captures the SQL statements and replays them, but there is a caveat: you have to run them to see the impact.
You capture from a test system but replaying on the production system is not feasible. First, it’s not deployed; and
second, even if it were deployed, you couldn’t afford to have the app making changes to other tables. So what do
you do to see the impact of the app?
The perfect answer awaits you in Oracle Database 11g, where the physical standby database can be temporarily
converted into an up dateable one called Snapshot Standby Database. In that mode, you can run your app—which
may modify a lot of tables—and gauge its impact. Once the impact is assessed, you can convert the database into
a standby undergoing the normal recovery. This is accomplished by creating a restore point in the database, using
the Flashback database feature to flashback to that point and undo all the changes. Let’s see how it is done:
First, start recovery on the standby, if not going on already:
SQL> alter database recover managed standby database disconnect;
Database altered.

Wait until the recovery picks up a few log files. Then stop the recovery.
SQL> alter database recover managed standby database cancel;
Database altered.

At this point, you may create the snapshot standby database. Remember, it enables Flashback logging, so if you
haven’t configured the flash recovery area, you will get a message like this:
ORA-38784: Cannot create restore point ‘SNAPSHOT_STANDBY_REQUIRED_01/12/2008
00:23:14’.
ORA-38786: Flash recovery area is not enabled.

To avoid that, you should have already created flash recovery area. If you didn’t, don’t worry, you can create it now:
SQL> alter system set db_recovery_file_dest_size = 2G;
System altered.
SQL> alter system set db_recovery_file_dest= ‘/db_recov’;
System altered.

Now that the formalities are completed, you can convert this standby database to snapshot standby using this
simple command:
SQL> alter database convert to snapshot standby;
Database altered.
Now recycle the database:
SQL> shutdown immediate
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ORA-01507: database not mounted
...
ORACLE instance shut down.
SQL> startup
ORACLE instance started.

Now the database is open for read/write operations:
SQL> select open_mode, database_role
2 from v$database;
OPEN_MODE DATABASE_ROLE
---------- ---------------READ WRITE SNAPSHOT STANDBY

You can do changes in this database now. This is a perfect place to replay the captured workload using Database
Replay. You can then perform the system changes in this database and replay several times to see the impact of
the changes. As this is a copy of the production database, the replay will be an accurate representation of the
workload.
After your testing is completed, you would want to convert the snapshot standby database back to a regular
physical standby database. Just follow the steps shown below:
SQL> connect / as sysdba
Connected.
SQL> shutdown immediate
Database closed.
Database dismounted.
ORACLE instance shut down.
SQL> startup mount
ORACLE instance started.
...
Database mounted.
SQL> alter database convert to physical standby;
Database altered.
Now shutdown, mount the database and start managed recovery.
SQL> shutdown
ORA-01507: database not mounted
ORACLE instance shut down.
SQL> startup mount
ORACLE instance started.
...
Database mounted.

Start the managed recovery process:
SQL> alter database recover managed standby database disconnect;

Now the standby database is back in managed recovery mode. Needless to say, when the database was in
snapshot standby mode, the archived logs from primary were not applied to it. They will be applied now and it may
take some time before it completely catches up.
Snapshot standby database allows you to use the standby database to accurately predict changes to production
database before they were made. But that’s not it; there is another advantage as well. Remember, we could have
used RTA in this case, which causes the changes made to the primary appear instantly on the standby, provided
the network is available? Well, what if someone makes a mistake on the primary database, such as running a
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massive update or changing some code? In previous versions we deliberately use a delay in the standby database
to stop these errors propagating to the standby. But that delay also means the standby can’t be activated properly
or be used as an active copy of production.
Not anymore. Since you can flashback the standby database, you need not keep the delay. If there is a problem,
you can always flashback to a previous state.

Conversion from Physical to Logical Standby
You can now easily convert a physical standby database to a logical one. Here are the steps:
1.The standby database will need to get the data dictionary information from somewhere. The dictionary
information should be put in the redo stream that comes from the primary. So, on the primary database,
issue the following to build the LogMiner tables for dictionary:
SQL> begin
2
dbms_logstdby.build;
3 end;
4 /
PL/SQL procedure successfully completed.

2. On the standby database, stop the managed recovery process:
SQL> alter database recover managed standby database cancel;
Database altered.

3. Now, issue the command in standby side to convert it to logical:
SQL> alter database recover to logical standby pro11sb;
Database altered.

If you didn’t execute Step 1, the above command will wait since the dictionary information is not found. Don’t
worry; just execute the Step 1 at this point. If you have enabled RTA, the information will immediately appear
on the standby database.
4. Issue a few log switches on primary to make sure the archived logs are created and sent over to the standby:
SQL> alter system switch logfile;
System altered.

5. On the standby side, you can see that the alter database command has completed, after some time. Now the
standby is a logical one. You will see the following line in alert log:
RFS[12]: Identified database type as ‘logical standby’

6. Recycle the database:
SQL> shutdown
ORA-01507: database not mounted
ORACLE instance shut down.
SQL> startup mount
ORACLE instance started.
Total System Global Area 1071333376 bytes
...
Database mounted.
SQL> alter database open resetlogs;
Database altered.
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7. Now that this is a logical standby database, you should start the SQL Apply process.
SQL> alter database start logical standby apply immediate;

The logical standby database is now fully operational! Once you convert the physical standby to a logical one, you
can’t convert it back to a physical one unless you use the special clause (“keep identity”), described in the section
below.

Rolling Upgrade
It’s no secret that one of the pain points in a DBA’s job is to justify the need to shut down the database for a
reasonably long period of time to perform upgrades. In Oracle Database 11g, this has become considerably easier
if you have a standby database of any type via this rolling upgrade process:
Upgrade the standby.
Move the apps to the standby.
Upgrade the primary.
Move the apps back to the original primary.

If it’s a logical standby, the process is fairly straightforward because the standby merely applies the SQLs mined
from the primary. As the SQLs are applied, the upgrade can easily be done on that database. You can stop the
recovery, upgrade the standby, continue the recovery to catch up, and then convert the standby to primary. Later,
you can make the original primary to be the standby, which will be upgraded. Finally, you reverse the roles to make
the original primary the new primary.
However, many standby databases are physical in nature for ease of use and management. If the standby is
not logical but physical, then the steps are pretty much the same, with a slight difference: you need to convert
the standby to logical temporarily and then convert back to physical standby. The keyword is temporarily, not
permanently; therefore you issue the conversion command with the new clause “keep identity”, as shown below:
SQL> alter database recover to logical standby keep identity;
Database altered.
See more detailed step-by-step instructions in the doc.

Other Improvements
There are some significant improvements in the Data Guard process itself:

Redo Compression
Data Guard is premised on shipping the archived logs from the primary to the standby database server and
applying them to the database. One of the key components of the time lag between the primary and standby is
the time to transport the archived logs. This can be somewhat expedited If the redo stream is compressed.
In Oracle Database 11g you can compress the redo stream that goes across to the standby server via SQL*Net
using a parameter compression set to true. This works only for the logs shipped during the gap resolution. Here is
the command you can use to enable compression in the example shown in the beginning of this installment.
alter system set log_archive_dest_2 = ‘service=pro11sb LGWR ASYNC
valid_for=(ONLINE_LOGFILES,PRIMARY_ROLE) db_unique_name=pro11sb compression=enable’

Net Timeout
The Data Guard environment works by sending the redo data to the standby server by connecting to the database
instance there. If the instance does not respond in time, the log shipping service will wait for a specified timeout
value and then give up. This timeout value can be set in Oracle Database, using a parameter called net_timeout. In
maximum protection mode, the log shipping service will retry for 20 times before giving up.
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But first you have to know who much delay is currently present in the log shipping. A new view v$redo_dest_
resp_histogram shows that time in histograms of values:
SQL> desc v$redo_dest_resp_histogram
Name
Null?
Type
---------------------- ------- -------------DEST_ID
NUMBER
TIME
VARCHAR2(20)
DURATION
NUMBER
FREQUENCY
NUMBER

The view shows you how many times the time was taken in the shipment in that given bucket. If you examine the
view after a few days of operation, you will be able to get an idea of the timeout value to set. Then you can set the
set the timeout value by issuing:
alter system set log_archive_dest_2 = ‘service=pro11sb LGWR ASYNC
valid_for=(ONLINE_LOGFILES,PRIMARY_ROLE) db_unique_name=pro11sb compression=enable net_timeout=20’
Again, this is from the example shown above. Note the clause “net_timeout=20” in the parameter value.
Dynamically Alterable Parameters

In the process of operating a logical standby database environment, you will need to tune the process and tweak
some parameter values. In Oracle Database 11g, most of these parameters can be updated online. You can find
them by querying the view dba_logstdby_parameters.
col name format a30
col value format a10
col unit format a10
col setting a6
col setting format a6
col dynamic format a7
select *
from dba_logstdby_parameters
order by name
/
NAME
-----------------------------APPLY_SERVERS
EVENT_LOG_DEST

VALUE
UNIT
SETTIN DYNAMIC
---------- ---------- ------ ------5
SYSTEM YES
DEST_EVENT
SYSTEM YES
S_TABLE
LOG_AUTO_DELETE
TRUE
SYSTEM YES
LOG_AUTO_DEL_RETENTION_TARGET 1440
MINUTE
SYSTEM YES
MAX_EVENTS_RECORDED
10000
SYSTEM YES
MAX_SERVERS
9
SYSTEM YES
MAX_SGA
30
MEGABYTE
SYSTEM YES
PREPARE_SERVERS
1
SYSTEM YES
PRESERVE_COMMIT_ORDER
TRUE
SYSTEM NO
RECORD_APPLIED_DDL
FALSE
SYSTEM YES
RECORD_SKIP_DDL
TRUE
SYSTEM YES
RECORD_SKIP_ERRORS
TRUE
SYSTEM YES
RECORD_UNSUPPORTED_OPERATIONS FALSE
SYSTEM YES
Note the column DYNAMIC, which shows the value is dynamic alterable or not. Almost all the parameters
are dynamic. For instance, to modify the parameter APPLY_SERVERS without stopping standby, you can
issue:
SQL> begin
2
dbms_logstdby.apply_set(‘APPLY_SERVERS’,2);
3 end;
4 /

This sets the value of apply_servers to 2, which can be done without shutting down the standby.
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SQL Apply Event Table
In Oracle Database 10g, the events related to SQL Apply are written to the alert log, which is not very useful since
you may want to write scripts to check them for alerts or reporting. In Oracle Database 11g, the events are by
default written to a new table called LOGSTDBY$EVENTS in the SYSTEM schema. Here is a sample query:
select event_time, error
from system.logstdby$events
order by 1;
The output:
EVENT_TIME
----------------------------13-JAN-08 11.24.14.296807 PM
13-JAN-08 11.24.14.320487 PM
14-JAN-08 07.22.10.057673 PM
14-JAN-08 07.22.11.034029 PM
14-JAN-08 07.45.15.579761 PM
14-JAN-08 07.45.16.430027 PM

ERROR
------------------------------------------------ORA-16111: log mining and apply setting up
Apply LWM 2677727, HWM 2677727, SCN 2677727
APPLY_SET: APPLY_SERVERS changed to 2
APPLY_SERVERS changed to 2
APPLY_SET: EVENT_LOG_DEST changed to DEST_ALL
EVENT_LOG_DEST changed to DEST_ALL

It’s very useful to have the events in a table for a lot of reasons; for one; it’s easier to manipulate and report. But
sometimes it’s also useful to see them on alert log as well, especially if you have built on some monitoring tool to
scan the alert log for errors and messages. You can set the logical standby database apply parameter “event_log_
dest” to “DEST_ALL” to accomplish that:
begin
dbms_logstdby.apply_set(‘EVENT_LOG_DEST’,’DEST_ALL’);
end;

This can be done dynamically and now the events will go to both the table and the alert log. After this command,
you can check alert log; it will have alt least these two lines, in addition to possibly a large number of SQL Apply
events:
LOGSTDBY: APPLY_SET: EVENT_LOG_DEST changed to DEST_ALL
LOGSTDBY status: EVENT_LOG_DEST changed to DEST_ALL

Conclusion
First, you saw how trivial it is to build a physical standby database from an active primary database. Also, you saw
how easy it is to convert that physical standby to a logical one. The biggest advantage comes from the fact that
the standby database can now be used productively to support the business in some way. The Active Data Guard
feature allows you to open the standby database allowing queries while the archived logs are still being applied.
Snapshot standby database allows you to run production database loads on the database and then flash back to
the point it started to resume the normal manager recovery process. These two features allow you to leverage the
processing capabilities available in the standby server and should be a great catalyst for the upgrade to 11g.
Back to “Oracle Database 11g: Top Features for DBAs and Developers” homepage
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Data Warehousing and OLAP
Download Oracle Database 11g
Database-resident Cube Organized Materialized Views that marry the power of OLAP cubes with the simplicity
of SQL without any special tools, easier identification of refresh with partition change tracking, a new Analytic
Workspace Manager, Query Rewrite extended to subqueries and remote tables, and many more new features
make Oracle Database an even more compelling platform for data warehousing..

Cube-Organized Materialized Views
In the mid-1990s, the concept of Online Analytic Processing (OLAP), which has been around since the 1970s,
entered the mainstream, with the term “OLAP” coined by Ted Codd himself in 1992. Being somewhat esoteric,
OLAP was something most businesses didn’t know how to properly leverage at the time.
Years later, the technology has been sufficiently perfected to make OLAP against large data warehouses feasible,
truly bringing the “intelligence” to business intelligence. A huge departure from traditional relational design, OLAP
allows the data to be stored and accessed in the most efficient manner—allowing end-users to traverse the edges
of a hypothetical “cube” of many dimensions. (See below for an example of such a data cube).

The cube’s dimensions are associated with facts (also called “measures”). In relational terms, the facts have a
many-to-one relationship with the dimensions. For example, Acme Computer Supplies may have a database for
sales. Dimensions are usually Customers, Products, and Time Element (month, quarter, etc.). The sales figure for
a specific product (Cat5e cables) to a specific customer (Oracle Corp.) during a specific time period (Aug 2008) is
one measure. The dimensions are stored on individual tables and so are the facts—i.e. the sales figure. So the fact
table, in relational terminology, is a child table of the dimension tables.
But that’s where the analogy ends. The access to the measures in relational design would have been through
indexes created on the customer, product, or time columns of the fact table. In the OLAP approach, specific cells
(the measures) are accessed by traversing the cube: in this example, by going to the slice containing the time Aug 08; then product - Cat5e; and finally the customer - Oracle.
Oracle knows how to go to these slices by calculating the destination as in an array, not a table. For instance,
suppose the dimensions are organized as shown below:
Dimension Time := {‘May’,’Jun’,’Jul’,’Aug’}
Dimension Customer := {‘Microsoft’,’IBM’,’Oracle’,’HP’}
Dimension Product := {‘Fiber’,’Cat6e’,’Cat5e’,’Serial’}
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To find the measure for Oracle + Aug + Cat5e, the OLAP engine performs the navigation like this:
1.

Aug 08 is the fourth element of the array called Time, so travel to the fourth cell along the time dimension of
the cube.

2. Cat5e is the third element of the Product array, so travel to the third element.
3. Oracle is the third element of the Customer array, so travel to the third element.
That’s it; now you’ve arrived at the measure you want. This is done without indexes since the dimension values
serve as array pointers. Similarly, if you want to calculate the total sales to all customers in Aug 08, you do the
same thing as above, except that in Step 3 you total the measures of the elements of the array without going to
a specific cell.
Contrast that approach with the relational access in a pure relational form of data stored in a classic star schema,
as shown below.

In the relational database approach, you will have to join this “fact” table to all the dimensions. Every time you
need data, you will need to select the appropriate data from the fact table, possibly via indexes, and join it with
each dimension one by one, again via indexes. Although technically possible, this approach is quite infeasible in
large databases.
As an alternative, what about creating Materialized Views (MVs) for all those selections? A user could use any
combination of elements in the dimensions:
•

Sales for Cat5e in Aug to all customers

•

Sales to Oracle for Serial Cable in Aug as a percentage of sales to IBM, for the same product and month

•

Sales of Fiber Cables to HP as a percentage of Serial Cables to Microsoft

and so on. But how many MVs would you need to create? In theory, one for each combination (4 x 4 x 4 = 64
MVs). In addition to the space, you would need time and database resources to refresh the MVs when the data
changes—and there will likely be thousands of elements involved. Thus, the number of
MVs to be created and managed becomes outrageously high.
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In contrast, a cube is a single segment that can allow any types of queries with equal ease. Although both of them
are used in data warehouse designs for faster processing of summarized data (as opposed to OLTP data), there is
a huge fundamental difference: whereas MVs store pre-computed results to avoid joins and aggregations, cubes
store raw data and compute most summaries on the fly. (The stress is on the word “most” as some summaries
are created. The cube decides which aggregations are useful and creates only those aggregations. In all other
cases, the summaries are computed on the fly.) As the access path is through array bases arithmetic, the data
retrieval is much faster in cubes compared to relational tables like MVs.
The OLAP objects such as cubes are stored in special areas of the database called an Analytic Workspace (AW).
A database may have one or more AW. These AWs are stored as BLOBs on tables specially named with an AW$
prefix.
While data cubes in Oracle Database are not new, in versions previous to Oracle Database 11g, they are accessed
slightly differently. (Under the covers Oracle is, after all, a predominantly relational database engine.) A cube
representation of data in these versions is a non-native concept, especially where MVs are concerned.
MVs offer some very interesting features: automatic query rewrite where a user’s query is rewritten automatically,
incremental refreshes where only parts of the MV are refreshed, and so on. On the flip side, MVs are a relational
feature, not native to OLAP cubes.
Now imagine, if you would, the best of both worlds: the rewrite feature of MVs combined with the performance
benefits of OLAP cubes. In Oracle Database 11g, you have it. Perhaps the most important new functionality in this
area is the ability to represent OLAP cubes as MVs, via a new feature called Cube Organized Materialized Views.
One new function, CUBE_TABLE, accomplishes searching through the cube in plain SQL. Since the MV is actually
an OLAP cube, the Query Rewrite feature will rewrite the queries to use the cube, without you even knowing it.
That should allow you to take advantage of the performance of cubes from any tool that supports SQL: Oracle
Business Intelligence Enterprise Edition, Cognos, Business Objects, Oracle Apex, SQL*Plus, or custom Java
programs; the list is endless. In fact you don’t even have to know any special syntax. (Cube Organized MVs are
named with a CB$ prefix for easy identification.)
I will explain this new feature via Oracle’s official sample schema. After downloading it, unzip the zip file:
$ unzip global_11g_schema.zip
Archive: global_11g_schema.zip
inflating: global_11g_remove.sql
inflating: global_11g_source.dmp
inflating: Templates/CHANNEL.XML
inflating: Templates/CUSTOMER.XML
inflating: Templates/GLOBAL.XML
inflating: Templates/GLOBAL_MV.XML
inflating: Templates/PRICE_CUBE.XML
inflating: Templates/PRODUCT.XML
inflating: Templates/TIME.XML
inflating: Templates/UNITS_CUBE.XML
inflating: global_11g_install.sql
inflating: global_11g_readme.html

Install the global schema by running the script from SQL*Plus or SQL Developer. You should know the password
of the SYSTEM user:
SQL> @global_11g_install
Enter the password for the user GLOBAL:
Enter the password for the user SYSTEM:
Connected.
User created.
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Grant succeeded.
Connected.
Import: Release 11.1.0.6.0 - Production on Sat Jun 28 17:08:22 2008
Copyright (c) 1982, 2007, Oracle.

All rights reserved.

Connected to: Oracle Database 11g Enterprise Edition Release 11.1.0.6.0 - Production
With the Partitioning, Oracle Label Security, OLAP, Data Mining,
Oracle Database Vault and Real Application Testing options
Export file created by EXPORT:V11.01.00 via conventional path
import done in US7ASCII character set and AL16UTF16 NCHAR character set
import server uses WE8MSWIN1252 character set (possible charset conversion)
export client uses WE8MSWIN1252 character set (possible charset conversion)
. importing GLOBAL’s objects into GLOBAL
. . importing table
“ACCOUNT”
24 rows imported
. . importing table
“CHANNEL_DIM”
3 rows imported
. . importing table
“CUSTOMER_DIM”
61 rows imported
. . importing table
“PRICE_FACT”
2523 rows imported
. . importing table
“PRODUCT_CHILD_PARENT”
48 rows imported
. . importing table
“PRODUCT_DIM”
36 rows imported
. . importing table
“TIME_DIM”
120 rows imported
. . importing table
“UNITS_FACT”
299446 rows imported
About to enable constraints...
Import terminated successfully without warnings.
SQL> exit

The file global_11g_readme.html contains more information on the schema. It also has a script to drop the schema
after your testing is done. The file imports the dimensions, facts, and all other pertinent data from a dump file.
It may be easiest to explain the concept of the Cube Organized MV with an example. There are two cubes
included in the dumpfile; one is PRICE_CUBE. Let’s see how to query that cube using plain SQL. I also want to
show the access path to be followed by Oracle, so I used the autotrace command before running the query.
SQL> set autotrace on explain
SQL> select * from table(cube_table(‘GLOBAL.PRICE_CUBE’))
2> /
...
... the data comes here ...
...
Execution Plan
---------------------------------------------------------Plan hash value: 3184667476
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------| Id | Operation
| Name
| Rows | Bytes | Cost (%CPU)| Time
|
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|
0 | SELECT STATEMENT
|
| 2000 |
195K|
29
(0)| 00:00:01 |
|
1 | CUBE SCAN PARTIAL OUTER| PRICE_CUBE | 2000 |
195K|
29
(0)| 00:00:01 |
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

This function CUBE_TABLE is new in Oracle Database 11g. It allows a cube stored in the AW to be queried as a
relational object. Note that the access path shows CUBE SCAN—meaning the cube was scanned as a cube, even
though you used SQL. In this example, we used the most rudimentary of tools; SQL*Plus is completely ignorant
of OLAP or analytic transformations, yet we could pull the data in an analytic manner anyway.
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The function CUBE_TABLE can be used on both tables and dimensions. The general form is
select * from table(cube_table(‘<schema>.<dimension>;<hierarchy>’))

The hierarchy part is optional; you can omit it. Here is an example from the sample GLOBAL schema you installed
earlier, where you want to select the hierarchy PRIMARY from the dimension called PRODUCT.
select * from table(cube_table(‘GLOBAL.PRODUCT;PRIMARY’))

A view is automatically generated for each cube and dimension. For instance, there is a view called PRICE_CUBE_
VIEW for the cube PRICE_CUBE. If you examine the view definition, you will see that is as seen here:
CREATE OR REPLACE VIEW “PRICE_CUBE_VIEW” (“UNIT_PRICE”, “UNIT_COST”, “TIME”, “PRODUCT”) AS
SELECT
“UNIT_PRICE”,
“UNIT_COST”,
“TIME”,
“PRODUCT”
FROM TABLE(CUBE_TABLE(‘GLOBAL.PRICE_CUBE’) )

Views are useful where the GUI tools do not know about the CUBE function and the users are prompted to
choose an object type, typically a view. Here is an example of where Oracle SQL Developer is used to select data
from the view.
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SQL Developer shows the views and you can select the data tab and filter just like any other view. Although the
data type is multidimensional, the CUBE_TABLE table function allows it to be accessed as a relational object.
Behind the scenes the database’s multidimensional engine performs the necessary calculations—aggregates
or calculates measures, for example—transparently. So you get the best of both worlds. You can use the power
of the OLAP functionality built into Oracle Database and yet be in the comfort zone of the applications you are
familiar with, even if it’s SQL*Plus.
Although you can administer the cubes in plain SQL, the easiest method is through the Analytic Workspace
Manager tool (described later). The view DBA_CUBES shows the information on cubes.
So, let’s examine what you get from Cube Organized MVs. First, the cube (and cube-organized MV) can
dramatically improve the performance of queries requiring summary data due to the analytic access of the cube.
Second, the cube is very efficient in fast, incremental refreshes. Finally, since a single cube can replace many
MVs, it makes it much easier to manage and maintain.
Note that the cube-organized MV is simply a metadata object. The summary data is managed by the cube and the
cube-organized MV simply supports automatic query rewrite and automatic refresh of the cube. The data is stored
in a cube, not inside the cube-organized MV, so this is not a replication strategy. Think of it as similar to an MV on a
prebuilt table, which is akin to the cube.

Query Rewritten More Often
You should be already familiar with Query Rewrite functionality, introduced in Oracle Database a couple of
releases ago. In summary, when a user writes a query that matches with the defining query of an MV, Oracle
chooses to select from the MV instead of executing the query in the database. The term “matches” means either
a partial result set of the query can be satisfied by the stored MV or that the query can be sped up using the
existing data in the MV. In other words, Oracle rewrites the query (or portions of it) to select from the MV instead
of the tables specified in the query. This eliminates the database doing the task of accessing the base tables and
doing the computations and returns the data faster to the user. All these occur automatically without the user
even knowing that such a MV existed and the query was rewritten.
Of course, the user must choose to accept such as a substitution in the query. The session parameter query_
rewrite_enabled must be set to TRUE and query_rewrite_integrity should be either trusted or stale_tolerated
based on the staleness of the MV (the parameter controls the level of data integrity enforcement that is provided
by the kernel). The MV itself also must be available for query rewrite as well.
The query rewrite occurs when the users query similar to the defining query of the MV. In past versions, if the
query was not similar, the query was not rewritten. But in Oracle Database 11g, the rules are more relaxed.
Consider the MV shown below:
create materialized view mv4
enable query rewrite
as
select
prod_id, cust_id, avg (rate) tot_qty
from (select s.prod_id, cust_id, amount_sold / quantity_sold rate
from sales s, products p
where s.prod_id = p.prod_id) sq
group by prod_id, cust_id
/

It uses an inline query, where the row source is actually another query (the clause in FROM is actually an inline
query). If you write a query similar to the defining query of the MV, where you use the same inline view, now you
will see rewrite occurring. Use AUTOTRACE to check the execution path.
SQL> alter session set query_rewrite_enabled = true;
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Session altered.
SQL> alter session set query_rewrite_integrity = stale_tolerated;
Session altered.
SQL> set autotrace traceonly explain
SQL> select pid, cid, avg(item_rate) avg_item_rate

2 from (select s.prod_id pid, cust_id cid, amount_sold/quantity_sold item_rate
3
4
5

from sales s, products p
where p.prod_id = s.prod_id)
group by cid, pid;

Execution Plan
---------------------------------------------------------Plan hash value: 3944983699
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------| Id | Operation
| Name | Rows | Bytes | Cost (%CPU)| Time
|
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|
0 | SELECT STATEMENT
|
|
287K|
10M|
226
(2)| 00:00:03 |
|
1 | MAT_VIEW REWRITE ACCESS FULL| MV4 |
287K|
10M|
226
(2)| 00:00:03 |
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Note
----- dynamic sampling used for this statement

Note the Id=1 above; the query was rewritten with the Materialized View MV4—the one we created earlier. The
query rewrite took place even if the MV and the query used inline views (or subqueries).
Query rewrite also occurs for remote tables in Oracle Database 11g.

Staleness Checking in Partitions
If you have a partitioned detail table on which an MV has been created, you can take advantage of Partition
Change Tracking (PCT; introduced with Oracle Database 10g) to refresh for only a specific partition and not the
entire table. The PCT feature allows you to refresh with the FAST option even if there is no MV Log on the detail
table. But how do you know which partitions have changed?
In Oracle Database 11g, you have a great new view: DBA_MVIEW_DETAIL_PARTITION. This view shows the
partitions that have been updated and will be used in PCT refresh later. The column FRESHNESS shows if the
partition is fresh for the MV. Like any other view, there are USER_* and ALL_* versions as well.
Let’s use the schema SH provided on the Companion CD of Oracle Database 11g. First, check the freshness:
SQL> select detailobj_name, detail_partition_name, detail_partition_position, freshness
2> from user_mview_detail_partition
3> where MVIEW_NAME = ‘MV1’;
DETAILOBJ_NAME
-----------------------------SALES
SALES
SALES
SALES
SALES
SALES
SALES

DETAIL_PARTITION_NAME
DETAIL_PARTITION_POSITION FRESH
------------------------------ ------------------------- ----SALES_1995
1 FRESH
SALES_1996
2 FRESH
SALES_H1_1997
3 FRESH
SALES_H2_1997
4 FRESH
SALES_Q1_1998
5 FRESH
SALES_Q2_1998
6 FRESH
SALES_Q3_1998
7 FRESH
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SALES
SALES
SALES
SALES
SALES
SALES
SALES
SALES
SALES
SALES
SALES
SALES
SALES
SALES
SALES
SALES
SALES
SALES
SALES
SALES
SALES

SALES_Q4_1998
SALES_Q1_1999
SALES_Q2_1999
SALES_Q3_1999
SALES_Q4_1999
SALES_Q1_2000
SALES_Q2_2000
SALES_Q3_2000
SALES_Q4_2000
SALES_Q1_2001
SALES_Q2_2001
SALES_Q3_2001
SALES_Q4_2001
SALES_Q1_2002
SALES_Q2_2002
SALES_Q3_2002
SALES_Q4_2002
SALES_Q1_2003
SALES_Q2_2003
SALES_Q3_2003
SALES_Q4_2003

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

FRESH
FRESH
FRESH
FRESH
FRESH
FRESH
FRESH
FRESH
FRESH
FRESH
FRESH
FRESH
FRESH
FRESH
FRESH
FRESH
FRESH
FRESH
FRESH
FRESH
FRESH

Now insert a row in the table:
insert into sales values (13,987,’1-jan-98’,3,999,1,1232.16)
Now, if you issue the same query to check freshness:
DETAILOBJ_NAME
-----------------------------SALES
SALES
SALES
SALES
SALES
SALES
... and so on ...

DETAIL_PARTITION_NAME
DETAIL_PARTITION_POSITION FRESH
------------------------------ ------------------------- ----SALES_1995
1 FRESH
SALES_1996
2 FRESH
SALES_H1_1997
3 FRESH
SALES_H2_1997
4 FRESH
SALES_Q1_1998
5 STALE
SALES_Q2_1998
6 FRESH

The partition where the row went—SALES_Q1_1998—is now listed as STALE. When you fast refresh the MV, it
will use PCT to refresh from that partition alone instead of the entire table. And the FAST refresh will occur even if
there is no MV Log on the table.
Now, if you refresh the MV with FAST option:
SQL> exec dbms_mview.refresh(‘MV1’,’F’)
PL/SQL procedure successfully completed.

And check the freshness again:
DETAILOBJ_NAME
-----------------------------SALES
SALES
SALES
SALES
SALES
SALES

DETAIL_PARTITION_NAME
DETAIL_PARTITION_POSITION FRESH
------------------------------ ------------------------- ----SALES_1995
1 FRESH
SALES_1996
2 FRESH
SALES_H1_1997
3 FRESH
SALES_H2_1997
4 FRESH
SALES_Q1_1998
5 FRESH
SALES_Q2_1998
6 FRESH
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The partition is marked FRESH; the subsequent fast refreshes will not pick that partition. This view allows you
to easily identify which partitions will be refreshed in a PCT refresh and estimate the work involved. This feature
works for Cube Organized MVs as well.

Analytic Workspace Manager
As I mentioned previously, the special area where the OLAP objects are stored is called an Analytic Workspace.
The OLAP objects are manipulated via a special tool called Analytic Workspace Manager (AWM), which you can
download from the Oracle OLAP Option homepage on OTN.
AWM comes in two flavors: the standalone version or a DBClient. The standalone version is a full JAR file that you
can run from the java command line. The DBClient has a few DLLs, which should be copied over to the appropriate
directory in Oracle Home. In this section we will explore the standalone version (11.1.0.7A) of the tool.
After unzipping the files, start AWM by going to the directory where you unzipped it and issuing the following
command:
java -mx512m -jar awm11.1.0.6.0A.jar

After the GUI opens, click on File -> Connect Database and choose the database you want to connect to. Choose
the username as GLOBAL. Once the database connection is established, click on the + sign before Schemas and
expand all the elements. The result will be the screen shown below.
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Let’s try a common operation: refreshing the cube. Right-click on PRICE_CUBE on the left-hand panel. A pop-up
menu comes up as shown below:

Choose Maintain Cube PRICE_CUBE from the menu. It bring up a small window shown below:

Click on Next several times and eventually you will see a screen similar to this:
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Here you can decide to run the task immediately or schedule it for later. Click Finish to complete the task.
Eventually you will see a confirmation screen as shown below:

Note the column named OUTPUT, which shows the SQL statement. Double-clicking the column shows the
complete output. The output for the PRICE_CUBE is shown below:
<CommandOutput>
<CubeLoad
Name=”MAP1”
SQL=”SELECT /*+ bypass_recursive_check
T16_MONTH_ID ALIAS_114,
T13_ITEM_ID ALIAS_115,
SUM(T19_UNIT_PRICE) ALIAS_116,
SUM(T19_UNIT_COST) ALIAS_117
FROM
(
SELECT
T1.ITEM_ID T19_ITEM_ID,
T1.MONTH_ID T19_MONTH_ID,
T1.UNIT_PRICE T19_UNIT_PRICE,

cursor_sharing_exact
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T1.UNIT_COST T19_UNIT_COST
FROM
GLOBAL.PRICE_FACT T1
)
T19,
(
SELECT
T1.MONTH_ID T16_MONTH_ID
FROM
GLOBAL.TIME_DIM T1
)
T16,
(
SELECT
T1.ITEM_ID T13_ITEM_ID
FROM
GLOBAL.PRODUCT_DIM T1
)
T13
WHERE
((T16_MONTH_ID = T19_MONTH_ID)
AND (T13_ITEM_ID = T19_ITEM_ID)
AND (T16_MONTH_ID = T19_MONTH_ID)
AND (T13_ITEM_ID = T19_ITEM_ID) )
GROUP BY
(T13_ITEM_ID, T16_MONTH_ID)
ORDER BY
T13_ITEM_ID ASC NULLS LAST ,
T16_MONTH_ID ASC NULLS LAST “
LOADED=”2523”
REJECTED=”0”/>
</CommandOutput>

Another important task is making an MV out of a cube. Let’s see how it is done for the UNITS_CUBE cube. Click
on UNITS_CUBE, which brings up the details of the cube on the righthand panel. On the detail panel you will
notice several tabs. Click on the tab Materialized Views, as shown below:

Note the following in the upper left corner of the panel:
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Check the box to enable MV style refresh of the cube. Then check the Enable Query Rewrite checkbox at the
bottom. Next, press the Apply button. The cube is now ready as a Cube Organized MV.
Now that this cube is a regular MV, you can refresh it as such.
begin
dbms_mview.refresh (
list => ‘CB$PRICE_CUBE’,
method => ‘c’
);
end;

You can also use the cube rebuilding approach:
begin
dbms_cube.build(‘PRICE_CUBE’);
end;
After populating (or rebuilding), you should collect stats:
begin
dbms_aw_stats.analyze (
‘PRICE_CUBE’
)
end;

As I said previously, AWs are stored as BLOBs in the database. In this example:
SQL> desc aw$global
Name
Null?
----------------------------------------- -------PS#
GEN#
EXTNUM
AWLOB
OBJNAME
PARTNAME

Type
----------------------NUMBER(10)
NUMBER(10)
NUMBER(8)
BLOB
VARCHAR2(256)
VARCHAR2(256)

the BLOB column holds the data on the cube. So, the cube is stored in a relational table, in a tablespace, just
like any other table. The space is managed in the tablespace just like any other tablespace so the DBAs needn’t
do anything special after the initial AW creation. Cube Organized MVs are just like any other MVs, so the refresh
process is familar to most DBAs.

Other New Features Covered Elsewhere
There are several other new features in Oracle Database 11g that help in efficient design and operation of a data
warehouse. These have already been covered in other installments of this series. Instead of repeating, I will give a
very concise overview and direct you to those installments for details:
•

Partitioning. Oracle Database 11g allows a new type of range partitioning called Interval Partitioning, which
allows you to merely define a value as an interval—for example, Oracle automatically creates partitions as
needed every month based on the record getting inserted. Another type, Reference Partitioning, allows you to
create partitions on the child tables based on a column that is present in parent table only, not in child tables. For
instance, you can partition the EMP table based on department location, which is on the parent table (DEPT), but
not in the EMP table. In addition, you can now create LIST-LIST, LIST-RANGE, and RANGE-RANGE composite
partitioning schemes.
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•

•

•

•

•

•

Virtual Columns. Furthermore, you can make a column “virtual”; that is, not stored in the table yet the user can
access it like any other column. The column value is calculated during runtime. For instance, a virtual column
called COMMISSION could be defined in the table that shows the commission as 20% of SALARY column. You
can define indexes on this column and even partition on it; the database will also start collecting statistics on a
virtual column, just like it does on regular ones. In a data warehouse, you can use a virtual column to partition a
table to reflect real life instead of the real column, saving considerable space in the process. When you exchange
partitions with another table, the exchanged table need not have the virtual column. How sweet is that?
Advanced Compression. In addition to the compression functionality available in earlier releases, Oracle
Database 11g now offers a new Advanced Compression option that performs compression differently. Instead
of compressing the row as it comes, it compresses the entire block when a certain threshold is reached in the
block. This makes the process extremely efficient and offers significant space advantages.
Pivot (and, of course, Unpivot). Crosstab reports are fairly common in any reporting environment, especially since
the report format is the easiest to read and data to be presented. In earlier releases the crosstab reports could
be done by joining the table to itself as many times as there are columns. This results in less performant queries,
particularly in data warehouses where the tables are typically large. In Oracle Database 11g, a new operator
called PIVOT transforms the output to be presented in a crosstab format. UNPIVOT allows the data already in the
format to be reset back to a relational format.
Partition Advisor. One of the key points to consider in partitioning is which column to partition on. Many people,
even seasoned professionals, stumble here. Oracle Database 11g makes this process easier by providing a new
tool called Partition Advisor, which analyzes the workload pattern and offers performance-based suggestions on
the partition scheme. While it may not be 100-percent perfect, it’s definitely a boon for those who are completely
unfamiliar with the process. And it’s at least a starting point for those who are proficient.
Data Caching. When data does not change often, why keep refreshing it from disk? In Oracle Database 11g, you
can cache the result of a query (not a table) in a special memory pool called the Result Cache. When the table
data changes, the cache is automatically updated, sort of like a self-refreshed materialized view in memory. It’s
also possible to cache the results of a PL/SQL function in this result cache. Since the results come from memory
instead of from disk, the response times are infinitesimally fast. In large databases such as data warehouses,
where tables under most of the lookup queries do not change much, you can cache the queries and the function
calls to get a boost in performance.
Invisible Indexes. Indexes can be made invisible, which makes them not used in access paths unless a special
session parameter is set. However, the index is maintained as a normal index, affecting the performance of
DMLs. This is a perfect way to examine the impact of an index without committing it. If performance is not
desired, the index can be dropped.

Back to “Oracle Database 11g: Top Features for DBAs and Developers” homepage
Arup Nanda Arup Nanda (arup@proligence.com) has been exclusively an Oracle DBA for more than 12 years
with experiences spanning all areas of Oracle Database technology, and was named “DBA of the Year” by Oracle
Magazine in 2003. Arup is a frequent speaker and writer in Oracle-related events and journals and an Oracle ACE
Director. He co-authored four books, including RMAN Recipes for Oracle Database 11g: A Problem
Solution Approach.
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Partitioning to Perfection
In Oracle Database 11g, your partitioning choices are now virtually limitless.
Download Oracle Database 11g
“Divide and conquer”—that figurative principle has never been better illustrated than by Oracle Database’s
partitioning features. Since version 8, you can partition a table or index into multiple segments and then place
them in different tablespaces. The table is still addressed as a logical entity while the individual partitions are
stored as separate segments, which allows for easier manipulation of data.
In version 11, enhancements such as reference partitioning, interval partitioning, partitioning virtual columns, and
extended composite partitioning enable infinite partitioning design possibilities and boost manageability.
If you want to brush up on partitioning basics and the factors that affect your decision to choose a partitioning
column or scheme, please see my article in the Sep/Oct 2006 issue of Oracle Magazine.

Extended Composite Partitioning
With composite partitioning—a scheme introduced in Oracle8i Database—you can create subpartitions from
partitions, allowing further granularity of the table. But in that release, you could subpartition range-partitioned
tables only via hash subpartitioning. In Oracle9i, composite partitioning was expanded to include range-list
subpartitioning.
These schemes cater to most circumstances but not all. For example, say you have a table called SALES with
many columns including two special ones that are candidates for partitioning: state_code, which stores a two-digit
code for the state where the sale was made, ostensibly for the purpose of calculating the sales tax; and product_
code, a three-digit number identifying the product sold by that sales record. Users query on the table filtering on
both columns equally, and the archival requirements are also based on both these two columns. When you apply
the principles of partitioning decisions, you find that both these columns are good candidates for partitioning keys.
In Oracle Database 11g, you can solve the problem fairly easily. In this release, you are not limited to rangehash and range-list composite partitioning. Rather, your choices are virtually limitless; you can create composite
partitions in any combination.
In this example case, you can decide to LIST partition the table on product_code, as that column has more
discrete values and then subpartition on state_code, again as list. This code sample shows how to do that:
create table sales
(
sales_id
number,
product_code number,
state_code
varchar2(2)
)
partition by list (product_code)
subpartition by list (state_code)
(
partition p101 values (101)
(
subpartition p101_ct values (‘CT’),
subpartition p101_ny values (‘NY’),
subpartition p101_def values (default)
),
partition p201 values (201)
(
subpartition p201_ct values (‘CT’),
subpartition p201_ny values (‘NY’),
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)

)

subpartition p201_def values (default)

The options are not limited to what is shown here. You can also create LIST-RANGE composite partitions.
Suppose, in the example above, product code is not discrete but is more of a range. You would want to list
partition on state_code and then subpartition on product_code. Here is the code sample that does it.
create table sales1
(
sales_id
number,
product_code number,
state_code
varchar2(2)
)
partition by list (state_code)
subpartition by range (product_code)
(
partition CT values (‘CT’)
(
subpartition ct_100 values less
subpartition ct_200 values less
),
partition NY values (‘NY’)
(
subpartition NY_100 values less
subpartition NY_200 values less
)
)

than (101),
than (201)

than (101),
than (201)

You can create range-range composite subpartitions as well, which come in very handy when you may have two
date fields. Consider, for instance, a table for a sales processing system that has a transaction date and delivery
date. You may want to range partition on one date and then also range subpartition on the other. This scheme
allows you to do backups, archiving, and purges based on dates.
In summary, you can create the following types of composite partitions available in Oracle Database 11g:
•

Range-range

•

Range-hash

•

Range-list

•

List-range

•

List-hash

•

List-list

Reference Partitioning
Here is a typical problem in designing partitioning schemes: not all the tables have the same columns on which
you need to partition. Suppose you are creating a sales system with two simple tables, sales and customers:
create table
(
cust_id
cust_name
rating
)

customers
number primary key,
varchar2(200),
varchar2(1) not null
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partition by list (rating)
(
partition pA values (‘A’),
partition pB values (‘B’)
);

The table sales is created as shown below. This is a child table of the customers table.
create table sales
(
sales_id
number primary key,
cust_id
number not null,
sales_amt
number,
constraint fk_sales_01
foreign key (cust_id)
references customers
);

Ideally, you would want to partition the table sales in the same manner as table customers: list partitioned on the
column rating. But there is a serious problem: table sales does not have a column called rating! So how do you
partition it on a non-existent column?
In Oracle Database 11g you can, using a new feature called Reference Partitioning. Here is an example to show
how you can apply it to the sales table:
create table sales
(
sales_id
number primary key,
cust_id
number not null,
sales_amt
number,
constraint fk_sales_01
foreign key (cust_id)
references customers
)
partition by reference (fk_sales_01);

This creates partitions identical to those in the parent table, customers. Note that there is no column called rating,
yet the table has been partitioned on that column. The clause partition by reference (fk_sales_01) has the name of
the foreign key in the partition definition. This instructs Oracle Database 11g to confirm the partitioning is done per
the scheme used in the parent table—in this case, customers. Note the NOT NULL constraint for column cust_id.;
this is required for reference partitioning.
If you check the partition boundaries for the partitions in sales table:
SQL> select partition_name, high_value
2 from user_tab_partitions
3 where table_name = ‘SALES’;
PARTITION_NAME HIGH_VALUE
--------------- ------------------------------PA
PB

The high value is null, meaning that the boundaries here are derived from the parent table. The partitions have the
same names as in the parent table. You can check the type of partitioning by querying the view user_part_tables.
A special column called ref_ptn_constraint_name shows the foreign key constraint name.
SQL> select table_name, partitioning_type, ref_ptn_constraint_name
2 from user_part_tables
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3

where table_name in (‘CUSTOMERS’,’SALES’);

TABLE_NAME
-----------------------------CUSTOMERS
SALES

PARTITION REF_PTN_CONSTRAINT_NAME
--------- -------------------------LIST
REFERENCE FK_SALES_01

Reference partitions come extremely handy when you want to partition a child table in the same fashion as in
the parent table but do not have the same columns, and you do not want to introduce them just for the sake of
partitioning. Furthermore, you do not need to explicitly declare a long partitioning clause for each child table.

Interval Partitioning
Range partitioning allows you to create partitions based on ranges of the values of the partition key column. Here
is an example of the range partitioned table:
create table sales6
(

sales_id
sales_dt

number,
date

)
partition by range (sales_dt)
(
partition p0701 values less than (to_date(‘2007-02-01’,’yyyy-mm-dd’)),
partition p0702 values less than (to_date(‘2007-03-01’,’yyyy-mm-dd’))
);

Here you have defined partitions for January 2007 and February 2007 only, so what happens if a record is inserted
into the table that has the sales_dt in March 2007? The insert will fail with the following error:
ORA-14400: inserted partition key does not map to any partition

Obviously you need to add a partition for March 2007 before you can insert a record. But this is often easier said
than done. Often you can’t afford to create a lot of partitions beforehand and too few of them may result in this
error.
Wouldn’t it be better if Oracle somehow automatically sensed the need for new partitions and then created them?
Oracle Database 11g does, with a feature called Interval Partitioning. Here, you don’t define partitions and their
boundaries but merely an interval that defines each partition’s boundaries. Here is the same example in interval
partitioning:
create table sales6
(
sales_id
number,
sales_dt
date
)
partition by range (sales_dt)
interval (numtoyminterval(1,’MONTH’))
(
partition p0701 values less than (to_date(‘2007-02-01’,’yyyy-mm-dd’))
);

Note the clause: interval followed by the interval. Here you have instructed Oracle to create intervals of one month
each. You have also created the initial partition named p0701, for the January 2007 data. Now, suppose you insert
a record with June 2007 data:
SQL> insert into sales6 values (1,’01-jun-07’);
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1 row created.

Oracle does not return an error; rather; it successfully executes the statement. So where does the record go to?
The partition p0701 can’t have the record and we haven’t defined a partition for June 2007. But at this time if you
check the partitions of the table:
SQL> select partition_name, high_value
2 from user_tab_partitions
3 where table_name = ‘SALES6’;
PARTITION_NAME HIGH_VALUE
--------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------P0701
TO_DATE(‘ 2007-02-01 00:00:00’, ‘SYYYY-MM-DD HH24:MI:SS’, ‘NLS_C
ALENDAR=GREGORIA
SYS_P41

TO_DATE(‘ 2007-07-01 00:00:00’, ‘SYYYY-MM-DD HH24:MI:SS’, ‘NLS_C
ALENDAR=GREGORIA

Note the partition named SYS_P1 with a high value of July 1, 2007, which will accommodate data up to the end of
June. This partition was created dynamically by Oracle and has a system generated name.
Now suppose you enter a value lower than highest value, such as May 1, 2007. It should ideally have its own
partition, as your partition interval is a month.
SQL> insert into sales6 values (1,’01-may-07’);
1 row created.
SQL> select partition_name, high_value
2 from user_tab_partitions
3 where table_name = ‘SALES6’;
PARTITION_NAME HIGH_VALUE
--------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------P0701
TO_DATE(‘ 2007-02-01 00:00:00’, ‘SYYYY-MM-DD HH24:MI:SS’, ‘NLS_C
ALENDAR=GREGORIA
SYS_P41
TO_DATE(‘ 2007-07-01 00:00:00’, ‘SYYYY-MM-DD HH24:MI:SS’, ‘NLS_C
ALENDAR=GREGORIA
SYS_P42
TO_DATE(‘ 2007-06-01 00:00:00’, ‘SYYYY-MM-DD HH24:MI:SS’, ‘NLS_C
ALENDAR=GREGORIA

Note the new partition SYS_P42, which has the upper bound as June 1—thus the partition can hold the May 2006
data. This partition was created by splitting the SYS_P41 partitions (for June). Thus, Oracle automatically creates
and maintains the partitions when you define an interval partitioning scheme.
If you want to store the partitions in specific tablespaces, you can do so by using the store in clause:
interval (numtoyminterval(1,’MONTH’))
store in (TS1,TS2,TS3)

which stores the partitions in tablespaces TS1, TS2, and TS3 in a round robin manner.
How would an application developer address a specific partition? One way is to know the name, which may not
be possible, and even if you know, it is highly error prone. To facilitate the access to specific partition, Oracle
Database 11g offers a new syntax for partitioning SQLs:
SQL> select * from sales6 partition for (to_date(‘15-may-2007’,’dd-mon-yyyy’));
SALES_ID SALES_DT
---------- --------1 01-MAY-07
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Note the new clause for (value), which allows you to directly reference partitions without explicitly calling them by
their exact name. If you want to truncate or drop a partition, you can call this extended portioning syntax.
After the table is created in this manner, the PARTITIONING_TYPE column in view DBA_PART_TABLES shows
INTERVAL.

System Partitioning
Although Oracle anticipates few if any practical uses for this feature, I want to describe it anyway because it’s
really cool.
Here is a rare but not inconceivable of use case: Imagine that you have a table that just can’t be partitioned in
any logical way. The result is a huge, monolithic table, which poses problems such as the need fo extended index
maintenance and other operations.
So, the developers come forward with a solution: They promise that if the table can be partitioned somehow,
they can write to the partitions in an intelligent manner. By doing so, the application can control which partition a
specific record goes to. The DBA need merely define the partitions. Here is an example:
create table sales3
(
sales_id
number,
product_code number,
state_code
number
)
partition by system
(
partition p1 tablespace users,
partition p2 tablespace users
);

Note that there is no partition key or the boundaries. So, the table is physically divided into two segments but is
still a logical table. Once defined this way, the database creates two segments for the table, instead of just one
monolithic table. You can check it by:
SQL> select partition_name
2 from user_segments
3 where segment_name = ‘SALES3’;
PARTITION_NAME
-----------------------------P1
P2

When you create a local index, it is also partitioned the same way.
SQL> create index in_sales3_state on sales3 (state_code) local;
Index created.
SQL> select partition_name
2 from user_segments
3 where segment_name = ‘IN_SALES3_STATE’;
PARTITION_NAME
-----------------------------P1
P2
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You can check the type of partitioning by checking in user_part_tables:
SQL> select partitioning_type
2 from user_part_tables
3 where table_name = ‘SALES3’;
PARTITION
--------SYSTEM

This shows up as SYSTEM, indicating system partitioning, of course. One point to note that the high_value column
values are NULL for these types of tables.
SQL> select partition_name, high_value
2 from user_tab_partitions
3 where table_name = ‘SALES3’;
PARTITION_NAME HIGH_VALUE
-------------- --------------------P1
P2

Here’s an interesting question: if there is no partitioning key or scheme such as range, list or hash,how does
Oracle know to which partition the incoming record should go?
The answer is: Oracle doesn’t. Here is an example of what happens if you want to insert a record into the table:
SQL> insert into sales3 values (1,101,1);
insert into sales3 values (1,101,1)
*
ERROR at line 1:
ORA-14701: partition-extended name or bind variable must be used for DMLs on
tables partitioned by the System method

The partitions bounds are not known so the application must provide that information by using the partition-aware
syntax while inserting data. You would need to rewrite that statement as:
SQL> insert into sales3 partition (p1) values (1,101,1);
1 row created.

While deleting, you do not have to provide the partition-aware syntax—but remember, there is no concept of
partition boundaries. So, when you issue a statement like this:
SQL> delete sales3 where state_code = 1;

Oracle has to scan all the partitions to see where the row resides. To avoid that, you should write it as:
SQL> delete sales3 partition (p1) where state_code = 1;

The same goes for updates. This limits the partitions where the record is searched.
System partitions offer tremendous advantages when a table can’t be partitioned in any logical way. They let
you take advantage of the benefits of partitioning while allowing free rein to the developers in deciding to which
partition a record should go.
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Tablespace Transport for a Single Partition
In earlier versions of Oracle Database, you gained the ability to transport a tablespace and later plug it into a
different database or to the same one. The process involves the copying of datafiles so it is the fastest way to
transfer data across databases. However, until now, you didn’t have the ability to transport the tablespace of
a single partition and then plug it back. In Oracle Database 11g, you can.
Suppose you have a table called SALES5, with several partitions named CT, NY, etc.
SQL> select partition_name, tablespace_name
2 from user_tab_partitions
3 where table_name = ‘SALES5’;
PARTITION_NAME
-------------CT
NY

TABLESPACE_NAME
--------------TS1
TS2

Now, you can transport the partition CT using the command shown below: $ expdp tables=scott.sales5:ct
transportable=always directory=data_pump_dir dumpfile=p_ct.dmp Export: Release 11.1.0.4.0 - Beta on Sunday,
10 June, 2007 16:05:40 Copyright (c) 2003, 2005, Oracle. All rights reserved. Username: / as sysdba
Connected to: Oracle Database 11g Enterprise Edition Release 11.1.0.4.0 - Beta
With the Partitioning, Oracle Label Security, OLAP, Data Mining
and Oracle Database Vault options
Starting “SYS”.”SYS_EXPORT_TABLE_01”: /******** AS SYSDBA tables=scott.sales5:ct transportable=
always directory=data_pump_dir dumpfile=p_ct.dmp
Processing object type TABLE_EXPORT/TABLE/PLUGTS_BLK
Processing object type TABLE_EXPORT/TABLE/TABLE
Processing object type TABLE_EXPORT/TABLE/END_PLUGTS_BLK
Master table “SYS”.”SYS_EXPORT_TABLE_01” successfully loaded/unloaded
****************************************************************************
Dump file set for SYS.SYS_EXPORT_TABLE_01 is:
/home/oracle/oracle/admin/PROBE2/dpdump/p_ct.dmp
******************************************************************************
Datafiles required for transportable tablespace TS1:
/home/oracle/oradata/PROBE2/PROBE2/ts1_01.dbf
Job “SYS”.”SYS_EXPORT_TABLE_01” successfully completed at 16:05:55

Now, you can take these two files—p_ct.dmp and ts1_01.dmp—to another system and try to plug into the
database. For learning purposes, let’s try to plug into the same database. First, you need to drop the table and
then the tablespace ts1.
SQL> drop table scott.sales5;
Table dropped.
SQL> drop tablespace ts1 including contents;
Tablespace dropped.

Now, plug the tablespace into the database. But here’s a little problem: the table sales5 no longer exists and you
had initially exported only one partition (ct), not the entire table. So how can you import just one partition of a nonexistent table?
In Oracle Database 11g, a new command line option in Data Pump Import called partition_options makes that
possible. If you specify the value departition, Data Pump will create a new table from the partitions exported.
In a way this approach “breaks” partitions, so it’s appropriately named departition. Let’s see how it works.
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$ impdp partition_options=departition dumpfile=p_ct.dmp
transport_datafiles=’/home/oracle/oradata/PROBE2/PROBE2
/ts1_01.dbf’
Import: Release 11.1.0.4.0 - Beta on Sunday, 10 June, 2007 21:58:08
Copyright (c) 2003, 2005, Oracle.

All rights reserved.

Username: / as sysdba
Connected to: Oracle Database 11g Enterprise Edition Release 11.1.0.4.0 - Beta
With the Partitioning, Oracle Label Security, OLAP, Data Mining
and Oracle Database Vault options
Master table “SYS”.”SYS_IMPORT_TRANSPORTABLE_04” successfully loaded/unloaded
Starting “SYS”.”SYS_IMPORT_TRANSPORTABLE_04”: /******** AS SYSDBA partition_options=
departition dumpfile=p_ct.dmp transport_datafiles=/home/oracle/oradata/PROBE2/PROBE2/ts1_01.dbf
Processing object type TABLE_EXPORT/TABLE/PLUGTS_BLK
Processing object type TABLE_EXPORT/TABLE/TABLE
Processing object type TABLE_EXPORT/TABLE/END_PLUGTS_BLK
Job “SYS”.”SYS_IMPORT_TRANSPORTABLE_04” successfully completed at 21:58:23

This SQL creates a table called sales5_ct, which is nothing but the ct partition of SALES5 table exported by
transportable tablespace earlier. The table name, as you can see, is a combination of the original table and the
partition names. You can conform the presence of the segment by checking the DBA_SEGMENTS view.
SQL> select segment_name
2 from dba_segments
3 where tablespace_name = ‘TS1’;
SEGMENT_NAME
----------------SALES5_CT

You can use single-partition transportable tablespace feature to plug in a single partition of a table to a different
database. After plugging it in, you may want to perform an exchange partition operation to put that as a partition
on some table there.

Partitioning on Virtual Columns
Let’s see another common problem. In your table called sales, you have the following columns:
SQL> desc sales
Name
----------------------------------------SALES_ID
CUST_ID
SALES_AMT

Null?
-------NOT NULL
NOT NULL
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Suppose you want to partition this table by some scheme that allows you to purge and archive is based on the
amount of sale. Here are the four categories of sale:
If sale_amt is

and cust_id is

Then sale_category is

0-10000

anything

LOW

10001-100000

0-100

LOW

10001-100000

101-200

MEDIUM

10001-100000

>200

HIGH

100001-1000000

0-100

MEDIUM

100001-1000000

101-200

HIGH

100001-1000000

>200

ULTRA

>1000000

Anything

ULTRA

You want to partition this table on the column sale_category, but there is a problem: there is no column called
sale_category. This is something you derived from the sale_amt column. How can you partition this table, then?
In earlier versions of Oracle you could have put a new column in the table called sale_category, and used a trigger
to populate the column using the logic shown in the table. But the presence of the new column would have
caused another performance hit due to the triggers.
In Oracle Database 11g, a new feature called Virtual Columns allows you to create a column that is not stored in
the table but rather is computed at run time. You can also partition on this column. Using this feature, it’s a breeze
to partition this table.
create table sales
(
sales_id
number,
cust_id
number,
sales_amt
number,
sale_category varchar2(6)
generated always as
(
case
when sales_amt <= 10000
then ‘LOW’
when sales_amt > 10000
and sales_amt <= 100000
then case
when cust_id < 101 then ‘LOW’
when cust_id between 101 and 200 then ‘MEDIUM’
else ‘MEDIUM’
end
when sales_amt > 100000
and sales_amt <= 1000000
then case
when cust_id < 101 then ‘MEDIUM’
when cust_id between 101 and 200 then ‘HIGH’
else ‘ULTRA’
end
else ‘ULTRA’
end
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) virtual
)
partition by list (sale_category)
(
partition p_low values (‘LOW’),
partition p_medium values (‘MEDIUM’),
partition p_high values (‘HIGH’),
partition p_ultra values (‘ULTRA’)
)

Now if you insert rows:
SQL> insert into sales (sales_id,cust_id,sales_amt) values (1,1,100);
1 row created.
SQL> insert into sales (sales_id,cust_id,sales_amt) values (2,1,1500);
1 row created.
SQL> insert into sales (sales_id,cust_id,sales_amt) values (3,102,1500);
1 row created.
SQL> insert into sales (sales_id,cust_id,sales_amt) values (4,102,10000);
1 row created.
SQL> commit;
Commit complete.

Note that you have not entered the value for sale_category. Now if you check for the records in the partition p_low,
you will see the correct record:
SQL> select * from sales partition (p_low);
SALES_ID
CUST_ID SALES_AMT SALE_C
---------- ---------- ---------- -----1
1
100 LOW

The record was placed in the appropriate partition.
Partitioning on virtual columns allows you to create partitions that make sense for business even though the
column itself is not present. Here you have used a very simple calculation for the virtual column but it can be as
complex as you like. In those cases, partitioning on a virtual column becomes even more valuable.

Partition Advisor
Perhaps the biggest consideration in designing partitioning schemes is the decision to choose the partitioning
scheme and the partitioning column(s). This is a task better left to seasoned professionals doing extensive
workload analysis, and even then they may not get it right. You do get help in Oracle Database 11g in the form
of a new advisor called Partition Advisor that analyzes the data and access patterns ad suggests partitioning
schemes. You can read more about this tool in this installment.

Conclusion
Partitioning has always been one of the most useful tools but with Oracle Database 11g, it become even
more useful:
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•

•

•

•

•

Reference partitioning allows you to equi-partition related tables in the same database, even if the columns are
not present in all the child tables.
Interval partitioning embodies that highly desirable fire-and-forget power—you define an interval and Oracle
takes care of the maintenance, forever.
The extension of composite partitioning to range-range, list-range, list-hash, and list-list exposes new possibilities
for better partitioning choices and manageability.
Data Pump now allows you to transport and plug-in a single partition, a feature that is guaranteed to be quite
useful in archival and retention.
Finally, you can design the best possible partitioning strategy that mimics business flow by partitioning on virtual
columns.

The “Divide and conquer” strategy has never offered so many choices. Just imagine them as yet another set of
splendid knifes to carve the best parts of the turkey!
Back to “Oracle Database 11g: Top Features for DBAs and Developers” homepage
Arup Nanda Arup Nanda (arup@proligence.com) has been exclusively an Oracle DBA for more than 12 years
with experiences spanning all areas of Oracle Database technology, and was named “DBA of the Year” by Oracle
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ACE Director. He co-authored four books, including RMAN Recipes for Oracle Database 11g: A Problem
Solution Approach.
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Schema Management
Manage database objects more efficiently with new functionality that makes many common operations incredibly
fast and simple.
Download Oracle Database 11g
Oracle Database 11g includes a ton of features that not only make jobs simpler—but in some cases, some
common time-consuming operations have also been reduced to virtually one line. In this installment you will learn
about some of those features.

DDL Wait Option
Jill the DBA at Acme Retailers is trying to alter the table called SALES to add a column, TAX_CODE. It’s pretty
routine stuff; she issues the following SQL statement:
SQL> alter table sales add (tax_code varchar2(10));

But instead of getting something like “Table altered”, she gets:
alter table sales add (tax_code varchar2(10))
*
ERROR at line 1:
ORA-00054: resource busy and acquire with NOWAIT specified or timeout expired

The error message says it all: the table is being used right now, probably by a transaction, so getting an exclusive
lock on the table may be next to impossible. Of course, the rows of the table are not locked forever. When
sessions perform commit the locks on those rows are released, but before that unlock period gets very far,
other sessions may update some other rows of the table—and thus the slice of time to get the exclusive lock
on the table vanishes. In a typical business environment, the window for locking the table exclusively does open
periodically, but the DBA may not be able to perform the alter command exactly at that time.
Of course, Jill can just keep on typing the same command over and over again until she gets an exclusive lock—or
goes nuts, whichever comes first.
In Oracle Database 11g Jill has a better option: the DDL Wait option. She issues:
SQL> alter session set ddl_lock_timeout = 10;
Session altered.

Now, when a DDL statement in the session does not get the exclusive lock, it will not error out. Instead, it will
wait for 10 seconds. In that 10 seconds, it continually re-tries the DDL operation until it’s successful or the time
expires, whichever comes first. When she issues:
SQL> alter table sales add (tax_code varchar2(10));

the statement hangs and does not error out. So, instead of Jill trying repeatedly to get the elusive fraction of
time when the exclusive lock is available, she outsources repeated trials to Oracle Database 11g, somewhat like a
telephone programmed to re-try a busy number.
Now, Jill likes this feature so much that she shares it with all the other DBAs. As everyone faces the same issue
when altering a table during busy system time, they all find this new feature very helpful. So Jill wonders, can this
behavior be default so that they don’t need to issue the ALTER SESSION statement every time?
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Yes, it can. If you issue ALTER SYSTEM SET DDL_LOCK_TIMEOUT = 10, the sessions automatically waits for that
time period during DDL operations. Just like any other ALTER SYSTEM statement, this can be overridden by an
ALTER SESSION statement.

Adding Columns with a Default Value
Although happy with this feature alone, Jill ponders another issue somewhat related to the first one. She wants
to add the column TAX_CODE but it has to be NOT NULL. Obviously when she adds a not null column to a nonempty table, she has to also specify a default value, ‘XX’. So she writes the following SQL:
alter table sales add tax_code varchar2(20) default ‘XX’ not null;

But she stops there. The table SALES is huge, about 400 million rows. She knows that when she issues the
statement, Oracle will add the column alright but will update the value ‘XX’ in all rows before returning control
back to her. Updating 400 million rows will not only take a very long time, it will also fill up the undo segments,
generate a large amount of redo, and create massive performance overhead. So Jill has to ask for a “quiet
period”—an outage—to make this change. But is there a better approach in Oracle Database 11g?
There is. The above statement will not issue an update to all the records of the table. Well, that’s not a problem
for new records where the value of the column will be automatically set to ‘XX’, but when the user selects this
column for an existing record, that will return NULL, right?
Wrong, actually. When a user selects the column for an existing record, Oracle gets the fact about the default
value from the data dictionary and returns it to the user. So, you kill two birds with one stone: you can define a
new column as not null and with a default value and still not incur any penalty for redo and undo generation. Nice.

Virtual Columns
Acme’s database contains a table called SALES, as you saw earlier. The table has the following structure:
SALES_ID

NUMBER

CUST_ID

NUMBER

SALES_AMT

NUMBER

Some users want to add a column called SALE_CATEGORY, which identifies the type of the sale: LOW, MEDIUM,
HIGH and ULTRA, depending on the amount of sale and the customer in question. This column will help them
identify the records for appropriate action and routing to the concerned employee for handling. Here are the logic
for values in the column:
If sale_amt is more than:

And sale_amt is less than or equal to:

Then sale_category is:

0

1000

LOW

10001

100000

MEDIUM

100001

1000000

HIGH

1000001

Unlimited

ULTRA

Although this column is a crucial business requirement, the development team does not want to change the code
to create the necessary logic. Of course, you could add a new column in the table called sale_category, and write
a trigger to populate the column using the logic shown above—a fairly trivial exercise. But performance issues
would arise due to context switching from and into the trigger code.
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In Oracle Database 11g, you do not need to write a single line of code in any trigger. All you have to do instead
is add a virtual column. Virtual columns offer the flexibility to add columns that convey business sense without
adding any complexity or performance impact.
Here’s how you would create this table:
SQL> create table sales
2 (
3
sales_id
number,
4
cust_id
number,
5
sales_amt
number,
6
sale_category varchar2(6)
7
generated always as
8
(
9
case
10
when sales_amt <= 10000 then ‘LOW’
11
when sales_amt > 10000 and sales_amt <= 100000 then ‘MEDIUM’
12
when sales_amt > 100000 and sales_amt <= 1000000 then ‘HIGH’
13
else ‘ULTRA’
14
end
15
) virtual
16 );

Note lines 6-7; the column is specified as “generated always as”, meaning the column values are generated at
runtime, not stored as part of the table. That clause is followed by how the value is calculated in the elaborate
CASE statement. Finally, in line 15,”virtual” is specified to reinforce the fact that this is a virtual column. Now,
if you insert some records:
SQL> insert into sales (sales_id, cust_id, sales_amt) values (1,1,100);
1 row created.
SQL> insert into sales (sales_id, cust_id, sales_amt) values (2,102,1500);
1 row created.
SQL>insert into sales (sales_id, cust_id, sales_amt) values (3,102,100000);
1 row created.
SQL> commit;
Commit complete.
SQL> select * from sales;
SALES_ID
CUST_ID SALES_AMT SALE_C
---------- ---------- ---------- -----1
1
100 LOW
2
102
1500 LOW
3
102
100000 MEDIUM
3 rows selected.

the virtual column values are all populated as usual. Even though this column is not stored, you can refer to it as
any other column in the table. You can even create indexes on it.
SQL> create index in_sales_cat on sales (sale_category);
Index created.
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The result will be a function-based index.
SQL> select index_type
2 from user_indexes
3 where index_name = ‘IN_SALES_CAT’;
INDEX_TYPE
--------------------------FUNCTION-BASED NORMAL
SQL> select column_expression
2 from user_ind_expressions
3 where index_name = ‘IN_SALES_CAT’;
COLUMN_EXPRESSION
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------CASE WHEN “SALES_AMT”<=10000 THEN ‘LOW’ WHEN (“SALES_AMT”>10000 AND “SALES_AMT”
<=100000) THEN CASE WHEN “CUST_ID”<101 THEN ‘LOW’ WHEN (“CUST_ID”>=101 AND “CUS
T_ID”<=200) THEN ‘MEDIUM’ ELSE ‘MEDIUM’ END WHEN (“SALES_AMT”>100000 AND “SALES
_AMT”<=1000000) THEN CASE WHEN “CUST_ID”<101 THEN ‘MEDIUM’ WHEN (“CUST_ID”>=101
AND “CUST_ID”<=200) THEN ‘HIGH’ ELSE ‘ULTRA’ END ELSE ‘ULTRA’ END

You can even partition on this column, as you saw in the Partitioning installment of this series. You can’t, however,
enter a value for this column. If you try to, you won’t get far:
insert into sales values (5,100,300,’HIGH’,’XX’)
*
ERROR at line 1:
ORA-54013: INSERT operation disallowed on virtual columns

Invisible Indexes
Do you often wonder if an index will be truly beneficial to your users’ queries? It might be helping one query but
hurting 10 others. Indexes definitely affect INSERT statements negatively and potentially deletes and updates as
well, depending on whether the WHERE condition includes the column in the index.
A related question is, is the index being used at all and what happens to a query’s performance if the index is
dropped? Sure, you can drop the index and see the impact on the query, but that’s easier said than done. What if
the index actually did help the queries? You have to reinstate the index, and to do that, you will need to recreate.
Until it is completely recreated, no one can use it. The recreation of the index is also an expensive process; it
takes up a lot of database resources you would rather put to better use.
What if you had some kind of option to make an index sort of unusable for certain queries while not affecting
the others? Prior to Oracle Database 11g, issuing ALTER INDEX ... UNUSABLE is not an option as it will make all
DML on that table fail. But now you have precisely that option via invisible indexes. Simply stated, you can make
an index “invisible” to the optimizer so that no query will use it. If a query wants to use the index, it has
to explicitly specify it as a hint.
Here’s an example. Suppose there is a table called RES and you created an index as shown below:
SQL> create index in_res_guest on res (guest_id);

After analyzing this table and index, if you
SQL> select * from res where guest_id = 101;

you’ll find that the index is being used:
Execution Plan
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---------------------------------------------------------Plan hash value: 1519600902
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------| Id | Operation
| Name
| Rows | Bytes | Cost (%CPU)| Time
|
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|
0 | SELECT STATEMENT
|
|
1 |
28 |
3
(0)| 00:00:01 |
|
1 | TABLE ACCESS BY INDEX ROWID| RES
|
1 |
28 |
3
(0)| 00:00:01 |
|* 2 |
INDEX RANGE SCAN
| IN_RES_GUEST |
1 |
|
1
(0)| 00:00:01 |
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Predicate Information (identified by operation id):
--------------------------------------------------2 - access(“GUEST_ID”=101)

Now make the index invisible:
SQL> alter index in_res_guest invisible;
Index altered.

The following now shows:
SQL> select * from res where guest_id = 101
2 /
Execution Plan
---------------------------------------------------------Plan hash value: 3824022422
-------------------------------------------------------------------------| Id | Operation
| Name | Rows | Bytes | Cost (%CPU)| Time
|
-------------------------------------------------------------------------|
0 | SELECT STATEMENT |
|
1 |
28 |
140
(2)| 00:00:02 |
|* 1 | TABLE ACCESS FULL| RES |
1 |
28 |
140
(2)| 00:00:02 |
-------------------------------------------------------------------------Predicate Information (identified by operation id):
--------------------------------------------------1 - filter(“GUEST_ID”=101)

that the index is not being used. To make the optimizer use the index again, you have to explicitly name the index
in a hint:
SQL> select /*+ INDEX (res IN_RES_GUEST) */ res_id from res where guest_id = 101;
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------| Id | Operation
| Name
| Rows | Bytes | Cost (%CPU)| Time
|
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|
0 | SELECT STATEMENT
|
|
1 |
28 |
3
(0)| 00:00:01 |
|
1 | TABLE ACCESS BY INDEX ROWID| RES
|
1 |
28 |
3
(0)| 00:00:01 |
|* 2 |
INDEX RANGE SCAN
| IN_RES_GUEST |
1 |
|
1
(0)| 00:00:01 |
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Presto! The index is used by the optimizer again.
Alternatively, you can set a session-level parameter to use the invisible indexes:
SQL> alter session set optimizer_use_invisible_indexes = true;
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This feature is very useful when you can’t modify the code, as in third-party applications. When you create indexes,
you can append the clause INVISIBLE at the end to build the index as invisible to the optimizer. You can also see
the current setting for an index using the dictionary view USER_INDEXES.
SQL> select visibility
2 from user_indexes
3 where index_name = ‘IN_RES_GUEST’;
VISIBILITY
--------INVISIBLE

Note that when you rebuild this index, the index will become visible. You have to explicitly make it invisible again.
So, to “what” exactly is this index invisible? Well, it’s not invisible to the user. It’s invisible to the optimizer only.
Regular database operations such as inserts, updates, and deletes will continue to update the index. Be aware of
that when you create invisible indexes; you will not see the performance gain due to the index while at the same
time you may pay a price during DML operations.

Read Only Tables
Robin, a developer for the Acme data warehouse system, ponders a classic problem. As a part of the ETL process,
several tables are updated with different periodicities. When updated, the tables are opened up to the users per
business rules, even though the users shouldn’t modify them. So, revoking DML privilege from the users on these
tables is not an option.
What Robin needs is functionality that acts as a switch, to make a table update-able and then not so. The
implementation of this trivial-sounding operation is actually quite difficult. What options does Robin have?
One option is to create a trigger on the table that raises an exception on INSERT, DELETE, and UPDATE. Execution
of a trigger involving context switching is not good for performance. The other option is to create a Virtual Private
Database (VPD) policy that always returns a false string, such as “1=2”. When a VPD policy on the table uses this
function, it returns FALSE, and the DML fails. This may be more performant than the trigger option but definitely
less desirable as the users will see an error message like “policy function returned error”.
In Oracle Database 11g, however, you have a much better way to achieve that goal. All you do is make the table
read only as shown below:
SQL> alter table TRANS read only;
Table altered.

Now when a user tries to issue a DML such as that shown below:
SQL> delete trans;

Oracle Database 11g throws an error right away:
delete trans
*
ERROR at line 1:
ORA-12081: update operation not allowed on table “SCOTT”.”TRANS”

The error message does not reflect the operation to the letter but conveys the message as intended, without the
overhead of a trigger or VPD policy.
When you want to make the table update-able, you will need to make it read/write, as shown below:
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SQL> alter table trans read write;
Table altered.

Now DMLs will be no problem:
SQL> update trans set amt = 1 where trans_id = 1;
1 row updated.

While a table is in read-only mode only DMLs are disallowed; you can perform all DDL operations (create indexes,
maintain partitions, and so on). So, a very useful application of this feature is table maintenance. You can make the
table read only, perform the necessary DDL, and then make it read/write again.
To see the status of the table, look for the read_only column in the data dictionary view dba_tables.
SQL> select read_only from user_tables where table_name = ‘TRANS’;
REA
--NO

Fine Grained Dependency Tracking
This feature is best explained through an example. Consider a table called TRANS, created as:
create table trans
(
trans_id
trans_amt
store_id
trans_type
)

number(10),
number(12,2),
number(2),
varchar2(1)

Users are not supposed to get the data from this table directly; they get it through a view, VW_TRANS, created as
shown below:
create or replace view vw_trans
as
select trans_id, trans_amt
from trans;

Now, the view VW_TRANS depends on the table TRANS. You can check the dependencies using this query:
select d.referenced_name, o.status
from user_dependencies d, user_objects o
where d.name = o.object_name
and d.name = ‘VW_TRANS’
/
REFERENCED_NAME
STATUS
---------------------------------------------------------------- ------TRANS
VALID

The status of the view VW_TRANS, as shown, is VALID. Then, modify the underlying table in some way, such as by
adding a column:
alter table trans
add (trans_date date);
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Because the view depends on the table that was altered, the view now gets invalidated in Oracle Database 10g
and previous releases. You can check the dependencies and status now using the query shown above:
REFERENCED_NAME
STATUS
---------------------------------------------------------------- ------TRANS
INVALID

The status shows as INVALID. Nothing has changed fundamentally that would cause the view to be permanently
invalid, and it can be re-compiled easily by:
alter view vw_trans compile;

So, why was that view invalidated? The answer is simple: When a parent object changes, the child objects are
automatically placed under scrutiny because something there may need to change as well. However, in this case,
the change is the addition of a new column. The view does not use that column, so why should it be invalidated?
It doesn’t, in Oracle Database 11g. The dependency is still set to TRANS, of course, but the status is not
INVALID—it’s VALID now!
REFERENCED_NAME
STATUS
---------------------------------------------------------------- ------TRANS
VALID

Since the view is not invalidated, all the dependent objects of the view, such as another view or packages and
procedures, are not invalidated either. This behavior adds tremendous value to the availability of the application,
which in turn enhances the overall availability of the entire stack. You do not need to stop the apps while making
some database changes.
Had you altered a column used in the view, such as TRANS_AMT, the view would have been invalidated. That
would be desirable too, since the alter column could affect the view.
But high availability does not stop at views and tables alone; you need them for other stored objects such as
procedures and packages as well. Consider a package shown below:
create or replace package pkg_trans
is
procedure upd_trans_amt
(
		
p_trans_id
trans.trans_id%type,
		
p_trans_amt
trans.trans_amt%type
);
end;
/
create or replace package body pkg_trans
is
procedure upd_trans_amt
(
		
p_trans_id
trans.trans_id%type,
		
p_trans_amt
trans.trans_amt%type
) is
begin
		
update trans
		
set trans_amt = p_trans_amt
		
where trans_id = p_trans_id;
end;
end;
/
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Now suppose you want to write a function that increases the amount of a transaction by a specified percentage.
This function uses the package pkg_trans.
create or replace function adjust
(
p_trans_id
number,
p_percentage
number
)
return boolean
is
l_new_trans_amt number(12);
begin
select trans_amt * (1 + p_percentage/100)
into l_new_trans_amt
from trans
where trans_id = p_trans_id;
pkg_trans.upd_trans_amt (
		
p_trans_id,
		
p_percentage
);
return TRUE;
exception
when OTHERS then
		
return FALSE;
end;
/

If you check the status of the function, it should be valid:
select status
from user_objects
where object_name = ‘ADJUST’
/
STATUS
------VALID

Suppose you want to modify the package pkg_trans by adding a new procedure to update the vendor_name
column. Here is the new package definition:
create or replace package pkg_trans
is
procedure upd_trans_amt
(
		
p_trans_id
trans.trans_id%type,
		
p_trans_amt
trans.trans_amt%type
);
procedure upd_vendor_name
(
		
p_trans_id
trans.trans_id%type,
		
p_vendor_name
trans.vendor_name%type
);
		
end;
/
create or replace package body pkg_trans
is
procedure upd_trans_amt
(
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p_trans_id
trans.trans_id%type,
		
p_trans_amt
trans.trans_amt%type
) is
begin
		
update trans
		
set trans_amt = p_trans_amt
		
where trans_id = p_trans_id;
end;
procedure upd_vendor_name
(
		
p_trans_id
trans.trans_id%type,
		
p_vendor_name
trans.vendor_name%type
) is
begin
		
update trans
		
set vendor_name = p_vendor_name
		
where trans_id = p_trans_id;
end;
end;

After this package is recompiled, what will be the status of the function ADJUST? In Oracle Database 10g and
below, the function, being a dependent one, will be invalidated, as shown in the status:
STATUS
------INVALID

If can be easily compiled by alter function ... recompile, but in Oracle Database 11g, the function will not be
invalidated:
STATUS
------VALID

This is a tremendous boost to the notion of high availability. The function adjust does not call the changed portion
of the package pkg_trans so there is no need for this function to be invalidated, and rightfully so it is not in Oracle
Database 11g.
But that’s not always the case. If the package were modified in such a way that the new sub-component is at the
end, as shown in the above example, then the dependent stored code is not invalidated. If the sub-component is
added at the beginning, as shown below:
create or replace package pkg_trans
is
procedure upd_vendor_name ...
procedure upd_trans_amt ...
end;

the dependent stored code, ADJUST, is invalidated, as is the case in Oracle Database 10g and below. This occurs
because the new procedure, inserted before the existing ones, changes the slot numbers in the package, thereby
triggering invalidations. When the procedure was inserted after the exiting ones, the slot numbers were not
changed; a new slot number was merely added.
Here are some common guidelines for reducing the dependent-related invalidations.
•

•

Add components such as functions and procedures to the end of a package.
A common cause of invalidation is the change in data types. If you don’t specify column names, all the columns
are assumed by the procedure and any change will invalidate the procedure even if the column is not used. For
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instance, when you use select * from sometable, all the columns of the table are assumed. Avoid constructs like
select *, datatypes like sometable%rowtype and insert into sometable values (...), where no column list is
mentioned.
•

•

If possible, use views on tables in the stored codes. This allows you to add columns to the table that are not
used by stored codes. Since the view is not invalidated, as shown above, the stored code will not be invalidated
as well.
In case of synonyms, use

create or replace synonym ...;

Instead of
drop synonym ...;
create synonym ...;

This does not invalidate procedures.
Also, if you have used online redefinition before you might have seen that the redefinition makes some dependent
objects invalid. No longer so in Oracle Database 11g. Now, online redefinition will not invalidate objects if columns
referenced by them are of the same name and type. If a column was dropped during redef, but a procedure was
not using the column, the procedure is not invalidated.

Conclusion
As you can see, not only are previously laborious commands radically simpler, but in some cases, completely new
avenues have opened up in terms of how you conduct day-to-day operations.
I have seen many changes in Oracle Database functionality over the course of my career, and there are some
landmark ones that redefine how business is done. The ones described here belong in that category.
Back to “Oracle Database 11g: Top Features for DBAs and Developers” homepage
Arup Nanda Arup Nanda (arup@proligence.com) has been exclusively an Oracle DBA for more than 12 years
with experiences spanning all areas of Oracle Database technology, and was named “DBA of the Year” by Oracle
Magazine in 2003. Arup is a frequent speaker and writer in Oracle-related events and journals and an Oracle
ACE Director. He co-authored four books, including RMAN Recipes for Oracle Database 11g: A Problem
Solution Approach.
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SQL Performance Analyzer
Learn how to accurately predict changes on the actual SQL statements issued against your database.
Download Oracle Database 11g
In a previous installment of this series you learned about Database Replay, that great tool for capturing the
real workload in your database and replay them at will. Database Replay is part of what Oracle calls the Real
Application Testing option, with the emphasis on the word “real”—the workload replayed is actually what
occurred in your database.
In Database Replay, the entire captured workload is replayed against the database. But what if you don’t want
to do that? For example, you may be interested in understanding how SQL execution plans and therefore SQL
performance might be affected by a change, because they can severely affect application performance and
availability. In addition, Database Replay replays only what has been captured; not anything else. You may be
interested to know the impact of parameter changes on some SQLs that has not been executed in production yet.
This area is where the other important component of the Real Application Testing family—SQL Performance
Analyzer (SPA)—shines. SPA allows you to play out some specific SQL or your entire SQL workload against various
types of changes such as initialization parameter changes, optimizer statistics refresh, and database upgrades, and
then produces a comparison report to help you assess their impact. In this installment, you will learn how to use
this tool to answer that important question.

A Sample Problem
Let’s go on a test drive. First, let’s define the problem you are trying to solve.
The problem is a typical one: Oracle is not using an index, and you want to know why not. To answer that
question, I turned to the classic paper by the Oracle guru Tim Gorman, “Searching for Intelligent Life in Oracle’s
CBO.” (You will find versions of this paper in many forms all over the Web.)
One of Tim’s suggestions is to change the value of the parameter optimizer_index_cost_adj from the default
100 to something smaller. The paper also gives a formula to calculate what the value should be. Based on that
formula, I calculated the value to be 10, in my case. But here comes a difficult question: Is that change going
to be beneficial for every SQL statement?
In releases prior to Oracle Database 11g, I have to capture all SQL statements, run them through tracing, and get
execution plans—a task not only enormously time consuming but error prone as well. With the new release, I
don’t need to do that; instead, I have the very simple and effective SQL Performance Analyzer.
First, for the purpose of illustration, run the following queries in the database:
select
select
select
select
select

/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

CONTROL_QUERY11
CONTROL_QUERY12
CONTROL_QUERY13
CONTROL_QUERY14
CONTROL_QUERY15

*/
*/
*/
*/
*/

sum(QUANTITY_SOLD)
sum(QUANTITY_SOLD)
sum(QUANTITY_SOLD)
sum(QUANTITY_SOLD)
sum(QUANTITY_SOLD)

from
from
from
from
from

sales
sales
sales
sales
sales

where
where
where
where
where

PROMO_ID
PROMO_ID
PROMO_ID
PROMO_ID
PROMO_ID

=
=
=
=
=

select
select
select
select
select

/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

CONTROL_QUERY21
CONTROL_QUERY22
CONTROL_QUERY23
CONTROL_QUERY24
CONTROL_QUERY25

*/
*/
*/
*/
*/

sum(QUANTITY_SOLD)
sum(QUANTITY_SOLD)
sum(QUANTITY_SOLD)
sum(QUANTITY_SOLD)
sum(QUANTITY_SOLD)

from
from
from
from
from

sales
sales
sales
sales
sales

where
where
where
where
where

channel_id
channel_id
channel_id
channel_id
channel_id

33;
350;
351;
534;
999;
=
=
=
=
=

2;
3;
4;
5;
9;

Assume these queries are issued by your application. By pacing the comments in the SQL, you can search for
them later. After the statements are executed, you can use SPA on them.
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How to Use It
As usual, the best way to harness the power of this tool is via Oracle Enterprise Manager. (Of course, you can
still use command-line options through the provided package dbms_sqlpa but the manageability value added by
Enterprise Manager can’t be beat.)
Follow the steps shown below.
1.

Start Enterprise Manager Database Control and click the Performance tab. Then scroll to the bottom of the
page where you will see hyperlinks as shown below.

2. Click on Search Sessions, which brings up a screen such as the following:

3. Search for the pattern in the SQLs you executed from the cursor cache. Note that the SQLs had a comment in
them—CONTROL_QUERYn—where n was 11, 12, etc. Enter the string as a search function. It will bring up all
the SQLs executed earlier. On the screen shown above, you will see a radio button titled Save to a new SQL
Tuning Set. Select that and enter a SQL Tuning Set named CONTROL1. (Note: for the purposes of examples
you are selecting a set number of statements.) No need to put any comments in SQL; all you need to do is
create a “SQL Tuning Set” and put all relevant statements in there.
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4. Click on SQL Tuning Sets, which brings up the SQL Tuning Sets page. Now select the STS named
CONTROL1. In this page, you can examine the STS and add and drop SQLs from it. Here is a screenshot
showing the STS page:

5. Now, from the Performance page, click SQL Performance Analyzer. It brings up the main SPA page
shown below.

6. As you can see, no SPA tasks have been defined yet. You will define one now. In this example you are
evaluating the impact of change to the parameter optimizer_index_cost_adj; so click Parameter Change.
It brings up the SPA Task Definition page shown below.
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7.

In the page, you will have to enter the necessary information for the SPA task. Give that task a name: STS1,
for this example.

8. Next, you need to enter the SQL Tuning Set name. Click on the flashlight icon next to it and select the STS
named CONTROL1.
9. In the section Parameter Change, you need to enter the parameter you need to change. Click the flashlight
icon and select the parameter optimizer_index_cost_adj. The current value is already populated; enter the
target value in the box Changed Value.
10. Next, decide how you will compare these changes: on elapsed time, on CPU time, and so on. For this purpose
of this example, choose Buffer Gets.
11. Finally, schedule this SPA task for execution. Select the radio button Immediate, meaning you want it to
run immediately.
12. With all the details in place, click Submit. It creates a job that you can monitor independently but you can also
be in this page and monitor the status of the SPA task as shown below.

13. Click Refresh to see the current status of the task. Note the icon under the Last Run Status column. Here is a
description of those icons:
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14. The icon in the picture means the task is running now. Keep on clicking Refresh. When the icon changes to
Completed, shown as a tick mark, the SPA task has completed.
15. Click on the SPA Task name (STS1) to see the comparison metrics. This brings up a screen as shown below.

16. Note the eyeglass icon under the column Comparison Report. This is where you can compare the results of
SQL runs before and after the parameter change. Click on that icon.
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17. This is the most exciting part. A screen comes up as shown below:

This is exactly what you were waiting for. On the top left corner, you will see the comparison of the two runs of
the SQL set before and after the change. Overall, there was a 60% improvement in performance! It’s right there,
in black and white. In the right hand side of the screen, you will see how many SQL statements changed the
execution plans. It seems a majority changed the plans while a small number didn’t.
The bottom portion of the screen shows you the SQL ID of the SQL statements analyzed in this task. The little
arrows preceding these SQL IDs show whether these SQL statements improved or degraded, and the numbers
following the SQL IDs show the percentage of that impact. These numbers tell you exactly the impact of the
change on each SQL statement. If you wish, you can examine the SQL by clicking SQL ID. Note the very first
SQL, which has the highest impact; if you click on that, you will see a screen similar to the following:
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The screen shows a lot of statistics on the execution of the SQL. The bottom part of the screen shows the
comparison of the execution plans:

Now you can see how the use of the index forces fewer buffers. But is the picture that rosy? Consider another
SQL:

In this case, the gains were modest, just 0.48%, compared to 31.95% in the previous case. For what reason? To
find the answer, click on the SQL ID, which brings up a screen as shown below:
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Here you can see exactly what changed. The elapsed time actually went up from 0.504 to 1.022 seconds, and all
because of CPU time. Why? If you examine the data distribution pattern, you will see the promo_id is distributed
as shown below:
SQL> select promo_id, count(1) cnt from sales group by promo_id;
PROMO_ID
CNT
---------- ---------534
1
999
887837
350
18022
33
2074
351
10910
---------sum
918844

The promo_id 999 appears 887,837 times in the table or almost 97%. When the plan was changed to include an
index scan, this query suffered. You would have been better off with a full table scan. So even though the overall
impact was positive, some individual components lagged. When you make a decision on whether you want to
change the parameter, you should consider how important these SQL statements are—the ones that improved
as well as regressed.
As you can see, you wanted to estimate the impact of making a very important change in the database parameter.
Using SPA, you did not have to make an estimate—not even a “guess-timate”—on the potential performance
impact. Rather, you were able to objectively measure it using the very SQL statements that your application
makes against your own database.
Now consider another case: After the change to the parameter, the performance degrades, not improves. Here is
a screenshot:

Here the SQL statements are all running worse than before. To fix the problem, you can take advantage of SQL
Plan Management (discussed in this installment). SPM provides execution plan stability by allowing you to select
good execution plans as your baseline, which are then used by the optimizer for all executions of that SQL. This
baselined plan is used until it is disabled or a new baseline plan is created by you. Another way to fix the problem
of regressed SQL is by using the SQL Tuning Advisor, which can provide SQL tuning recommendations or suggest
external modifications such as creating indexes to improve performance.
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Use Cases
SPA is invaluable in several scenarios, including database version upgrades, deploying database patchsets,
database parameter changes, and optimizer parameter changes (to name just a few).
For example, when deciding if you want to upgrade the optimizer parameter from say 10.2 to 11.1, you definitely
want to see the impact this change will have on your SQL statements. The best tool for the job is SPA. The only
difference is, in step 5 above, instead of choosing Database Parameter Changes, choose Optimizer Changes,
which brings up a screen as shown below.

In this screen, choose the appropriate source and target optimizer versions and follow the rest of the steps.

Conclusion
When is the best time to use this new tool? The simple answer is: whenever you make any type of change. Unlike
with Database Replay—where you can’t see the exact SQLs—you can use SPA to get results on specific SQLs or
the entire application SQL workload. You can evaluate the pros and cons and arrive at the best possible alternative
without compromising your application’s performance. No choice is ever black or white; it’s the shades of gray that
makes arriving at a decision so tough. SPA moves these gray scales toward one of the poles and makes it easier
for you to make that decision.
Back to “Oracle Database 11g: Top Features for DBAs and Developers” homepage
Arup Nanda Arup Nanda (arup@proligence.com) has been exclusively an Oracle DBA for more than 12 years
with experiences spanning all areas of Oracle Database technology, and was named “DBA of the Year” by Oracle
Magazine in 2003. Arup is a frequent speaker and writer in Oracle-related events and journals and an Oracle
ACE Director. He co-authored four books, including RMAN Recipes for Oracle Database 11g: A Problem
Solution Approach.
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Efficient PL/SQL Coding
A trigger that fires several times at different triggering events, ability to force triggers of the same type
to follow a sequence, and the new CONTINUE statement are some of the new gems that make PL/SQL
programming easier.
Download Oracle Database 11g
Since its inception, PL/SQL has been the language of choice for programming in Oracle Database. Over a
period of time, we have seen the language evolve into a comprehensive development platform by virtue of more
and more functionality that requires less coding. Oracle Database 11g makes PL/SQL coding yet more efficient
for programmers. In this installment, you will see some examples that offer an introductory glimpse into this
new functionality.

Compound Triggers
Consider a hotel database: bookings for the hotel rooms are recorded in the table named BOOKINGS. You also
want to record the changes to this table to a tracking table—sort of like auditing, but with a twist: You want to
make it transactional. Triggers are perfect for that.
You come up with a small after-update row trigger that records the old and new values along with who changed it
into a table BOOKINGS_HIST. So far, so good.
But there is a little issue here. The after-update row trigger fires for every row, and some bookings are changed in
bulk, updating hundreds of rows in one transaction. Separate after-update-row triggers fire for each of these rows
and each execution inserts a record into the bookings_hist table, so performance is not optimal.
A better approach may be to batch these inserts and insert them in bulk to the bookings_hist table as well. You can
accomplish that using a complex series of triggers. The trick is to put the values to be placed in the bookings_hist
table in a collection in the row trigger and then load the data from the collection to the bookings_hist table in the
after-update-statement trigger, which fires only once. As the actual insert happens only once, the process is faster
than inserting on each row.
But these are two different triggers in separate pieces of code. The only way to pass a collection variable from
one trigger to the other is to create a package with a collection variable such as VARRAY or PL/SQL TABLE in the
package specification, populate it on the after-update row trigger, and read in the after-statement trigger—no easy
task. Instead, wouldn’t it be simpler if you could place all the triggers in one piece of code?
In Oracle Database 11g you can, using compound triggers. A compound trigger is actually four different triggers
defined as one. For instance, an UPDATE compound trigger has a before statement, before row, after statement,
and after row all rolled into one compound trigger. This a single piece of code, so you can pass variables just like
any other monolithic PL/SQL code.
Let’s consider an example. The line numbers are added to aid explanation.
1

create or replace trigger tr_bookings_track
2 for update of booking_dt
3 on bookings
4 compound trigger
5
type ty_bookings_hist is table of bookings_hist%rowtype
6
index by pls_integer;
7
coll_bookings_hist
ty_bookings_hist;
8
ctr
pls_integer := 0;
9 before statement is
10 begin
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11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

dbms_output.put_line(‘In before statement’);
end before statement;
before each row is
begin
dbms_output.put_line(‘In before each row’);
end before each row;
after each row is
begin
ctr := ctr + 1;
dbms_output.put_line(‘In after each row. booking_id=’||:new.booking_id);
coll_bookings_hist(ctr).booking_id := :new.booking_id;
coll_bookings_hist(ctr).mod_dt := sysdate;
coll_bookings_hist(ctr).mod_user := user;
coll_bookings_hist(ctr).old_booking_dt := :old.booking_dt;
coll_bookings_hist(ctr).new_booking_dt := :new.booking_dt;
end after each row;
after statement is
begin
dbms_output.put_line(‘In after statement’);
forall counter in 1..coll_bookings_hist.count()
insert into bookings_hist
values coll_bookings_hist(counter);
end after statement;
end tr_bookings_track;

To better understand the workings of the trigger, let’s do a sample update, which updates four rows.
update bookings
set booking_dt = sysdate
where booking_id between 100 and 103;

Here is the output:
In
In
In
In
In
In
In
In
In
In

before statement
before each row
after each row. booking_id=100
before each row
after each row. booking_id=101
before each row
after each row. booking_id=102
before each row
after each row. booking_id=103
after statement

Note how the compound trigger operates. Roughly, it has four sections:
Before Statement
... executes once before the statement ...
Before Row
... executes once per row before the action ...
After Row
... executes once per row after the action ...
After Statement
... executes once per statement ...
As you’ll see, this code is monolithic but each section executes at different points.
In the previous example, I placed dbms_output statements at various points to show how each section executes
along what points. I updated four rows, with booking_ids 100, 101, 102, and 103, and you can see it called the
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before- and after-statement triggers once each and the row triggers (before and after) once per row. (In the
previous example, there is no need for before-statement or -row triggers but I have placed them there to illustrate
the functionality.)
If you look into the table bookings_hist, you will see that there are now four records—one for each booking_id—
but these four records were inserted in bulk at the end of the statement, not for each row updated:
BOOKING_ID
---------100
101
102
103

MOD_DT
--------27-SEP-07
27-SEP-07
27-SEP-07
27-SEP-07

MOD_USER
-----------------------------ARUP
ARUP
ARUP
ARUP

OLD_BOOKI
--------28-AUG-07
06-AUG-07
04-SEP-07
15-JUN-07

NEW_BOOKI
--------27-SEP-07
27-SEP-07
27-SEP-07
27-SEP-07

One really useful thing about compound triggers is that stateful objects in PL/SQL code, such as variables,
packages and so on, are instantiated when the trigger is fired and at the end of the trigger firing, the state is
erased clean. In the above example, you can see that I have neither initialized the collection nor deleted the
contents from the collection. All this is done automatically without my intervention.

Ordered Execution in Triggers
Since Oracle8, you have had the ability to define multiple triggers of the same type on one table—e.g., two
triggers both after each row on insert on the same table. The type of triggers determine ordering of the execution:
before statement, before row, after statement, and after row. However, if you have two after-row triggers—T1
and T2—which one will fire first?
The execution of triggers of the same type is somewhat random or at least not guaranteed to follow a pattern.
Does that pose a problem? Let’s see an example of a table called PAYMENTS, as shown below:
Name
Null?
Type
----------------------------------------- -------- ---------------------------PAY_ID
NUMBER(10)
CREDIT_CARD_NO
VARCHAR2(16)
AMOUNT
NUMBER(13,2)
PAY_MODE
VARCHAR2(1)
RISK_RATING
VARCHAR2(6)
FOLLOW_UP
VARCHAR2(1)

There is a need to calculate the risk rating from the type of the payments and the amount and store that in the
column RISK_RATING. The following simple before update row trigger does the job pretty well:
create or replace trigger tr_pay_risk_rating
before update
on payments
for each row
begin
dbms_output.put_line (‘This is tr_pay_risk_rating’);
if (:new.amount) < 1000 then
:new.risk_rating := ‘LOW’;
elsif (:new.amount < 10000) then
if (:new.pay_mode =’K’) then
:new.risk_rating := ‘MEDIUM’;
else
:new.risk_rating := ‘HIGH’;
end if;
else
:new.risk_rating := ‘HIGH’;
end if;
end;
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/

Now, say someone adds another requirement: some items based on the column RISK_RATING, PAY_MODE, etc.
should be flagged for follow-up in a new column called FOLLOW_UP. You could have modified the above trigger
but it’s always a good policy to leave existing code intact and create a new trigger of the same type (before update
row) as shown below. (I have placed the dbms_output statements in the code to show how the triggers are
getting fired.)
create or replace trigger tr_pay_follow_up
before update
on payments
for each row
begin
dbms_output.put_line (‘This is tr_pay_follow_up’);
if (
(:new.risk_rating = ‘HIGH’ and :new.pay_mode = ‘C’)
or (:new.risk_rating = ‘MEDIUM’ and :new.pay_mode = ‘K’)
or (substr(:new.credit_card_no,1,5) = ‘23456’)
) then
:new.follow_up := ‘Y’;
else
:new.follow_up := ‘N’;
end if;
end;
/

Now, if you update the table:
SQL> get upd_pay
1 update payments set
2
credit_card_no = ‘1234567890123456’,
3
amount = 100000,
4*
pay_mode = ‘K’
SQL> @upd_pay
This is tr_pay_follow_up
This is tr_pay_risk_rating
1 row updated.
SQL> select * from payments;
PAY_ID CREDIT_CARD_NO
AMOUNT P RISK_R F
---------- ---------------- ---------- - ------ 1 1234567890123456
100000 C HIGH
N

What happened here? The column risk_rating is HIGH and the column pay_mode is “C”, which means the column
FOLLOW_UP should have been “Y” but it’s “N”. Why? To answer the question, look at the order how the triggers
fired: tr_pay_follow_up fired before tr_pay_risk_rating. The latter sets the column value as high risk. So when the
former fired, it found a null (or “N”) in the risk_rating column and therefore it considers the condition satisfied.
In this case the order of execution of triggers is very important. If tr_pay_risk_rating does not fire before the other
one, correct variables will not be set and the set up will fail to implement the needs properly. The only possible
way earlier was to place all this logic in one code and force the execution by ordering them in the code.
In Oracle Database 11g, you can place a clause in the trigger creation script that forces the ordering among
triggers. Here is the upper portion of the trigger with the clause:
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create or replace trigger tr_pay_follow_up
before update
on payments
for each row
follows tr_pay_risk_rating
begin
... and so on ...

This clause (FOLLOWS <triggerName>) forces the trigger to fire after that specified trigger. You can test it by
running the update script you saw earlier.
SQL> @upd_pay
This is tr_pay_risk_rating
This is tr_pay_follow_up
1 row updated.
SQL> select * from payments;
PAY_ID CREDIT_CARD_NO
AMOUNT P RISK_R F
---------- ---------------- ---------- - ------ 1 1234567890123456
100000 C HIGH
Y
1 row selected.

The column was properly populated, as expected. Also note the correct ordering of the triggers that confirms what
you intended to do.
Ordering of triggers allow you to reap the benefits of the modular code while making sure they get executed in the
proper sequence.

When Nothing to Do, CONTINUE
With all its power, until now PL/SQL was missing one important piece of grammar: how to instruct it to do
nothing, go to the end of the loop, and loop again.
In Oracle Database 11g PL/SQL has a new construct called CONTINUE, which is used in a loop. The statement
moves the logic to the end of the loop and then to the beginning of the loop. Here is a small example that shows
how the control moves to the end of the loop when the counter is not a multiple of 10.
begin

end;
/

for ctr in 1..100 loop
continue when mod(ctr,10) != 0;
dbms_output.put_line (‘ctr=’||ctr);
end loop;

Here is the output:
ctr=10
ctr=20
ctr=30
... and so on ...

Another variation of the CONTINUE is using a Loop Name.
begin

<<OuterLoop>>
for outer in 1..10 loop
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end;
/

dbms_output.put_line (‘-> outer=’||outer);
for inner in 1..10 loop
continue OuterLoop when mod(inner,3) = 0;
dbms_output.put_line (‘..-> inner=’||inner);
end loop;
end loop;

Here is the output:
-> outer=1
..-> inner=1
..-> inner=2
-> outer=2
..-> inner=1
..-> inner=2
-> outer=3
..-> inner=1
..-> inner=2
... and so on ...

Instead of a using static construct such as mod(inner,3), you can also use a function that does some computation
for you.
begin

end;

<<OuterLoop>>
for outer in 1..10 loop
dbms_output.put_line (‘-> outer=’||outer);
for inner in 1..10 loop
continue OuterLoop when (myfunc = 1);
dbms_output.put_line (‘..-> inner=’||inner);
end loop;
end loop;

/
<>Needless to say, you can use this construct only inside a loop where it makes sense. If you attempt to use it
outside a loop, you will get a compiler error.

Straight Sequences
When you had to use a sequence in a PL/SQL program earlier, you had to use a construct like SELECT <Seq>.
NEXTVAL INTO <VariableName> FROM DUAL prior to this release.
declare
begin

trans_id number(10);
select myseq.nextval
into trans_id
from dual;

end;
Not anymore. You can directly assign the next value of a sequence to a variable:
declare
trans_id number(10);
begin
trans_id := myseq.nextval;
end;
/
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Now, that’s what I call simplicity.

When OTHERS Then Do Something
Many PL/SQL programmers resort to the dangerous practice of leaving the OTHERS exception ignored, as shown
below:
when OTHERS then
NULL;

This is like saying “When an error occurs, do nothing; just ignore or pretend it never happened and it will not
happen again.” If only the world were that simple! This practice leads to potentially buggy, unstable code.
Oracle Database 11g helps a bit in that department. It has a new warning called PLW-06009 to warn you of such a
problem during compile time. Here’s an example.
create or replace procedure myproc as
l_dummy varchar2(1);
begin
select dummy
into l_dummy
from dual;
exception
when OTHERS then
null;
end;

When you compile this procedure, it compiles fine without a bit of warning, just like the good old 10g days. To
enable this warning you have to set this session parameter.
SQL> alter session set plsql_warnings = ‘enable:all’
2 /
Session altered.
SQL> @others1
SP2-0804: Procedure created with compilation warnings
SQL> show error
Errors for PROCEDURE MYPROC:
LINE/COL ERROR
-------- ----------------------------------------------------------------8/7
PLW-06009: procedure “MYPROC” OTHERS handler does not end in
RAISE or RAISE_APPLICATION_ERROR

Note the new warning PLW-06009, which raises during compilation. Note that this is a warning only; the
compilation goes through fine. You can execute the procedure, but consider yourself warned!

Disabled Triggers
In highly available production systems, you often get a narrow change window in which to apply your changes.
Here’s a common and frustrating “Catch-22” scenario in these environments: You want to add a trigger to a table
so you get the script all figured out, but when the trigger is created in that change window, it gives compilation
errors due to some silly avoidable reason such as a missing synonym. You wish you could have created the trigger
earlier, but when you create a trigger, it’s enabled, which is not something you can do outside the change window.
What can you do?
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In Oracle Database 11g, this scenario is no longer a problem; you can create a trigger as initially disabled, which
allows you to test for all compilation errors. Later, during your change window, you can enable it. Here is how you
create it:
create or replace trigger tr_t
after insert on t
for each row
disable
begin
insert into t1 (a) values (:new.col_a);
end;
/

Now, if you check the status: SQL> select status 2> from user_triggers 3> where trigger_name = ‘TR_T’ 4> /
STATUS -------- DISABLED Even though the trigger is created as disabled, it must be error free. So if you try to
create the trigger with an error (such as using a table “M” that does not exist):
1

create or replace trigger tr_t
after insert on t
for each row
disable
begin
insert into m (a) values (:new.col_a);
end;
/

2
3
4
5
6
7*
SQL>

Warning: Trigger created with compilation errors.
SQL> show error
Errors for TRIGGER TR_T:
LINE/COL
-------2/3
2/15

ERROR
----------------------------------------------------------------PL/SQL: SQL Statement ignored
PL/SQL: ORA-00942: table or view does not exist

This feature is very useful for change control procedures. Another great application is to enable triggers at a certain
point. For instance, say you are building a auditing solution using triggers and the audit_table has not been purged
of old records yet. You can create the triggers as disabled and enable later when the table is ready.

Parameter Names in Function
Consider this simple function:
create or replace function myfunc
(
p_param1
number,
p_param2
number
)
return number
is
begin
return p_param1 + p_param2;
end;
/

The function does a very simple thing but that is enough to demonstrate the concept. Since there are two
parameters, you can either call the function by passing parameters as positional values, e.g.:
myfunc (1,2)
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Or, as named parameters:
myfunc ( p_param1 => 1, p_param2 => 2)

The latter, however, caused problems if used in select statements. In Oracle Database 10g, if you issue the
following statement:
SQL> select myfunc (p_param1=>1,p_param2=>1) from dual;

You will get the error:
select myfunc (p_param1=>1,p_param2=>1) from dual
*
ERROR at line 1:
ORA-00907: missing right parenthesis

In Oracle Database 11g, you are free to use this notation:
SQL> select myfunc (p_param1=>1,p_param2=>1) from dual;
MYFUNC(P_PARAM1=>1,P_PARAM2=>1)
------------------------------2
1 row selected.

...which works perfectly. You can specify the named notation to the last; the first ones must be positional. For
instance, the following will be valid, where the parameter p_param1 is set to 1:
select myfunc (1,p_param2=>2) from dual

But this one will not be (the positional parameter is at the end):
SQL> select myfunc (p_param1=>1,2) from dual;
select myfunc (p_param1=>1,2) from dual
*
ERROR at line 1:
ORA-06553: PLS-312: a positional parameter association may not follow a named association

Dynamic Cursor and REF CURSOR Interchangeability
You know how useful a Native Dynamic Cursor can prove to be, especially if you don’t know what exactly you
are going to query prior to making the call. You may have also used Dynamic PL/SQL using DBMS_SQL. Both
methods have their own attractiveness. But what if you started developing a program using one approach and
later you want to switch to the other approach?
In Oracle Database 11g, that process is fairly simple. The supplied package DBMS_SQL has a new function, TO_
REFCURSOR, which converts the DBMS_SQL dynamic cursor to a ref cursor. Here is an example of such
a conversion:
1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

create or replace procedure list_trans_by_store
(
p_store_id number
)
is
type num_tab is table of number index by binary_integer;
type type_refcur is ref cursor;
c_ref_trans_cur type_refcur;
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9
c_trans_cur
number;
10
trans_id
num_tab;
11
trans_amt
num_tab;
12
ret
integer;
13
l_stmt
clob;
14 begin
15
c_trans_cur := dbms_sql.open_cursor;
16
l_stmt :=
17
‘select trans_id, trans_amt from trans where store_id = :store_id’;
18
dbms_sql.parse(c_trans_cur, l_stmt, dbms_sql.native);
19
dbms_sql.bind_variable(c_trans_cur, ‘store_id’, p_store_id);
20
ret := dbms_sql.execute(c_trans_cur);
21
c_ref_trans_cur := dbms_sql.to_refcursor(c_trans_cur);
22
fetch c_ref_trans_cur bulk collect into trans_id, trans_amt;
23
for ctr in 1 .. trans_id.count loop
24
dbms_output.put_line(trans_id(ctr) || ‘ ‘ || trans_amt(ctr));
25
end loop;
26
close c_ref_trans_cur;
27* end;

Suppose you want to write a generic procedure where you don’t know the column list in the select clause at
compile time. This is where the native dynamic SQL comes in handy; you can define a ref cursor for that. Now,
to make it more interesting, suppose you don’t know the bind variable as well, for which dbms_sql is more
appropriate. How can you accomplish this complex requirement with minimal code? Simple: Just start with dbms_
sql for the bind part and then convert it to ref cursor later for the other part.
Similarly, if you want to convert a Native Dynamic SQL to REF CURSOR, you will need to call another function,
TO_CURSOR_NUMBER:
cur_handle := dbms_sql.to_cursor_number (c_ref_cur);

The ref cursor specified by the variable c_ref_cur must be opened prior to this call. After this call, the life of the ref
cursor is over; it can be manipulated only as a dbms_sql cursor.
Suppose you know the binds at compile time but not the select list; you start with native dynamic sql with a ref
cursor and later change it to dbms_sql to describe and fetch the columns from the cursor.

Conclusion
As you can see, Oracle Database 11g contains several improvements that aid in the writing of efficient PL/SQL
code. Back to “Oracle Database 11g: Top Features for DBAs and Developers” homepage
Arup Nanda Arup Nanda (arup@proligence.com) has been exclusively an Oracle DBA for more than 12 years
with experiences spanning all areas of Oracle Database technology, and was named “DBA of the Year” by Oracle
Magazine in 2003. Arup is a frequent speaker and writer in Oracle-related events and journals and an Oracle ACE
Director. He co-authored four books, including RMAN Recipes for Oracle Database 11g: A Problem
Solution Approach.
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Security
Oracle Database 11g delivers a rich new security functionality—from case-sensitive passwords, to
Transparent Tablespace Encryption, to Access Control Lists for UTL_TCP/HTTP/SMTP.
Download Oracle Database 11g

Default Passwords
In 2006 OTN pubished a series of articles I authored called “Project Lockdown: A Phased Approach to Securing
Your Database Infrastructure”, in which I discussed how to address common security challenges such as the use
of default passwords by users, and how to scan your database for them
Unfortunately for me, you can throw that specific portion of my article away. Oracle Database 11g now offers a
way to quickly identify users with default passwords, implemented in the rather ludicrously simple way of checking
a single data dictionary view: DBA_USERS_WITH_DEFPWD. (Note that DBA_ is a standard prefix; it does not
contain only DBA users with default passwords.) You can identify these users by issuing:
select *
from dba_users_with_defpwd
And here is the output:
USERNAME
-----------------------------DIP
MDSYS
WK_TEST
CTXSYS
OLAPSYS
OUTLN
EXFSYS
SCOTT
MDDATA
ORDPLUGINS
ORDSYS
XDB
LBACSYS
SI_INFORMTN_SCHEMA
WMSYS

You can see SCOTT listed above, because his password is TIGER, the default one. Change it with:
SQL> alter user scott identified by tiger1;
User altered.

Now if you check the view:
SQL> select * from dba_users_with_defpwd;

You won’t see SCOTT on the list anymore. It’s that simple!

Case-Sensitive Passwords
In Oracle Database prior to release 11g, user passwords were case insensitive. For example:
SQL> conn scott/tiger
Connected.
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SQL> conn scott/TIGER
Connected.

This arrangement presents a problem for standards such as the Payment Card Industry (PCI) Data Security
Standard, which require passwords to be case sensitive.
Problem solved; in Oracle Database 11g passwords can be case sensitive as well. While creating the database
via DBCA, you will be prompted whether you want to upgrade to the “new security standards,” one of which is
the case-sensitive password. If you accept, passwords will be recorded in the same case as they were created.
Here is the resulting behavior, assuming you have accepted the new standard:
SQL> conn scott/tiger
Connected.
SQL> conn scott/TIGER
ERROR:
ORA-01017: invalid username/password; logon denied
Warning: You are no longer connected to ORACLE.

Note how “tiger” and “TIGER” are treated differently.
Now, some of your apps may not be passing the password in proper case right now. A typical example is a user
input form: Many forms accept passwords with no case conversion being performed. However, with Oracle
Database 11g, that login may fail unless the user enters the password in case-sensitive format or the developer
changes the app to convert to upper or lower case (which may not be possible quickly).
If you wish, however, it is still possible to revert to case insensitivity by altering a system parameter, SEC_CASE_
SENSITIVE_LOGON, as shown in the example below.
SQL> conn / as sysdba
Connected.
SQL> alter system set sec_case_sensitive_logon = false;
System altered.
SQL> conn scott/TIGER
Connected.

When you upgrade an existing Oracle 10g database to 11g, you can migrate your passwords to the new standard.
You can check the status of the password by querying the DBA_USERS view, especially the new column
PASSWORD_VERSIONS.
select username, password, password_versions
from dba_users;
USERNAME
PASSWORD
------------------------- -----------------------------SYSTEM
SYS
MGMT_VIEW

PASSWORD
-------10G 11G
10G 11G
10G 11G

The first thing you notice is that the password column is NULL, not populated with the hashed value as it is in
Oracle Database 10g and prior versions. So what happened to the password? It’s still stored in the database (in the
table USER$) but it is not visible in the DBA_USERS view. When the user is created as either global or externally
authenticated, the status is indicated—GLOBAL or EXTERNAL—but the hash value of the password
is not displayed.
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Next, note the column PASSWORD_VERSIONS, which is new in Oracle Database 11g. This column signifies
the case sensitivity of the password. The value “10G 11G” signifies that the user was either created in 10g and
migrated to 11g or created in 11g directly.
You can enforce, if you wish, the sensitivity of the SYSDBA password as well by entering a new parameter,
ignorecase, while creating the password file as shown below:
$ orapwd file=orapwPRODB3 password=abc123 entries=10 ignorecase=n

In the above example the SYSDBA password will be abc123, not ABC123 or any other variation in case.
The possibility of enforcing a case-sensitive password not only makes it more difficult to crack passwords by brute
force, but also enables you to meet many more compliance requirements. Even more important, you can enforce
the password requirement dynamically without needing a database shutdown, which comes in handy during
upgrades and debugging login issues when upgrading legacy apps.

Profiles and Password Verify Function
Remember the password verification function in Oracle Database? Many of you may not be even aware of its
existence, let alone use it. The function is a quick and easy way to enforce quality of database passwords—for
example, they should contain a certain number of characters, should not be identical to the username, and so on.
Perhaps its best feature is that it is built-in; all you have to do is turn it on. More likely than not, you didn’t.
In Oracle Database 11g, the password management function has new and improved verification logic. If you
examine the password verification file utlpwdmg.sql in $ORACLE_HOME/rdbms/admin, you will notice that the
script creates a new password function called verify_fnction_11g. At the end, the script has the following lines:
ALTER PROFILE DEFAULT LIMIT
PASSWORD_LIFE_TIME 180
PASSWORD_GRACE_TIME 7
PASSWORD_REUSE_TIME UNLIMITED
PASSWORD_REUSE_MAX UNLIMITED
FAILED_LOGIN_ATTEMPTS 10
PASSWORD_LOCK_TIME 1
PASSWORD_VERIFY_FUNCTION verify_function_11G;

The script attaches the function to the profile DEFAULT, which is the default profile for all users, unless something
else is explicitly assigned. This makes the authentication compliant with many regulations. All you have to do is run
this script to create the 11g version of the password checking function, and the script will enable the password
verification feature by attaching itself to the default profile.

Improved Out-of-Box Auditing
Auditing is another common pain point. Oracle Database includes powerful auditing features that can be used for
tracking user activities. Most people, fearing an I/O contention issue, do not take advantage of them. But the truth
is that some auditing can be safely turned on with little risk.
Examples include CREATE SESSION, which writes a record when a session starts and then updates the record
when it ends. This audit has minimal impact on I/O but provides powerful benefits.
In Oracle Database 11g, two simple changes have been made to provide an even more powerful auditing solution.
First, the database parameter audit_trail is now set to DB by default, not NONE, as it was in previous versions.
This allows you to turn on auditing on any object, statement, or privilege without recycling the database.
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The second change is more statements have been placed under audit by default. Here is the list:
ALTER SYSTEM
SYSTEM AUDIT
CREATE SESSION
CREATE USER
ALTER USER
DROP USER
ROLE
CREATE ANY TABLE
ALTER ANY TABLE
DROP ANY TABLE
CREATE PUBLIC DATABASE LINK
GRANT ANY ROLE
ALTER DATABASE
CREATE ANY PROCEDURE
ALTER ANY PROCEDURE
DROP ANY PROCEDURE
ALTER PROFILE
DROP PROFILE
GRANT ANY PRIVILEGE
CREATE ANY LIBRARY
EXEMPT ACCESS POLICY
GRANT ANY OBJECT PRIVILEGE
CREATE ANY JOB
CREATE EXTERNAL JOB

As you can see, auditing these activities would not cause significant I/O issues, making it possible to maintain
some acceptable level of auditing with minimal performance impact.
These two changes create some powerful auditing capabilities out of the box. Of course, they are just database
parameters and audit settings; if you want, you can turn them off easily. But if you look at the list of statements,
you may actually find them worth auditing, even in development databases. You may want to fine tune them,
however. (For example, in data warehouses, users create and drop a lot of temporary tables so auditing CREATE/
DROP TABLE might flood the audit trail.)
Caution: When you upgrade to Oracle Database 11g, auditing is turned on by default for the above-mentioned
statements. Thus audit trails will be written to the table AUD$ in the SYSTEM tablespace, which may fill up quickly.
Watch this space closely.

Transparent Tablespace Encryption
Encryption is getting more and more attention these days, thanks to myriad new laws and regulations. You need to
encrypt data somehow but the big question is, how?
For those still on Oracle Database 10g Release 1 and previous releases, the DBMS_CRYPTO and DBMS_
OBFUSCATION_TOOLKIT toolkits let you build your own encryption framework. In Oracle Database 10g Release
2, this framework is baked in via the great Transparent Data Encryption feature.
Transparent Data Encryption lets you encrypt specific columns, which is adequate for most requirements.
However, performance can be an issue with this feature (or any other encryption solution for that matter): Index
range scan cannot be applied to encrypted columns, which creates a major drag on performance.
This is where Transparent Tablespace Encryption in Oracle Database 11g really shines. When the tablespace is
declared encrypted any data on the tablespace (including transportable tablespaces, backups, and so on), not
just tables individually declared as such, is encrypted. But during index scanning, the scanning occurs in memory
where the data is unencrypted, therefore causing no performance impact.
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Excited yet? Let’s see how it is done. The encryption procedure is identical to that of Transparent Data Encryption:
You need to create a wallet where the master encryption key is stored. If you don’t have Transparent Data
Encryption set up already, you will need to create the wallet and the key.
First, create the file location for the wallet; the default location is $ORACLE_BASE/admin//wallet. The wallet
subdirectory does not exist by default; you need to create it. So, in my example, this directory will be /home/
oracle/app/admin/PRODB3/wallet.
Next, create the encryption key in the wallet by issuing the following statement:
alter system set encryption key identified by “abcd1234!”;

This statement creates both the wallet and the key. If you check the directory now, you will see the wallet file you
just created (ewallet.p12).
$ cd /home/oracle/app/admin/PRODB3/wallet
$ ls
ewallet.p12

The wallet can only be opened by a password, which in this case is abcd1234!. The statement also opens the
wallet. Subsequently, you do not need to create the wallet. After the database comes up, all you have to do is to
open the wallet by issuing:
alter system set wallet open identified by “abcd1234!”

For a more detaileded discussion on wallets, read this Oracle Magazine article.
Now create the tablespace:
create tablespace secure1
datafile ‘/home/oracle/oradata/PRODB3/secure1_01.dbf’
size 1M
encryption using ‘AES128’
default storage (encrypt)
/

The clause “encryption using ... default storage (encrypt)” marks the tablespace as encrypted. (Note: we have
used the AES 128-bit encryption for this tablespace. Other choices are Triple DES 168-bit key, AES 192-bit key, and
AES 256-bit key.)
Now that the tablespace is created, you can create tables as you would in a regular tablespace.
create table secure_trans
tablespace secure1
as
select * from trans
where rownum < 201
/
create table secure_res
tablespace secure1
as
select * from res
where rownum < 201
/

The above statements create tables inside the encrypted tablespace SECURE1. For comparison, create another
tablespace normally (no encryption) called INSECURE1 and create the tables INSECURE_TRANS and INSECURE_
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RES there. INSECURE_TRANS and SECURE_TRANS are identical in terms of structure and data but are in
different tablespaces. The same is true for SECURE_RES and INSECURE_RES.
Now update a text field in the tables so that you can search inside the datafile for that:
update secure_trans set comments = ‘Transaction Comments’;
update insecure_trans set comments = ‘Transaction Comments’;
commit;

Force the contents to be written to disk by offlining and then onlining the tablespaces:
alter
alter
alter
alter

tablespace
tablespace
tablespace
tablespace

secure1 offline;
secure1 online;
insecure1 offline;
insecure1 online;

At this time, the data from the cache has been written to the disk. What happens if you search for it?
$ strings insecure1_01.dbf | grep Transaction
Transaction Comments
...

The string is in clear text in the datafile. Now do the same thing for the SECURE1 tablespace, which is encrypted.
$ strings secure1_01.dbf | grep Transaction
$

It returns nothing because the datafile is encrypted and you can’t see the value of the columns in cleartext. <0>
That’s all fine and good, but what about performance? Let’s experiment by running the following query.
select hotel_id, sum(amt)
from secure_trans t, secure_res r
where t.res_id = r.res_id
group by hotel_id

While running the query, we will also trace it. Here is an excerpt from the tracefile.
call
count
------- -----Parse
1
Execute
1
Fetch
14
------- -----total
16
Rows
------186
200
200
200

cpu
elapsed
disk
query
current
-------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------0.00
0.00
0
0
0
0.00
0.00
0
0
0
0.01
0.01
4
6
0
-------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------0.01
0.01
4
6
0

rows
---------0
0
186
---------186

Row Source Operation
--------------------------------------------------HASH GROUP BY (cr=6 pr=4 pw=4 time=5 us cost=8 size=10400 card=200)
HASH JOIN (cr=6 pr=4 pw=4 time=45 us cost=7 size=10400 card=200)
TABLE ACCESS FULL SECURE_TRANS (cr=3 pr=2 pw=2 time=8 us cost=3 size=5200 card=200)
TABLE ACCESS FULL SECURE_RES (cr=3 pr=2 pw=2 time=9 us cost=3 size=5200 card=200)

Now, run the same test against INSECURE_RES and INSECURE_TEST, which are on a normal (unencrypted)
tablespace.
call
count
------- -----Parse
1
Execute
1
Fetch
14
------- ------

cpu
elapsed
disk
query
current
-------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------0.00
0.00
0
0
0
0.00
0.00
0
0
0
0.00
0.01
4
6
0
-------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------
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total
Rows
------186
200
200
200

16

0.01

0.01

4

6

0

186

Row Source Operation
--------------------------------------------------HASH GROUP BY (cr=6 pr=4 pw=4 time=4 us cost=8 size=10400 card=200)
HASH JOIN (cr=6 pr=4 pw=4 time=46 us cost=7 size=10400 card=200)
TABLE ACCESS FULL INSECURE_TRANS (cr=3 pr=2 pw=2 time=8 us cost=3 size=5200 card=200)
TABLE ACCESS FULL INSECURE_RES (cr=3 pr=2 pw=2 time=9 us cost=3 size=5200 card=200)

Note the execution times in each case; they are similar. The CPU consumption due to decryption is not significant
either. Thus there is no impact on performance due to the tablespace being encrypted.
The view DBA_TABLESPACES has a new column, ENCRYPTED, to show if a tablespace is encrypted. In addition,
a new view, V$ ENCRYPTED_TABLESPACES, shows what type of encryption is enabled for the tablespace.
SQL> desc v$encrypted_tablespaces
Name
Null?
----------------------------------------- -------TS#
ENCRYPTIONALG
ENCRYPTEDTS

Type
-----------NUMBER
VARCHAR2(7)
VARCHAR2(3)

SQL> select * from v$encrypted_tablespaces;
TS# ENCRYPT ENC
---------- ------- --5 AES128 YES

This view can be joined with the TS# column of the view V$TABLESPACE to get the complete picture. Here is how
the view looks:
SQL> desc v$tablespace
Name
Null?
----------------------------------------- -------TS#
NAME
INCLUDED_IN_DATABASE_BACKUP
BIGFILE
FLASHBACK_ON
ENCRYPT_IN_BACKUP

Type
-----------NUMBER
VARCHAR2(30)
VARCHAR2(3)
VARCHAR2(3)
VARCHAR2(3)
VARCHAR2(3)

Note that the column ENCRYPT_IN_BACKUP has nothing to do with the transparent tablespace encryption. Rather
it’s the RMAN encryption of the tablespace during backup, introduced in Oracle Database 10g Release 2.
As you can see, Transparent Tablespace Encryption solves two problems in a rather elegant way: It encrypts data
at rest on disks without affecting performance because the data management occurs inside the SGA.

Encryption of Data Pump Dumpfiles
Oracle Database 10g introduced one of the most powerful features for data movement: Data Pump, the successor
to the original export/import tool. Apart from being just plain faster, Data Pump provided many benefits such as
parallelizing the process and remapping the tablespace. In Oracle Database 11g, it also helps secure dumpfiles via
a new parameter called ENCRYPTION.
A dumpfile is outside the database and realm of database security and contains potentially sensitive data. In
today’s security conscious environments, they present a unique set of problems. In some really security conscious
environments, DBAs resort to encrypting dumpfiles through third-party utilities after exporting the data—not a
very convenient approach if you do a lot of exporting.
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First, let’s see how a typical dumpfile might be vulnerable. Suppose you have a table called TRANS, which
contains a column called COMMENTS. The value in the column is “Transaction Comments”. If you export this
table normally:
$ expdp scott/tiger tables=trans dumpfile=insec.dmp directory=tmp_dir

Examine the dmpfile to see the presence of the column value:
$ strings /tmp/insec.dmp | grep Transaction

A lot of matches will come up. The data in the dumpfile is not encrypted; it’s in cleartext.
Now perform the export with the new parameter, ENCRYPTION. You also have to specify what type of algorithm
to use. We’ll use the AES 128-bit algorithm.
$ expdp scott/tiger tables=trans dumpfile=sec.dmp directory=
tmp_dir encryption=data_only encryption_algorithm=aes128
Export: Release 11.1.0.5.0 - Beta on Sunday, 22 July, 2007 18:17:30
Copyright (c) 2003, 2007, Oracle.

All rights reserved.

Connected to: Oracle Database 11g Enterprise Edition Release 11.1.0.5.0 - Beta
With the Partitioning, Oracle Label Security, OLAP, Data Mining
and Real Application Testing options
Starting “SYS”.”SYS_EXPORT_TABLE_01”:
‘/******** AS SYSDBA’ tables=scott.insecure_trans dumpfile=
sec.dmp directory=tmp_dir encryption=data_only encryption_algorithm=aes128
Estimate in progress using BLOCKS method...
Processing object type TABLE_EXPORT/TABLE/TABLE_DATA
Total estimation using BLOCKS method: 64 KB
Processing object type TABLE_EXPORT/TABLE/TABLE
. . exported “SCOTT”.”TRANS”
16.82 KB
200 rows
Master table “SYS”.”SYS_EXPORT_TABLE_01” successfully loaded/unloaded
******************************************************************************
Dump file set for SYS.SYS_EXPORT_TABLE_01 is:
/tmp/sec.dmp
Job “SYS”.”SYS_EXPORT_TABLE_01” successfully completed at 18:17:44
Search this dumpfile for the existence of the text string:
$ cat /tmp/sec.dmp | grep Transaction
$

No matches will come up because the values in the dumpfile are encrypted, not cleartext.
“But wait,” you may ask, “Doesn’t encryption require a key? Where did we pass the key to be used? Better yet,
when decrypting, how will decryption occur without a key?”
The answer is very simple: The key will be from the wallet that was used in Transparent Tablespace Encryption you
saw earlier. You do not need to use Transparent Tablespace Encryption feature to use the Data Pump encryption,
but you need to follow the steps to create the wallet. Needless to say, the wallet must be open during the
encryption and decryption processes.
If you are familiar with the Data Pump tool, you might recall that a similar feature is implemented thorough the
parameter ENCRYPTION_PASSWORD. And now you may be wondering what’s different now.
Good question. The 10g version encrypts the columns that were put under Transparent Data Encryption, not
the whole dumpfile. If you do not use Transparent Data Encryption, you have no dumpfile encryption. In the 11g
version of the tool, you can encrypt a dumpfile regardless of whether Transparent Data Encryption is used. This
allows you greater flexibility and makes some practical sense. You may not want to encrypt data in the database
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for several reasons, performance and added security being the most obvious. But you do want to encrypt the data
when it is outside the realm of the database. In that case the power of Data Pump encryption can’t be beat.

Access Control Lists for UTL_TCP/HTTP/SMTP
You are probably familiar with the packages UTL_TCP, UTL_HTTP and UTL_SMTP; they enable communication
between servers outside the realm of the database. For instance, utl_tcp is used to establish TCP/IP
communication between two hosts, not through database links. Similarly, utl_http is used to make an http request
from a Web server and utl_smtp is used to make SMTP mail calls between hosts.
These powerful tools are used occasionally by developers—for instance, utl_smtp to send emails from within
the database, utl_http to pull Web pages that can be massaged inside a PL/SQL program, and so on. However,
these tools present huge security risks. Using utl_tcp, a database user can go to any other machine approachable
from that host, without even going to the system prompt. This was the modus operandi of the Voyager worm that
rattled the Oracle user community just a year ago.
To address this risk, many experts advise to revoke the privilege of “execute from public” on these packages. In
my Project Lockdown series, I recommended that approach as well. But what if the developers want to execute
these packages for legitimate reasons?
Oracle Database 11g has a novel solution: You can grant the execute privilege package to anyone but control
which resources they can call. For instance, utl_tcp can be limited to calling only a few IP addresses, a mechanism
known as an Access Control List (ACL). If the host is on the ACL, the user can use in utl_tcp; a mere execute
privilege on utl_tcp is not enough. Therefore it is impossible for a rogue process to overtake the utl_tcp package
and make connections illegitimately.
Let’s see how it works. First, create an ACL:
begin

end;

dbms_network_acl_admin.create_acl (
acl
=> ‘utlpkg.xml’,
description
=> ‘Normal Access’,
principal
=> ‘CONNECT’,
is_grant
=> TRUE,
privilege
=> ‘connect’,
start_date
=> null,
end_date
=> null
);

Here the parameter principal => ‘CONNECT’ indicates that the ACL applies to the CONNECT role. You can define a
user or a role here. The ACL is created as a file called utlpkg.xml.
After the creation, you can check to make sure the ACL was added:
SELECT any_path
FROM resource_view
WHERE any_path like ‘/sys/acls/%.xml’;

The output is:
ANY_PATH
---------------------------------------------------------------------------/sys/acls/ANONYMOUS/ANONYMOUS3553d2be53ca40e040a8c0680777c_acl.xml
/sys/acls/OLAP_XS_ADMIN/OLAP_XS_ADMIN3551b25f93feb8dde040a8c068075b7_acl.xml
/sys/acls/OLAP_XS_ADMIN/OLAP_XS_ADMIN3551b25f944b8dde040a8c068075b7_acl.xml
/sys/acls/OLAP_XS_ADMIN/OLAP_XS_ADMIN3551b25f948b8dde040a8c068075b7_acl.xml
/sys/acls/OLAP_XS_ADMIN/OLAP_XS_ADMIN3551b25f94cb8dde040a8c068075b7_acl.xml
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/sys/acls/all_all_acl.xml
/sys/acls/all_owner_acl.xml
/sys/acls/bootstrap_acl.xml
/sys/acls/ro_all_acl.xml
/sys/acls/ro_anonymous_acl.xml
/sys/acls/utlpkg.xml

Note the last line in the output, which shows the ACL you just created. Next, add a privilege to this ACL. In this
example, you are trying to limit this ACL to the user SCOTT. You can also define start and end dates.
begin
dbms_network_acl_admin.add_privilege (
acl 		
=> ‘utlpkg.xml’,
principal
=> ‘SCOTT’,
is_grant
=> TRUE,
privilege
=> ‘connect’,
start_date
=> null,
end_date
=> null);
end;

Assign hosts and other details that will be subject to this ACL:
begin
dbms_network_acl_admin.assign_acl (
acl => ‘utlpkg.xml’,
host => ‘www.proligence.com’,
lower_port => 22,
upper_port => 55);
end;

In this example, you are specifying that “the user SCOTT can call only the host www.proligence.com and only for
the ports 22 through 55, and not outside it.” Now, let’s try it:
SQL> grant execute on utl_http to scott
2 /
Grant succeeded.
SQL> conn scott/tiger
Connected.
SQL> select utl_http.request(‘http://www.proligence.com’) from dual;
select utl_http.request(‘http://www.proligence.com’) from dual
*
ERROR at line 1:
ORA-29273: HTTP request failed
ORA-06512: at “SYS.UTL_HTTP”, line 1577
ORA-24247: network access denied by access control list (ACL)
ORA-06512: at line 1

Note the error “ORA-24247: network access denied by access control list (ACL).” The user called the http server
on port 80, which is outside the allowed range 22-55. Therefore the action was prevented.
Now, add another rule to allow the communication:
1 begin
2
dbms_network_acl_admin.assign_acl (
3
acl => ‘utlpkg.xml’,
4
host => ‘www.proligence.com’,
5
lower_port => 1,
6
upper_port => 10000);
7* end;
8 /
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PL/SQL procedure successfully completed.
SQL> conn scott/tiger
Connected.
SQL> select utl_http.request(‘http://www.proligence.com’) from dual;
UTL_HTTP.REQUEST(‘HTTP://WWW.PROLIGENCE.COM’)
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------</iframe><!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC “-//W3C//DTD HTML 4.0 Transitional//EN”>
<HTML><HEAD><TITLE>Proligence Home</TITLE>
<META http-equiv=Content-Language content=en-us>
...

But this works for www.proligence.com, nothing else. If you call a different Web site, it will fail with the
ORA-24247 again. This is security on the most granular level. If your business needs to connect to the host www.
proligence.com, you can allow that yet prevent access to any other host, preventing a malicious user from using
that facility to get to all other hosts.
To find out the details of the ACL, query the view DBA_NETWORK_ACLS:
select host, lower_port, upper_port, acl, aclid
from dba_network_acls
where ACL=’/sys/acls/utlpkg.xml’;
HOST
--------------------------------------LOWER_PORT UPPER_PORT
---------- ---------ACL
--------------------------------------ACLID
-------------------------------prolin3.proligence.com
80
100
/sys/acls/utlpkg.xml
35D4278980DE6407E040A8C0680037D6
... and so on ...

For my money, this is one of the best new security features of Oracle Database 11g.

Data Masking
In many organizations staging or QA databases are refreshed from time to time from the production database,
allowing developers to run pre-production code against the database prior to going production. However, this
procedure is a potential security problem -- when data is refreshed from the production to the QA database to
keep them in synch, sensitive data elements may be exposed. To address that risk, many organizations alter
sensitive data to some meaningless value in the non-production database, a practice known as data masking. For
instance, you may want to update the Social Security Number with a random 9 character number in staging to
mask the real SSNs.
But that’s the easy part; making the change could be tough—you have to write the SQL script, make sure the
process is restartable, take care not to overwhelm the system, and so on. Well, why not let Oracle take care of
that while importing the data? In Oracle Database 11g, Data Pump has a new parameter, remap_data, for changing
data during the import process.
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First create a remap function:
create or replace package pkg_mask
as
function fn_mask_ssn (p_in varchar2) return varchar2;
end;
/
create or replace package body pkg_mask
as
function fn_mask_ssn (p_in varchar2)
return varchar2
is
begin
return lpad (
round(dbms_random.value (001000000,999999999)),
9,0);
end;
end;

/
This function takes a varchar argument and returns a 9 char. We will use this function to mask the SSNs. Here is
how a table called ACCOUNTS looks.
SQL> select * from accounts;
ACC_NO ACC_NAME
---------- -----------------------------1 John Smith
2 Jane Doe

ACC_SSN
--------123456789
234567890

You want to mask the column ACC_SSN, which is the SSN of the account holder. You export the table using Data
Pump. While exporting you use a new parameter called remap_data to mask the data in the export dump file.
$ expdp scott/tiger tables=scott.accounts dumpfile=
accounts.dmp directory=tmp_dirremap_data=accounts.acc_ssn:pkg_mask.fn_mask_ssn

This parameter places the value generate from the remap function fn_mask_ssn in the package pkg_mask. Note
the format of the parameter. It follows the pattern:
[<SchemaName>.]<TableName>.<ColumnName>:[<SchemaName>.]<PackageName>.<FunctionName>

The <ColumnName> is the name of the column whose value you want to mask. The actual remap logic is inside
the <PackageName>.<FunctionName>.
Now, you can import the table into the non-prod database. After the import is complete, if you check the values of
the table:
SQL>

select * from accounts;

ACC_NO
---------1
2

ACC_NAME
-----------------------------John Smith
Jane Doe

ACC_SSN
--------645270861
538996590

Note how the ACC_SSN values differ. These values were generated from the remap function pkg_mask.fn_mask_
ssn we wrote earlier and stored in the export dumpfile. When we imported, that value was imported.
If you have already exported the table without this remap_data parameter, the values in the dumpfile are already
the accurate value. You can mask them while importing, again by using the same magic parameter.
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$ impdp scott/tiger dumpfile=accounts.dmp remap_data=
accounts.acc_ssn:pkg_mask.fn_mask_ssn directory=tmp_dir tables=accounts

Here we have used a randomizer function; we could have used any other logic as well. For instance, suppose the
requirement is replace all the numbers except the last four digits of the SSN with Xs. That would be simple too. All
you have to do is to write a function like this:
create or replace package pkg_mask
as
function fn_mask_ssn (p_in varchar2) return varchar2;
end;
/
create or replace package body pkg_mask
as
function fn_mask_ssn (p_in varchar2)
return varchar2
is
begin
return
‘XXXXX’||
substr (p_in,6,4);
end;
end;
/

The packaged function is also reusable; it can be used in any import applied to any column. The possibilities of
variations in masking data are limitless—as long as you can create a function that can return a value, you can use
it to mask the value. This cuts your development and maintenance tasks in data masking and makes secure data
refresh from production to non-production possible.

Other Notables
In previous versions most security operations are made through a tool called Oracle Security Manager. In Oracle
Database 11g, Oracle Enterprise Manager contains all the tools to perform these tasks. Here is a screenshot of
the Server tab of the Database Homepage. Note the section titled Security at the lower right hand side.

This section contains hyperlinks to all security related tools for procedures such as user, profile, and role
management. You can also find wizards now to enable Virtual Private Database and Oracle Label Security, or
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create and manage application contexts from the Enterprise Manager screens. Back to “Oracle Database 11g: Top
Features for DBAs and Developers” homepage
Arup Nanda Arup Nanda (arup@proligence.com) has been exclusively an Oracle DBA for more than 12 years
with experiences spanning all areas of Oracle Database technology, and was named “DBA of the Year” by Oracle
Magazine in 2003. Arup is a frequent speaker and writer in Oracle-related events and journals and an Oracle
ACE Director. He co-authored four books, including RMAN Recipes for Oracle Database 11g: A Problem
Solution Approach.
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Manageability
Leave the management of all memory to Oracle; automatically grab available patches only for those
features you use; collect optimizer statistics and examine them before making them public, let the optimizer
know the relationship between different columns, and more.
Download Oracle Database 11g

Memory Management
Deep down, an Oracle Database Instance is a collection of processes such as PMON, SMON, and memory areas
such as System Global Area (SGA) and Program Global Area (PGA). Within the SGA, there are several sub areas
such as database cache, the large pool and so on. How do you decide how big each area should be? Memory in
the host is bounded at an upper limit, of which some parts must go to the Operating System. Deciding how much
to allocate where could be tough.
In Oracle Database 10g, the issue is greatly simplified by setting a value for SGA_TARGET, which allocates a
specified value for the overall SGA memory area. The sub-areas such as cache and shared pool are subsequently
auto-tuned.
However, in 10g some components, such as db_cache_keep_size, are not; you still have to manually tune
them. The memory area PGA is entirely outside the SGA, so the former is not touched by the Automatic SGA
Management feature at all. So, you still have to make a few decisions, such as the sizes of SGA and of PGA.
What happens if you allocate too much to PGA, starving the SGA? Well, you waste memory while making
performance suffer due to undersized SGA. But what if the boundary between PGA and SGA were fluid and
the memory allowed to flow freely between them as and when needed? That would be a very desirable feature
indeed.
In Oracle Database 11g, that precise functionality is provided. Instead of setting SGA_TARGET and PGA_
AGGREGATE_TARGET, you specify MEMORY_TARGET. From the Enterprise Manager Database homepage,
choose Advisor Central > Memory Advisor:

Click on Enable to enable Automatic Memory Management:

Click OK. You will need to restart the database, as the parameter for Max Memory Target is a static one.
You can also do this via the command line:
SQL> alter system set memory_max_target = 1G scope=spfile;
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System altered.
SQL> alter system set memory_target = 1G scope = spfile;
System altered.

In UNIX-based systems, the max memory should be less than the size of the /dev/shm shared memory file
system. This functionality has been implemented in Linux, Solaris, HPUX, AIX and Windows.
[oracle@oradba3 dbs]$ df -k
Filesystem
1K-blocks
Used Available Use% Mounted on
/dev/mapper/VolGroup00-LogVol00
36316784 19456684 15015264 57% /
/dev/hda1
101086
9632
86235 11% /boot
none
517448
131448
386000 26% /dev/shm

This example shows that you have only about 500MB available, so you will use 404MB as the MEMORY_TARGET.
After setting the value and recycling the database, you will notice that the screen changes as shown below:

This screen shows the breakdown between SGA and PGA over a period of time. The second half of the screen
shows how the sub-pools in the SGA have been allocated and how their allocation has changed over time.
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This allocation keeps changing as the apps demands from the database. This relieves you from managing memory,
which may be a best-case guess anyway.
As was the case of the SGA components, the memory components are governed by a minimum rule if the
individual components are also specified. For instance, if you specify the following:
memory_target = 10G
sga_target = 2G
pga_aggregate_target = 1G

In this case, the memory_target is set to 10GB. As you have specified the two other parameters, they will serve
as minimum values. So, the minimum sizes of SGA and PGA will be 2G and 1G respectively. When the demand
for the memory goes up and down, the memory areas are shrunk and expanded. You can check it from the view
V$MEMORY_DYNAMIC_COMPONENT.
select

component,
current_size,
min_size,
max_size,
user_specified_size user_spec,
oper_count,
last_oper_type,
last_oper_mode,
last_oper_time
from v$memory_dynamic_components;
Here is the output:
COMPONENT

CURRENT_SIZE

MIN_SIZE

MAX_SIZE

USER_SPEC OPER_COUNT LAST_OPER_TYP LAST_OPER LAST_OPER

------------------------- ------------ ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ------------- --------- --------shared pool

117440512

4194304

117440512

0

27 GROW

IMMEDIATE 28-AUG-07

large pool

4194304

0

4194304

0

1 GROW

IMMEDIATE 28-AUG-07

java pool

12582912

4194304

12582912

0

4 GROW

IMMEDIATE 28-AUG-07

0

0

0

0

0 STATIC

134217728

20971520

134217728

4194304

4194304

16777216

0

12 SHRINK

KEEP buffer cache

0

0

0

0

0 STATIC

RECYCLE buffer cache

0

0

0

0

0 STATIC

DEFAULT 2K buffer cache

0

0

0

0

0 STATIC

DEFAULT 4K buffer cache

0

0

0

0

0 STATIC

DEFAULT 8K buffer cache

0

0

0

0

0 STATIC

DEFAULT 16K buffer cache

0

0

0

0

0 STATIC

DEFAULT 32K buffer cache

0

0

0

0

0 STATIC

streams pool
SGA Target
DEFAULT buffer cache

0

Shared IO Pool

0

0

0

0

PGA Target

0

0

104857600

104857600

ASM Buffer Cache

0

0

0

0

548 GROW

DEFERRED

29-AUG-07

IMMEDIATE 28-AUG-07

0 STATIC
29 GROW

IMMEDIATE 28-AUG-07

0 STATIC

Another very useful view is v$memory_resize_ops, which stores the information about the resize operations
that occurred.
select

start_time,
end_time,
status,
component,
oper_type Op,
oper_mode,
parameter,
initial_size,
target_size,
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final_size
from v$memory_resize_ops
order by 1,2

/
START_TIM END_TIME

STATUS

COMPONENT

Op

OPER_MODE PARAMETER

INITIAL_SIZE TARGET_SIZE FINAL_SIZE

--------- --------- --------- --------------- ------- --------- ------------------ ------------ ----------- ---------28-AUG-07 28-AUG-07 COMPLETE

SGA Target

28-AUG-07 28-AUG-07 ERROR

DEFAULT buffer

GROW
SHRINK

IMMEDIATE sga_target
IMMEDIATE db_cache_size

125829120

130023424

130023424

16777216

12582912

16777216

cache
28-AUG-07 28-AUG-07 ERROR

shared pool

28-AUG-07 28-AUG-07 ERROR

DEFAULT buffer

GROW
SHRINK

IMMEDIATE shared_pool_size
IMMEDIATE db_cache_size

96468992
16777216

100663296
12582912

96468992
16777216

cache
28-AUG-07 28-AUG-07 ERROR

shared pool

GROW

IMMEDIATE shared_pool_size

96468992

100663296

96468992

28-AUG-07 28-AUG-07 PENDING

shared pool

GROW

IMMEDIATE shared_pool_size

96468992

100663296

100663296

28-AUG-07 28-AUG-07 COMPLETE

PGA Target

GROW

IMMEDIATE pga_aggregate_targ

0

0

0

et
28-AUG-07 28-AUG-07 PENDING

shared pool

GROW

IMMEDIATE shared_pool_size

100663296

104857600

104857600

28-AUG-07 28-AUG-07 COMPLETE

SGA Target

GROW

IMMEDIATE sga_target

130023424

134217728

134217728

Adaptive Thresholds
Consider this scenario: The parse-to-hit ratio in your database is usually a certain value, say x. Now it has gone up
by 50 percent and has become 1.5x. After further investigation you see that there are a lot of DSS type queries
that cause the parse-hit ratio to go up. You also learn that this behavior (running DSS type queries at night) is
perfectly acceptable. So, 1.5x is a good number at that time; perhaps it can even go up to 2x. So, you want the
threshold to be somewhat time-aware—it should be 1.2x during the day when activities are primarily OLTP based,
and 2x during night when they’re not. How do you accomplish such contradictory objectives?
In Oracle Database 11g, this task is fairly trivial through a feature called Adaptive Thresholds. The thresholds are
adaptable to a specific time based on the past behavior and are based on the AWR snapshots calculated earlier.
As in many features of Oracle Database 11g, this task can be done two ways: via command line and Oracle
Enterprise Manager. Let’s see how it’s done in the GUI.
First, you have to define an AWR Baseline, which is similar to a Preserved Snapshot in Oracle Database 10g. The
baseline sort of establishes a starting point for the performance metrics. You can use the baseline to compare how
the metrics come up over time.
From the main database home page, choose the Performance tab and scroll down to see Additional Monitoring
Links:
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From this page, click on AWR Baselines in the third column, which brings up a screen like the following:

This screen already contains a baseline: SYSTEM_MOVING_WINDOW, which is enabled out-of-the-box in Oracle
Database 11g. Click on Edit to see the change any of the thresholds associated with that baseline. A screen
shown below comes up:

This screen shows how the thresholds are defined for the metric Cumulative Logons per second, you can define
the critical threshold (defined here as 60%) of the baseline. Once this threshold is set, any time cumulative
logons are more that 60% of their maximum for the same day and time as observed over the past week, and
this happens at least twice, a critical alert will be triggered. (Sixty percent is a very low limit; I just used it for
demonstration purposes.)
Over time as the number of users grows, the alert thresholds will automatically adapt. You are not limited to just
percentages of the maximum; you may define specific values as critical and threshold too. Another parameter,
Occurrences, allows you to trigger the alert only if the threshold is breached that many times.
The small figure on the right is where the metrics are shown over a period of time. Note the small square box; it’s
the zoom tool. You can move and place that square on any area of the figure and the details will be shown.

Pending Statistics
Consider this situation: You have carefully gathered statistics on all the tables, indexes, and so on and all the
queries have perfect execution plans. But now, someone kicks off the stats collection job and suddenly the
executions plans are all different. True; the plans could be better (but could be worse as well, albeit with lesser
probability).
One way to prevent such a mishap is to use SQL Plan Management, which allows you to create SQL plan
baselines that lock in the plan for a SQL statement. But that is not exactly a universal solution; SQL statements
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that have not been seen will not have a SQL plan baseline and hence will not be under SQL Plan Management’s
protective umbrella.
Another issue is when to collect the stats. Stats collection is a fairly CPU and I/O intensive process; you may
want to do it during relatively quiet periods such as at night. But when the statistics are gathered, the plan is
immediately affected. You may not want to have the possibility of a new plan first thing in the morning. Rather you
want to have the stats available during the evening. Paradoxically, you need the stats to be collected now
but effective later.
This complex goal is achievable in Oracle Database 11g. You can define the statistics for a table or index to be
pending, which means the freshly gather statistics will not be published or used by the optimizer—giving you an
opportunity to test the new statistics before you publish them. To accomplish this, you will need to set the publish
property of the table’s stats to FALSE, through the procedure set_table_prefs in the supplied package dbms_stats.
Here is an example how you can make the stats of the table SALGRADE in the schema ARUP unpublished:
begin
dbms_stats.set_table_prefs (
ownname => ‘ARUP’,
tabname => ‘SALGRADE’,
pname
=> ‘PUBLISH’,
pvalue => ‘FALSE’
);
end;

Once you set the publish preferences to false, the stats collected will be marked pending. Here are the stats on
the table now:
SQL> select num_rows, to_char(last_analyzed,’mm/dd/yy hh24:mi:ss’)
2 from user_tables
3 where table_name = ‘SALGRADE’;
NUM_ROWS TO_CHAR(LAST_ANAL
---------- ----------------6 09/10/07 22:04:37

Today is 9/21/07; so the stats were collected a while ago. Let’s collect the stats again:
begin

);
end;
/

dbms_stats.gather_table_stats (
ownname
=> ‘ARUP’,
tabname
=> ‘SALGRADE’,
estimate_percent=> 100

If you see
NUM_ROWS
---------6

the stats again:
TO_CHAR(LAST_ANAL
----------------09/10/07 22:04:37

You can see that the number of rows is still the same and the last_analyzed is still the old value. So, what
happened to the stats we just collected? The stats are marked pending. The pending stats are visible in a view
USER_TAB_PENDING_STATS:
select num_rows, to_char(last_analyzed,’mm/dd/yy hh24:mi:ss’)
from user_tab_pending_stats
where table_name = ‘SALGRADE’;
Here is the output:
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NUM_ROWS TO_CHAR(LAST_ANAL
---------- ----------------9 09/21/07 11:03:35

Now the table has nine rows, which shows up as pending stats. The time of collection is also shown. Suppose you
want to make these pending stats visible to the optimizer. You can publish them:
begin
dbms_stats.publish_pending_stats(‘ARUP’, ‘SALGRADE’);
end;
/

If you check the view user_tab_pending_stats, you will see it is empty now. If you check the USER_TABLES now,
you will see the most up to date stats:
NUM_ROWS TO_CHAR(LAST_ANAL
---------- ----------------9 09/21/07 11:03:35

This technique of decoupling of collecting and publishing stats can also be used with partitioned tables. Suppose
you are loading a table partition by partition. You don’t want to feed partial information to the optimizer; you rather
want the stats of all partitions to be visible to the optimizer at the same time. But you also want to take advantage
of the time right after the partition is loaded. So, you can collect the stats on a partition right after it is loaded but
not publish it. After all partitions are analyzed, you can publish them all at once.

Checking Pending Statistics Before Publishing
A great use of pending statistics is to collect them and then test the queries before publication. To make the
optimizer use the pending statistics, not published ones, set the session parameter optimizer_use_pending_
statistics to true.
Consider a table called RES and suppose there is an index on the column STATUS.
SQL> create index in_res_status on res (status);

Gather the stats for the table with the cascade option.
begin

);
end;

dbms_stats.gather_table_stats (
ownname
=> ‘ARUP’,
tabname
=> ‘RES’,
estimate_percent=> 100,
cascade
=> true

The values of the column STATUS are distributed as shown below:
STATUS
COUNT(1)
------- ---------INVALID
6
VALID
68858

If you issue a query like select res_type from res where status = ‘VALID’; and check the execution plan:
-------------------------------------------------------------------------| Id | Operation
| Name | Rows | Bytes | Cost (%CPU)| Time
|
-------------------------------------------------------------------------|
0 | SELECT STATEMENT |
| 68858 | 1075K|
290
(3)| 00:00:04 |
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|* 1 | TABLE ACCESS FULL| RES | 68858 | 1075K|
290
(3)| 00:00:04 |
-------------------------------------------------------------------------Predicate Information (identified by operation id):
--------------------------------------------------1 - filter(STATUS=’VALID’)

It’s doing a full table scan on table RES, as expected, because the overwhelming number of rows have that value.
Suppose the composition changes in the future:
STATUS
COUNT(1)
------- ---------CLOSED
68857
OK
6
VALID
1

Note that the number of rows containing VALID dropped to just one. In this case the query should not use full
table scan; it should use the index. But if you run the query and check the execution plan:
-------------------------------------------------------------------------| Id | Operation
| Name | Rows | Bytes | Cost (%CPU)| Time
|
-------------------------------------------------------------------------|
0 | SELECT STATEMENT |
| 68858 | 1075K|
290
(3)| 00:00:04 |
|* 1 | TABLE ACCESS FULL| RES | 68858 | 1075K|
290
(3)| 00:00:04 |
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

You will see that the query still does a full table scan. It happens because the statistics are not updated (stale). The
optimizer still thinks that the number of rows containing the value VALID are in majority and hence generates a full
table scan plan. You can generate the statistics again, which will correct the optimizer’s thought process and use
an index. But here is a big question: Will it break some other query?
Instead of speculating, change the PUBLISH preference for the table RES to false, using the set_table_prefs
procedure the supplied package dbms_stats. Then gather the statistics on the table as usual. Since the statistics
are now pending, the optimizer will not use them. However you can confirm their impact on the optimizer. A
special parameter enables the optimizer to use pending stats instead of published stats.
SQL> alter session set optimizer_use_pending_statistics = true;

Now, if you check the plan:
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------| Id | Operation
| Name
| Rows | Bytes | Cost (%CPU)| Time
|
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|
0 | SELECT STATEMENT
|
|
1 |
16 |
4
(0)| 00:00:01 |
|
1 | TABLE ACCESS BY INDEX ROWID| RES
|
1 |
16 |
4
(0)| 00:00:01 |
|* 2 |
INDEX RANGE SCAN
| IN_RES_STATUS |
1 |
|
3
(0)| 00:00:01 |
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The optimizer chose the index, even if the published statistics are different. The pending statistics made the
process only better, not worse. Using this approach you can check other queries for the impact from these
pending statistics. You can even use the power of SQL Plan Management to create SQL plan baselines for your
queries using the pending statistics and use these plans later, even if the cost-based plan changes. After you
are completely satisfied, you can publish the pending statistics.
If you decide to delete the pending stats, you can do so using the following:
begin
dbms_stats.delete_pending_stats(‘ARUP’,’RES’);
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end;

Suppose you published the above stats and they wreak havoc in some other cases. You wish you hadn’t published
them. Well, nothing is lost; you can reinstate the statistics as of a certain time in the past. Oracle Database 11g
maintains the history of the statistics gathered, which is visible in a view DBA_TAB_STATS_HISTORY. The history
is maintained by default for 31 days.
SQL>
2
3
4

select to_char(stats_update_time,’mm/dd/yy hh24:mi:ss’)
from dba_tab_stats_history
where owner = ‘ARUP’
and table_name = ‘RES’;

TO_CHAR(STATS_UPD
----------------09/07/07 11:56:26
09/14/07 11:59:43
09/21/07 13:58:31

It shows the statistics were collected over the past few days. Suppose the last collection was bad and you want to
reinstate the collection made on 9/14.
begin
dbms_stats.restore_table_stats (
ownname
=> ‘ARUP’,
tabname
=> ‘RES’,
as_of_timestamp => ‘14-SEP-07 11:59:00 AM’
);
end;
/

This replaces the current stats with the stats collected on 9/14.

Extended Statistics
Function-Based Statistics
Traditional statistics gathering collects and stores patterns of data on columns. Consider a slightly different case:
functions on the column values, e.g. UPPER() function.
Suppose you have a column called CUST_NAME that stores the names of customers in regular mixed case style.
Here is a sample of the customer names as they are stored:
McArthur
MCArthur
mcArthur
MCARTHUR
mcarthur

It’s probably the same name but entered in five different variations. The cardinality of the column is high because
each value is unique for Oracle. If you use a predicate like where upper(cust_name) = ‘MCARTHUR’, then all these
values are collapsed into just one: MCARTHUR. Suddenly the column becomes a low cardinality one. If there
are just five rows in the table, each value would be unique; so selectivity would be 1/5. But applying the upper()
function converts the columns to the same value and selectivity becomes 1.
Selectivity plays an important role in the optimizer’s execution plan selection, so the change in selectivity due
to the upper function should be made clear to the optimizer. In Oracle Database 11g, you can create extended
statistics on expressions of values, not just columns.
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Here is an example. First collect the stats on the table CUSTOMERS:
begin

);
end;

dbms_stats.gather_table_stats (
ownname
=> ‘ARUP’,
tabname
=> ‘CUSTOMERS’,
estimate_percent=> 100,
method_opt
=> ‘FOR ALL COLUMNS SIZE AUTO’,
cascade
=> true

Then consider the following query:
select * from customers where upper(cust_name) = ‘MCARTHUR’

Here is the execution plan:
------------------------------------------------------------------------------| Id | Operation
| Name
| Rows | Bytes | Cost (%CPU)| Time
|
------------------------------------------------------------------------------|
0 | SELECT STATEMENT |
|
689 | 65455 |
290
(3)| 00:00:04 |
|* 1 | TABLE ACCESS FULL| CUSTOMERS |
689 | 65455 |
290
(3)| 00:00:04 |
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Note the number of rows estimated to be retrieved by the query - 689. Let’s see how many rows should be
retrieved:
SQL> select count(1) from customers where upper(cust_name) = ‘MCARTHUR’
2 /
COUNT(1)
---------29343

Clearly the optimizer underestimated the row count, as it should have estimated something close to 29343 and
not 689 as it did. Next, re-gather statistics on the table and collect the extended statistics on the expression
upper(cust_name).
begin
dbms_stats.gather_table_stats (
ownname
=> ‘ARUP’,
tabname
=> ‘CUSTOMERS’,
method_opt => ‘for all columns size skewonly for columns (upper(cust_name))’
);
end;

/
This creates extended statistics on the customer table. Now the plan looks like:
------------------------------------------------------------------------------| Id | Operation
| Name
| Rows | Bytes | Cost (%CPU)| Time
|
------------------------------------------------------------------------------|
0 | SELECT STATEMENT |
| 29570 | 3263K|
291
(3)| 00:00:04 |
|* 1 | TABLE ACCESS FULL| CUSTOMERS | 29570 | 3263K|
291
(3)| 00:00:04 |
------------------------------------------------------------------------------Predicate Information (identified by operation id):
--------------------------------------------------1 - filter(CUSTOMERS.SYS_STUI2GNVTNUK3O8Y#$YT73GA0J=’MCARTHUR’)
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Note the value under the “Rows” column (29570) is a more accurate representation of how many rows will be
returned. How did the optimizer get that number? From the extended statistics you just collected on the table, on
the expression UPPER(CUST_NAME). At the bottom of the output, note the predicate information is also recorded,
it shows a filter based on the column SYS_STUI2GNVTNUK3O8Y#$YT73GA0J. This is the system generated
name for the expression UPPER(CUST_NAME). Since the optimizer has collected stats on the expression, it can
accurately predict how many rows will be returned.
Why is this important? Well, since the efficiency of the execution path generated by the optimizer depends on
how accurately it can predict the estimated number of rows, this expression statistic helped tremendously.
You can extend this model to any table where the columns could be correlated. For instance, comparing
sales of snowshoes in Greenland vs. Africa is the perfect example of how data patterns could be collocated.
Other patters are more fact based. Connecticut is a state in the US, not Germany; so the optimizer will know
“country=’Germany’ and state=’Connecticut’” will not satisfy any value and will take decisions accordingly.
To find out what expressions have statistics gathered on them, check the view DBA_STAT_EXTENSIONS, as
shown below:
SQL> select extension_name, extension
2> from dba_stat_extensions
3> where table_name=’CUSTOMERS’;
EXTENSION_NAME
EXTENSION
------------------------------ -------------------SYS_STUI2GNVTNUK3O8Y#$YT73GA0J (UPPER(CUST_NAME))

To drop an extend stat on an expression, use the drop_extended_stats procedure.
begin
dbms_stats.drop_extended_stats (
ownname => ‘ARUP’,
tabname => ‘CUSTOMERS’,
extension => ‘(UPPER(CUST_NAME))’
);
end;
/

Multi-Column Statistics
Consider the database for a hotel company where a table called BOOKINGS holds the information on the room
bookings made. Two particular columns in that table are of interest to us: HOTEL_ID (the unique identifier of the
hotel) and RATE_CATEGORY (the code for the daily room rate). There is an index on these columns.
Let’s look at the data distribution on these two columns:
HOTEL_ID RATE_CATEGORY
COUNT(1)
---------- ------------- ---------10
11
19943
10
12
39835
10
13
20036
20
21
5106
20
22
10041
20
23
5039

Examine the data carefully: hotel_id 10 has in rate_category column only 11, 12 and 13, while hotel_id 20 has only
21, 22 and 23 (and none of 11, 12 and 13). Why? The reason could be the star rating of the hotel. Hotel 20 is a
higher priced hotel and the rate categories 11, 12, and 13 are low rates, so they do don’t apply to a high cost hotel.
Similarly 21, 22, and 23 are higher cost rates and they don’t apply to hotel 10, an economy hotel. Hotel 10 also
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has more number of bookings compared to Hotel 20. Note the combination of values: hotel_id = 20 and RATE_
CATEGORY = 21 have the least number of rows: 5106. So, what happens when you execute a query like this?
select min(booking_dt)
from bookings
where hotel_id = 20
and rate_category = 21;
It should use the index, not a full table scan. You can test that by setting autotrace as shown below:
SQL> set autot on
SQL> ... execute the query ...

Here is the execution plan:
------------------------------------------------------------------------------| Id | Operation
| Name
| Rows | Bytes | Cost (%CPU)| Time
|
------------------------------------------------------------------------------|
0 | SELECT STATEMENT
|
|
1 |
14 |
142
(5)| 00:00:02 |
|
1 | SORT AGGREGATE
|
|
1 |
14 |
|
|
|* 2 |
TABLE ACCESS FULL| BOOKINGS | 16667 |
227K|
142
(5)| 00:00:02 |
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

What happened? It did a full table scan, ignoring the index. Note the value under “Rows” (16667), which is the
number of rows the optimizer expects to be in the table. Clearly that is wrong; we should expect only 5106 rows
and no doubt the inflated number coaxed the optimizer to lean toward full table scan. The number of expected
rows is high because the optimizer evaluates each column, HOTEL_ID and RATE_CATEGORY, independently to
calculate the estimated number of rows because it assumes no relationship between the two columns. Had it
taken into consideration both columns together, it would have know that the pattern and arrived at a better plan.
How can we resolve the problem? In Oracle Database 11g, there is a new kind of statistic, called multi-column
statistics, which is a type of extended stat. Using this feature, you can actually create associations between
different columns (a column group) to help the optimizer make better decisions. Let’s see how we can use that
feature in this example. You define multi-column statistics in two ways:
•

First you define which columns should be in the column group. In this case, we want HOTEL_ID and RATE_
CATEGORY. The new function create_extended_stats in the supplied package dbms_stats does that job. This
function returns the name of the column group, which you may want to display. Once the column group has
been created the next time you gather statistics on the table the multi-column statistics will be automatically
gathered for your column group.
SQL> var ret varchar2(2000)
SQL> exec :ret := dbms_stats.create_extended_stats(‘ARUP’, ‘BOOKINGS’,’(HOTEL_ID, RATE_CATEGORY)’);
SQL> print ret

•

Alternatively you can define the column group as part of the gather statistics command. You do that by placing
these columns in the method_opt parameter of the gather_table_stats procedure in dbms_stats as shown
below:
begin
dbms_stats.gather_table_stats (
ownname
=> ‘ARUP’,
tabname
=> ‘BOOKINGS’,
estimate_percent=> 100,
method_opt => ‘FOR ALL COLUMNS SIZE SKEWONLY FOR COLUMNS
cascade
=> true
);
end;
/
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After you have gathered the multi-column statistics, execute the query again and examine the autotrace output:
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------| Id | Operation
| Name
| Rows | Bytes | Cost (%CPU)| Time
|
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|
0 | SELECT STATEMENT
|
|
1 |
14 |
132
(1)| 00:00:02 |
|
1 | SORT AGGREGATE
|
|
1 |
14 |
|
|
|
2 |
TABLE ACCESS BY INDEX ROWID| BOOKINGS
| 5106 | 71484 |
132
(1)| 00:00:02 |
|* 3 |
INDEX RANGE SCAN
| IN_BOOKINGS_01 | 5106 |
|
13
(0)| 00:00:01 |
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Predicate Information (identified by operation id):
--------------------------------------------------3 - access(HOTEL_ID=20 AND RATE_CATEGORY=21)

This output clearly show that the index IN_BOOKINGS_01 was used. Why now? Note the value under “Rows”
columns (5106); the optimizer correctly determined the estimated number of rows for the combination of values,
not each value in isolation.
Just to make sure that the optimizer still makes correct decisions, try the combination hotel_id = 10 and rate_
category = 12, a combination that should do a full table scan:
------------------------------------------------------------------------------| Id | Operation
| Name
| Rows | Bytes | Cost (%CPU)| Time
|
------------------------------------------------------------------------------|
0 | SELECT STATEMENT
|
|
1 |
14 |
143
(5)| 00:00:02 |
|
1 | SORT AGGREGATE
|
|
1 |
14 |
|
|
|* 2 |
TABLE ACCESS FULL| BOOKINGS | 39835 |
544K|
143
(5)| 00:00:02 |
------------------------------------------------------------------------------Predicate Information (identified by operation id):
--------------------------------------------------2 - filter(RATE_CATEGORY=12 AND HOTEL_ID=10)

As you can see, the optimizer accurately predicted the number of rows and hence chose the correct plan of using
full table scan. This is also helpful to the optimizer if you enter a combination that does not exist (hotel_id=10 and
rate_category=21).
You can see the extended stats defined in the database in the view DBA_STAT_EXTENSIONS:
SQL> select extension_name, extension
2 from dba_stat_extensions
3 where table_name=’BOOKINGS’;
EXTENSION_NAME
EXTENSION
------------------------------ ---------------------------SYS_STUW3MXAI1XLZHCHDYKJ9E4K90 (HOTEL_ID,RATE_CATEGORY)

To drop a multi-column stat, use the same approach shown in extended stats.

Online Patching
In today’s business environment, there is increasing pressure to reduce planned as well as unplanned downtime
(still the major variety) for IT systems. Downtime for applying patches and maintaining application objects can now
be decreased further. In Oracle Database 10g, although fine-grained dependency tracking makes most changes
pretty much online, patches still need to be applied while the database is down.
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Oracle Database 11g offers a new feature in this area that is truly revolutionary. Some (but not all) patches in
Oracle Database 11g, specifically diagnostic patches, can now be applied online without taking any downtime.
When you apply them, they modify the code loaded into the host’s memory online without requiring it to shut
down.

Features-Based Patching
In the near future several new patches will made available for Oracle Database 11g. If you use the features
involved, such as Partitioning, these patches will be of great interest to you; otherwise they will be unnecessary.
(In fact, applying unnecessary patches leads to expensive, unnecessary downtime. Note however that security
patches should always be applied regardless of features involved, because even idle bits are vulnerable to
exploits.)
So, how can you determine if there are patches available only for the features you are using? And, more important,
how can you download only those patches and then apply them at a convenient time?
Fortunately, Features-Based Patching in Oracle Database 11g allows you to do all those things. Let’s see how it is
done using Enterprise Manager Database Control.
First you have to let EM know your MetaLink credentials by clicking on the Setup link at the top right of your
homepage; it brings up a screen as shown below:

Click on Patching Setup on the left hand pane. Enter MetaLink credentials such as username and password here.
After you have set up these credentials, all patches will be automatically downloaded during a patching session.
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But what if you want Oracle to recommend the necessary patches? This is where Feature-Based Patching really
shines. A Patch Advisor gathers the information on available patches based on the features you are using. On the
Software and Support page, click on the Patch Advisor link.

Note the drop down list box view, which shows “All”. If you would rather see the patches for the features you
are using, then select Feature-Based Patches from the box and press Go. If any patches are found, they will be
listed below.
Click on Patch Prerequisites to provide preferences where the patch should be downloaded and applied.

Click on the button Add to add a patch, which brings up a screen shown below:

From this screen you can search MetaLink for any available patches; it will be automatically downloaded and
stored in the Patch Cache. You can then re-apply from there it in future manual patching operations if you wish.
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Feature-based patching can also work when EM is not connected to MetaLink. You can download the XML
metadata from MetaLink and apply it in the Patching Setup screen shown above. Choose the Offline Patching
Setting tab instead of the MetaLink & Patching Setting. Back to “Oracle Database 11g: Top Features for DBAs
and Developers” homepage
Arup Nanda Arup Nanda (arup@proligence.com) has been exclusively an Oracle DBA for more than 12 years
with experiences spanning all areas of Oracle Database technology, and was named “DBA of the Year” by Oracle
Magazine in 2003. Arup is a frequent speaker and writer in Oracle-related events and journals and an Oracle
ACE Director. He co-authored four books, including RMAN Recipes for Oracle Database 11g: A Problem
Solution Approach.
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Pivot and Unpivot
Present information in a spreadsheet-type crosstab report from any relational table using simple SQL, and
store any data from a crosstab table to a relational table.
Download Oracle Database 11g

Pivot
As you know, relational tables are, well, tabular—that is, they are presented in a column-value pair. Consider the
case of a table named CUSTOMERS.
SQL> desc customers
Name
Null?
----------------------------------------- -------CUST_ID
CUST_NAME
STATE_CODE
TIMES_PURCHASED

Type
--------------------------NUMBER(10)
VARCHAR2(20)
VARCHAR2(2)
NUMBER(3)

When this table is selected:
select cust_id, state_code, times_purchased
from customers
order by cust_id;

The output is:
CUST_ID
------1
2
3
4
... and

STATE_CODE TIMES_PURCHASED
---------- --------------CT
1
NY
10
NJ
2
NY
4
so on ...

Note how the data is represented as rows of values: For each customer, the record shows the customer’s home
state and how many times the customer purchased something from the store. As the customer purchases more
items from the store, the column times_purchased is updated.
Now consider a case where you want to have a report of the purchase frequency each state ? that is, how many
customers bought something only once, twice, thrice and so on, from each state. In regular SQL, you can issue
the following statement:
select state_code, times_purchased, count(1) cnt
from customers
group by state_code, times_purchased;

Here is the output:
ST TIMES_PURCHASED
CNT
-- --------------- ---------CT
0
90
CT
1
165
CT
2
179
CT
3
173
CT
4
173
CT
5
152
... and so on ...
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This is the information you want but it’s a little hard to read. A better way to represent the same data may be
through the use of crosstab reports, in which you can organized the data vertically and states horizontally, just
like a spreadsheet:
Times_purchased
CT
1
0
2
23
3
17
... and so on ...

NY
1
119
45

NJ
0
37
1

... and so on ...
...
...
...

Prior to Oracle Database 11g, you would do that via some sort of a decode function for each value and write each
distinct value as a separate column. The technique is quite nonintuitive however.
Fortunately, you now have a great new feature called PIVOT for presenting any query in the crosstab format using
a new operator, appropriately named pivot. Here is how you write the query:
select * from (
select times_purchased, state_code
from customers t
)
pivot
(
count(state_code)
for state_code in (‘NY’,’CT’,’NJ’,’FL’,’MO’)
)
order by times_purchased
/

Here is the output:
. TIMES_PURCHASED
‘NY’
‘CT’
‘NJ’
‘FL’
‘MO’
--------------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------0
16601
90
0
0
0
1
33048
165
0
0
0
2
33151
179
0
0
0
3
32978
173
0
0
0
4
33109
173
0
1
0

... and so on ....

This shows the power of the pivot operator. The state_codes are presented on the header row, instead of a
column. Pictorially, here is the how the traditional tabular format looks:

Figure 1 Traditional tabular representation
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In a crosstab report, you want to transpose the Times Purchased column to the header row as shown in Figure
2. The column becomes the row, as if the column were rotated 90 degrees anti-clockwise to become the header
row. This figurative rotation needs to have a pivot point and in this case the pivot point happens to be
the count(state_code) expression.

Figure 2 Pivoted representation
This expression needs to be in the syntax of the query:
...
pivot
(
count(state_code)
for state_code in (‘NY’,’CT’,’NJ’,’FL’,’MO’)
)
...

The second line, “for state_code ...,” limits the query to only those values. This line is necessary, so unfortunately
you have to know the possible values beforehand. This restriction is relaxed in the XML format of the query,
described later in this article.
Note the header rows in the output:
. TIMES_PURCHASED
‘NY’
‘CT’
‘NJ’
‘FL’
‘MO’
--------------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------

The column headers are the data from the table itself: the state codes. The abbreviations may be self explanatory
but suppose you want to display the state names instead of abbreviations, (“Connecticut” instead of “CT”)? In
that case you have to make a little adjustment in the query, in the FOR clause as shown below:
select * from (
select times_purchased as “Puchase Frequency”, state_code
from customers t
)
pivot
(
count(state_code)
for state_code in (‘NY’ as “New York”,’CT’ “Connecticut”,’NJ’ “New Jersey”,’FL’ “Florida”,’MO’ as
“Missouri”)
)
order by 1
/
Puchase Frequency
New York Connecticut New Jersey
Florida
Missouri
----------------- ---------- ----------- ---------- ---------- ---------0
16601
90
0
0
0
1
33048
165
0
0
0
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2
3
4
... and so on ...

33151
32978
33109

179
173
173

0
0
0

0
0
1

0
0
0

The FOR clause can have aliases for the values there, which will become the column headers.

Unpivot
For matter there is anti-matter; for pivot there should be “unpivot,” right?
Humor aside, there is a genuine need for the reverse of the pivot operation. Suppose you have a spreadsheet that
shows the crosstab report shown below:
Purchase Frequency

New York

Connecticut

New Jersey

Florida

Missouri

0

12

11

1

0

0

1

900

14

22

98

78

2

866

78

13

3

9

...

.

Now you want to load the data into a relational table called CUSTOMERS:
SQL> desc customers
Name
Null?
----------------------------------------- -------CUST_ID
CUST_NAME
STATE_CODE
TIMES_PURCHASED

Type
--------------------------NUMBER(10)
VARCHAR2(20)
VARCHAR2(2)
NUMBER(3)

The spreadsheet data must be de-normalized to a relational format and then stored. Of course, you can write
a complex SQL*:Loader or SQL script using DECODE to load the data into CUSTOMERS table. Or you can use
the reverse operation of pivot—UNPIVOT—to break up the columns to become rows, as is possible in Oracle
Database 11g.
It might be easier to demonstrate this via an example. Let’s create a crosstab table first, using the pivot operation:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
‘MO’
11
12*

create table cust_matrix
as
select * from (
select times_purchased as “Puchase Frequency”, state_code
from customers t
)
pivot
(
count(state_code)
for state_code in (‘NY’ as “New York”,’CT’ “Conn”,’NJ’ “New Jersey”,’FL’ “Florida”,
as “Missouri”)
)
order by 1

You can check how the data is stored in the table:
SQL> select * from cust_matrix
2 /
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Puchase Frequency
New York
Conn New Jersey
Florida
Missouri
----------------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------1
33048
165
0
0
0
2
33151
179
0
0
0
3
32978
173
0
0
0
4
33109
173
0
1
0
... and so on ...

This is how the data is stored in the spreadsheet: Each state is a column in the table (“New York”, “Conn”,
and so on).
SQL> desc cust_matrix
Name
Null?
----------------------------------------- -------Puchase Frequency
New York
Conn
New Jersey
Florida
Missouri

Type
--------------------------NUMBER(3)
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER

You need to break up the table so that rows will show only the state code and the counts for that state. This can
be done by the unpivot operation shown below:
select *
from cust_matrix
unpivot
(
state_counts
for state_code in (“New York”,”Conn”,”New Jersey”,”Florida”,”Missouri”)
)
order by “Puchase Frequency”, state_code
/

Here is the output:
Puchase Frequency
----------------1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
... and so on ...

STATE_CODE STATE_COUNTS
---------- -----------Conn
165
Florida
0
Missouri
0
New Jersey
0
New York
33048
Conn
179
Florida
0
Missouri
0

Note how the each column name has become a value in the STATE_CODE column. How did Oracle know that
state_code is a column name? It knew that from the following clause in the query:
for state_code in (“New York”,”Conn”,”New Jersey”,”Florida”,”Missouri”)

Here you specified that the values “New York”, “Conn”, and so on are values of a new column you want to be
unpivoted on, called state_code. Look at part of the original data:
Puchase Frequency
New York
Conn New Jersey
Florida
Missouri
----------------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------1
33048
165
0
0
0
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As the column “New York” suddenly became a value in a row, how would you show the value 33048, under
which column? That question is answered by the clause just above the for clause inside the unpivot operator in the
above query. As you specified state_counts, that is the name of the new column created in the resultant output.
may be the opposite action of pivot but don’t assume that former can reverse what latter has done.
For instance, in the above example, you created a new table, CUST_MATRIX, using a pivot operation on the
table CUSTOMERS. Later you used unpivot on the table CUST_MATRIX but that didn’t get back the details of
the original table CUSTOMERS. Instead the crosstab report was displayed in a different way for you to load
into a relational table. So unpivot is not for undoing what pivot did, a fact you should carefully consider before
creating a pivoted table and then dropping the original one.

Unpivot

Some of the very interesting uses of unpivot go beyond the usual powerful data manipulation such as the example
shown earlier. Oracle ACE Director Lucas Jellema of Amis Technologies has shown how you can generate rows of
specific data for testing purposes. Here I will use a slightly modified form of his original code to generate vowels
of the English alphabet:
select value
from
(
(
select
‘a’ v1,
‘e’ v2,
‘i’ v3,
‘o’ v4,
‘u’ v5
from dual
)
unpivot
(
value
for value_type in
(v1,v2,v3,v4,v5)
)
)
/
Here is the output:
V
a
e
i
o
u

This model can be extended to cover any type of row generator. Thank you Lucas for showing us this nifty trick.

XML Type
In the above example, note how you had to specify the valid state_codes:
for state_code in (‘NY’,’CT’,’NJ’,’FL’,’MO’)

This requirement assumes that you know what values are present in the state_code column. If you don’t know
what values are available, how would you construct a query?
Well, there is another clause in the pivot operation, XML, that allows you to create the pivoted output as XML
where you can specify a special clause, ANY, instead of literal values. Here is the example:
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select * from (
select times_purchased as “Purchase Frequency”, state_code
from customers t
)
pivot xml
(
count(state_code)
for state_code in (any)
)
order by 1
/

The output comes back as CLOB so make sure the LONGSIZE is set to a large value before running the query.
SQL> set long 99999

There are two distinct differences in this query (shown in bold) compared to the original pivot operation. First, you
specified a clause, pivot xml, instead of just pivot. It creates the output in XML. Second, the for clause shows
for state_code in (any) instead of a long list of state_code values. The XML notation allows you to use the ANY
keyword and you don’t need to enter the state_code values. Here is the output:
Purchase Frequency STATE_CODE_XML
------------------ -------------------------------------------------1 <PivotSet><item><column name = “STATE_CODE”>CT</co
lumn><column name = “COUNT(STATE_CODE)”>165</colum
n></item><item><column name = “STATE_CODE”>NY</col
umn><column name = “COUNT(STATE_CODE)”>33048</colu
mn></item></PivotSet>
2 <PivotSet><item><column name = “STATE_CODE”>CT</co
lumn><column name = “COUNT(STATE_CODE)”>179</colum
n></item><item><column name = “STATE_CODE”>NY</col
umn><column name = “COUNT(STATE_CODE)”>33151</colu
mn></item></PivotSet>
... and so on ...

As you can see, the column STATE_CODE_XML is XMLTYPE, where the root element is <PivotSet>. Each value
is represented as a name-value element pair. You can use the output in any XML parser to produce more useful
output.
In addition to the ANY clause, you can write a subquery. Suppose you have a list of preferred states and you want
to select the rows for those states only. You placed the preferred states in a new table called preferred_states:
SQL> create table preferred_states
2 (
3
state_code varchar2(2)
4 )
5 /
Table created.
SQL> insert into preferred_states values (‘FL’)
2> /
1 row created.
SQL> commit;
Commit complete.
Now the pivot operation looks like:
select * from (
select times_purchased as “Puchase Frequency”, state_code
from customers t
)
pivot xml
(
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count(state_code)
for state_code in (select state_code from preferred_states)

)
order by 1
/

The subquery in the for clause can be anything you want. For instance, if you want to select all the records without
any restriction on any preferred states, you can use the following as a for clause:
for state_code in (select distinct state_code from customers)

The subquery must return distinct values; otherwise the query will fail. That’s why we have specified DISTINCT
clause above.

Conclusion
Pivot adds a very important and practical functionality to the SQL language. Instead of writing convoluted nonintuitive code with a lot of decode functions, you can use the pivot function to create a crosstab report on any
relational table. Similarly, you can convert any crosstab report to be stored as a regular relational table using the
unpivot operation. Pivot can produce the output in regular text or XML. In the latter case, you don’t need to specify
the domain of values the pivot operation needs to search.
For more information on pivot and unpivot operations, refer to the Oracle Database 11g SQL Language Reference.
Back to “Oracle Database 11g: Top Features for DBAs and Developers” homepage
Arup Nanda Arup Nanda (arup@proligence.com) has been exclusively an Oracle DBA for more than 12 years
with experiences spanning all areas of Oracle Database technology, and was named “DBA of the Year” by Oracle
Magazine in 2003. Arup is a frequent speaker and writer in Oracle-related events and journals and an Oracle
ACE Director. He co-authored four books, including RMAN Recipes for Oracle Database 11g: A Problem
Solution Approach.
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Resiliency Features
Learn how the Health Monitor monitors the health of some database components automatically
and then records its findings in Automatic Diagnostic Repository, how to create a package to be sent
to Oracle Support in case of problems, and how to read the new version of the alert log, listener log,
and other logs.
Download Oracle Database 11g

Automatic Health Monitor
How do you know if your database is humming along smoothly? Well, one way is to check “everything”—
a rather time-consuming and error-prone process. In some shops dedicated DBAs perform the same task
over and over to assess and report the health of the database, but most can’t afford to hire full time staff
for this effort. The alternative is to have the regular DBA staff perform health checks, but the result is usually
not very encouraging. Dividing one’s attention across too many things can lead to missing something
potentially dangerous.
In Oracle Database 11g the effort has become somewhat simpler with the introduction of the Automatic
Health Monitor. Similar to the Advisors introduced in Oracle Database 10g, the Automatic Health Monitor
“checkers” monitor (automatically after a failure or on demand) various components, such as the datafiles and
dictionary, to make sure they are not corrupted physically or logically. When the checkers find something, the
information is reported and then may be fed to various recovery advisors. At a minimum, the new Incident
Packaging Service (described later) allows you to make a bundle of all issues and supporting files for easier
reporting to Oracle Support.
Like many other features of Oracle Database 11g, this process can be managed either from the command line
or via the Oracle Enterprise Manager GUI. Here you’ll see how it’s done with the latter.
On the main Database page, scroll all the way down to the section marked Related Links as shown below.
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From this list of hyperlinks, click on Advisor Central, which brings up the Advisors and Checkers screen. Click on
the tab labeled Checkers. The top portion of the screen is shown below.

This is a very important screen that shows the multiple checkers available as well as the automated checker runs
that have been executed.
First, let’s focus on the multiple checkers available.
DB Structure Integrity Check. This checker is best explained through an example. First click on DB Structure
Integrity Checks, which brings up a small screen where you can name the run as “DB_Struct_Int1”, as an
example. The other input you make here is to time-limit the run, which you may ignore to effectively state that
there is no limit.
After the health check runs successfully, the confirmation comes up as shown in the top portion of the screen,
shown below:

The lower portion of the screen also shows the run that was just made. The name is what you entered earlier: DB_
Struct_Int1. The important difference is the column Run Type, which shows “Manual” for this run, as opposed to
“Reactive” for others. You can choose this run by ticking the radio button to the left and then clicking on the button
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labeled Details. The resulting screen shows the details of the run, such as what type of damage was detected
and so on.
In this case, a datafile was somehow corrupted and this checker will identify that. The information is then fed to
the Data Recovery Advisor (discussed in the installment on RMAN) to take appropriate action. You can invoke this
checker any time to check the datafile’s integrity.
Your most popular checker will most likely be this one. On the screen that shows the past runs, choose any run
of that type and click on the Details button, and you will see the screen as shown below:

This screen shows all the findings on this issue: datafile #7 has become corrupt. You can launch the Recovery
Advisor if you wish to get advice on what needs to be done next.
Data Block Integrity Checker. Data Block Integrity Checker is similar to DB Structure Integrity Check but checks
only specific blocks rather than the entire file. As previously, you give it a name and other relevant details. Here is
what the screen looks like:

Note that you have to enter the datafile number and the block number. (I entered 7 and 20 respectively.) After
entering the details, press OK. This starts the check process and the lower portion will reflect the status of the
run as shown below:
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Again, if there were a problem with the block, the checker would have found it. Using the hyperlink you could
navigate to the details page to learn about the issues.
Redo Integrity Check. This checker scans the contents of the redo and archive logs for accessibility and
corruption.
Undo Segment Integrity Check. This check finds logical undo corruptions, which are sometimes identified
during rollback operations. After locating an undo corruption, this check uses PMON and SMON to try to recover
the corrupted transaction. If this recovery fails, then Automatic Health Monitor stores information about the
corruption in V$CORRUPT_XID_LIST. Most undo corruptions can be resolved by forcing a commit.
Transaction Integrity Check. Transaction Integrity Check is almost identical to Undo Segment Check except
that it checks only one specific transaction, which is passed to the check as an input parameter. After locating
an undo corruption, this check uses PMON and SMON to try to recover the corrupted transaction. If this recovery
fails, then Automatic Health Monitor stores information about the corruption in V$CORRUPT_XID_LIST. Most
undo corruptions can be resolved by forcing a commit.
Dictionary Integrity Check. This check examines the integrity of core dictionary objects, such as tab$ and col$.
It verifies the contents of dictionary entries for each dictionary object, that logical constraints on rows in the
dictionary are enforced, and that parent-child relationships between dictionary objects are enforced.

Automatic Health Checks
Remember the Checkers main screen? Note the list of Checker Runs at the bottom of the page, which shows
the various checker runs that have occurred and their Run Type. If you had run a checker manually, as you did
earlier in this section, the Run Type would show “Manual”. Checker runs listed as “Reactive” means they were
run automatically when an error was detected somewhere. If the run finds something, it is recorded and you can
access the findings by clicking on these hyperlinks. For instance, clicking on the first run, HM_RUN_140013, will
show the details of that checker run:

The screen clearly shows the cause of the failure. Actually there are at least two types of failure: a corrupt online
redo log file as well as a datafile. The first thing you would want to do is to ask for advice by clicking the button
Launch Recovery Advisor. After continuing through the wizard-based interface, you will come to a screen where
the advisor directs you to perform a specific action:
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The action would be to run the SQL file reco_767216331.hm in the directory /home/oracle/diag/rdbms/odel11/
ODEL11/hm. If you open the file, you will see the contents:
begin
/*Clear the Log Group*/
execute immediate ‘ALTER DATABASE CLEAR LOGFILE GROUP 3’;
end;

The corrupt logfile belongs to a group that is not active so it will be fine to clear them—and that was the advice
from the Recovery Advisor. If you decide to go ahead with the advice, press the Continue button and the recovery
will continue. After that is completed, if you go back to Support Workbench, you will see that the redo corruption
is gone but a new corruption in an archive log has been detected.

As usual, you can launch the advisor to fix those errors.

Automatic Diagnostic Repository
When the checkers find something, they need to record it somewhere for further analysis and subsequent
processing. All this metadata is recorded in a new facility called Automatic Diagnostic Repository that records
all critical events, not just those detected by checkers. It’s like the SYSTEM tablespace of the critical events in
the database. Let’s see how you can use it via the Enterprise Manager.
From the Enterprise Manager main Database page, click on the tab named Software and Support and then click
on Support Workbench, which brings up a screen similar to the one shown below.
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This shows just a summary as reported by the checkers: ORA-603 errors have occurred. Click on the + sign to the
left of the error and the details of those errors show up.

If you click on the link corresponding to each incident id under the Incidents heading, you can view the incidents.
For instance, take the example of the incident 14435. Clicking on the link brings up the details of the incident in a
screen shown below:

The top portion of the screen shows the details that are probably self-explanatory. The lower portion of the screen
shows the supporting details of the incident such as trace files. These files are sent over to Oracle Support for
analysis (but only if you use the Incident Packaging Service to package them and have Oracle Configuration
Manager configured with proper credentials). Click on the eyeglass icon next to the first trace file, which brings
up the trace file as shown below:
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Note how the lines in the file are parsed and presented in a very user-friendly manner. Enterprise Manager reads
each line, identifies the dependent lines, and presents them properly indented. If you click on the hyperlinks in the
file, you will see the raw section from the trace file.
You can combine the incidents into one “envelope” to be sent to Oracle Support and that’s what you should do
next: package them. To do this, click inside the check box under Select and click on the button labeled Package.
This brings up a screen similar to one shown below:

For now, ignore Custom Packaging. Click on Quick Packaging and press Continue, which brings up a screen such
as the following:

Enter all the details and press Next. The subsequent screens confirm what is being packaged, the manifest of
the package, and so on. Here you see that all relevant trace files associated with the error have been identified
and added to the package. This process saves you from the error-prone task of identifying the correct set of trace
files for a particular error, and the tool also has the intelligence to gather trace files of related errors in the same
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package. This is important because trace files of all related errors are needed by Oracle to determine the root
cause of the problem; the error that you decided to package may be a symptom and not the root cause. Finally,
you can press Submit to send it to Oracle. Once you submit, the screen looks a bit different, as shown below:

Note how there is an entry under the Packaged column now (“Yes”). This confirms that the incidents were
packaged. Note one more section:

This shows that the upload file was generated along with corresponding details like when it was generated, the
main issue that is in the package, and so on. However the file was not uploaded to Oracle Support because you
have either not installed or not configured the Configuration Manager yet. You will learn about that feature later; for
now, if you click on the name, you will see more details about the package:

The details are all self-explanatory. The incidents are all shown with hyperlinks, which, when clicked, will go to
the incident page you have seen earlier. Clicking on the tab labeled Files brings you to the page that shows all the
files contained in the package. A little eyeglass icon on the far right means that you can view the files by clicking
on them.
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Click on the Activity Log tab now, which will show you the history of the package, when it was created, when it
was sent to Oracle (if it was), and so on.

Customizing the Package
One of the most useful features of this tool is the ability to customize the package contents to be sent to Oracle.
To accomplish that, click on the button labeled Customize. Clicking this button will bring up the screen shown
below:

Note the panel at the right hand side, Packaging Tasks. In this panel, you will see the hyperlinks to perform various
tasks related to the package. Here are some key tasks:
•

Edit Contents
a. Add Problems: lets you add more problems to the same package. Useful if you think those
problems could be related.
b. Exclude Problems: allows you to remove problems; helpful if you think those problems are not
related to the other problems in the package.
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c. View Package Manifest: the manifest is a document that describes the contents of the package
(what it is about, what problems it covers, what are the various trace files included, and so on).
This is a text file. Clicking on this link brings up the manifest for you.
•

Scrub User Data
a. Copy out Files to Edit Contents: here you can copy traces and other files included in the package
to a local OS folder and edit them, if desired. You may want to do this if the files contain sensitive
data.
b. Copy in Files to Replace Contents: after you edit the files, you can replace the copy in the package
with the edited copy.

•

Additional Diagnostic Data
a. Gather Additional Dumps: allows you to add several other dumps, if not included already (such as a
trace file generated as a result of setting sql_trace = true) and test cases.
b. Add External Files: you can add any other file (init.ora or listener.ora, say) to the package if required
by Support (or otherwise relevant).

•

Send to Oracle Support
a. Finish Contents Preparation: as the name suggests, you can confirm the contents are fine and
ready to be sent to Oracle Support.
b. Generate Upload File: allows you to generate the upload file once again, along with all the
additions and deletions you made to the list of files.
c. View/Send Upload Files: lets you upload the file to Support, if you have configured the
Configuration Manager.

Configuration Manager
Wouldn’t it be nice if the package were created and sent to Oracle Support, and a draft Service Request (TAR)
created with the relevant details such as your CSI and MetaLink userid? It’s possible, using a tool called Oracle
Configuration Manager.
During Oracle Database 11g installation, you were asked if you wanted to install and configure that tool. If you
answered “yes”, then you have already done it, but if you answered “no”, you can configure it now.
Go to Oracle Home and cd to ccr/bin. Then run the file setupCCR to set up Configuration Manager for the very first
time. It displays a license message, and in the end you will be asked to accept or reject it. Later you will be asked
some questions such as CSI#, MetaLink userid, and so on. The following text shows the interactive session. The
user input is shown in bold.
*** Do you accept this license agreement? (Y/N) [Y]: Y
Configuration requires the following piece(s) of information.
Customer Support Identifier (CSI): XXXXXXX
Oracle MetaLink User Name: arup@proligence.com
The two character country code: US
** Installing base package **
Deploying core - Version 10.2.6.0.0
** Registering installation with Oracle Configuration Manager server(s) **
Deploying engines - Version 10.2.2.0.3
Deploying metricdata - Version 10.2.4.0.2
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Deploying scripts - Version 10.2.6.0.0
** Getting package updates from ContentServer **
** Starting the Oracle Configuration Manager Scheduler **
Oracle Configuration Manager - Release: 10.2.6.0.0 - Production
Copyright (c) 2005, 2007, Oracle. All rights reserved.
-----------------------------------------------------------------Starting Oracle Configuration Manager...
Waiting for status from Oracle Configuration Manager....
Start Date
16-Oct-2007 09:28:46
Last Collection Time
Next Collection Time
17-Oct-2007 09:28:00
Collection Frequency
Daily at 09:28
Collection Status
scheduled collection running
Log Directory
/home/oracle/app/oracle/product/11.1/db_1/ccr/log
Registered At
16-Oct-2007 09:28:17
Automatic Update
On
Collector Mode
Connected
Oracle Configuration Manager successfully started.

Once Configuration Manager is set up, you can change the parameters using the script configCCR found in the
same directory.

ADR Home
Since all the focus is on the diagnostic ability of the database, shouldn’t Oracle Database store all the trace files,
log files, and so on organized in a structured way? It does, in Oracle Database 11g. The Automatic Diagnostic
Repository (ADR) files are located in directories under a common directory specified as the Diagnostic Destination
(or ADR Base). This directory is set by an initialization parameter (diagnostic_dest). By default it is set to
$ORACLE_BASE, but you could explicitly set to some exclusive directory. (This is not recommended however.)
Under this directory, there is a subdirectory called diag under which you will find the subdirectories where the
diagnostic files are stored.
The ADR houses logs and traces of all components—ASM, CRS, listener, and so on—in addition to those of the
database itself. This makes it convenient for you to look for a specific log at a single location.
Inside the ADR Base, there could be several ADR Homes, one for each component and instance. For example, if
the server has two Oracle instances, there will be two ADR Homes. Here is the directory structure of the ADR
Homes for the database instances.
Directory Name

Description

<Directory mentioned in
the DIAGNOSTIC_DEST parameter>
diag
rdbms
<Name of the Database>
<Name of the Instance>
alert

The alert log in XML format is stored here.

cdump

Core dumps are stored here,
the equivalent of the core_dump_dest in earlier versions.
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hm

The Health Monitor runs checks on many components,
and it stores some files here.

incident

All incidents dumps are stored here.

<all incident directories exist here>

Each incident is stored in a different directory, which are all stored here.

incpkg

When you package incidents (learn about packaging in this article),
certain supporting files are stored here.

metadata

Metadata about problems, incidents, packages and so on is kept here.

trace

User traces and background traces are kept here,
along with the text version of the alert log.

For instance, if your database name is ODEL11 and the instance name is ODEL11 (in uppercase) as well, the path
of the ADR Home is /home/oracle/diag/rdbms/odel11/ODEL11. You can now see the different subdirectories under
this ADR Home:
$ ls
alert

cdump

hm

incident

incpkg

ir

lck

metadata

stage

sweep

trace

To support this new structure, the *_dest parameters in previous releases (background_dump_dest and user_
dump_dest) are ignored. (core_dump_dest is not ignored; in fact Oracle recommends that you set it as core
dumps can be very large.) You shouldn’t set them at all and if you are upgrading from 10g to 11g, you should
remove them from the initialization parameter file to avoid confusion later.
The ADR directory structure for other components is similar. For instance, for ASM instance, the directory under
“diag” is named asm, instead of rdbms. The rest of the directory structure remains the same. The name of the
target in case of asm is +asm. For instance, here is how my ADR Home for ASM looks:
$ pwd
/home/oracle/diag/asm/+asm/+ASM
$ ls
alert cdump hm incident incpkg

ir

lck

metadata

stage

sweep

trace

For the listener, the directory under diag is called tnslsnr, under which another directory exists with the hostname,
and then under that another directory with the listener name as the directory name. Under that you will see the
other directories.
<Directory mentioned in the DIAGNOSTIC_DEST parameter>
diag
tnslsnr
<hostname of the server>
<name of the listener>
alert
trace ...
For instance, for a host named oradba3, and a listener named “listener” (the default name), the directory will look
like /home/oracle/diag/tnslsnr/oradba3/listener. Under this directory all the others (alert, trace, metadata, and so
on) are created. Like the alert log, the listener log file is also stored as XML entries, under the subdirectory alert.
The usual text listener log file is still produced, under the directory trace.
A new view V$DIAG_INFO shows all the details about the ADR Homes. In my RDBMS home, it appears like this:
SQL> select * from v$diag_info;
INST_ID NAME

VALUE
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-------1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

--------------------------Diag Enabled
ADR Base
ADR Home
Diag Trace
Diag Alert
Diag Incident
Diag Cdump
Health Monitor
Default Trace File
Active Problem Count
Active Incident Count

----------------------------------------------------------------TRUE
/home/oracle
/home/oracle/diag/rdbms/odel11/ODEL11
/home/oracle/diag/rdbms/odel11/ODEL11/trace
/home/oracle/diag/rdbms/odel11/ODEL11/alert
/home/oracle/diag/rdbms/odel11/ODEL11/incident
/home/oracle/diag/rdbms/odel11/ODEL11/cdump
/home/oracle/diag/rdbms/odel11/ODEL11/hm
/home/oracle/diag/rdbms/odel11/ODEL11/trace/ODEL11_ora_3908.trc
3
37

11 rows selected.

This shows the ADR information about this instance only. To see that for another instance, simply connect to
that instance and select from v$diag_info. The columns are self-explanatory. The default trace file indicates
the trace file for your current session. The Active Problem and Incident counts are for problems and incidents
described earlier.
You can access the files and perform other operations on the ADR in two ways. The easiest way is via Enterprise
Manager as you saw earlier. The other option is to use a command line tool called asrci. Let’s see how you can
use the tool. From the UNIX (or Windows) command prompt, type “adrci”:
$ adrci
ADRCI: Release 11.1.0.6.0 - Beta on Sun Sep 23 23:22:24 2007
Copyright (c) 1982, 2007, Oracle.

All rights reserved.

ADR base = ”/home/oracle”

As you learned earlier, there are several ADR Homes, one for each instance of the Oracle components. So, the
first task is to show how many homes exist. The command is show homes.
adrci> show homes
ADR Homes:
diag/rdbms/odel11/ODEL11
diag/rdbms/dbeng1/DBENG1
diag/clients/user_unknown/host_411310321_11
diag/tnslsnr/oradba3/listener

As you can see, there are several homes. To operate on a specific home, you should use set homepath command:
adrci> set homepath diag/rdbms/odel11/ODEL11
Once set, you can issue many commands at the prompt. The first command you may try is help, which will show
all the available commands. Here is a brief excerpt of the output:
adrci> help
HELP [topic]
Available Topics:
CREATE REPORT
ECHO
EXIT
HELP
HOST
IPS
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...

If you want to know more about a specific command, issue help <command>. For instance, if you want to get
help on the usage of show incident commands, you will issue:
adrci> help show incident
Usage: SHOW INCIDENT [-p <predicate_string>]
[-mode BASIC|BRIEF|DETAIL]
[-last <num> | -all]
[-orderby (field1, field2, ...) [ASC|DSC]]
Purpose: Show the incident information. By default, this command will
only show the last 50 incidents which are not flood controlled.
Options:
[-p <predicate_string>]: The predicate string must be double-quoted.
[-mode BASIC|BRIEF|DETAIL]: The different modes of showing incidents.
[... and so on ...]

This technique of decoupling of collecting and publishing stats can also be used with partitioned tables. Suppose
you are loading a table partition by partition. You don’t want to feed partial information to the optimizer; you rather
want the stats of all partitions to be visible to the optimizer at the same time. But you also want to take advantage
of the time right after the partition is loaded. So, you can collect the stats on a partition right after it is loaded but
not publish it. After all partitions are analyzed, you can publish them all at once.
From the output you know the usage. Now to know how many incidents have been recorded, you can issue:
adrci> show incident -mode basic
ADR Home = /home/oracle/diag/rdbms/odel11/ODEL11:
******************************************************************
INCIDENT_ID

PROBLEM_KEY

CREATE_TIME

-------------------- ---------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------14556

ORA 600 [KSSRMP1]

2007-10-17 04:01:57.725620 -04:00

14555

ORA 600 [KSSRMP1]

2007-10-16 18:45:03.970884 -04:00

14435

ORA 603

2007-10-16 06:06:46.705430 -04:00

14427

ORA 603

2007-10-16 06:06:42.007937 -04:00

14419

ORA 603

2007-10-16 06:06:30.069050 -04:00

6001

ORA 4031

2007-08-28 14:50:01.355783 -04:00

5169

ORA 4031

2007-09-04 19:09:36.310123 -04:00

5121

ORA 4031

2007-09-03 14:40:14.575457 -04:00

5017

ORA 4031

2007-09-04 19:09:30.969226 -04:00

4993

ORA 4031

2007-09-04 19:09:33.179857 -04:00

4945

ORA 4031

2007-09-04 19:09:30.955524 -04:00

4913

ORA 4031

2007-09-04 19:09:31.641990 -04:00

This shows a list of all incidents. Now, you can get the details of a specific incident as shown below:
adrci> show incident -mode detail -p “incident_id=14556”
ADR Home = /home/oracle/diag/rdbms/odel11/ODEL11:
*************************************************************************
**********************************************************
INCIDENT INFO RECORD 1
**********************************************************
INCIDENT_ID
14556
STATUS
ready
CREATE_TIME
2007-10-17 04:01:57.725620 -04:00
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.
[... and so on ...]
.
INCIDENT_FILE
OWNER_ID
INCIDENT_FILE
mmon_14831_i14556.trc
1 rows fetched

/home/oracle/diag/rdbms/odel11/ODEL11/trace/ODEL11_mmon_14831.trc
1
/home/oracle/diag/rdbms/odel11/ODEL11/incident/incdir_14556/ODEL11_

The information shown in the adcri command line is analgous to what you will see in the Enterprise Manager
screens. The latter may, however, be simpler and much more user friendly. adcri is very helpful when you don’t
have access to EM Support Workbench for some reason. You can also use adcri to do things like tailing the alert
log file or searching some log (listener, css, crs, alert, etc.) for specific patterns. adcri is also helpful if you want
to work on ADR programmatically.

New Alert Log
In Oracle Database 11g, the alert log is written in XML format. For the sake of compatibility with older tools, the
traditional alert log is also available in the ADR Home under the trace directory. For instance, in my example shown
above, the directory is /home/oracle/diag/rdbms/odel11/ODEL11/trace, where you can find the alert_ODEL11.log.
However, the other alert logs are in XML format, and are located in the alert subdirectory under ADR Home. Let’s
see the files:
$ pwd
/home/oracle/diag/rdbms/odel11/ODEL11/alert
$ ls -ltr
total 60136
-rw-r----- 1 oracle oinstall 10485977 Sep 13
-rw-r----- 1 oracle oinstall 10486008 Oct 16
-rw-r----- 1 oracle oinstall 10485901 Oct 16
-rw-r----- 1 oracle oinstall 10485866 Oct 16
-rw-r----- 1 oracle oinstall 10486010 Oct 17
-rw-r----- 1 oracle oinstall 9028631 Oct 21

17:44
06:35
07:27
08:12
23:56
20:07

log_1.xml
log_2.xml
log_3.xml
log_4.xml
log_5.xml
log.xml

Note that there are several files: log_1.xml, log_2.xml, and so on. When the log.xml reaches a certain size, the
file is renamed to log_?.xml and a new file is started. This prevents the alert log from becoming too large and
unmanageable.
The new alert log is accessed via the adrci utility: the ADR command line tool, which you learned about in the
previous section. From the adrci tool, issue:
adrci> show alert Choose the alert log from the following homes to view: 1: diag/rdbms/odel11/ODEL11 2: diag/
clients/user_oracle/host_1967384410_11 3: diag/clients/user_unknown/host_411310321_11 4: diag/tnslsnr/oradba3/
listener Q: to quit Please select option: You can choose one from the menu or you can supply a specific home:
adrci> set homepath diag/rdbms/odel11/ODEL11
adrci> show alert
ADR Home = /home/oracle/diag/rdbms/odel11/ODEL11:
[... and the whole alert log show up here ...]

Instead of selecting the entire alert log, you may want to specify only a few lines at the end, e.g. 10 lines (similar
to the tail -10 command in UNIX):
adrci> show alert -tail 10
2007-09-23 19:57:44.502000 -04:00
Errors in file /home/oracle/diag/rdbms/odel11/ODEL11/trace/ODEL11_arc1_20810.trc:
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[... the rest of the 10 lines ...]

Perhaps the most frequent use of this will be to constantly display the last lines of the alert log, something similar
to the tail -f command in UNIX.
adrci> show alert -tail -f

You can execute scripts from the adrci command line prompt. Here is an example of a Windows script that sets
the home and displays the last 10 lines of the alert log:
C:\>type show_alert_10lines.cmd
set homepath diag\rdbms\lapdb11\lapdb11
show alert -tail 10

You can call this script as shown below:
adrci script=show_alert_10lines.cmd

A similar functionality is the exec parameter, which allows you to run commands directly from the command line:
adrci exec=”show homes; show catalog”

At the adrci prompt, you can also run a command using the “run” command or the “@” sign:
adrci>> @show_alert_10lines.cmd

One of the best things with the alert log being an XML file is that information is written in a structured way. Gone
are the days when the alert log was a repository of unstructured data. The XML format makes the file viewable as
a table in adrci. To see the fields of this “table”, use the describe command:
adrci>>describe alert_ext
Name
----------------------------ORIGINATING_TIMESTAMP
NORMALIZED_TIMESTAMP
ORGANIZATION_ID
COMPONENT_ID
HOST_ID
HOST_ADDRESS
MESSAGE_TYPE
MESSAGE_LEVEL
MESSAGE_ID
MESSAGE_GROUP
CLIENT_ID
MODULE_ID
PROCESS_ID
THREAD_ID
USER_ID
INSTANCE_ID
DETAILED_LOCATION
UPSTREAM_COMP_ID
DOWNSTREAM_COMP_ID
EXECUTION_CONTEXT_ID
EXECUTION_CONTEXT_SEQUENCE
ERROR_INSTANCE_ID
ERROR_INSTANCE_SEQUENCE
MESSAGE_TEXT
MESSAGE_ARGUMENTS
SUPPLEMENTAL_ATTRIBUTES
SUPPLEMENTAL_DETAILS

Type
NULL?
--------------- ----------timestamp
timestamp
text(65)
text(65)
text(65)
text(17)
number
number
text(65)
text(65)
text(65)
text(65)
text(33)
text(65)
text(65)
text(65)
text(161)
text(101)
text(101)
text(101)
number
number
number
text(2049)
text(129)
text(129)
text(129)
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PARTITION
RECORD_ID
FILENAME
PROBLEM_KEY

number
number
text(513)
text(65)

Now that the information is structured, you can search with precision. Suppose you want to search for lines in the
alert logs that match a specific value in a field. Here is an example:
adrci>> show alert -p “module_id=’DBMS_SCHEDULER’”

This shows all the lines written by processes with the module id dbms_scheduler. You can also use the inequality
operator (not containing DBMS_SCHEDULER):
adrci>>show alert -p “module_id != ‘DBMS_SCHEDULER’”

Likewise you can use the pattern-matching operators:
adrci>>show alert -p “module_id like ‘%SCHEDULER’”

The spool command works just like its namesake command in SQL*Plus. You can spool the output to a file:
adrci>> spool a
adrci>> show alert -tail 50
adrci>> spool off

It creates a file (a.ado) containing the last 50 lines of the alert log. A great use of this option is to extract specific
types of messages from the alert log. If you want to extract the Streams related statements from the alert log,
you would use:
adrci> show alert -p “message_text like ‘%STREAM%’”

You can see all the trace files generated in the ADR base directory from the adrci command prompt as well.
adrci>> show tracefile

The above command shows a list of all the trace files generated in the ADR directory. To show specific types of
trace files( “reco”, for example) in reverse chronological order:
adrci>>show tracefile %reco% -rt
18-JUL-07 22:59:50 diag\rdbms\lapdb11\lapdb11\trace\lapdb11_reco_4604.trc
12-JUL-07 09:48:23 diag\rdbms\lapdb11\lapdb11\trace\lapdb11_reco_4236.trc
11-JUL-07 10:30:22 diag\rdbms\lapdb11\lapdb11\trace\lapdb11_reco_3256.trc

adrci offers many more options to view the alert log and related files in the most efficient manner. For a complete
description of adrci commands, see the documentation.
Back to “Oracle Database 11g: Top Features for DBAs and Developers” homepage
Arup Nanda Arup Nanda (arup@proligence.com) has been exclusively an Oracle DBA for more than 12 years
with experiences spanning all areas of Oracle Database technology, and was named “DBA of the Year” by Oracle
Magazine in 2003. Arup is a frequent speaker and writer in Oracle-related events and journals and an Oracle
ACE Director. He co-authored four books, including RMAN Recipes for Oracle Database 11g: A Problem
Solution Approach.
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PL/SQL Performance
Explore use cases in which in-lining of code, true native compilation, and use of simple integers can improve code
performance.
Download Oracle Database 11g
Oracle Database 11g introduces a number of nifty new features to improve the performance of PL/SQL code, but
the most dramatic ones are native compilation and intra-unit inlining.
Native compilation is not a new feature in itself, but the lack of any preconditions for using it—such as a C compiler
install—is indeed new. (Oracle calls this improved feature “Real Native Compilation”.) In addition, a new datatype,
simple_integer, makes code perform better under native compilation. Intra-unit inlining is an optimization technique
applied to the PL/SQL code during compilation time to produce efficient code.
In this installment you will learn appropriate use cases for these new features. You will also examine their
performance under different scenarios: when compiled natively, when using simple integers, when inlining the
program, and in various combinations.

Real Native Compilation
You may recall the native compilation introduced in Oracle9i Database Release 2; it made the execution of PL/SQL
programs much faster compared to the interpreted form. Despite this benefit, adoption was slow because many
sysadmins are reluctant to install the required C compiler on a production database server. Furthermore, such
compilers require you to define a parameter plsql_native_library_dir where the intermediate O/S files are created.
In Oracle Database 11g, you can native-compile without a C compiler in the server or setting the parameter. All you
have to do is set a session parameter before creating or recompiling stored code:
alter session set plsql_code_type = native;
... compile the code here ...

Native compilation takes longer than interpreted compilation, but as the process is now much faster in Oracle
Database 11g, the effect may not be as noticeable. As a good practice, you may want to compile-interpreted
during the regular development cycle and compile-native when development is complete.
As a part of an 11g migration, I performed an experiment with actual code from a mission-critical application;
a fairly large package with 5,827 lines. I compiled it natively on the existing 10g database as well as a new 11g
one, and then repeated the same with interpreted compilation. Each of these compilations was done with plsql_
optimize_level set to 2. I measured the compilation time in each case, shown below (in seconds).
10g

11g

Interpreted

1.66

1.64

Native

4.66

2.81

The results are self-explanatory. When compiled interpreted, the completion time is pretty much the same.
However, when compiled natively, the compilation time under 11g is about 60% that of 10g, a significant
improvement. So, while native compilation under 11g added to the compilation time, it’s still much faster
than native compilation under 10g.
To find out which objects have been compiled using NATIVE, you can check the view USER_PLSQL_OBJECT_
SETTINGS:
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SQL> select name, PLSQL_code_type
2> from user_plsql_object_settings;
NAME
-------------------DO_CALC
PERFECT_TRIANGLES
PRIME_NUMBERS
PRIME_NUMBERS
SOME_MATH
TR_BOOKINGS_TRACK
TR_SALGRADE_COMP
UPD_INT

PLSQL_CODE_TYPE
--------------NATIVE
NATIVE
NATIVE
NATIVE
INTERPRETED
INTERPRETED
INTERPRETED
NATIVE

There is a similar view, DBA_PLSQL_OBJECT_SETTINGS, for all objects.

New Datatype: Simple Integer
The power of native compilation is even more pronounced when you use a new datatype called simple_integer.
Technically speaking it’s not really a datatype, but rather a subtype of the datatype pls_integer. The simple integer
is defined to take advantage of hardware arithmetic rather than software arithmetic. When simple integer is
combined with real native compilation, the performance will be significantly better. In the forthcoming experiment,
you will see why.
Since simple_integer is a subtype of pls_integer, it inherits the property that it’s a 32-bit signed integer and can
have integer values between negative 2,147,483,648 and 2,147,483,647. However, it differs from pls_integer as
follows: It does not allow nulls, but does allow overflow—when the value assigned is more than the maximum,
it wraps around instead of returning an error.
This datatype can be syntactically used anywhere the pls_integer can be used but note the differences carefully;
the additional properties of simple_integer may make it unsuitable in some situations.
Let’s examine some potential issues you should be aware of before substituting pls_integer with simple_integer:
•

This variable can’t be null so if you don’t write the variable declarations as:
num1

simple_integer:= 1;

but rather as:
num1

simple_integer;

then you will get a compilation error:
PLS-00218: a variable declared NOT NULL must have an initialization assignment

If you set the variable to NULL inside the program, such as:
num1 := NULL;

you will get a compilation error:
PLS-00382: expression is of wrong type

Be aware of these error messages, which may not seem to convey the exact nature of the error. If your
program expects to set a variable to null, you can’t define that variable as simple_integer.
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The other important point about simple_integers involves wrapping around the values beyond the maximum
and minimum. Remember, the maximum positive value of a pls_integer is 2147483647. What will happen if
you try to store a higher value? Let’s see in a code sample:
declare
v1 pls_integer := 2147483647;
begin
v1 := v1 + 1;
dbms_output.put_line(‘v1=’||v1);
end;
/

It will throw an error:
declare
*
ERROR at line 1:
ORA-01426: numeric overflow
ORA-06512: at line 4
The error is obvious and quite appropriate; you have tried to exceed the maximum allowed value of
the datatype. If you had used simple_integer instead of pls_integer:
declare
v1 simple_integer := 2147483647;
begin
v1 := v1 + 1;
dbms_output.put_line(‘v1=’||v1);
end;
/

The output would have been:
v1=-2147483648

Note the value (-2147483648), which is the minimum value of the simple_integer. When you incremented
the maximum value (2147483647), the value simply wrapped around to the beginning—a trait of the simple_
integers. Beware of this behavior.

Use of Real Native Compilation with Simple Integers
As you can see, simple_integers can’t be used just anywhere; you have to be careful in deciding the boundary
conditions (especially the potential wrapping of values) before implementing them. Furthermore, simple_integers
are designed for native compilation. In interpreted compilation, they may not offer a large performance boost (but
it doesn’t hurt either, as you’ll see later). In real native mode, the performance benefits of simple_integers are far
more pronounced.
Most business applications in PL/SQL are actually SQL-heavy so these applications will not see a significant
performance boost from native compilation. In a “previous life” I developed a database capacity planning tool
using PL/SQL involving many numerical and statistical calculations over several thousand lines of code. That got
a tremendous performance boost when compiled natively. Simple integer was not available that time, but if it
were, it would have added even more performance benefits.

Intra-unit Inlining
Intr-unit inlining involves replacing a call to a subroutine with copy of the code of that subroutine. In general, the
modified code runs faster. In Oracle Database 11g, the PL/SQL compiler has the ability to identify which calls to
which subroutine should be copied (or inlined) and makes the changes, resulting in better performance.
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This is best explained with an example. The code below updates a table called BALANCES with the calculated
interest from the account balance. The code loops through all the records of the table, calculates the interest,
and updates the table in the balance column.
create or replace procedure upd_int is
/* original version */
l_rate_type
balances.rate_type%type;
l_bal
balances.balance%type;
l_accno
balances.accno%type;
l_int_rate
number;
procedure calc_int (
p_bal in out balances.balance%type,
p_rate in number
) is
begin
if (p_rate >= 0) then
p_bal := p_bal * (1+(p_rate/12/100));
end if;
end;
begin
for ctr in 1..10000 loop
l_accno := ctr;
select balance, rate_type
into l_bal, l_rate_type
from balances
where accno = l_accno;
select decode(l_rate_type,
‘C’, 1, ‘S’, 3, ‘M’, 5, 0)
into l_int_rate
from dual;
for mth in 1..12 loop
calc_int (l_bal, l_int_rate);
update balances
set balance = l_bal
where accno = l_accno;
end loop;
end loop;
end;
/

As the actual calculation of the interest is same for all record types, I have placed that logic in a separate
procedure calc_int() inside the main procedure. This improves readability and maintainability of the code, but
unfortunately it’s also inefficient.
However, if I had written the code shown in calc_int() instead of calling the calc_int(), I would have created a
faster program, as shown below:
create or replace procedure upd_int is
/* revised version */
l_rate_type
balances.rate_type%type;
l_bal
balances.balance%type;
l_accno
balances.accno%type;
l_int_rate
number;
begin
for ctr in 1..10000 loop
l_accno := ctr;
select balance, rate_type
into l_bal, l_rate_type
from balances
where accno = l_accno;
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select decode(l_rate_type,
‘C’, 1, ‘S’, 3, ‘M’, 5, 0)
into l_int_rate
from dual;
for mth in 1..12 loop
-- this is the int calc routine
if (l_int_rate >= 0) then
l_bal := l_bal * (1+(l_int_rate/12/100));
end if;
update balances
set balance = l_bal
where accno = l_accno;
end loop;
end loop;

end;
/

This revised code differs from the original only in that the code for interest calculation is now within the loop
instead of inside a procedure calc_int().
Note that the new version may be faster but it’s not a good example of coding practices. The piece of code doing
the interest calculation is executed once for each iteration of the loop for the months and then for each of the
account numbers. As that portion of the code is repeated, it makes more sense to place it separately, as shown
in the previous version of the upd_int code, in a procedure (calc_int). That approach makes the code modular, easy
to maintain, and eminently readable—but also less efficient.
So how can you accomplish the conflicting objectives of making the code modular yet faster? Well, how about
writing the code in a modular manner (like the first version of upd_int) and then letting the PL/SQL compiler
“optimize” it to look like the second version of the code?
In Oracle Database 11g you can do that. All you have to do is recompile the procedure with a higher level of PL/
SQL Optimization. You can achieve that two ways:
•

Set a session level parameter and recompile the procedure:
SQL> alter session set plsql_optimize_level = 3;
Session altered.

The above setting instructs the PL/SQL compiler to rewrite the code to inline the code.
•

Compile the procedure with the plsql settings directly.
SQL>
2
3
4

alter procedure upd_int
compile
plsql_optimize_level = 3
reuse settings;

Procedure altered.

Any other procedure compiled in the same session will not be affected. This is a better way to handle inlining
when you have a lot of procedures to compile in the same session.
You can also use a pragma, which is a compiler directive.
create or replace procedure upd_int is
l_rate_type
varchar2(1);
...
...
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begin
pragma inline (calc_int, ‘YES’);
for ctr in 1..10000 loop
...
...
end;

I added the line pragma inline (calc_int, ‘YES’); to encourage the compiler to inline that procedure. Likewise, you
can place a “NO” here to tell the compiler not to inline this procedure even if the plsql_optimizer_level is set to 3.
This inlining makes the code execute faster. The exact degree of benefit will of course vary by how much inlining
was possibly done by the compiler. At the end of this installment you will see an example code where inlining
was used and you can see the performance boost as a result of that.

Compilation Time
Of course, this optimization process makes the compiler work harder. But how much harder?
To answer that question, I took the real life application code provided earlier and compiled it under different
combinations of inlined/not-inlined and interpreted/native. Here are the compile times:
Inlined

Not inlined

Interpreted

1.70

1.64

Native

3.15

2.81

The results speak for themselves. When you compile with the inline option, the compilation time goes up only
a miniscule amount (about 4%) when interpreted. When native-compiled, it goes up as well, but by a larger
value—about 12%. Thus, you may want to compile your apps using inline/interpreted options during development
cycles and then native-compile at the final stage. The use of inlining does not seem to add significant time to the
compilation process so development cycle time may not be affected much.
Now comes an important question: Since you don’t change code, how do you confirm that the code was inlined?
You can do that by setting a session variable:
alter session set plsql_warnings = ‘enable:all’;

Now, after you recreate the procedure:
SQL> @upd_int
SP2-0804: Procedure created with compilation warnings

Note the warning issued now. To see the warning, use the following command:
SQL> show error
Errors for PROCEDURE UPD_INT:
LINE/COL ERROR
-------- ----------------------------------------------------------------7/5
PLW-06006: uncalled procedure “CALC_INT” is removed.
28/13
PLW-06005: inlining of call of procedure ‘CALC_INT’ was done

Note the last line, where it is confirmed that the procedure calc_int was indeed inlined.
If you want to find out which objects have been compiled with what level, you can query the view USER_PLSQL_
OBJECT_SETTINGS:
sql> select name, plsql_optimize_level
2> from user_plsql_object_settings;
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NAME
PLSQL_OPTIMIZE_LEVEL
-------------------- -------------------DO_CALC
2
PERFECT_TRIANGLES
2
TR_BOOKINGS_TRACK
2
TR_SALGRADE_COMP
2
UPD_INT
3
... and so on ...

There is a similar view for all objects: DBA_PLSQL_OBJECT_SETTINGS.
Remember, this is an intra-unit inlining, which means only procedures that are inside a unit are inlined. Subroutines
outside a unit are not inlined.

Running the Experiment
Now it’s time to examine these benefits via a repeatable experiment. Here you will create a base version of
a package and then modify the variable datatypes and compilation directives as per the concepts you learned
previously.
First, create an implementation of the Euclidean algorithm to find the greatest common divisor of two numbers.
Here is the logic of the function in the Wiki page:
function gcd(a, b)
if a = 0 return b
while b ≠ 0
if a > b
a := a - b
else
b := b - a
return a

We will examine the CPU times of the execution of this package under the various combinations of these
modifiers and record the elapsed times. So next, create a table to store CPU times:
create table times(
native
char(1) check (native
in (‘Y’, ‘N’)) enable,
simple
char(1) check (simple
in (‘Y’, ‘N’)) enable,
inlining
char(1) check (inlining in (‘Y’, ‘N’)) enable,
centiseconds number not null,
constraint times_pk primary key (simple, inlining, native))
/

You have three columns—native, simple, and inlining—for specifying native compilation, simple integers, and
inlined code, respectively. A “Y” in the column means the code was compiled for that. So, a record such as this:
NATIVE SIMPLE INLINING CENTISECONDS
------ ------ -------- -----------Y
N
N
100

indicates that the program was compiled natively but simple integer was not used, inlining didn’t take place, and
that this combination took 100 centi-seconds of CPU time.
To use only one copy of the package, use conditional compilation (introduced in Oracle Database 10g Release 2)
to modify the package. Here is how you create the package:
-- suppress these expected warnings:
-inlining of call of procedure ‘gcd’ was done
-uncalled procedure “gcd” is removed.
-unreachable code
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-keyword “native” used as a defined name
alter session set plsql_warnings = ‘enable:all, disable:06002, disable:06005, disable:06006,
disable:06010’
/
alter session set plsql_ccflags = ‘simple:false’
/
create package gcd_test is
procedure time_it;
end gcd_test;
/
create package body gcd_test is
$if $$simple $then
subtype my_integer is simple_integer;
simple constant times.simple%type := ‘y’;
$else
subtype my_integer is pls_integer not null;
simple constant times.simple%type := ‘n’;
$end
function gcd(p1 in my_integer, p2 in my_integer) return my_integer is
v1 my_integer := p1; v2 my_integer := p2;
begin
while v2 > 0 loop
if v1 > v2 then
v1 := v1 - v2;
else
v2 := v2 - v1;
end if;
end loop;
return v1;
end gcd;
function exercise_gcd return number is
-- expected value depends on no_of_iterations.
expected_checksum my_integer := 74069926; -- 2475190;
no_of_iterations constant my_integer := 5000; -- 1000;
checksum my_integer := 0;
v my_integer := 0;
t0 number; t1 number;
begin
for warmup in 1..2 loop
checksum := 0;
t0 := dbms_utility.get_cpu_time();
for j in 1..no_of_iterations loop
v := gcd(j, j);
if v <> j then
raise_application_error(-20000, ‘logic error: gcd(j, j) <> j’);
end if;
checksum := checksum + v;
for k in (j + 1)..no_of_iterations loop
v := gcd(j, k);
if gcd(k, j) <> v then
raise_application_error(-20000, ‘logic error: gcd(j, k) <> gcd(k, j)’);
end if;
checksum := checksum + v;
end loop;
end loop;
if checksum <> expected_checksum then
raise_application_error(-20000, ‘checksum <> expected_checksum: ‘||checksum);
end if;
t1 := dbms_utility.get_cpu_time();
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end loop;
return t1 - t0;
end exercise_gcd;
procedure time_it is
inlining times.inlining%type;
native times.native%type;
centiseconds constant times.centiseconds%type := exercise_gcd();
begin
if lower($$plsql_code_type) = ‘native’ then
native := ‘y’;
else
native := ‘n’;
end if;
if $$plsql_optimize_level = 3 then
inlining := ‘y’;
else
inlining := ‘n’;
end if;
insert into times(native, simple, inlining, centiseconds)
values(time_it.native, gcd_test.simple, time_it.inlining, time_it.centiseconds);
commit;
end time_it;
end gcd_test;
/
show errors

The package has enough inline comments to make the code self-documenting so I will not explain it in detail
here. In summary, the function GCD() accepts two values and returns the greatest common divisor of them. The
function exercise_gcd() calls the GCD() function and returns the CPU time of execution in centiseconds. Finally
TIME_IT(), the public procedure calls the EXERCISE_GCD() function with the appropriate degree of freedom and
inserts a record into the TIMES table.
Now you need to call the packaged procedure several times with different modifiers and record the CPU time in
each case. Do that by changing the conditional compilation variables before compiling the package:
truncate table times
/
-- Interpreted ---------------------------------------------- Simple:false
-- No Inlining
alter package GCD_Test compile body
PLSQL_Code_Type = interpreted
PLSQL_CCFlags = ‘Simple:false’
PLSQL_Optimize_Level = 2 /* no inlining */
reuse settings
/
begin GCD_Test.Time_It(); end;
/
-- inlining
alter package GCD_Test compile body
PLSQL_Code_Type = interpreted
PLSQL_CCFlags = ‘Simple:false’
PLSQL_Optimize_Level = 3 /* inlined */
reuse settings
/
begin GCD_Test.Time_It(); end;
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/
-- Simple:true
-- no inlining
alter package GCD_Test compile body
PLSQL_Code_Type = interpreted
PLSQL_CCFlags = ‘Simple:true’
PLSQL_Optimize_Level = 2
reuse settings
/
begin GCD_Test.Time_It(); end;
/
-- inlined
alter package GCD_Test compile body
PLSQL_Code_Type = interpreted
PLSQL_CCFlags = ‘Simple:true’
PLSQL_Optimize_Level = 3
reuse settings
/
begin GCD_Test.Time_It(); end;
/
-- Native -------------------------------------------------- Simple:false
-- no inlining
alter package GCD_Test compile body
PLSQL_Code_Type = native
PLSQL_CCFlags = ‘Simple:false’
PLSQL_Optimize_Level = 2
reuse settings
/
begin GCD_Test.Time_It(); end;
/
-- inlined
alter package GCD_Test compile body
PLSQL_Code_Type = native
PLSQL_CCFlags = ‘Simple:false’
PLSQL_Optimize_Level = 3
reuse settings
/
begin GCD_Test.Time_It(); end;
/
-- Simple:true
-- no linlining
alter package GCD_Test compile body
PLSQL_Code_Type = native
PLSQL_CCFlags = ‘Simple:true’
PLSQL_Optimize_Level = 2
reuse settings
/
begin GCD_Test.Time_It(); end;
/
-- inlined
alter package GCD_Test compile body
PLSQL_Code_Type = native
PLSQL_CCFlags = ‘Simple:true’
PLSQL_Optimize_Level = 3
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reuse settings
/
begin GCD_Test.Time_It(); end;
/

To find out how performance improved under each of these scenarios, use the following code:
spool timings.txt
<<b>>declare
Interp_Pls_Integer_Noinline
Interp_Pls_Integer_Inline
Interp_Simple_Integer_Noinline
Interp_Simple_Integer_Inline
Native_Pls_Integer_Noinline
Native_Pls_Integer_Inline
Native_Simple_Integer_Noinline
Native_Simple_Integer_Inline

Times.Centiseconds%type;
Times.Centiseconds%type;
Times.Centiseconds%type;
Times.Centiseconds%type;
Times.Centiseconds%type;
Times.Centiseconds%type;
Times.Centiseconds%type;
Times.Centiseconds%type;

procedure Show_Caption(Caption in varchar2) is
begin
DBMS_Output.Put_Line(Chr(10)||Rpad(‘-’, 60, ‘-’)||Chr(10)||Chr(10)||Caption||Chr(10));
end Show_Caption;
procedure Show_Ratio(Var1 in varchar2, Var2 in varchar2, Ratio in number) is
begin
DBMS_Output.Put_Line(Rpad(Var1, 15)||’and ‘||Rpad(Var2, 14)||To_Char(Ratio, ‘99.99’));
end Show_Ratio;
begin
select a.Centiseconds
into
b.Interp_Pls_Integer_Noinline
from
Times a
where
a.Native = ‘N’ and a.Simple = ‘N’ and a.Inlining = ‘N’;
select
into
from
where

a.Centiseconds
b.Interp_Pls_Integer_Inline
Times a
a.Native = ‘N’ and a.Simple = ‘N’ and a.Inlining = ‘Y’;

select
into
from
where

a.Centiseconds
b.Interp_Simple_Integer_Noinline
Times a
a.Native = ‘N’ and a.Simple = ‘Y’ and a.Inlining = ‘N’;

select
into
from
where

a.Centiseconds
b.Interp_Simple_Integer_Inline
Times a
a.Native = ‘N’ and a.Simple = ‘Y’ and a.Inlining = ‘Y’;

select
into
from
where

a.Centiseconds
b.Native_Pls_Integer_Noinline
Times a
a.Native = ‘Y’ and a.Simple = ‘N’ and a.Inlining = ‘N’;

select
into
from
where

a.Centiseconds
b.Native_Pls_Integer_Inline
Times a
a.Native = ‘Y’ and a.Simple = ‘N’ and a.Inlining = ‘Y’;

select
into
from
where

a.Centiseconds
b.Native_Simple_Integer_Noinline
Times a
a.Native = ‘Y’ and a.Simple = ‘Y’ and a.Inlining = ‘N’;
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select
into
from
where

a.Centiseconds
b.Native_Simple_Integer_Inline
Times a
a.Native = ‘Y’ and a.Simple = ‘Y’ and a.Inlining = ‘Y’;

Show_Caption(‘Benefit of simple_integer’);
Show_Ratio(‘Interpreted’,

‘no inlining’,

Interp_Pls_Integer_Noinline

/ Interp_Simple_Integer_Noinline);

Show_Ratio(‘Interpreted’,

‘inlining’,

Interp_Pls_Integer_Inline

/ Interp_Simple_Integer_Inline);

Show_Ratio(‘Native’,

‘no inlining’,

Native_Pls_Integer_Noinline

/ Native_Simple_Integer_Noinline);

Show_Ratio(‘Native’,

‘inlining’,

Native_Pls_Integer_Inline

/ Native_Simple_Integer_Inline);

Show_Caption(‘Benefit of inlining’);
Show_Ratio(‘Interpreted’,

‘pls_integer’,

Show_Ratio(‘Interpreted’,

‘simple_integer’, Interp_Simple_Integer_Noinline / Interp_Simple_Integer_Inline);

Interp_Pls_Integer_Noinline

Show_Ratio(‘Native’,

‘pls_integer’,

Show_Ratio(‘Native’,

‘simple_integer’, Native_Simple_Integer_NoInline / Native_Simple_Integer_Inline);

Native_Pls_Integer_Noinline

/ Interp_Pls_Integer_Inline);
/ Native_Pls_Integer_Inline);

Show_Caption(‘Benefit of native’);
Show_Ratio(‘pls_integer’,

‘no inlining’,

Interp_Pls_Integer_Noinline

/ Native_Pls_Integer_Noinline);

Show_Ratio(‘pls_integer’,

‘inlining’,

Interp_Pls_Integer_Inline

/ Native_Pls_Integer_Inline);

Show_Ratio(‘simple_integer’, ‘no inlining’,

Interp_Simple_Integer_Noinline / Native_Simple_Integer_Noinline);

Show_Ratio(‘simple_integer’, ‘inlining’,

Interp_Simple_Integer_Inline

/ Native_Simple_Integer_Inline);

end b;
/
spool off

Here is the output. It shows the ratio of the CPU time compared to the default: no inlining, interpreted
compilation, and using pls_integer.
-----------------------------------------------------------Benefit of simple_integer
Interpreted
Interpreted
Native
Native

and
and
and
and

no inlining
inlining
no inlining
inlining

1.00
1.00
2.19
2.79

-----------------------------------------------------------Benefit of inlining
Interpreted
Interpreted
Native
Native

and
and
and
and

pls_integer
simple_integer
pls_integer
simple_integer

1.07
1.07
1.16
1.48

-----------------------------------------------------------Benefit of native
pls_integer
pls_integer
simple_integer
simple_integer

and
and
and
and

no inlining
inlining
no inlining
inlining

4.78
5.18
10.53
14.49

From the above output, you can see that the CPU time of execution was 14.49 times for the default set up
compared to the native compilation with inlining and simple_integer—a pretty impressive gain, by any standard.
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Conclusion
You should now appreciate the power and usefulness of these new features. In summary:
•

•

•

•

•

The simple_integer datatype can be syntactically used wherever pls_integer can but beware of the potential
wrapping of values and the not-null requirement. This means simple integers can’t be blindly used everywhere.
If your application has no possibility of accidentally going over the maximum value or going under the minimum
value, then this is a very good choice when combined with native compilation.
The benefit of simple_integer is dramatic when used with native compilation and minor when used with
interpreted compilation. Notice that even with interpreted compilation, simple_integer is beneficial rather than
harmful.
The benefit of inlining is also greater when used with native compilation than when used with interpreted
compilation. This is harder to explain. Loosely, the tighter the code that comes toward the back end of the
common compilation, the greater the chances for the native branch to do smart optimizations in its domain that
are not available in the interpreted branch.
The benefit of native is greatest when the program is amenable—that is, does no SQL and does not use Oracle
number, date, and so on. Notice that even when these conditions hold, the size of the benefit varies within a
wide range.
Choosing native compilation and inlining in Oracle Database 11g is a no-brainer. The only reason not to would be
a punitive compilation time (maybe in the development shop during the early cycles).

The opportunities for safely using simple_integer will be rare. But when an opportunity does arise, you should
seize it. Back to “Oracle Database 11g: Top Features for DBAs and Developers” homepage
Arup Nanda Arup Nanda (arup@proligence.com) has been exclusively an Oracle DBA for more than 12 years
with experiences spanning all areas of Oracle Database technology, and was named “DBA of the Year” by Oracle
Magazine in 2003. Arup is a frequent speaker and writer in Oracle-related events and journals and an Oracle
ACE Director. He co-authored four books, including RMAN Recipes for Oracle Database 11g: A Problem
Solution Approach.
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And Don’t Forget...
Download Oracle Database 11g
Finally, I want to provide an introduction to many miscellaneous features that you will come to know and love in
Oracle Database 11g.

New Processes
Each new version of Oracle Database brings forth a new set of abbreviations for new processes. Here is the list
for Oracle Database 11g Release 1:
Process

Name

Description

ACMS

Atomic Controlfile to Memory Server

Only applicable in a RAC instance. When
a distributed SGA update is issued, ACMS
ensures that the update happens on all
instances. If the update fails on one, this
process also rolls it back on all instances.
Think of ACMS as a two-phase commit
coordinator process for SGA updates in a
RAC cluster.

DBRM

Database Resource Manager

Implements the resource plans and other
resource manager-related tasks

DIA0

Diagnosibility process 0

Detects hang situations and deadlocks. In the
future there may be more than one process,
so the name is set as diag0. The other
processes, if they come in the future will be
named dia1, dia2, etc.

DIAG

Diagnosibility process

Performs the diagnostics, dumps trace files,
if necessary and performs global oradebug
commands

FBDA

Flashback Data Archiver

Oracle Database 11g has a new “Flashback
Archives” to write the changes made to a
table (refer to “Transactions Management”
installment of this series). This process
writes the flashback archives.

GTX0

Global Transaction Process 0

In a RAC cluster, Oracle Database
now provides improved handling of XA
transactions. This process coordinates XA
transactions. If the database load on XA
grows, more processes are automatically
created with names GTX1, GTX2, upto GTXJ.

KATE

Konductor (Conductor) of ASM Temporary
Errands

Undoubtedly the grandest name of all new
processes. This is seen on ASM instances;
not the database. (Refer to the installment on
this series on ASM for the new feature Fast
Disk Resync.) When a disk goes offline, this
process performs a proxy I/O on its behalf to
an ASM metafile.
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Process

Name

Description

MARK

Mark AU for Resync Koordinator (coordinator)

Refer to the ASM installment for more details
on the resiliency of the ASM diskgroups.
When a disk fails, it becomes offline, causing
writes to miss. In that case, this process
marks the ASM allocation units (AUs) as
stale. When the disk comes online, the stale
segments will be refreshed.

SMCO

Space Manager

SMCO is the master space management
process that dynamically allocates and
deallocates space. It spawns slave processes
Wnnn to implement the tasks.

VKTM

Virtual Keeper of TiMe process

Provides a wall clock equivalent (with 1
second updates). When running at elevated
priority, it provides a 20 ms update.

W000

Space Management Worker Processes

Implements the instructions received from
SMCO. More processes are spawned as
needed with names like W000, W001
and so on.

Colored SQL
This new feature doesn’t paint the SQL statement in color; rather, it sort of marks it as “important.”
Suppose you are troubleshooting a performance issue and you suspect a specific SQL statement contributing
to the problem. You want the SQL statement to be captured in every Automatic Workload Repository (AWR)
snapshot. But AWR snapshots do not capture all SQL statements; just the top ones. How can you force a specific
SQL to be captured, regardless of its inclusion in the top SQLs?
The procedure add_colored_sql() in the package dbms_workload_repository marks the SQL as “colored”, or
important enough to be captured in every AWR snapshot regardless of whether the SQL is in top SQLs. First,
identify the SQL statement and then get its SQL_ID. To color it, use:
begin
dbms_workload_repository.add_colored_sql(
sql_id => ‘ff15115dvgukr’
);
end;

To find out which SQLs have been colored, you can query the AWR table WRM$_COLORED_SQL:
SQL> SELECT * FROM wrm$_colored_sql;
DBID SQL_ID
OWNER CREATE_TI
---------- ------------- ---------- --------2965581158 ff15115dvgukr
1 05-APR-08

Thereafter the SQL statement with ID ff15115dvgukr will be captured in every snapshot, even if it’s not in the top
SQL statements. (Of course, the SQL must be present in the library cache to be captured in the AWR snapshots.)
But what if the SQL ceases to be that colorful—that is, not important enough to be captured? You can turn it off by
issuing the obverse of the procedure.
begin
dbms_workload_repository.remove_colored_sql(
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sql_id => ‘ff15115dvgukr’

);
end;

This feature is extremely useful when you want to focus on a specific SQL in your tuning exercises.

OLTP Table Compression
Compression has been an Oracle Database feature in one form or other for a long period
Compression is always CPU-intensive and it takes time. Usually, if you compress data, it has to be uncompressed
to be usable. While this requirement is acceptable in data warehouse environments, where the SQL typically
operates on a large number of rows and large response times are generally tolerable, it may not be acceptable on
OLTP environments.
Now, in Oracle Database 11g, you can do this:
create table my_compressed_table (
col1 number(20),
col2 varchar2(300),
...
)
compress for all operations

The clause “compress for all operations” enables compression on all DML activities like INSERT, UPDATE, etc. The
compression occurs on all DML activities; not just direct path inserts as in the previous versions.
Will that slow the DML? Not necessarily. This is where the new feature works best. The compression does not
occur when the row is inserted into the table. Instead, the rows are inserted uncompressed and in the routine
way. When a certain number of rows are inserted (or updated) in the uncompressed manner, the compression
algorithm kicks in and compresses all the uncompressed rows in the block. In other words, the block is
compressed, not the row. The threshold at which the compression occurs is internally defined inside the RDBMS
code.

Mechanics of Compression
Consider a table, ACCOUNTS, with records shown below:

Inside the database, assume a single database block has all the above rows.
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This is what an uncompressed block looks like: with the records with all the data in all the fields (columns). When
this block is compressed, the database first calculates the repeating values found in all the rows, moves them out
of the rows, and puts them near the header of the block. These repeating values in the rows are replaced with a
symbol that represents each of these values. Conceptually it is shown in the figure below where you can see a
block before and after compression.

Note how the values have been taken out of the rows and put in a special area at the top called “Symbol Table”.
Each value in the columns is assigned a symbol that takes the place of the actual value inside the rows. As
symbols are smaller than the actual values, the record sizes are considerably smaller than the original as well.
The more repeating data the row has, the more compact the symbol table and subsequently the block.
Because compression occurs as a triggered event, not when the row is inserted, the performance impact of the
compression is nil during the normal DML process. When the compression is triggered, the demand on the CPU
becomes high, of course,but at all other times the CPU impact is zero, making the compression suitable for OLTP
applications as well—which is the sweetspot for compression in Oracle Database 11g.
Apart from reduced space consumption, the compressed data takes less time to go across the network, uses less
space for backup, and makes it feasible to maintain full copies of the production database in QA and testing.

COPY is Undead!
Contrary to the rumors, the COPY command is still around. And it is still the only way to copy LONG datatypes.
But as it has been made deprecated, it has not kept pace with the newer developments in Oracle Database.
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For instance, it does not know about the presence of a new datatype called BFILE. If you try to copy the table
DOCS, which has a column as BFILE shown in the earlier example:
SQL> copy to sh@oradba11 > replace docs_may08 > using select * from docs
> where creation_dt between ‘1-may-08’ and ‘31-may-08’;
Enter TO password:
Array fetch/bind size is 15. (arraysize is 15)
Will commit when done. (copycommit is 0)
Maximum long size is 80. (long is 80)
CPY-0012: Datatype cannot be copied

The error message says it all: the COPY command can’t copy the BFILE datatype. But in the case of a table
with a LONG column, you can’t use INSERT /*+ APPEND */ and CREATE TABLE ... NOLOGGING AS SELECT ...
statements. Here is an example where we are trying to copy some rows from one table to another where there is
a column defined as LONG:
SQL>create table mytab1 as select * from mytab where col1 = ‘A’;
create table mytab1 as select * from mytab
*
ERROR at line 1:
ORA-00997: illegal use of LONG datatype
SQL> insert /*+ APPEND */ into mytab
2> select * from mytab where col1 = ‘A’;
select * from mytab
*
ERROR at line 2:
ORA-00997: illegal use of LONG datatype

So, your only easy option to copy a large amount of data without filling up the undo segments is to use the COPY
command.

Exports and Import: Hanging by a Thread
When Data Pump was introduced in Oracle Database 10g, the eventual obsolescence of the traditional Export
and Import tools were expected. Well, keep waiting: in Oracle Database 11g, these old tools are very much there.
Being deprecated, they no longer receive any more enhancements, but they are far from useless.
In terms of features Data Pump outdoes the Regular Export/Import many times over but in one simple case the
latter is still immensely useful: when you have to create a dump file on the client and not the server. There is no
need to create a directory before performing the operations, so in many ways a simple data export is probably
easier through the Regular Export/Import.
But, again, these tools are deprecated, so there are three risks to using them:
•

Oracle will not add any functionality to them so future datatypes, etc. may not be supported.

•

They may disappear from a future release without advanced warning, forcing you to rewrite the code later.

•

If you encounter a bug, Oracle Support may refuse to fix that code.

So, it may be worthwhile to convert existing code to Data Pump, and definitely so for new developments.
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Incrementally Updated Global Statistics
In partitioned tables, each partition can have optimizer statistics. In addition, there is a global statistic on the
entire table that is not partition dependent—the number of distinct values across the table, for example. This
global statistic is collected only when instructed in the dbms_stats.gather_*_stats procedures; not by default.
If the global stats parameter is not specified, they are not collected and the optimizer derives them from the
partition stats. Of course, the calculated global stats are always more accurate than the derived ones so it’s
always advisable to collect them.
But there used to be a little problem:. When a partition data changes but other partitions remain unchanged, the
global stats might become stale. Thus the stats collection program had to go through the entire table to collect the
global stats even though only one partition has a change.
Not so anymore. In Oracle Database 11g, you can instruct the optimizer to collect the global stats incrementally
from the changed partition alone, not by doing another full table scan. This is done by setting a table parameter
for stats collection—INCREMENTAL—to TRUE, as shown below:
begin
dbms_stats.set_table_prefs(
‘SH’,’SALES’,’INCREMENTAL’,’TRUE’);
end;
/

Now you should collect the stats on this table, and specifically the partition SALES_1995, with a granularity of
AUTO.
begin
dbms_stats.gather_table_stats (
ownname
=> ‘SH’,
tabname
=> ‘SALES’,
partname
=> ‘SALES_1995’,
granularity
=> ‘AUTO’
);
end;

This method of stats collection instructs the database to incrementally update the global stats from those
collected from the new partition.

Data Pump Gets Better
As I mentioned previously, Data Pump has been the tool of choice for moving large amounts of data, or for
taking “logical” backups of the data efficiently, since the previous release. Similar to Export/Import, it’s platform
independent (for instance you can export from Linux to import into Solaris). It got a few enhancements in Oracle
Database 11g.
One of the big issues with Data Pump was that the dumpfile couldn’t be compressed while getting created. That
was something easily done in the older Export/Import utility. In Oracle Database 11g, Data Pump can compress
the dumpfiles while creating them. This is done via a parameter COMPRESSION in the expdp command line.
The parameter has three options:
•

METDATA_ONLY - only the metadata is compressed; the data is left as it is (available in Oracle Database 10.2
as well).

•

DATA_ONLY - only the data is compressed; the metadata is left alone.

•

ALL - both the metadata and data are compressed.
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•

NONE - this is the default; no compression is performed.

Here is how you compress the export of the table UNITS_FACT:
$ expdp global/global directory=dump_dir tables=units_fact dumpfile=units_fact_comp.dmp compression=all

For comparison purposes, export without compression:
$ expdp global/global directory=dump_dir tables=units_fact dumpfile=units_fact_uncomp.dmp

Now if you check the files created:
$ ls -l
-rw-r-----rw-r-----

1 oracle dba 2576384 Jul
1 oracle dba 15728640 Jul

6 22:39 units_fact_comp.dmp
6 22:36 units_fact_uncomp.dmp

The compression ratio is 100*(15728640-2576384)/15728640 or about 83.61%! That’s fairly impressive; the
uncompressed dumpfile is 15MB while the compressed one is 1.5MB.
If you compress the dumpfile using gzip:
$ gzip units_factl_uncomp.dmp
-rw-r-----

1 oracle dba 3337043 Jul

6 22:36 units_fact_uncomp.dmp.gz

The compressed file is about 3.2MB, double the size of the compressed file in Data Pump. So, in addition to the
compression being potentially more efficient, the decompression really adds value. When importing the dumpfile,
the import does not have to decompress the file first; it decompresses as it reads it, making the process really
fast.
The two other enhancements in Data Pump are:
•

•

Encryption: the dumpfile can be encrypted while getting created. The encryption uses the same technology as
TDE (Transparent Data Encryption) and uses the wallet to store the master key. This encryption occurs on the
entire dumpfile, not just on the encrypted columns as it was in the case of Oracle Database 10g.
Masking: when you import data from production to QA, you may want to make sure sensitive data such as social
security number, etc. are obfuscated (altered in such a way that they are not identifiable). Data Pump in Oracle
Database 11g enables you do that by creating a masking function and then using that during import.

You can read about both these features in the security installment.

Truly Online Index Rebuild
Remember the ONLINE clause while rebuilding an index?
alter index in_tab_01 rebuild online;

The clause rebuilds the index without affecting the DML accessing it. It does so by tracking which blocks are being
accessed and at the end merging these blocks with the newly built index. To accomplish this task the operation
had to get an exclusive lock at the end of the process. Although short in duration, it was a lock nevertheless, and
DMLs had to wait.
In Oracle Database 11g, the online rebuild is truly online: it does not hold an exclusive lock. The DMLs are
not affected.
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Different Tablespace for Temporary Tables
When you create a global temporary table, where does the allocation come from for the space occupied? It
comes from the user’s temporary tablespace. Usually this is not going to be an issue, but in some special cases,
you may want to free up the temporary tablespace for the purpose it is supposed to be for (sorting, mostly).
Sometimes you may want create the temporary tables to use another temporary tablespace on faster, more
efficient disks to make the data access faster. In those cases you had no choice but to make that tablespace
the user’s temporary tablespace.
In Oracle Database 11g you can use another temporary tablespace for your global temporary tables. Let’s see
how. First you create another temporary tablespace:
SQL> create temporary tablespace etl_temp
2> tempfile ‘+DG1/etl_temp_01.dbf’
3> size 1G;
Tablespace created.

Then, you create the GTT with a new tablespace clause:
SQL> create global temporary table data_load (
2>
input_line varchar2 (2000)
3> )
4> on commit preserve rows
5> tablespace etl_temp;
Table created.

This temporary table is now created on tablespace etl_temp instead of the user’s default temporary tablespace—
TEMP.

SQL*Plus Error Logging
Suppose you have a SQL script called myscript.sql:
set puase on
set lines 132 pages 0 trimsppol on
select * from nonexistent_table
/

Note there are several errors in the script: the first line has “pause” misspelled, the second line has “trimspool”
misspelled, and finally the third line has a select statement from a table that does not even exist. When you run
the script via SQL*Plus prompt, unless you spooled the output, you will not be able to check the error afterward.
Even if you spooled, you would have access to the physical server to examine the spool file, which may not be
possible.
Oracle Database 11g has a perfect solution: Now you can log the errors coming from SQL*Plus on a special table.
You should issue, as a first command:
SQL> set errorlogging on

Now you run the script:
SQL> @myscript

The run will produce the following error messages:
SP2-0158: unknown SET option “puase”
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SP2-0158: unknown SET option “trimsppol”
select * from nonexistent_table
*
ERROR at line 1:
ORA-00942: table or view does not exist

which you may or may not have seen, depending on how you ran the script—in the foreground from an SQL*Plus
prompt or in the background as a script invocation. After the script completes, you can log into the database and
check the errors in a table named SPERRORLOG.
sql>
sql>
sql>
sql>
sql>
sql>
sql>
2>

col timestamp format a15
col username format a15
col script format a10
col identifier format a15
col statement format a20
col message format a20
select timestamp, username, script, statement, message
from sperrorlog;

TIMESTAMP
--------------05-JUL-08 06.08
.41.000000 PM
05-JUL-08 06.08
.41.000000 PM
05-JUL-08 06.08
.41.000000 PM

USERNAME
SCRIPT
--------------- ---------SH
myscript.s
ql
SH
myscript.s
ql
SH
myscript.s
ql

STATEMENT
MESSAGE
-------------------- -------------------set puase on
SP2-0158: unknown SE
T option “puase”
set lines 132 pages SP2-0158: unknown SE
0 trimsppol on
T option “trimsppol”
select * from nonexi ORA-00942: table or
stent_table
view does not exist

Note that you checked the error from a different session, not the session where the script was run. In fact the
script has finished and the session has been terminated anyway. This gives you a powerful ability to check errors
after they occurred in SQL*Plus sessions that were impossible, or at least difficult, to track otherwise.
The table SPERRORLOG is a special table that is created for this purpose only. You can also create your own table
and populate that with errors from SQL*Plus. This table should be created as:
SQL> create table my_sperror_log
2 (
3
username varchar2(256),
4
timestamp
timestamp,
5
script
varchar2(1024),
6
identifier
varchar(256),
7
message
clob,
8
statement
clob
9 )
10 /
Table created.

Now you can use this table in error logging instead of the default table.
SQL> set errorlogging on table sh.my_sperror_log;
SQL> @myscript

Now MY_ERROR_LOG (and not SPERRORLOG) will hold the error log. You can truncate all the rows in the table
by issuing
SQL> set errorlogging on truncate

There is an optional IDENTIFIER clause that allows you to tag the errors from specific sessions. Suppose you
issue the command:
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SQL> set errorlogging on identifier MYSESSION1

Now if you run the script, the records will be created with the column called IDENTIFIER populated with the value
MYSESSION1. You can extract those records only by issuing the query:
select timestamp, username, script, statement, message
from sperrorlog
where identifier = ‘MYSESSION1’;

You will see the records from that session only. This is very useful if you are trying to isolate errors in multiple
scripts and sessions.

Shrinking the Temporary Tablespace
You probably already know that temporary tablespaces are special; normal rules of space management may not
apply to them. When a temporary segment is allocated, it is not deallocated. This is not really a problem, since the
temporary segments (which are what the temporary tablespaces are for) are not part of the schema and are not
stored across database recycles. The space is reused for another user or another query. Anyway, since the space
is not deallocated, the temporary tablespaces just keep growing. But what if you want to trim them to make room
for other tablespaces?
Until now the only option was to drop and recreate the tablespace—a rather trivial task that can be done almost
always online. However there is a little “but”: What if you can’t afford to accept anything other than 100-percent
uptime? In Oracle Database 11g, you can easily do that, by shrinking the temporary tablespace.
Here is how the tablespace TEMP1 is shrunk:
alter tablespace temp1 shrink space;

This deallocates all the unused segments from the tablespace and shrinks it. After the above operation, you can
check the view DBA_TEMP_FREE_SPACE to check how much the allocated space and free space currently is.
SQL> select * from dba_temp_free_space;
TABLESPACE_NAME
TABLESPACE_SIZE ALLOCATED_SPACE FREE_SPACE
------------------------------ --------------- --------------- ---------TEMP
179306496
179306496 178257920

In a relatively quiet database the shrink operation might shrink the temporary tablespace to almost empty. You
know that’s just artificial; as the subsequent activities will expand the tablespace, you might want to leave some
space inside, say 100MB. You can do it as follows:
SQL> alter tablespace temp shrink space keep 100m;
Tablespace altered.
SQL> select * from dba_temp_free_space;
TABLESPACE_NAME
TABLESPACE_SIZE ALLOCATED_SPACE FREE_SPACE
------------------------------ --------------- --------------- ---------TEMP
105906176
1048576 104857600

All the space but 100MB was released. This approach helps you manage the space in various tablespaces. Now
you can borrow the space from inside a temporary tablespace to give to other tablespace temporarily (no pun
intended). Later when that space is no longer needed, you can give it back to the temporary tablespace. When
you combine this feature with the tablespace for global temporary tables you can resolve many difficult space
management issues in temporary tablespaces.
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SQL*Plus Shows BFILE
The datatype BFILE in Oracle Database stores the pointer to an external file, not the contents of the file itself. It
serves a specific purpose: the database space is conserved while the users have access to the data in the files,
which is great for some applications such as ones using content and multi-media rich databases.
If you have a column with BFILE in a table and you want to select the rows of the tale in SQL*Plus, you used to
get an error. In Oracle Database 11g, SQL*Plus shows you the location of the file as a value in the column.
Let’s see an example. First you have to create a directory to store the BFILE.
SQL> create directory doc_dir as ‘/u01/oracle/docs’;

Directory created.
Now, create the table.
SQL> create table docs
2 (
3
doc_id
number(20),
4
doc_file
bfile,
5
doc_type
varchar2(10)
6 );
Table created.

Create the row.
SQL> insert into docs values
2
3
4
5
6

(

);

1,
bfilename(‘DOC_DIR’,’metric_daily_report.pdf’),
‘PDF’

1 row created.

Now if you select this row in SQL*Plus:
SQL> col doc_file format a50
SQL> select * from docs;
DOC_ID DOC_FILE
DOC_TYPE
---------- -------------------------------------------------- ---------1 bfilename(‘DOC_DIR’, ‘metric_daily_report.pdf’)
PDF

The output under the column DOC_FILE, which is a BFILE, shows the location of the file instead of erroring out.

Parameter Files from Memory
Consider this scenario: in the course of diagnosing some database issue, you modified a lot of parameters, all in
memory. Later you forget which parameters you changed. Unless you remembered to put these parameters in the
initialization parameter file (pfile or spfile), these changes will be lost. Most likely you didn’t put them there as you
were experimenting with the values and weren’t sure which specific value to use. Of course, you can go through
the alert log and pick out all the changes made—a procedure not only painful but error-prone as well.
In Oracle Database 11g, you can use a very simple command to create a pfile or an spfile from the parameter
values from memory.
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SQL>
File
SQL>
File

create spfile from memory;
created.
create pfile from memory;
created.

This will create an spfile or pfile with the values from the memory. The pfile will have an entry at the top of the file
like this:
# Oracle init.ora parameter file generated by instance ODEL11 on 08/28/2007 14:52:14

This saves you a lot or effort and risk in capturing the parameters changed in the memory. This feature also allows
you to create a pfile in another name and then compare the current pfile to this generated one to see which
parameters were changed.
SQL> create pfile=’/tmp/a’ from memory;

This statement creates the pfile as /tmp/a. Now in unix, you can use the simple diff command to show the
differences in these two files.

Reset with Care
In course of a performance tuning process you are examining the impact of changing several dynamic initialization
parameters directly on the spfile, and suddenly you are concerned that you have lost track of what you changed.
Since these are changed in the spfile, you can’t count on the spfile to tell you what values you changed.
Well, here comes the cavalry: The ALTER SYSTEM RESET command resets the value to the default value,
overriding what you have the spfile:
alter system reset license_max_sessions;

This command was available in earlier releases as well but with one fundamental difference: it required a SID
clause earlier in RAC databases. If you wanted to reset it on all instances, you would have specified SID=’*’
clause. In Oracle Database 11g, the SID clause is optional and the default is all instances. So, if you omit the
clause, it would have errorred out earlier; now it succeeds, but the effect may not be what you wanted. So,
watch out.

Real-time SQL Monitoring
Performance diagnosis takes a giant leap with this feature. Consider this: someone is running a bunch of SQL
(perhaps inside a PL/SQL code). How do you know how much resource (CPU, I/O, etc.) each step of the access
path is taking? You can trace the session or analyze the tracefile using Trace Analyzer or the plain old tkprof, but
that’s after the fact. You would have loved to get a real time window into what’s going in the session, wouldn’t
you?
In Oracle Database 11g, a new feature, Real-time SQL Monitoring, does exactly what the name implies: it allows
you to see the different metrics of the SQL being executed in real time. The stats are exposed through the
dynamic performance view V$SQL_MONITOR, which is refreshed every second.
To demonstrate, let’s run a large query and monitor the real time stats. We know that the SID of the session
running the large query is 103. While selecting from the view I have used Tom Kyte’s famous print_table tool
,which displays the output in the vertical format for better readability.
SQL> exec print.tbl(‘select * from v$sql_monitor where sid = 103’)
KEY
: 476741369968
STATUS
: EXECUTING
FIRST_REFRESH_TIME
: 07-jul-2008 14:13:38
LAST_REFRESH_TIME
: 07-jul-2008 14:26:27
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REFRESH_COUNT
SID
PROCESS_NAME
SQL_ID
SQL_EXEC_START
SQL_EXEC_ID
SQL_PLAN_HASH_VALUE
SQL_CHILD_ADDRESS
SESSION_SERIAL#
PX_SERVER#
PX_SERVER_GROUP
PX_SERVER_SET
PX_QCINST_ID
PX_QCSID
ELAPSED_TIME
CPU_TIME
FETCHES
BUFFER_GETS
DISK_READS
DIRECT_WRITES
APPLICATION_WAIT_TIME
CONCURRENCY_WAIT_TIME
CLUSTER_WAIT_TIME
USER_IO_WAIT_TIME
PLSQL_EXEC_TIME
JAVA_EXEC_TIME
-----------------

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

48043
103
ora
2xj1nram1k1x0
07-jul-2008 14:13:31
16777216
1759042790
38837734
32668

42638722
9199624
48032
3238
12096
13419
0
134534
0
148436
0
0

Most of the columns are self explanatory: SQL_ID—the sql_id of the SQL statement being executed by the SID;
STATUS—the status of the SQL right now, which shows that it’s being executed right now; SQL_EXEC_START—
the time it started; and so on. The columns such as CPU_TIME, DISK_READS and DIRECT_WRITES show their
namesake metrics. If you keep on executing the query, you will see these metrics getting updated.
Another view ,V$SQL_PLAN_MONITOR, shows the optimizer plan of the SQL statement executed updated in real
time. Here is how you can use the view to see the various steps in the plan and the associated stats in real time.
select plan_line_id,
plan_operation,
plan_options,
output_rows
from v$sql_plan_monitor
where sid = 103
order by plan_line_id;
PLAN_LINE_ID PLAN_OPERATION
------------ -----------------------------0 SELECT STATEMENT
1 HASH
2 HASH JOIN
3 PART JOIN FILTER
4 TABLE ACCESS
5 HASH JOIN
6 TABLE ACCESS
7 HASH JOIN
8 TABLE ACCESS
9 HASH JOIN
10 TABLE ACCESS
11 HASH JOIN
12 TABLE ACCESS
13 PARTITION RANGE
14 TABLE ACCESS

PLAN_OPTIONS
OUTPUT_ROWS
------------------------------ ----------809994
GROUP BY
809994
918845
CREATE
1826
FULL
1826
918845
FULL
503
918845
FULL
72
918845
FULL
5
918845
FULL
55500
JOIN-FILTER
918845
FULL
918845
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Like the previous view, if you re-execute the query you will see the metrics getting updated. These two views
allow you to peek into the processing for that SQL in real time.
Another useful part of the real time SQL monitoring is the SQL Monitor Report. Using this report, you can get a
visual report of various metrics on the SQL and the plan steps. This report is generated as a CLOB output from the
function REPORT_SQL_MONITOR in the package DBMS_SQLTUNE. Here is how you invoke that function:
SQL>
SQL>
2
3
4
5
6

set long 99999 lines 3000 pages 0 trimspool on
select dbms_sqltune.report_sql_monitor (
event_detail => ‘YES’,
report_level => ‘ALL’,
type
=> ‘HTML’
)
from dual;

Spool the output to a file named rep1.html and run the SQL. After a few moments, run this SQL again spooling to
a new file - rep2.html. Finally, run it after the query completes spooling to rep3.html. Each report file is a snapshot
of SQL real time metrics as of that time. Taking the report at three different times allows you to track the progress.
Open up one of the files in a Web browser, shown below:

Here you see the SQL statement whose metrics are being displayed. On the top left you can see the metadata
about the SQL—the time it started, last refresh time, etc. To the right of that you see different colored bars
representing the various metrics. If you hover your mouse over these bars you will see the description of that
as well as the value it illustrates.
The lower part of the screen shows the optimizer plan for the query and the time taken in each step, under
categories such as CPU activity, Waits, and so on. Colored bars show the relative values of each metric. If you
hover your mouse above those bars you will see the values and time periods for each metric.
This report is nothing but a snapshot of the real-time SQL monitor view you saw earlier presented in a graphical
format. The data, presented graphically, helps you understand the components of the query and measuring the
times spent in each of them, making performance diagnosis far easier.

End Note
This concludes the 20-week-long, whirlwind tour of the new features introduced in Oracle Database 11g. Like any
author, I struggled to maintain the delicate balance between depth and breadth. But in the previous article series
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on Oracle Database 10g Rel 1 and Rel 2, your feedback was loud and clear: you loved the example-based story
telling approach, so I did not stray from that format in this series.
My sincere appreciation goes out to the reviewers who validated this series. I couldn’t thank Justin Kestelyn
enough, for the support and the help in making this project a success. And, thank you, dear reader, for making
it all worthwhile.
Back to “Oracle Database 11g: Top Features for DBAs and Developers” homepage
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